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PRKFACK

This l)o<)k hi\s U'iMi writuii partly on reqaeet and partly wiUi the ok^jael

of placing oil record, for whai ihay Are worth, the resiutB of experieooe

^liiitnl in connection with Hervice aircraft.

Those who search the book in the hope of finding a strictly loffieal

and mathemntical theory of the behaviour of a screw propeller will be

disappointed. Those, however, who read with the object of learning bow
to design a propeller for actual use, will, it is hoped, be more satiafied.

It is for such readers that the book is intended. For the former tMk*
T hiwG neither the inclihation nor the mathematical knowledge. Aa

Is the latter, it was my fortune during the war to be in charge, first

Admiralty and later at the Air Ministry, of technical work in

lion with propellers for aircraft, and it therefore happened that

propellers used on British aeroplanes, seaplanes and air-

4^ed either by myself or under my direct super\ision.

i i lied is my justification for attempting this work.

i.^.. .»...^ w ;ay work with the British Government Departments,

this opportunity is taken of recognizing the help ^ven by all the

members of my staff, but in particular I would mention that of Major
F. E. Pollard, R.A.F., A-RC.S., who ably seconded me throughout

practically the whole of the time during which I held the poet
In this work I have used the term *' propeller,*' although aware that

the technical terms committee of the Boyai Aeronautical Society was
about to reooffnize the term "airscrew** in preference to "propeller.**

I have argued as strongly for the one as for the other, and am inclined

to think that the more logical arguments are in favour of the term
' airhcrew,*' which has the additional advantage of being a literal traoala-

tion of the French "h^lice a^rienne " and the German " Laftochraabe.'*

But unfortunately language is not based on logic. Custom and usage

are the ultimate sanctions of the use of words, and in this case custom
on the part of the aircraft industry and the flying servioes has strongly

decided on the use of the term " propeller.** This, however, would not

be a sufficiently good reason for retaining the term if the word was in

any way ambiguous. Such is not, nor is it likely to be the case*; nor would

such a reason be sufficient if the word were inherently incorrect Neither

is this the case ; both the word " airscrew ** and "propeller ** are abbrevia-

tions of the full term " air screw-propeller.*' The word " propeller ** is

the generic term, " screw ** defines the particular type of propeller, and
" air ** specifies the medium in which the screw-propeller is intended to

work. This being so, the verdict of custom and usage has been aoeepfeed,

and the term screw-propeller, or in its abbreviated form—propeller —has
been used.



vi PREFACE

The reader who is already aoqaainted with the behaviour of aerofoils

will find h sufficient for the immediate purpose of design to read only

Chapters II., IV., V., and X. In Chapters IV. and V. the simple theory

as it existed up to some two or three years ago is given ; the luodifications

of that theorv due to the mutual interference of the blades is dealt with

in Chapters VI. and VII. The simple theory is sufficient for ordinary

routine design. For the purpose of estimating more correctly the

efficiency of a propeller under given conditions and of understanding the

(actors which influence efficiency, Chapters VI , VII., VIII., IX., and XI.

should be studied.

It is regretted that it has not been found possible to deal with the

subject of '' Helicopters *' in this edition.

M. 8 DrzewiecKi's priority of the idea of the blade element theory

is pointed out in Chapter I. References to the original papers by
M. Drzewiecki, so far as I can trace them, are given in an appendix. In
this connection the credit is to be given to Mr. Lanchester for having
independently iK)8tulated the same theory in his ** Aerodynamics,"
published in 1907. My own experience dates only from 1913, and
such knowledge as I have of the subject has been developed from the

simple instructions of M. Coanda—then technical director of the British

and Colonial Aeroplane Co.—to design a proi)eller by splitting up the

blade into a number of strips and summing the forces acting on each
such strip.

I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to Major F. E. Pollard, R.A.F.,

and Major J. S. Buchanan, RA.F., both of whom have .given me the

l)enefit of their criticism during the writing of this work, and also to

Miss C. M. Leigh, B.A., who has done most of the necessary calculation.

I acknowledge help received from the work done by the stafif of the

National Physical Laboratory and of the Royal Aircraft Establishment.
It is also desired to thank Dr. Durand, Chairman of the Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics in the U.S.A., for permission to use his valuable

work on screw-propellers from which Fig. 45 has been taken. I have
further to thank Messrs. W. D. Oddy and Co., Messrs. Handley Page,
Ltd, MJessrs. Rolls Royce, Ltd., and Messrs. Peter Hooker, Ltd., for

permission to reproduce photographs, with which they have kindly
supplied me.

The proofs have been read with some care, but it is too much to hope
that the book is free from errors. It will be esteemed a kindness on the
part of any reader who will notify to me any errors or mistakes found.

HENRY C. WATTS.

OWTDIB CHAMBBBS,
104, IllOB HOLBOBB,

LOHDOH, W.C. 1.
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CHAI^RU !

INTRODUCTION

L Statement ol the Problem.— In its simplest elements an aireraft

of (1) a body to carry a certain loail
; (2) either supportiiig

or on vt^lopee containing a gas lighter than air; (3) a power anil ; aod
(Da propeller.

Defined in its simplest terms the propeller in the maaoa wheralij
the power of the engine is transformed into a throst in order to gm a
translational velocity to the aircraft

Whilst the advance of knowledge may reveal other and better tjpm
of propellers, the type at present in ase, and to the consideratioo of

'tis work is hmited, is the screw propeller, similar in principle to

I in the propulsion of marine craft, and differing only in shape
in order to meet the peculiar conditions and exigencies of aircraft work.

This type of propeller, to state it crudely, screws its way through the
sup))orting medmm, pushing or pulling the aircraft, to which it ia

'thit.

Iems involved in the design of propellers of this type divide
three main divisions, which we will quote in the order

J.
_iuce and also in the order of the relative trouble which

til* y give to the designer.

(1) To dftigii a ProptUrr to run at any Detired Rate of RevoUtiom.—
A rntntin^ propeller sets up a definite reeiatance to being roialed, and

e moreases as the speed of revolution ineroaeoo. The speed
1 of any particular propeller will therefore be detennined by

t)i<> {K)wer available to turn it.

' '- ^he other hand, the internal combustion engine, the oae of which
oally universal in aircraft propulsion, develops ito power moit

( iiiLiuiiily at some definite speed of revolution dependmg on the type of

fii^ine.

The propeller must, therefore, be so designed that the toraue eaossd
bv ;ta r^^gistance at this speed jiaf equals the torque which, at Uiat speed*

ue can exert to turn it

11 uio torque of the propeller be either greater or less than this

torque the engine will run slower or &»ler respectively ontil the necessary
balance is chained.

The problem of getting a propeller to run at a roeed suitable to the
engine would be comparatively simple but for the net, which we shall

demonstrate later, that the power necessary to turn the propeller depends
B
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not only on the speed of revolution, hut also on the translational speed

of the aircraft to which it is fitted. The si)eed of the aircraft must,

therefore, bo known l>efore the propeller can he designed, and the

uncertainty of this value makes it diOicult to settle finally the correct

design of a propeller until the aircraft has carried out preliminary trials

with a trial proi)eller designed for an estimated speed.

It will therefore be appreciated that any particular engine will need

a different design of propeller for each speed of aircraft, and that every

aircraft will need a different design for practically every tyi)e of engine

with which it may be fitted.

In other words, rarh comhinat'wu of engine and aircraft will need its

own particular design of proi)eller, and it is this consideration which

makes the field of pro[)eller design so wide and makes essential a rational

theory on which to base that design.

(2) To ilntitfii an Efficient PropeUer.—In transforming the power of

the enmne only a certain proportion reveals itself as thrust ; the

remainder is wasted in air disturbances. The ratio of the work done by
the thrust to the horse-i)ower (leveloi)ed by the engine in turning the

propeller is called the *' efficiency." It is usually expressed as a per-

oentaga The second part of the designer's problem lies in making this

percentage as high as possible.

The first problem is thus further complicated by the necessity of

solving it without detrimentally affecting the efficiency.

(8) To dtn'ujn a Safe and llcUahU' Prnpdhr.—The propeller, in being

rotated, is subject to severe strains and stresses due to centrifugal

foroes, and these are further complicated, though not necessarily

aggravated, by the bending moment on the blades due to the thrust.

It has further to stand up to severe wear and tear, and in many cases

be robust enough to withstand the variations of torque and those

vibrations i)eculiar to the internal combustion engine. It will be seen

later that the fulfilment of these conditions and those governing efficiency

may be mutually antagonistic.

These last two problems—efficiency and strength—are not difficull.

The limits of efficiency and strength are well defined and easily satisfied

within the limits of any particular case.

The first part in our division of three of this problem still remains
the most difficult task before the propeller designer.

& Mtttiod of Dengn.—The method of design generally adopted in

marine practice consists in making shght variations from existing
•noeeHful designs. In aircraft work, however, at the time of writing.
the engines vary from 30 h.p. to 800 h. p., the rate of revolutions from
500 per minute to 2200 per minute, and the speed of aircraft from 40 tr)

160 miles per hour. It is, therefore, essential to use a method of design
which will give correct results with such widely differing conditions.
The meihod adopted in this book is intended for air propellers, but
due eonaideration being given to changes in conditions of working, it is

equally applicable to the design of marine propellers.
The method consists in the consideration of the forces acting on

elementary strips of blade, and the prediction of the performance of the
propeller therefrom.
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The theory underlying the method waa (hrst enoneuUed by If.

Drzewiecki in 1H92.

In viuw of tho number and natare of the aaaomptioiii made the
results aro surpriBiiiKly aocorate when oied in eoojaneiion with a
reasonable amount of ex|iorienoe.

The eflicieiicies predicted vary round 75 per eent, and rise aa high as
85 per cent, in special cases, and are found to agree with aetoal prtMtiee.



CHAPTER II

GENERAL TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

3, Definitions.—Plate I. gives, in several views, a general idea of an

ordinary two-bladed propeller.

Fig. 1 shows what is generally called the projected plan form of the

propeller.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation, and Fig. 3, AA, BB, etc., give sections

through the blade at AA, BB, etc., respectively. The various terms used

in propeller design and manufacture are indicated in these figures, and
are here briefly explained in order to avoid repetition later.

The Boss.—The central portion of the proi)eller from which the blades

project on either side.

The Centre Bore.—The hole through the centre of the boss.

The Hub.—The metal fixing, fitting into the centre bore, whose
flanges are l)olted to the boss by the boss bolts passing through tlie boss

from back to front. The internal bore of the hub is made to suit the

engine shaft to which it is attached, and from which it transmits the

torque of the engine to the propeller by friction between the hub flange

plates and the faces of the bos&
The Root of the Blade.—A general term applied to that portion of the

blade adjacent to the boss.

The Tip of the Blade is the point of the blade most distant from the

centre, and the distance of this point from the axis of rotation is spoken
of as the Tip radius U, or simply, the radius of the proj^ller.

The Diameter, />, is the distance from tip to tip.

The Aspect Radio, J./^., of a propeller is the ratio

Tip Radius

Maximum Blade Width

The term is purely a conventional one, and there is no necessary
connection between it and the same term as applied to a wing.

The Blade Angle at any section is the angle made by the face of that

section to the plane of rotation.

The Leading and Trailing Edgee are self-explanatory in terms of the

direction of rotation.

The cambered side of the blade is the " back," and the fiat side ig

known as the " face " or " working face.*'

In drawing a propeller it is a standard convention to draw the plan
form with the face of the blade uppermost, and to draw the sections AA
BB, etc., as seen when looking in the direction of the arrow A.

The Tilt Forward indicated in Fig. 2 is the distance which the tip oi
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the blade ih thrown forward relative to a plane at rifibt angles to Iha aiia

uf rot^ition and paAiuiiK thruiigh the rear noe of the boea.

4. Propeller NoiiModataia.—ln the following deftnikiooa Ibe tarna
'* front " and " liehiud " are counidered relative to the direetion in whleb
the aircraft nonnally travels.

The propeller may work in front of, or behind Uie engine. In the

former case it is called a " tractor/* and in the Utter a ** posber." The
choice as to in which position it sliould work is a matter of the airerall

design, and defiends only to a small extent on (|uestions of propeller

design.

We may define the terms " tractor *' and *' pusher '* thus :—
A Tractor Propeller in one which works in front of tbe engine or

driving luechanism.

A roibsr Propeller is one which works behind the engine or driving

mechanism. See Fig. 4.

Enoink w OMviNe

Mbcnanim

OlteCTION IN WHICH EHUHUmDmtv%fm

AiBCRArr s Huvuxihii.

Tractor PwsMaii

Fio. 4.

Left-hand and Right-hand PropeUen.—The propeller may rotate either

R.H. TkACTOR L.H'JnAcnm.

Pio. 5.

in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction, and it is therefore " left-hand
**

or *' right-hand '* according as it is a left-hand or right-hand screw, Le,^
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A propeller is " right-hand " if, when viewed by an observer Htamlim/

Mtiml the aircrajl, it is rotating in a clockwise direction.

A propeller is "left-hand*' when, from the same position, it is seen

to be rotating in an anti-clockwise direction.

ft. Bngiiie Nomenclature.—From these definitions follow the engine

nomenclature.
A Tractor Engine is one which has the propeller mounted in front

when in position in the aircraft.

A Puiher Engine is one which has the propeller mounted behind

when in position in the aircraft.

Direction of Engine Rotation.—An engine is right-hand which when
fitted into an aircraft as a tractor is fitted with a right-hand proteller.

Similarly the engine is left-hand if as a tractor it is fitted with a left-

hand proi)eller.

From these definitions it follows that a left-hand engine will be fitted

with a left-hand prot^eller when mounted in an aircraft as a tractor, and

PiQ. 6.

with a right-hand propeller when mounted in an aircraft as a pusher
engina

For commercial reasons connected with production and supply, it is

desirable that the Air Ministry practice of giving even type-numbers to

left-hand proi)€llers, and odd type numbers to right-hand propellers

should be generally adopted.

In speaking of the power of an engine the following terms are used :

—

Normal Revolutions.—The highest number of revolutions per minute
that may be maintained for long periods.

MaTimnm Revolutions. The highest numl)er of revolutions per

minute that may In* maintained for short i)eriod8, say five minutes.

Normal Horse-power of an Engine.— The maximum brake horee-i^wer

delivered from the propeller shaft when the engine is running at normal
revolutions.

Maximnm Horse-power of an Engine.—The maximum brake horse-
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I. livncMl from the propeller tbaft whan the
"! ••••NolminllH.

If numing A&

f<tr\',

«»I

ifch Of a PiopeDcr.- The pitch of a bodT roUtiiig abool an
iltaiieoiuily travelling along tlmt axis ia tbediataiiee fcraveUed

!ig the time taken for oiio revolution.

• iiiig to thia definition tho pitch of a propeller would be the
tmvelled by the aircraft during the time taken for one revohilioii

I i*i- h\ I

however, may be made to travel at different apeeda with
)Iution8 by merelpr altering the attitude of the air-

of the above definition, therefore, the same propeller

«) various pitches in various differing circumMtancos. Tne value
• >i piuui in this senst* lopends on the whole oombinatioa of air^

crait, engine and pi the conditions under which they are
\vorkin|:; at any instant.

It in, however, usual to use the term "pitch/* to define definite

cliuraotvriHtics of the propeller itself.

I'or this purpoee two terms are in use

(1) The Geometrical Mean Pitch, P^.

(2) The Experimental Mean Pitch, P«.

The former defines the geometrical and the latter the aerodynamic
characteristics of the propeller.

The Geometrical Pitch, P,. of a section of a propeller is the pitch of

the helix traced out by a point in that section, and which makes an angle
N ' ' plane of rotation equal to the blade angle of the section.

i^ consider any point in the blade at a radius r, the blade angle
ai ii s being f^.

1 1. , . ;.oiler is rotating at n revs, per sec., and is fitted to an air-

craft travelling at V feet per sec. Due to theee two motions the [lath

tmcod out by the point in (luestion will be a helix on the cylindrical

Hurfoce whose radius is r (Fig. 7), or if we imagine this surface to be

Fio. 7. Fio. 8.

inrolled and develofied into a plane surface the path of this point will

Pl»ej\r lis AP (Fig. 8).

OA will be parallel to the plane of rotation.

^ is the angle which the heHx makes with the plane of rotation.
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If AP represents the resultant distance travelled by the point in one

revelation

AO = airl-

and OP = the pitch = 27rr tan ^

The ceometrical pitch of this section is the value of OP when ^ = ipp.

Therefore P^ = 27rr tan ^^.

If rj, rs, r«, etc., are the radii of sections FF, EE, DD, etc. (Fig. 8),

the distance travelled in one revolution by [wints in these various

sections in the plane of rotation can be represented by OF, OE, etc.

(Fig. 9),

where OF = ^vra

OE = 2irr6, etc.

If OP. therefore, is the distance travelled by the aircraft during the

time for one revolution ; PF, PE, etc., show the developed paths traced

out by points in the respective sections.

If all the sections have the same geometrical pitch equal to OP, the

faces of the sections will lie along these respective helicoidal paths
(Fig. 9).

Propellers with the sections arranged thus are termed "constant
pitch " proi)ellers. Other tyi^es slightly increase or decrease the section

pitch from the centre outwards. For the latter type it is therefore not
possible to speak of the propeller as having a certain geometrical pitch.

For the purpose of definition and approximate comparison the following

convention is adopted by the Air Ministry.
The Geometrical Mean Pitch of a proi)eller is to be taken as the

geometrical pitch of a section at a radius two-thirds of the tip radius.

Therefore P^ = 21 D tan ^^
where P^ = the geometrical mean pitch

1) = the proj)eller diameter
tftp = the blade angle at a radius two-thirds of the tip radius

The Experimental Pitch.—The experimental pitch of a section of a
pro|)eller is the distance travelled by the propeller along its axis, during
the time taken for one revolution, in order that the thrust per unit area
at that section is zero.

Here again the experimental pitches of the various sections may not
be equal, but the following convention has been adopted.
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Tht wpwfaiMrtal mean pitoh—P«— is the dislanoe whieh the pio-
poller must travel along its axis in the time talwo for one rofolutaoo to
order to give no thrust

7. Up SpMd.—The tip speed of a proiieller is the dktaoM InifoUad
per unit time in the plane of rotation by tlie tip of the propeller.

Therefore Tip speed m 2w\\n

I



CHAPTER III

THE AEROFOIL

8. Scope ol this Chapter. This chapter is in no way intended to be a

complete tnatment of the subject of aerofoils, nor does it presume to

cover the wide investigations w^bich have been made into their character-

istics. It deals only with those points which are of direct interest in

propeller design. For a more complete treatment the reader is referred

to more general works on tverodynamics.*

9. Ddlnitioiis.—An aerofoil, in the broadest sense of the term, is any
body which, placed in a certain attitude and moved through the air,

experiences a reaction at right angles to the direction of movement. In

actual practice, however, the term aerofoil is only applied to those

bodies on which the reaction in the best attitude is more than about

ten times the force required to drag it through the air.

The simplest illustration of the use of an aerofoil is the wing of an
aeroplane, which, on being moved approximately parallel to the ground,

experiences a reaction tending to lift it. In the same way, if an aerofoil

is attached to and rotated in front of an aircraft, a reaction is exerted at

right angles to the plane of rotation, thereby tending to pull the aircraft

along. • This latter is the fundamental idea underlying the method of

design set forth in this work. The blades of the propeller are considered

as rotating aerofoils.

Fig. 10 shows the cross section of a typical aerofoil moving through the

Direction of
movement

Fig. 10.

air in the direction of the arrow at a small angle a to the direction of move-
ment. Fig. 11 gives another view of the same aerofoil.

Lradimf and Trailiug AV////*.—The front edge of the aerofoil when
moving forward as in Fig. 10 is known as the leading edge. It is denoted

• E^. Mr. L. Baintow'8 " Practical AerodynamicB."

10
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by H and BB' in Figs. 10 and 11 mpeedvoiy. OC k known m
iviu\in<^ edge.

( A /i/.—TliH <ti«taiioe BG (Figs. 10 and 11) belweeo Um laMiing

II

Fio. 11.

trailing edges on a section at right angles to these edges is the *" Chonl
*'

of till' tiorofoil.

."^jntn. The mean length of the leading and trailing edges is the
>

I
Will of the aerofoil

AntjU of Inrid*'iin'.—The angle a measared between the chord and
the ilirection of movement, is termed the angle of in(

Thr Upjwr Camhtr is the ratio of the height of the maximum
ordinate 0. of the upper surfaoe to the length of the chord C. (See
^'i^^ 12.)

Upper Camber = /

The Ijoicrr Camber, if any, is the ratio of the height of the maiimom
ordinate, 0,, of the lower surface to the length of the chord C. (Sea

Fig. 12.)

Lower Camber =
Oi

C

10. Compoueut Reactions. -The reaction R on the aerofoil due to its

nioviMiuiu may be resolved into two components, one D in the direction

of niovemiiit, and the oUier L at right angles to that direction. (See
Fiff. 10.) D opixwea the movement, and is termed the " drag." L '—-*-

to lift the aerofoil, and is therefore referred to as the " lift.**

Other things being equal the magnitude of these forces

directly as

(1) The density of the air.

(2) The square of the velocity of the air relative to the aerofoil.
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(3) The area of the aerofoil projected ou the plane contaiuiug the
chord.

Therefore R = k^i^Y*

L = kj»sy'

where p = the density of the air, S = the surface, V = the velocity, and

^'u> ^L* ^D ^^ coefficients.

If the density of the air is expressed in engineer's units of mass.

then L = ^k SV** ^^^ ~ acceleration diie to

gravity)

D = ^k^SY'

IL Absolute Coefficients.—From an examination of the units in the

above expression it will be seen that A^, the *' lift coefficient," and A*,^, the

08

0-4V^ ,v<^

c^ P^

\^
/
/^ ^^FopI llESSUtU tfi^

^. V^
0*2 X

X
/
h

4

016

i "
8 1 2 1 6 2

/

2 4

on
'{ \^' /

-) o OK)t1
N

\./

1 k ^J^
X\^

/ ^^ X

4 8 12 16 20

Fio. 18.—Auglo of Incidence
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'Mrsm ooeffietenC* <ure iion-(UiiienfioiuU« and are Ih«r8for« direellj

l)le whatever system of units is used.

any given aerofoil the values of the lift and drag eoelBeieoli
on the angle of incidence. The valuea are delemiiiied by

Mzperimentally the foroea on a model of the aerofoil pkead in

h1 subjected to a steady and uniform eorreot of ahr, the v«loetty

of which can be measured. The tunnels used for this purpose vary from
4 feet BQuare to 7 feet scinare. and the velocity of the wind uaaally

employea in the experiments is about 40 feet per seoond.
/ '/r/>ra^.—Since the power which most be expended to make the

.i« t >:. il travel through the air depends directly on the drag* il is

essential that the drag coefficient of the aerofoil shall be aa small aa
fioesible. Further, for a given power expended in overcoming the drag
the maximum possible lift is required. Therefore the ratio of the lift to

tho drag is one of tlie chief characteristics in the quality of an aerofoiL

\n aerofoil having a high lift/drag ratio is commonly and incorrectly

19 being an efficient aerofoil. Since, in this work* the terma
and " efficiency *' have to be used in otiier eonnaelioiis in

rictly true sense, we shall speak of such an aerofoil aa one of

K.-"i .iuality.

Typical Lift and LiftIDrop riirrr*.—Typical carves are shown in

Fi^. 18. They are taken from tests on an aerofoil known as RJLF. 6
(Fig. 15). For dimensions see Table I.

Xo-Lif} Point, -It will be noticed that the lift is not lero when the

likce of the aerofoil is parallel to the direction of the relative wind, i.r,

when a is aero. No lift is obtaine<I when the line NL (Fig. 14) is parallel

/lH^/g of Nohft

to the wind direction. The hue NL is called the " no lift
** line of the

aerofoil, and the angle between it and the ehord, the '* angle of no lift'*

The latter is always negative in sign.

/.i/i—From aero the' lift inoreases in sneh a way that ita value ia

approximately proportional to the angle of incidence measured from the

no-lift line.

The angle at which it reaches a maximum is known as the " eritieal

angle.'* At this point, apparently, a change takea plaoe in the nature of

the flow of air round the aerofoil and it will be seen that the lift flUlsL

Fro. 16.—AerofoU, RUk.F. 6.

Reference to Fig. 16, which gives the Uft over a wider angle range,

shows the fall to be fairly rapid at first and then, after tending te reeofer

itself, it again falls rapidly untU it reaebes aero at 9(f angle of ineideoea.
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LytjDrag.—In Fig. 13 the ratio of lift to drag is shown plotted

Against angle of incident'. It will be seen that this ratio reaches a

(aj.naose\c) xKauiaaaoo xdii

maximum at about 8 to 4 . From this maximum it decreases until

the critical angle is reached, after which it falls at a more rapid rate
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up to an angle of about 2^^ Fmm tliix itoint it CmIIm Hlfiwlv U* i^ro

tttOl). (See Fig. 18.)
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12. Centre of Pressure.—The point on the chord of a of an112. Centre of Pressure.—The point on me onora oi a 8botm« w mi

aerofoil, prolonged if neoeeeary, through which at any instant the line
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of action of the resultant force passes is known as the centre of pressure.

The position of this point is not of the same interest in propeller design
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as in aircraft design. In the former it is only of interest in so far as

it affects the twisting of the hlade.
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The Centre of Pnnture Coegieient of Ao aerofoil in the uumber
ui '* Ming the ilMtaoee of the eentra of piwnie torn Ihe
l« .o chonl of tbe aeroCotL

of preisare eoefl&eieDl varies wiUi Ibe angle of ineideoee

I

' n plotted iu Fig. 18. The curve is typical for the average

1 seotiou usually atlopted.

it will be noticed that the centre of preesure moves towards tbe

leading edge with an increase of angle of inddenoe. Thus any ehange
<f angle causes a change iu the position of the eentre of pressure, which
u iu turn tends still further to inerease or decrease the angle.
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13. Aerofoil Characteristics for all Angles of Incidence.— It is a matter of

interest, particulnrly in considering the behaviour of a possible reversing

propeller, to examine the variation of the aerofoil characteristics at all

angles of incidence.

Table IL and Figs. 16-19 show the variation of the lift, drag, and

lift/drag coefhcients with angles of incidence up to 360". The exi)eriments

from which these figures are taken were done on a 15" x 2i K.A.F. 6

section, as shown in Fig. 15 and Table I. The tests were carried out

in a 3-foot wind channel at a speed of 40 feet per second.

It will be noticed that the Uft/drag ratio never reaches for any other

angle a value as great as half the maximum value obtained at small

positive angles of incidence, and over most of the range has a small value.

The highest value, apart from those at small positive angles of incidence,

is 8*4, which is obtained when the aerofoil is travelling; with its cambered

surface undermost and attacking the air with its normal trailing edge,

the angle of incidence being 10 .

TABLE I.

AKB0F0II< D1MKII8IOM8.

DistMioe from the leading
edge expreased as frac-

tions of chord.
0-O26 0O5

1

0-076 0100016 0-2

0-94

0-8

1-0

0-4 06 0-6

0-87

0-7

0-76

0-8

OCO

0-9

M X V RCa

Height of

upper
surface.

0-41 0-69 0-71 0-78 0-88 0^ 0-94 0-41

Height of

lower
Burfftce.

Q03 004 0-06 0-06 0-09
1

010 012 010 0-08 0-06

0-76

005

0-62

008

^^
0-44

002

Height of

Aerofoil re- "PP®*"

fcrrod to in
^"''f^-

0-36 0-5G

1

'

0-69 0-79 0-90 0-97 .10 0^ 87 02a

iT(Ttf Height of

lower
surface.

-
j

~ - — ~ — —

The ordinaies are expressed as fractions of the ^lax. Ordinate.
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TABLE IL

OB Bjur. 6 (i-ty X o^ion

19

Aogfe «>(

*^isssr TiMlMi^ LMI/lirag. ^^rsior

OOOOB 0*0169 + 6-9 0*668
5 o*ai9 0910 + 16-6 0*84e
10 0*498 0*0416 + 190 0*806
lA 0*619 0*0791 + 8-5 0-979
2r) 0*698 0*1719 + 8*1 0*886
i\n 0*479 0*978 + 1 78 0-880
io 0*468 0*806 + 1*16 0*406
60 0*896 0*466 + 0-b6 0*499
eo 0*897 0-667 + 0*60 0*484
70 0-989 0-689 + 0*87 0-466
80 0*1171 0-679 + 017 0-466
WJ 0*0000 0-701 00
100 -0U90 674 -0*18 0-flOO

110 -0-968 0*696 -0*48 0*6U
190 - 0-818 0*666 -0-67 0*666
ISO .0*888 0*466 -0-88 0*646
140 -0-460 0*807 -1-19 0*669
lAO -0-479 0*978 -1-78 066rr
160 -0*478 0*1700 -9*80 676
170 -0-496 00606 -84 0-649
ISO -0065 00172 -81 0*060

-

1

+ 0*811 0819 + 8-88 0*109
• t + 0*090 0*1668 + 9-01 0-669

+ 0*861 0*960 + 1-86 0*664

+ 0*849 0-860 + 097
0*SS+ 0*990 0*490 + 0-68

+ 0*998 0*497 + 0*46 0*806

+ 0*164 0*687 + 0-98 0*879
. 1 + 0067 0606 + 0-11 0*646

-0*098 0*618 -0*06 0*698
-0*198 0-610 -0-91 0-478
- 0*911 0*6116 -0*86 0-446

• 1 -0*978 0*497 -0-66 0*4«
- 0*816 0*409 -0-78 0*897
-0*869 0*848 - 1-08 o*8n
-0*886 0*948 -1*89 0*978
-0-974 0-1896 -1 W 0-840
-0-946 0-1006 -9-44 0-880
- 0-919 0*0649 -8-86 0*996
-0*111 0*0006 -860 0*060

*

'

+ 00006 0*0169 + 6-9 0*698

14. Efloct of Cluuig66 in iho Shape ol an A6ffoloU.—The lih ea-

efltcioiit and lift/ drag ratio may be considerably affected by ehangea in

the shape of an aerofoil.

The cbangea will be considered in the following order :—
(1) Chaiiiffg ill CrtiM Srctian,

(a) V^hrr gurfaer,

(i) Variation of camber.
(ii) Variation of poeition of maxim iiiii ortimave.

(iii) Shape of sur&tce between maximum ordinate and the

leading edge.
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(iv) Shape of surface between mftximum ordinate and the

tnuHug edge.

(V)JWarping of the trailing edge.

Fxo. ao.
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(H

) lAnrfr Surfafe,

(i) PoHitivo uiider-catnlier, i.e. % concave (aco.

(ii) Ne^tivo uiitler-cainl>er, ir, a oo§vex face.

i*'t in Plan Fniin.

\^|)ect ratio.

{h) Shapo uf thi) cikIb of the ii4)rofoil.

ClunffM of Cross Section —Kxfieriinonts ai the National Phjaieal

I

Fio. 91.

Lul .rai ry have shown that at small angles of incidciuo up to 2 all the

lift on a good aerofoil is furnished by suction on the top surface and not

hy pressare on the face. At larger angles about three-qoarters oC

the lift is furnished by the upper surface. It therefore follows that the

characteristics of the aerofoil will be far more sensitive to chan^ in the

upper surface than to changes in the lower surface. For this reason

ijreat care should be taken in shaping the back of propeller bhides.

(a, i.) Variation of Cambrr of Uvprr .Swr/orr.—Fig. 90 shows the van-

ation of lift coefficient and lift/drag ratio of aerofoils having plane
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lower sar&oes and difforont cambers. The up|)er surfaces in the various

aerofoils were obtained by varying the ordinates in a constant ratio. See
Fig. 21 and Table I. The tests are quoted from Rei^ort No. (JO A.C.A.
Report, 1911-1912. 'fne models tested were fifteen inches long and the

RATK)^

'500

360

:>55

332

310

292

'Z5a

'ZZO

166

De6IGX

INDEX

FlO. 28.

plan form was a rectangle of aspect ratio 6 to 1. A wind speed of

20 m.p.h. was used.

An examination of Fig. 20 and Table III. shows that the effect of

increasing the camber is to decrease the angles of no lift and of maximum
lift, the slope of the lift curve remaining approximately the same.
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Kxcent for angles of inoidenoe above the eritieel aiigle« it ii apDrod-
iiiiitoly correct to say that the lift ooeflleient at any angle, roeaiiarMl from
till) uo-lift line, is indeDendent of the camber.

As regiiriltf thu lift/draff ratio, Fig. t2(). this beeomee a maximum with
'

! of alMut 005 ana steadily deereaeea with a further increaee of

(fi, ii.) Cltanffing the Voaitiou of the Mamimum Onlhtair of Upper
surfitre —The effect of this change is shown in the results reported in

rt 72. A.C.A. K6|)ort. 1912-1218.

A :srri( s of aerofoils were tested having the lower sorfaee flat and the
Up|MM-

llttStll

iiU-r

1 : 111

of 0100. The sections oeed were all developed from one
I) by altering the position of the mazimam ordinate and
or *tiX|)Anding the distanoee between the other ordinatee to

s, if the maximum ordinate were moved from, say, the
'

• lord to one-quarter of the chord from the leading edge,
i • ! A* (11 the ordinates forward of the maximum would be
those between the ordinates behind the maximum would be

. and a half times. See Fig. 22.

)il No. 6 in this series is the same as Aerofoil No. 4 referred to in

i/i above. The results of test are given in Table IV. and shown
.'.28.

I important deduction from these experiments is that for this

!»articular caml)er the greatest maximum lift/drag ratio occurs when the
iiiaxiimim ordinate is amiit oiu -third of the chord from the leading edfle.

(o, iii.) Ejh'ct ttj ronittliwj ttji thr Leading AV/^/c—Experiments were auo
< arried out on the effect of rounding off the leading edge. The general

i ii»* iiio.'

Flu. U.

• 'V< v't on the oharaeteristics of the aerofoil was small, but the general

vlusiou drawn was that rounding off the nose of the aerofoil was an
imio disadvantage. The aerofoils used are shown in Fig. 24.

upper camber of No. 4 is the same as No. 4, Fig. 21. used in

the experiments referred to in (fi, i.). The camber and chord remain
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unaltered throughout the series. To derive No. 1, 2, and 3, circles were
inscribed to touch the chord and a perpendicular erected at the leading

edge of the aerofoil : these circles were then faired into the upi^r surface

in such a way that the upper surface behind the maximum ordinate was
identical in all four aerofoils. The results of tests are shown in Fig. 25.

It will be seen that the maximum lift/drag ratio decreases steadily as

the thickness of the no^e increases, showing that the efficiency of the

aerofoil is adversely affected by thickening the leading edge.

The lift coefficient is scarcely aflfected at angles of incidence lower
than 8", but above this i)oint it is considerably decreased by a thick

leading edge.

(a, iv.) Effect of thickening (he Fortuw of the Aerofoil hehitid the

Maximum Ordiimte.—These experiments are interesting in giving an
idea of the effect of thickening up the rear i)ortion of a propeller blade.

The aerofoils used in this experiment were 15" x 2.^", they were

Fig. 26.

all developed from the thickest aerofoil by successively cutting down the

rear portions, as shown in Fig. 26. The results are given in Fig. 25.

The lift coefficients at all angles are practically unaffected, but the

lift/drag ratio shows a steady decrease with increased thickness towards
the trailing edge.

(a, v.) Warping (f the Trailing Edge.—It is a common defect of wooden
propellers that the trailing edge has a tendency to warp upwards under
load, especially if, as frequently happens, the designer has aimed at high
efficiency by using very thin sections. From this point of view tests on
the effect of l)ending up the trailing edge are instructive ; such tests are

to be found in A.C.A. Report, 191B-1914, Report No. 110.

Nine aerofoils were tested, particulars of three of which are reproduced

here (see Fig. 27). The aerofoils were 18" x 8" and were tested in a

Fio. 27.

four-foot wind channel with a wind speed of 30 feet per second. The
results are shown in Fig. 28.

The lift coefficient at all angles falls and the lift/drag ratio is

adversely affected up to between 4° and G° and increased above such

angles.

(h) Changing the Camber of the Lower Surface.-~Two sets of experi-

ments have been made on the effect of changing the camber of the lower

surface.

(6, i.) Pogitire Under-Camber.—The first set are contained in Report

No. 60 A.C.A., Report 1911-12. In this set four aerofoils were tested.

The upper surface in each case was that of No. 4 referred to in paragraph
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(a. i.) above. The lower surface, however, varied from a flat to a concave

with a camber 006. See Fig. 29.

Fio. 29.

The lift coefficients are shown in Fig. 30 and Table V. It will be

seen that at any given angle they steadily increase with an increase of

lower camber, but the change is small, being about 17 {yer cent, at the

angle of maximum lift/drag ratio, l)etween the two extreme cases. The
critica. angle is unaltered by the increase in under-camber.

TABLE V.

Exi'KBIMIbMTS ON C^MBEB.

Cambered Lower Surface (Upper Surface Camber 0*100).

Oi/C LOWBB SOBVACB CAMUB.

indiMtiaa ••OM .^ 0-040 O-OM
oTchonl

IJft

eoeOdent.
Uft/Dwg. Lift

ooeffldenL
LUt/Drag. ccmdeoi. Lift/Drag.

Lift

ooeffldeoi.
Uft/Drag.

-2 Q-oee 2-7 0-108 4-1 0-106 8-6 O096 8-0

0-180 80 0-214 8-9 0-216 8-0 0-SSS 81
S 0-258 11-8 0-294 11-8 0-297 11-1 0-816 10-4

4 0-344 12-8 0-868 12-9 0-880 12-8 0-406 12-8

6 0-416 121 0-442 12-8 0-468 12-6 0-486 120
8 0-488 12-5 0-619 11-4 0-634 11-4 0-568 10-9

10 0-666 10-4 0-684 10-2 0-620 10-3 0-627 101
12 0-681 9-2 0-606 7-7 0-660 8-8 0-666 8-8

14 0-601 4-9 0-527 6-1 0-544
i

4-9 0-620 6-6

16 0-464 8-8 0-601 4-0 0-636 40 0-680 4-3

18 — 0-622 8-4 0-638 3-4 0-580 3-8

90 — 0-676 8-8 0-760 6-1 0-746 5-0

32 — — — 0-716 3-9 0-742 4-1

24 """ ^"^ "" — 0-708 3-1 0-727 8-1
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The lift/drag values are practically identical in alt four aerofoils.

So far as one can judge from these experiments there is no advantage

in hollowing out the face of the propeller hlade in the way done in this

experiment. Of the four aerofoils tested, the flat faced model is the most

advantageous in that the same maximum lift/drag ratio takes place at a

lower value of the Uft coefticient.

(h, ii.) Xcifatirv Under-Camhcw—k second set of ex^jeriments was

therefore carried out, it being argued that if no change in lift/drag

took place with changes in the positive under-camber, it might be

possible to add a small amount of negative under-camber, ic, a convex

lower surface, without affecting the lift/drag ratio, thus strengthening up
the propeller blade, whose cross section is that of the aerofoil, without

detrimentally affecting the propeller efficiency.

The experiments are reported in A.C.A. Report No. 195, March, 11)16.

Four sections were tested. The sections were designed by taking a

constant upi)er surface camber and adding a lower surface of similar

shape, but with ordinates a definite fraction of those of the upper surface.

The four sections were as follows :

—

(A) Upper surface R.A.F. 6a Flat under surface.

(B) Upper surface R.A.F. Ga Bottom surface convex similar to

upper surface, but of one-third

maximum camber.

(C) Upper surface R.A.B\ 6a Bottom surface convex and two-thirds

of upper surface camber.
(D) Both surfaces RA.F. 6a Convex.

The models were 18-inch span x 3-inch chord, and were tested in a

wind speed of 40 feet per sec. The results are shown in Table VI. and
Fig. 30.

The maximum lift/drag ratio and the lift coefficient at any angle

steadily decreases with increasing negative under-camber, and the

addition of under-camber is therefore disadvantageous.

(2) Changes in Plan Form.
(a) Efj'cvt of Aspect Eatio.—ThQ effect of changes in aspect ratio is

only briefly dealt with here for two reasons. First, the effect is not, as

regards quantitative measurements, very accurately known, except for

particular sectiona Secondly, the matter is of very doubtful interest

to the propeller designer.

In the wind channel, aerofoils are tested with the relative wind
velocity uniform at every section. In the case of the aerofoil used as a
propeller blade the relative wind velocity at any section varies as the
distance of that section from the centre; it is, therefore, extremely
doubtful whether the effect of changes in the aspect ratio of a propeller
blade are the same as those obtained by changing the aspect ratio of an
aerofoil.

A record of the experimental work which has been done is to be
found in the A.C.A. Report, 1910-11— Report No. 60. It is there shown
that in the aerofoil tested the general tendency is for the lift/drag ratio to

rise with an increasing aspect ratio. The slope of the Uft curves remains
the same but it moves to the left, that is, the angle of no lift and
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maxiiiiura lift docreases slightly with increasing aspect ratio. The value

of the imixinium lift remains constant.

In the case of a fiat plate, however, the lift/drag ratio appears to he
unaffected. The slope of the lift curves increases with increasing aspect

ratio, thus increasing the lift for any given angle and increasing the

maximum lift

(6) .S7m;x* of Extremities of the Aerofoil.—The only records of experi-

ments on the influence of aerofoil tips are contained in A.C.A. Report
No. T 477, February, 1915. Five aerofoils were tested.

No. 1 had a rectangular plan form 18" x 3". The aerofoil was
identical with R.A.F. 6 on the upi)er surface. Nos. 2, 8, 4 and 5 had
semi-elliptical ends; the axis of the ellipse perpendicular to the chord
l)eing

j*rt, i, i, and the whole span respectively. See Fig. 81.

Pio. 81.

The section at any part of the aerofoil cut by a plane parallel to the

plane of symmetry is similar to the section at the middle of the plane,

the under surface being kept flat throughout the series. The results are

shown in Fig. 32.

There is a rise in the lift and lift/drag ratio as the tips are rounded
up to aerofoil No. 3. The preliminary conclusion arrived at was as

follows :

—

*' It seems that there is nothing to be gained by rounding the tips

much more than has been done in plane No. 3."

The same remark, however, applies here as expressed under aspect

ratio—that it is doubtful whether the effect is the same on the case of an
aerofoil used as a propeller blade.

16. "VI" Effect.—It was stated in paragraph 10 that

Rx SV^

or the force per unit area ac ^V^.

This statement is only strictly true for a body with a frictionless

surface moving in a non-viscous fluid. Lord Rayleigh suggests that

under actual conditions if I represents the linear dimensions of the body
and V represents the viscoscity of the fluid,

Then R = ^8V^ multiplied by some function of ^.

I.* R = SV* /( ^ . j for any given angle of incidence.
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This has an important hearing on the application of aerofoil model
teste to full-size work. The chord is usually taken as representing the

linear dimensions of geometrically similar aerofoils, so that an aerofoil

having a chord of one foot and moving through the air with a velocity

of 400 feet per sec. would be quoted as having a \l of 400. The \l

value of the models tested in the wind tunnel, however only range from
10 to 40. Hence the \7 effect may be important when estimating the

force on a propeller blade or on the wing of an aeroplane. Various
experiments have been carried out on aerofoils to determine to what
extent the coefficients h\ and Ad vary with V/.

The latest exi>erimente are those described in A.C.A. Report T 482,
March, 1916. The report described experiments in two channels and on
two similar aerofoils, the range of Yl covered being from 5 to 80. This
range was achieved by testing a 1*5 foot x 0*25 foot model at 20 and
40 feet per sec. and a 3-0 feet x 0*5 foot model at 30, 40, 50, and
(50 feet per sec., the smaller model being tested in a four-foot channel
and the larger inodel in the seven-foot channel. Both models had a

section similar to R.A.F. 6.

The results are shown in Tables VII., VIII., and IX.

EXPERIMENTS ON R.A.F. 6.

TABLE Vn.

4n COOffU.

-G
-4
-3

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
90

4-U. rliaiiiiel.

PUnel-fift. X 0*25 a.

Y-fl. cbanoel.

PUne 30 ft. X 0-5 ft.

vis ft. VJsif. Vfslft. VI = 10 VIbSS. VI = 30.

Lift CJOBFFICIKNT (ABSOLUTE).

-0182 -0188 -0-168 - 0-169 -0-168 -0-163
-0-0G6 -0-066 -0-074 -0-066 -0-066 -0048
-0001 + 0-007 + 0-022 + 0-087 + 0-063 + 0-060
4-0-068 0-100 0-127 196 0-146 0-145

0162 0-200 0-215 0-214 0-219 0-218
0-269 0-278 0-2a3 0-286 0-288 0-293

1 0-846 0-349 0-367 0-868 0-870 0-366

i

0-418 0-414 0-431 0*484 0*446 0-441
0-472 0-486 0-600 0-606 0-617 0-613

1 0-687 0-641 0-663 0-672 0686 0-685
0-677 0-677 0-616 0-616 0-629 0-627

611 0-674 609 0-6C8 1
0-617 0-609

0-466 0-687 0-611 0-644 0-689 0-580
0*468 0488 0-478 0-488 0-611 0-517
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TAbi^h vill.

TABLE DC.

LtFT/DBAO Ratio.

> fi.

riMMii

okMwL MtHimmL

T-^y^** ift.xnilt FteMSf ftxo^ft

nm%. VlaiMl Vfalft. Tl«». nmWL * rimm

i>iuu a>»»>». (AMOUin).

- 6 0*0810 00880 00854 00666 0*0686 0*0868
- 4 0*0995 00196 00995 0*0916 0*0819 0*0808
- a 0*0166 0140 00147 00180 00180 0*0184

0149 00195 00131 00100 00108 0*0080
a 00147 00195 00119 00118 00118 0*0118

4 00190 0*0167 00158 00149 0146 0*0146

6 0*0944 00996 00915 0*0610 00808 0*0906
H 0*0894 0*0989 0*0988 0*0889 0*087*
10 00447 00698 0*0879 00067 0*0866 0*0866

la 0*0460 00489 00471 00460 00464 0-0466

14 0*0668 00696 0674 00660 00661 0*0669

16 0*1086 00782 00708 00706 00791 0*0749

18 01880 0*1848 0*1818 0*1800 0*0081 0*1008

90 0*1619 0*1675 0*1588 0*1575 1617 01475

-6 -418 -5*88 -4*48 -4*08 -4*46 -4*86
-4 -9 94 -8*89 -8*99 -8*06 -9-61 -9*99
- 9 -0*86 + 0*51 4-1*59 + 9*69 + 4*06 + 4*76

+ 4*78 8*00 10-54 19 49 14*17 14 68
o 1100 15*95 18*08 18*87 19*44 19*80
t 1413 16-66 18-48 19*19 19-60 19 96
G 14-18 15 40 16-55 17 06 17*71 17*66
8 19*74 13-80 14*90 15*34 15*88 16*80
10 10-90 19-90 18- 18 18*76 14*19 1406
12 9-77 11*05 11*94 19*49 19-69 19*88
U 8*79 960 10*78 11*09 11*91 U*16
10 4*75 7*86 8*67 8-61 8*66 8*91
18 8*86 8*90 8-88 418 5-91 6*78
no 9-80 9*94 9*90 ,«, 8*16 8*60

The change of At with the value of V( at variouo angle8 of iDoidoDoe
is shown in Fig. 88.

Except lit yery low value8 of V/ it will be 8een that At changes very
little with y/, especially at angles of incidence in common use, and that
the At values found for a n^el having a \7 valae about 80 may be
lipplied without correction to full-size work.

Lijl Dnui Ratio.—The value of lift drag ratio increases rapidly with
V/ at low values of the latter, and becomes more and more independent
of \7 as the latter increases in value. This will be seen from Fijg. 84
in which the maximum lift drag ratio is plotted agunst V/. The highest
\7 used in these experiments is 80. The point given at a V/ of 87'*'> is
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taken from a (e8i of aerofoil No. 2 referred to in the A.CJL Bepori
No. 829, April, 1917. This aerofoil is very similar to RA.F. 6, and il

will be seen that the point fits in with the general trend of the eorve.

An extension of this oorve on a large seale to higher values of V/
mAkeH it appear probable that at V7 values ol 100, the maximum lift/drsg

ratio may rise to a maximum of 28 on this nariieular section and remain
constant at this value for higher values of Y/.

Tho angle of inddenoe at which the maximum lift/drag ratio oeenn
• tmes constant at 8^.

* „„ti(ff of ( 'rntrf of Preuure Corffieicnt—The figures are not given, but
the ex|)6riments show that the changes in the position of the centre of

• fliciont are similar to those of Xi, the lift ooeffieient



CHAPTER IV

THE SIMPLE DRZEWIECKI THEORY

16. The Propeller Blade as an Aerofoil.— Having now studied the forces

on an aerofoil in motion through the air, let us follow up the idea that

the propeller is a numl^er of aerofoils placed end to end and that the

combination is attached at one end to the engine shaft and rotates in a

plane at right angles to it.

At the outset it is apparent that there is an essential difference

between the conditions to which the aerofoils are subjected when used

as propeller blades and that to which an aerofoil is subjected when used

as a wing, or tested in the wind tunnel. In the latter cases the relative

air velocity is practically constant at every section along the length of

the aerofoil, whilst in the propeller blade it increases progressively from
nothing at the centre to a maximum at the tip. In order, therefore, to

see how the forces on the propeller blade exert a torque resisting the

engine torque, and how they furnish a thrust, our method must be to

di\ide the blade into a number of strips of aerofoil cross-section and to

consider the air velocities and forces on one such strip, aa, at a radius, /

Pio. 86.

(Fig. 85), and of a length, dr, which length is so small that one may
consider all ix)ints in it as having the same velocity. In doing so we
shall assume that the aerodynamic forces on one elementary strip do not

affect the forces on neighbouring strips. The assumption is one which
can only be justified by the results which the use of the theory gives in

actual practice.

17. Component Velocities and Forces—Fig. 36 shows a cross-section

through the blade at aa (Fig. 35) and lying along the surface of the

cylinder whose radius is r.

Now picture a propeller working on an aircraft in flight; it is

apparent that it has two simple motions. It is moving forward with the

aircraft and at the same time it is being rotated by the engine ; so that

any point in the propeller has a translational velocity through the air

due to the aircraft speed, V, and a velocity, I'u due to the rotation.
40
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Bo, referring to Pig. B6, if AB repratente iha linear meloeity of the

element tut in the pbiue of rotaliOQ and BC iU veloeity at right angles

to that plane due to the aircraft speed, then AC repreeenUi the resultant

relative air velocity |iaflt the section.

Let n m the propeller revolalionB per unit time.

Then AB « ri « arm
BC-V
AC-r,-vA^+7?
^ m angle which Vr makes with the phine of rotation, and
fi at the angle which the chord of section aa makes with the

same plane.

Then a, the angle of ineidenoe « f^ - f

.

AC heing the direction of the resultant air velocity, the drag of the
tierofoil will be acting parallel to AC and the lift at right angles to AC.

dJ

Fio. 86.

The lift and the drag may be resolved into coni|X)nent8 acting in,

and at right angles to, the plane of rotation. The algebraic sum of the

components at right angles to the plane will furnish the thrust to propel

the aircraft, and thoee in the plane will funiish the reaction which
causes the torque opposing the engine tor.jiu;

18L lii^ieMiuni lor the TofVM and the Power Absorbed-

Let L = the lift at right angles to the resultant direction of motion
D s the drag in the direction of the resultant motion
r = the chord of the aerofoil section at aa.

Thus air is the area of the element of blade considered.

Then from paragraph 10
(I)

1)
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Let r/D^ s= sum of comi)onent8 of L and D in the plane of rotation.

Then it will be seen from Fig. 86 that

f/D^ = (w -h af
= L sin ^ -f I > cu.s fjt

= fn\\k^^ sin ^ 4- k^^ cos ^)a/r .... (8)

sin ^ = - (4)

cos ^ =
^*

(6)

Combining (8), (4), and (5), we have

^pYk,in-^v,)cdr
^g^

S sin ^

where ^ = ,
'*

(7)

Let dQ = the torque exerted by the element cut.

Then dQ = dJ)^ Xr (8)

Therefore from (6) and (8)

j^_
f^'^kij^'^^i)<^rdr

^,^^

^ sin ^

If W = the work done by one blade per unit time in overcoming

this torque, then
d:W = dQx 2Trn (10)

Hence from (9) and (10)

rfW = /!!yWYi±.^>^'' (11)
8 sin ^

Let P^ = power absorbed by the propeller (in foot-lb.-sec. units, all

other quantities being in these units).

Then rfP«= (12)
- 550

Therefore ^p = />V^A(V^ + ^iW ^
(13)

550 8 sin

The total work done in turning the blade is the sum of the values of

dW for all the strips into which the blade is divided. In Calculus

notation
.» = »

,)

I ^ sin ^
•^ r = o

.dr. . . (14)
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If N|, B tliA niimliAr of tjladfifl

wx.
650

nn^

I

10. Tilt ttqvMiioo lor Tlmift.— Let ^/T » sum of the oom|ioiient« of L
Hud i) at right angles to the plane of rotation.

Then dT » ad - ag

• Leoaf-Dsinf . . (16)

Combining (4), (5), (7), and (16).

pVitJr,S - V)'cdr

Ssinf
<fr- (17)

(18)

20. The Components of Torque.- The force r/D, opposing the en^^iiie

torque 16 contributed to by both the drag and the lift of the aerofoil, sinee

</D^ sLsin^ + Doosf

Therefore for a given element

r/Q« X:, sin ^ -I- X^, cos ^

The proix)rtiou in which the two components, the lift and the drag,

make ap the torque Q will thus depend on the value of ^.

10

&9

OS

07

as

OS

hft c >mponenr of Torqu t

.Toinl 'forgin»

.^
^

,-t^
jO,.—

-

"

/
c^

/ /

1 / t'n/ue ff/* ^
ro* IS* JO*

Pio. 87.

«s*

The proportion of the lift component of the torque, to the total torque
at various values of ^. is shown in Fig. 87.
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In estimating the values represented by curve 1, values k^ = 0*25 and

A*„ = 0*018 were taken as being typical values. The curve shows that

the lift com|X)nent always forms the largest component of the torque,

except at small values of ^, not normally used. The blade angles of

ordinary propellers range from not less than 9"" at the tip to as much as

50° at the opposite end of the working part of the blade. So that in

actual practice it is true to say that the lift component causes over 75

per cent of the tor(|ue resistance of a blade with aerofoil sections of good
quality, ue, having a high value of B.

If instead of taking the above values of Aj and A,,, which give a value

of S of 19*2, we take A*l = 25 and A-^ = 025, thus using a value of S of

10, the proportion shown in Fig. 37, curve 1 will be altered to those

shown in curve 2 in the same figure. The proportion here is somewhat
less, but it still holds good that the lift coefficient of the aerofoil has a

greater effect on the torque than has the drag coefficient, and that there-

fore the torque is more sensitive to changes in the lift coefficient than to

changes in the drag coefficient.

21. The Components of Thrust.— Similarly the useful thrust is

furnished by the lift component, the drag component being always

negative since

,/T = Aj^ cos (p — Ajj sin ^

In Fig. 38, the proportion of the drag component, A^ sin </>, to the

O fO

Drag i "^mponent ofThrusk
- /Total Thrust

oi)e /

>^ ^oo*
oji

.j^

^^i:::^

^
VohiA of <f>

5* 10" IS" 20'

Fio. 88.

30*

total thrust is shown plotted against the value of ^. Curve 1 shows the

proportion with A-, = 0*25 and S = 192, and curve 2 with A, = 0*25 and

^ = 10.

'

These curves show that under nonnal conditions the drag coefficient

is almost a negligible factor in causing the thrust, since it rarely affects

the thrust by more than 5 per cent, with either a value of c of 19*2 or 10.
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Rmall changes in the drag eoeftleient will not therefore afleet the thmet
to any appreciable extent. Thne we might lay thai

ifV i* L con f . approiimateljT

or 7 ^ ftk.r
»

(19)

tt. TIm BipVMiOII lOf BfideOQf.—The cnic'irnry. oxprrvsif) as a {mt-

crmUcTA, 18 the peroentage of the work douu hy the en;.Mii« in rutaiiiij^

roller, which is oeefnl in moving the aircraft i*'<ttire to tkf

mm I nuiliitmj fllV.

Thti work done by the engine on the element aa is /AV. The work
ii8<*ful in propelling the aircraft relative to the surronndinp: air ie the
prtNJuct of the thruHt of the element and the speed of the airci-aft,

tr. the asefnl work « V^/T

H II ~ the efhciency of the element cm,

then , =^ (20)

(21)

Thus fro:u equations (20), (17), and (11)

V ri«-V

The expression for it may be given ni two oiner forms:

V
Ut /i = tan ^ = 22)

Then from expressions (21) and (22) we derive

/iS+ 1

Also, since ^ = JL* — t^n y

7 = tan-' / f24)

Then combining (23) and (24)

„ = /i . .^ .
", r28)

" tan(f + 7)
^^'

23 The Variation of ^W^T^'Tf with f uA t.

Table X. and Fig. 89 show the variation of the effieieiiey of an element
vitb the angle f and various values of Z,
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TABLE X.

i=r... .IsU'J
1

I = 14-3 i = »a-7

o

*-rll4 nr.

e e ' . 1
"0 O o

lOP 0-762 0-788 0-707 0-680 0-657 0-618

ir 0-708 0-767 0-740 0-718 0-694 0-654w 0-886 0-800 0-779 0-757 0-787 0-698

90P 0-859 0-887 0-818 0-798 0-781 0-746

80' 0-889 0-871 0-856 0-889 0-824 0-794

40» 0-899 0-886 0-868 0-864 0-889 0-809

iff> 0900 0-886 0869 0-866 0-889 0-810

6(P 0-899 0-888 0-866 0-850 0-886 0-804

OOP 0-888 0-864 0-842 0-836 0-808 0-771

TOP 0-840 0-813 0-788 0-762 0-785 0-686

BOP 0-696 0-647 0-696 0-546 0-496 0-897

90^ — « — oc — a — a — oc — or

In Fig. 39 the efficiency has heen plotted against a hase which is an
equally divided scale for cot (p. It has, however, been integrated to

represent the angle ^ directly.

It will be seen that the efficiency increases with the value of ^ up to

a certain maximum which is reached when ^ = about 45^, i.e. when vi

approximately equals V ; therefore for any given value of S we may say

that the maximum efficiency of a section is possible when its speed of

rqtation approximately equals the speed of the aircraft on which the

propeller is mounted. Put in terms of the complete propeller the

maximum efficiency is possible when the speed of rotation of the section

approximately at 0*6 R to 0*7 R, depending on the shape of the blade

plan form, approximately equals the speed of the aircraft on which the

propeller is mounted.
The actual value of ^ which gives the condition of maximum efficiency

is found by differentiating »i with respect to ^ (expression 25) and
equating the result to zero.

This gives us a maximum efficiency when

^ = 45° -7/2 (26)

Now Vi = V cot ^, so that with a constant aircraft speed, V, any
particular value of

<f»
will be attained with a certain value of Vi, i.e. of

27rrH. If then we giv« arbitrary values to r and V we can calculate the

number of revolutions corresiK)nding to each value of
<f>.

This has been
done for r = 3*5 feet and V = 100 m.p.h., and the values of n are shown
in Fig. 89 on the same base as

<f>.
If then we assume that the efficiency

of a propeller is the efficiency of a section at 0*7 of the tip radius, the

cur\'e8 in Fig. 81 show how the efficiency of a 10-ft. diameter propeller

varies with the speed of revolution with a constant aircraft speed of

100 m.p.h.

From these carves, therefore, a preliminary idea of the effect on the

efficiency of gearing down the propeller shaft of an engine can be

obtained. It will be seen that over the range of actual practice the

propeller becomes more efficient as the speed of rotation becomes slower.

Also since with a constant aircraft speed vi cc cot ^, then if we give
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arliiiniry valaet lo V and n, we OAO ertimftte the nulitiB r al which thi*

el( iiunt must be plaoed to i^ve any pertienUr \'alue of ^.

AgaiiK this has been done for V » 100 m.pJi. and n « 1590 r.p.m.

The resulting radii are shown in Fig. 89 on the same baae as f, and from
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the ourves it will l)e seen how the efficiency of the aerofoil varies with

the radius of its position in the hiade.

M. The Factors affeotiiig the EfHciencyJ From the equation (21) and
these curves we draw the following fundamental conclusions : the

efficiency of a section of the pro|)eller and therefore of the propeller itself

depends on
(1) The value of the lift/drag ratio of the section.

The higher this ratio is, the higher the efficiency. An efficient

propeller must therefore be designed with aerofoils having as high a

uft/drag ratio as possible. It will be noticed that for an angle ^ of 20°

the efficiency varies from 86 per cent, to 75 per cent, for a variation in

the lift/drag ratio of 19*1 to 9-5.

(2) The value of the angle ^.

The value of (ft depends on the value of tan <p and

V V Vtan^= =„ acp. (27)

In our further discussions the value Y/wD will be referred to as J.

Thus J is a number proj)ortional to the ratio of the translational

speed to the tip speed of the propeller and

J Translational Speed V .^^.^^
Tip Speed """"^nD ' ' '

^^®^

Thus in this theory, for any given value of lift/drag, the efficiency

will be a function of J,

tan
<t>

-,,.
''=

tan(»+7)=-^^'^^

25. Torque, Thrust, and Power Coefficients.—Having obtained the

expressions, in paragraphs 18 and 19, for the torque and the thrust, we
are in a position to examine what are their controlling factors.

From expression (9) we have for the torque of an element

'^Q = ~ "FslF^
or by a slight rearrangement

"Q =
"'•.'*"('tsW- • •

<2»>

= pr^^Ecrdr

where e = V^-^*/^^ COS ^

The drag coefficient, /fp, and the lift/drag ratio, ^, are functions of the

angle of incidence, a. In all geometrically similar propellers
<i>p

is con-

This treatment is an elementary introduction to the snbject, which will be found
more fully discussed in Chapters VII. and VIII.
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Htuiit for any eleiuent iiiiujited at tho ttamu pruportioual

the blade, and ginoe

<i. the angle of iiicklenoe, and therefore X,^ and 2 are funeiiouii of f

;

tit! have already nhown in iMuragrapli 24 that

k'.f X' , tiiiU r iiii: iiiun iiiiictiutlil of J

Therefore E =./»vJ» ^iiU)

Tlmrtffore for geometrically ttiiniliir propellere ei|iiaiiou (29) may be
written

«/g = Ki'J/KJVn/r . . (81>

I'lir tonfue of an element, therefore, varies direciK ah—
( 1

)

I liu (lenaity of the Huid in which it iH working*;

(2) The radius of the element, r x D;
(8) ' The Borfaoe area nlr projected on the chord of the element

which is directly pro|)ortional to D* ;

(4) The square of the linear speed of rotation Vi which is proportional
to(iiD)«;

(r>) /,(J).

That is

(ig = ,,
• D • D» • (mD/ZiJ = p/i*D»/,(J) (82)

una g = pii«D»{/,(J) +/i'(J) +/i"(J). eta}

Tlierefore for all propellers geometrically similar to one pro|jelIer we
may say

g = pi,«DVi(J) (38)

= AgPii«D». (84)

where *y=/j(J) (35)

Similarly T = lv»ii*D*

.

(8«)

whert. i^^A(i) (87)

and P. ^AH/iw'll* (88)

A«=/«<J) (89)!•(

111. < '< !]icients Ag, kf and An, are known as the torque, thrust, and
N.r r ( tiicicut of the propeller respectively.

I lui. fore in all geometrically similar propellers, for any ^veu value

I

ot J —that is, for any given ratio of aircraft speed to propeller tip speed—
I the |M)Wer needed to turn the pro|>eller b directly proportional to the

fth [)ower of the diameter and the cube of the revolutions.

' The Hviiiltol <ir U not OMd In iu strioUy malhwnatkml mam m being an inflniUtlmal
dimenMon.' m whioh mm it would not to Inw lo •» thai tfr oe D. Tbt t«nn 4lr in the
M»nM> in wiiioh it is naad in this ohapl«r rtprtMnts a dadnile fmoUoa of Um total ndhu.
H in aU ih« propeller* of a fDomolrtoal aartoa the blades an dirided into ihe aune number
of oloiuonU, dr is iben proportional lo D and ibe degree of approiimation in

forooi on ibe blades is Uie tamo in aU oaeee.

B
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From the above equations it is clear that, if for any |)roi>elIer we
know the power and thrust at various values of J, then we can calculate

A't* ^'V
^"^ ^H ^'^^ P^^^ them against J. We can then estimate from

these curves the thrust, torque, and power for any other propeller

geometrically similar to it.

Just as the aerodynamic characteristics of an aerofoil can be seen by
plotting k^ and ^^ against a base of angle of incidence, a, so the aero-

dynamic characteristics of a propeller can be seen by plotting k^^ and /».j.

against a base of J.

The expressions for the coeQicients are sometimes given in terms of V
and D. Since

Q = I'^m^iy^

and V a «1) for any given value of J, it follows from equations (34),

(3G), and (88) that

Q = Q^,D8V2 (40)

T = T^D2V'' (41)

P^ = P^D2V« (42)

where Q^, T^, and P^ are also thrust, torque, and power coefficients. These

have of course diflfereut values from k^^ kj^ and A-^, the torque, thrust,

and power coefficients usually employed.
The relations between the coefficients are

Q. = Jj=/^(J) (43)

Te = J,^=/«(J)-
...••• (44)

Pc = J?=/7(J) (46)

Let us now examine in detail the variations in the power absorbed

by an element of a proj^ller blade (1) with variations of the angle <^, i.e.

of the value of J ; (2) with variations in the density
f>.

26. The variation of power, efficiency and thrust with ./(J), on an
element of a given propeller.

Let us take a section at a radius 0*7 K in propeller A.13. 7322,

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and particulars of which are given in Table XIV.,

and let us estimate the power absorbed by it, its resulting efficiency

and its thrust as the value of ^ changes.

d sin ^
or by a slight rearrangement

cdr ' ^'
^ d sin ^

Thus work per square foot = pk^vi^ sec ^(tan ^ -I- 1/^) foot-lbs. per

second.
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,„. . - . Work i)er square foot x if ,.

1 hniBl per tkiimre fool ' ; lU.*^
* ri tan ^

If wu aHHume consuuii revolutions v^ will be oonstaut.

Let N - 1100, •>. r, « 461 f.p4L, p - 0O0237.

T)h- results are given in tabular form in Table XL
Colman 1 Rivee arbitrary values of ^, then the angle of inetdeoee

(f$ " f) ^ given in column 2 ; hence /. , and e which are extrapolated

from Fiffs. 57 and 58. The remaining columns follow from the values

of f and S already obtained, and hence the power per square foot,

efticifncy and thrust per tufuare foot.

These results are plotted on a base of f in Fig. 41. It will be seen

4- . ^
tjji

s^^L-

\
1

'

\
li

V BT ^

\ \

1

'^
X,"^
^

w m ^^>
Vaiu • of .^

n* 16' er 20' o' m' k* 28* jo*

Flo. 41.—Pow«r, Tbnui, ftod BiBetoiioj OnrrM (or % SmUoo o( ProptOar A3. TStt.

that beyond a certain value of f ( = 30^ 10*) the power absorbed becomes
negative. The angle of incidence has here become so »mall that the lift

(coefficient has become negative; this means that the propeller is

(^ving power from the relative wind and giving it to the engine. The
pi*o|)eller in this case is actinff as a windmul Such a condition might
arise when the aeroplane is diving at a speed greatly in excess of that
for which the propeller was designed.

The thrust and efficiency become sero at a smaller value of f
= 28^ 45') than the angle of zero torque. If this value of f is called f^^
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hen, if this theory is correct, the ex|)eriniental pitch of thtf aeetkm » fwr

liiii fg, acoording to definition in paragraph 0.

it will alflb be Men that the |iower abaorljod \>y the element lieooiiies

larger an f deerooaoe. Thiii change in the |)o\ver iiljeorbed in the resultant

of two changes. Pig. 42 shows that an f decreases to f\ say, the

velocity, v,, decreases and the angle of incidence, a. increases,

in itself the decrease of the resultant velocity, r^, will decrease the

IMwer abeorhed, but the increase of the an^le of incidence, a, increases
the lift and drag coefficients and thus
causes an increase in the power ab-
Horbed. This second change consti-

tutes the predominating factor, and
there is a resultant increase in the
iilieorbed fMwer.

Now with constant revolutions any
decrease in the soeed of the aircraft Piu. 42.

\vill cause such a decrease in the angle

^- If, therefore, it is desired to maintain constant revolutions a^ the air-

craft speed changes, say, from maximum Hying speed to so:. 3 lower
clini))ing speed, an increase in nower must be simultaneously provided.

Whether this is possible or otherwise depends on the type ^f engine
driving the propeller. If this i)ower is not provided then the revr.'utions

will drop and ^ will again increase to some value ^" intermediate
Iwtween ^ and ^' (Fig. \'l).

87. The Power ol the Internal Combustion Engine.—The engine which
is used for aircraft propulsion is the internal combustion engine, exactly

Himilar in principle to the well-known automobile engine, but altered

ill detail to obtain lower weights per horse-power, higher thermal
efficiency and shapes suitable for mounting in the aircraft without
necessitating a boay shape of aircraft of high aerodynamic resistance.

The en^ne must also be capable of maintaining full load for long

l)eriod8.

The power of the internal combustion engine is obtained by the
explosion of a mixture of air and a hvdro-carbon fuel, usually petroU in

tlie cylinder of the engine, i'rovided the engine takes in the same vdame
of charge i)er stroke and that the proportion of petrol vapour and air

remains constant, the mean eflfective pressure in the cylinders, and,
therefore, the torque of the engine, will he constant and independent of

the speed of rotation, the latter depending on the resistance the engine
lias to overcome. Thus the power developed will varv directly as the
rate of revolution and the power curve will be a straight line if plotted

against a base of rate of revolution.

The speed at which an aircraft engine will run witli a fully opened
throttle depends therefore entirely on the resistance of the propeller

Nvith which it is fitted, and this principle is often used in practice to

limit or fix the maximum speed of any particular engine.
In actual practice, owing to the fact that at high piston speeds the

charge per stroke diminishes, the torque does not remain constant
over and above a certain speed, depending on the t^'pe of en^pne, and
consei]uent1y the variation of power departs from the straight-line
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law. In Fig. 48 is shown typical torque and power curves taken from

tests on the Eagle 8 Rolls lioyce engine.

An engine power curve such as this is taken from a test of the engine

on the l)ench. The throttle is fully opened and the torcjue is measured

hy a torque dynamometer, readings of the corresponding rate of revolu-

tion being simultaneously made. Torque readings are taken at various

rates of revolution, the latter being altered by adjusting tlie brake load ;

the throttle is left fully open throughout the test. From these readings

it is a matter of simple calculation to draw the i)ower curve.

'

MO

360

340

320

300

^^^T ~~-
^Saao,

1 >x<

1

H^^^

v

"^

>

/
5

1

'

1

30
l^

i

J28 ^

I
26 I

900 950 1000 1050 HOC 115 1200

RPM ofPropeUer Shaft

Fio. 43.—The Power and Torque Curves for Rolls Royce Eagle 8 Engine.

28. Change of Engine Revolutions with the Speed of the Aircraft.—At

maximum tiying speed of the aircraft the engine is giving its maximum
power at the speed at which the propeller fitted will allow it to run. So,

from the above considerations it is clear, that, as the speed of the aircraft

decreases and thus as the value of the angle ^ increases, the increase in

power necessary to maintain constant revolutions is not available. Con-
sequently the engine will slow down. As the engine slows down, the

angle of incidence, a, decreases, thus again tending to increase the angle ^
and thus tending to counterbalance the increase in the angle of incidence

due to the decrease in aircraft speed. The balance between the po\Mer

absorbed by the i)ropeller and that given out by the engine will be reached

when the effect of the resultant increase in the value of the angle of

incidence just balances the effect of the decrease in the value of the

resultant relative air velocity.

The general way in which the engine speed decreases with a decrease

in the aircraft speed will be seen from the curves in the appendix tq

Chapter VIL and also in Chapter VIIT.

2». Variation of Power absorbed with Density.—The equations in

paragraphs 18 and 19 show that the aerodynamic characteristics of a
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Iirofieller depend on the denaity of the fluid in whieh the propelkir it

working. The question therefore ariies aa to whst vAloe to

in tlesigning or caleuhiting the oharaeteriftiei of * propollar. Sinoe tho
deiuuty of thu air varies mainly with tho height above aea-level, the value
will depend on the altitude for whicli the propeller ia to be deaigiied to

fulfil any particular speoiAeation.

The average atmoapheric denaitiee at difTerent lieighta in the Soath
of England haiva been inveatigatod by the Meteoroloffieal Offiee. Tba
lueaoa of a long aeriee of obasrvatuma are given in Table XII.

TABLK XII.

^Msr AjwpKawarii

1014 0» 1-968
aoo 5* 1*198
796 (f* 1*014
000 - y U-900
616 -ii« 0-818
688 -18* 0-786
MO -a5» 0*666
401 -89» 0*680
868 -80» 0*694
806 -46« 0-468

10 961 -61« 0-400

It is convenient to choose some density as standard, to call it unity

and refer all other densities to this standard. The standard used lor

aerodynamic measurements and ealcuUtions in this country is that of

dry air at 7<K) millimetres pressure and 16^ Centigrade temperature.

This density is 1*221 kilogrammes per cubic metre, and corresponds to

the average density at a height of 8M)0 feet above sea-level.

Hence if p, = the standard density

p, = 1*221 kilogrammes per cubic metre

= 0-0764 lb. per cubic foot

Thoroforo P,
= 00764 0764

9 82*2
= 0W237

in engineers* units of mass.
Taking 1*221 kilogrammes per cubic metre as the standard demdtv

ihe percentage density at different altitudes may be calculated. Such
values are given in Table XIII.
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TABLE Ml!

Hdcht In l*-t
Itemttj III

I'rrtenUffp of
MAmUrd (k-nalty.

Height to faet.

Drrmiy iu '

tnmnmmr
cob. mHUt.

\

I'Mwougc «)f

iUniUitl denMly.

- 9000 1888 109-6 16,000 7C9 68-0
- 1000 1294 105-9 16,000 744 61-1

1263 102-6 17,000 719 69-1

1000 1212 99-4 18,000 696 671
9000 1174 (r.-3 19,000 678 65-2

8000 1140 98-2 20,000 63-8

40U0 1102 90-8 21,000 61-6

5000 1067 87-4 22,000 49-8

6000 1032 84 •« 23,0(K) 48-1

7000 1000 81-9 24,000 46-4

8000 967 79-2 26,000 44-8

9000 934 76-6 26,000 48-2

10.000 908 74-0 27,000 010 41-6

11,000 895 71-7 28,000 493 40-

1

12.000 849 69-5 29,000 477 38-6

18,000 821 67-3 30,000 468 87-5

14,000 794 65-2

1

Fig. 44 shows the percentage density plotted against height above
sea-level.

30. Variation of Engine Power with Altitude.—Since the power neces-

sary to turn the proi)eller at a given number of revolutions per minute
at a given aircraft speed varies directly as the density, the propeller will

need less power to rotate it at its normal speed at high altitudes than at

sea-level. If the engine power remained constant the propeller would
thus allow the engine to race. If, however, the engine horse-tx)wer also

falls off directly as the density, the revolutions at any given 8j)eed would
remain constant. This is approximately what happens.

The exact way in which the engine power falls off with density and
therefore with altitude will depend on the particular type of engine,

since such a fall will depend on the fuel mixture and the frictional

resistances of the engine. Normally the carburettor is fitted with an
altitude control, the object of which is to maintain the correct fuel mixture

at all heights. Apart from variations in power due to variations in the

fuel mixture, the indicated horse-power of the engine will vary with the

weight of charge taken in per stroke, and this will vary almost as

the density. The power absorbed in overcoming the frictional resist-

ances of the engine will remain constant with altitude, and therefore

due to this cause alone the brake horse-power will fall oflF with increase

of altitude faster than the air density. In Fig. 44 are given curves^

showing the fall of power with altitude with three differing types of

engine.

81. The Measurement of the Propeller Coeflacients.—The torque and
power coefficients for any particular propeller under actual flying con-

' Each carve is the average of curves issued by the Aerodynamic Performance section
of the Air Ministry, and was deduced from the data obtained from performance tests on
full-sise aeroplanes.
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(litionB can be obtained in the following manner. The profieller ui

iiiouiit4Ml • roplane, the liitter Ih ' Mfii in nrefarenoe to other

ty|Mh of a I inee it iii tniny io var oil of the aeioplaQ^ with-
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out Adjusting the engine throttle. The aeroplane is taken into the air

?uid climbed to a de6nite altitude which we wdl call H.
The engine throttle \& open to its full extent, on the assamption that

iich was the condition under which the engine power vras measured on
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the bench, and thai Iberelore (be power of the engine at any rate of

revolutions is known.
The aeroplane ia iben flown at the eonataiit altitude II at ite maiimum

H\y I simaltaneooi readingi are taken of the speed of the aireraft

»> to of engine revolutions on a oalibrated air speed indicator and
n liter respeetiveljr. Thin gives us one value of J, and the
coiii.,..,.......^ power given out by the engine and abaorbed by the
|)ro|)elior can he read off a power curve of the eilgiiie similar to that

shown in Fig. 43.

ThA aeroplane is then brought to a slightly lower altitude and ila

tr teied by adjusting the elevator controln, bo that the aeroplane
rr HiMed and commenoes climbing. When the aeroplane again
r« ile H simultaneous readings are again taken of the
neiu|Miiiui »|itwd and the engine rate of revolution. This gives another
value of J ; the corresponding power is known as before from the engine
poNvtr curve. In this way several readings can be made between the
lowi ^t flying speed and highest flying speed of the aeroplane. As kmg
H8 the rate of revolutions does not become dangerous a few readings may
be tnken at aeroplane speed higher than the maximum horizontal ipeed
Ity slightly nose diving. It is important to remember that the position

of tiic engine throttle at the time when these readings are taken most
Ih) tlio same as that used when measuring the power of the engine on ita

bench trials, otherwise the power will not be known.
From the above readings a cur\'e, as shown in Fig. 48, can be plotted,

showing the variation of revolutions with the spe«l of the aeroplane.

Each |)oint on this curve will represent a certain value of J, and the

vahiBM of D and n being shown for each point, and the hor8e-i)ower at the

i)^ le of II bein^ obtained from the engine power curve (see

r [>ower coefficient may ))e calculated from the expression

^-r",:^ («)

and the torque coefficient from the expression

560P

2irpft«D»

where n is the i evolutions [ter second, and English units are used.

The power of the engine must, of course, be corrected for altitude, and
in order to eliminate t^ uncertain correction it is desirable to carnr

out the measurements at as near as possible the altitude at which
standard atmosphere pre\'aib.

The thrust coefficient cannot, however, be obtained from full-sixe trials.

It is therefore obtained from model tests in a wind channel. A model
of the propeller is mounted on a balance capable of measuring torque

and thrust. The propeller is run in a constant wind speed at varkma
speeds of rotation corresponding to various values of J, and the torque

and thrust are measured at each speed From this data the torque

and thrust coefficient and the efficiency can be deduced and plotted

against J.
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THE SIMPLE DliZEWIECKI THKOHV «l

Fig. 45 given the Uinut ooeffiotent. torque coeflicieut. and tlie

r*rn'i(>iicy of three propellers of oonttant pitch aiid liaving pitch tliametor

^ of 0'!), 0*7» and 0*5 re6|)ectivoly. The detailn of the proiwllera are

Kivun in Figs. 46 and 47.

The figorea were obtainad by Dr. Durand in a 6' 6" eircular wind
channel.



CHAPTER V

AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

32. An Example o! Analysis.—lu this chapter it is pr()i)08ed to iUustrate,

by melius of ii HiH3ciii3en analysis, the estimation of the i)ower absorbed
bv and the resulting efficiency of a propeller at various values of J, and
also to compare the calculated results on actual propellers with the results

obtained in practice.
TABLE XIV.

Qboiuctkioal Pabticulabb of tuk Pbopellbb akd Uksults of Full Soalb Tests.

Two.N«d«d PropeUer A.B. 7M2.
DsMlOnms. P = S490iiuiuk

lUdlun of BUul«

T
BUule
width

Crailwr. TMt tt Ml tbruUle at

(MMftet).

Mciton
Upper
(miM.).

Lower
(mm».).

Engine
Ch.p.).

V.
(m.p.b.).

n
(r.p.in.).

1600 19" 80* 160 18-5 322 130 1090

1330 22** 26' 267 21-5 318-6 110 1065

1070 26^46' 305 32-0 314-5 100 1040

810 8ri6' 809 48-0 310 90 1010

560 41* 40' 276 47-2 14-0 306 80 m^
290 58" 60* 280 48-6 44-2 301 70 966

For this purpose a two-bladed propeller known as A.B. 7822 has been
selected. Table XIV. and Fig. 48 show the geometrical particulars and

/?oo

MOC

EftOli f£ ft. P.

Ceoj Raxic o e/i

SP££i) MPh\

30 50 60 70

Pig. 48.

dO 90 too t/0 /20

the variation of the revolutions of propeller shaft with the aircraft speed,

at 5000 feet altitude with the engine throttle fully open. These figures

are taken from actual Hying test as descril>ed in paragraph 81.

62
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For any point on the curvu in Fig. 48 we can crtlculate the power
'< (1 by the propeller, and knowing the engliie hone-power at the
liar revolution ehoeen we can tee if toe theorj eel forth in

Cli»i>U3r IV. givee reaaonably aoenrafte reeulle.

88. Method of IiilegfatfOB.-^Eqiiation 14 (Chap. lY.) for the work
done find equation 18 (Chap. IV.) for the throat tranamitted may be
tiiu^^rtitcHl mathematically. To perform auoh an integration, however,
niM;(HHitat4s the pn*limiimry statement of the fonetkm oonnectin^ blade
width and railiuH, and also the fundioD eonoeetiiig k^^ and ^ with the

nuliiLs. Whilst ctirtiiiii ahapee of bbdee lend themeehrea readily to such
integration, it ia not deairalde to adoot any mathematieal proeees which
limits one to particular ahapea of bladee.

Gniphical integration, which will be adopted in thia work, doee not
'eiMitate mathematical expreeaiona for the fundiona above qnotod, and
vve8 U8 free therefore to work with any plan form and to vary the

vahiee of k^^ and i at the reepeciive sections as necessity arises.

84. Routine Analysis.- -Six ec|uidistant seetionB are taken on the

blade, and the calculation of

out as shown in Table XV.

^V
dr

for an element at each aeetion is carried

Flu. 40.

Columns 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 give the geometrical parliealan of the
fKM'tions. Column 7 gives ri ^ 2rr/i. Henoe, knowing V, columns 8,

I 10 are obtained, giving tan ^, ^, and sin ^, and the angle of

uce (column 11) then eqtiab f^ (column 3) minus ^ (column 9).

Columns 12 and 18 give the aerofoil characteristics, which are

••d from the curves in Fig. 57 and Fi^. 58, the values
'

in the curves representing tlie reepeciive cambers of the

After calculatbg VS + ri (column 14), -^ follows in column 15. The

values in column 15 are then plotted against a base of radius, and a fair

curve is drawn through the resulting points. (See Fig. 49.)
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rfW
The area of a amail strip BIN ib clearly , x dr mdW; hence (be

area endoeed belween the base line and the our\'e will repretent lo eeale

the work done on each blade*

Colamn 16 givee ri8 - V and column 17 givee the eflKeiencj of each
ohoeen element calcdated from the equation

V r|«-

V

The valaee in column 17 multiplied by those in column 15 then give

the useful work done, which is

dT
dr

and this value is given in column 18.

The values in column 18 are plotted on the same chart as those in

column 15. The ratio of the areas of the two curves is then the efficteney

of the whole blade.

In the particular example the areas of the two curves are proportional

to 84 and 89*2 respectively.

29*8
Hence the efficiency

34
0-86

and the apparent horse-power absorbed by the propeller at 5000 feet is 271.

This calculation gives the apparent power absorbed by the propeller

at one value of J. In Table XVl. the final results are shown for several

values of J, the calculation for each case being similar. For each case
the corresponding values of V and n are taken from actual test, the
relation between V and n in flight being shown in Fig. 48.

TABLE XVL

RMCfira or Avalvui of AJB, 782S.

t 3

CUcirfalii

4 • « 7 •

.^i.v
•

^SsB K k *\

ISO 1000 971 974 101 0-9B7 0*980 86*0

110 1066 964 971 1096 0*694 0*888 86*9

100 1010 96S 968 1*04 0-871 0*886 86*8

90 1010 98S 964 1-OS 0-490 0-430 88*4

80 966 948 960 106 0*468 0-491 808

70 966 949 9oe 1-06 0*698 0*868 16-8
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Column 3 gives the estimated power absorbed, whilst column 4 gives

the actual horse-power which the engine was developing at the respec-

tive revolutions. Fig. 50 gives the variation of power of the particular

390

320

3fO 7^
- =^—--

"^

3O0

2807^
y

R.P.fl

ISOO mo I7O0 /BOO

Pig. 60.

f900

engine with engine rate of revolution in a standard atmosphere. The
correction to the engine power for 5000 feet (0*85) has been made from

the curve in Fig. 44.

35. The Power Coefficient.—In this case the agreement between the

calculated power and the engine horse-power is closer than in the general

case, as will be seen from the appendix to Chapter VII. In general, how-

ever, the agreement is not exact, and one may denote the ratio between

the two values by a coefficient, Ag, where

A:.. =
True engine power

Apparent power from propeller analysis

Since small changes in 8 do not appreciably affect the power absorbed,

it will be reasonable to assume that the value of A^, which we assumed,

was not, for some reason to be discussed later, actually realized in

practice, but that some other value, call it Ap, " the propeller A^," was

realized, such that

^•p =r k^ X empirical coefficient

The coefficient Ag is a factor of ignorance, and is used in design purely

as an empirical coefficient.

For design purpose expression (11), Chap. IV., therefore becomes

i sin

Similarly in expressions (13), (14), (17), and (18; (Chap. IV.) the value

of A-p is substituted for k^^
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The tables in the appendix to Chapter VIL give the particulars of
"

iri and their revolationB at variooa air apeeaa.'
••^ qnot^Hl have been in general servioe, and the figaraa

•)m the Actaal performaoee testa of the aircraft

...... ...... :.,..J.

value of ig is given for eaoh propeller, approximately at its normal

)ns, on an aeroplane flying at about 6000 feet altitude, with itn

iliroitle folly open. The various values are given in Table XVIII.
These figures are admittedly open to the criticism that the power of

tiut MMiTine m the air was not necessarily that read from the beneh test-

(irves, and tlmt the power absorbed may have been allected by
bodies. This is probably true» espeeialljr in the ease of

>nt the figures do show to what extent this simple theory

liittvides a ba the accurate design of a propeller in spite of all toe
unknown aiii tiiin factors involved in engine performaoee and the

general aircraft structure.

A discussion of the causes of disagreement between the calculated

and actufld power absorbed will be found in Chapter VII.

86. True Mean ^i^.— In column 6, Table XVI., the term, true mean i^^

\A used. The true mean k^^ of the propeller blade is the average value

of k^^ over the blade, and it is the value which is multiplied by k^ in order

to find the propeller coefficient k^.

To compute it, account must be taken of the proportion of work done

for each value of k^^ used.

The true mean as used here is

ilr—7W

—

ilr

There is of course a different value of this for every value of J taken.

87. A WorUng Design.—Let us now apply the principles which have

been enunciated in Chapter IV. to the design of an actual propeller.

The fundamental particulars which must be supplied are

—

(1) The revolutions per unit time at which it is proposed to run the

propeller sha&
(2) The brake horse-power delivered from the propeller shaft at these

revolutions.

(3) The speed of the aircraft at which it is desired that the propeller

shall attain the revolutions given in (1).

This last point will be dependent on the efficiency of the propeller.

In actual practice, however, an estimate of the probable speed of the

aircraft would be made from a general experience of simiUurly loaded

^ ' The exMnplai oivMi only mmmbI * suuOl nambor of ih« piopaUan wlifeli daring Ibe

XV ba^ oome imfc tU Anthocli igptrrfakm tor •yly»>>» » '^H^'V?B!!?*
*"' ^^

n\maj of fooh aoAljMtv tvorthlow i^^r moroduclion here, owing to iM oooMini neconcy

ot ibo obMcmtions tnken.
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and similarly powered aircraft. If the estimate is at all doubtful several

experimental propellers must be designed to cover the (X)ssible range of

error.

Knimple,—It b required to design a two-bladed propeller for an
aircraft whose normal speed flying level near sea-level is expected to be

100 m.p.h. The propeller is to be designed so that at this speed it runs
at 1000 r.p.m., at which speed the engine developed 800 horse-power.

Since " flying near sea-level *'
is specified we may assume a standard

atmosphere for which the value of p at 800 feet above sea-level is

000287. Then
Power per blade = 160

From equation (1) we have

dr ^ sin ^

As in the analysis in paragraph 34, let us take six elementary strips

spaced preferably at equal distances along the l)lade. For convenience

take such strips at 0-9R, 0-75R, 6R, 0-45R, OSR, and 0-15R.

For each of these strips calculate -j-^ *^^ integrate graphically to find

W, the work done on each blade.

Examination of the above formula shows that we have three unknown
quantities to determine :

—

D, on which the values of vi and sin
<f>
depend

;

C, the blade width of the section ; and
«, the angle of incidence on which the values of A^ and § depend.

Our first step, therefore, is to choose the type of aerofoil section to

which the blade will be constructed.

88. The Choice of the Aerofoil Section.—In making this choice we
shall be guided mainly by the maximum value of 3 given by the aero-

foil. This must be as high as possible, and, for reasons which will

appear later, the aerofoil should be one in which the maximum value of

3 corresponds to as low a value of A^ as possible.

Consistent with this point, consideration must also be given to questions

of manufacture and reliability. The aerofoil must be such that it does

not require an excessive amount of work to shape; and further, the

trailing portion of the aerofoil must not be so thin that the blade takes

a permanent warp after a short period of running.

There are many sections of the tyj)e shown in Fig. 61 used in wing

PiO. 61.

design which give high values of S. They involve, however, much work
in the shaping of the working face, and the trailing portion is usually

so thin that even during manufacture the blade tends to lose its correct

angle. The slight gain in efficiency due to the higher value of c does

not justify the increased work or the decreased reliability.
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ft is general experienoe that, taking all ibaie oooaidanUioiM inlo

there is Utile better choiee than the flal fMed aerofoU

u upper inrfaee drnflar to the RA.F. 6 type.
Such a section is sliown in Fig. 52 and Table XVIL

TABLE XVn.

Pabhoolam or kmmmnh Smonom WMtomnrno wo

t. a a a a a a
j
a a Ml la la la u. It. M. If. ML M.

<•

•••1 ••M •m •*M ••M ••« ••It fit 0*t« .» ••« ••M »••• I'M •••i fm ••M rM »-••

fttl •*m rill ••Ml fltl ••Ml l*MI •*Ml|flll

AU ordlnaiw aro M (rmoUooa of mMdmom OfdioAla And ibe

ordiiMlM M ft fnelioo ol Um efaoid.

Flo. 69.

89. Cambers.—The next point to decide before we can settle our Tallies

of A,^ and d, is what camber to give to the sections at the various radiL

OJO

<yjo

O-ZO

OIS 03O
Fio.

<h4S O-eO 0t5 0-90
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The desirability of high values of S would lead us to use a camber of

alK)ut 0'0t5 at all points in the blade, since in paragraph 14 we came to

the conclusion that such a camber gives the highest values of 2.

Questions of strength and reliability, however, prevent the use of so

thin a blade. Here again experience shows that, for reasons of reliabihty,

the camber at the tip of the blade cannot be made less than about 0*07

to 0*08, and from this point the camber should increase as the radius

gets less in order that tl^e necessary stren^^th is obtained throughout.

Fig. 53 shows a suggested variation of caml>er with radius, the use of

which has given good results in active service.

The values of S and the h\^ coefficient at various angles of attack for

aerofoils similar to that in Fig. 52 and with varying cambers are given
in Figs. 57 and 58.

40. Choice of Angle of Incidence. Having settled the shape of the

sections at varioub points \\i the blade, it now remains to decide what
angle of incidence we shall adopt. The answer to the question is not

simple. At first sight it would appear desirable to use that angle which
gives the highest value of ^. Such a conclusion would be correct if we
were designing the proj^eller for aircraft, such as an airship whose speed

range at full power is extremely small. But in the case of an aeroplane

the efficiency at lower speeds than the speed for which we are designing

must be taken into account. The question is considered fully in

Chapter VI H.
Let us for the moment pending such consideration assume an angle

of attack of 2"^.

We are now left with two unknown factors in our equation—the

values of c and D, the blade width and the diameter of the propeller.

41. Choice of a Plan Form.—If we now arbitrarily lay down a plan

Pio. 64.—Plan Forms.

form as in Fig. 54 we shall at least have fixed the section blade widths
in terms of the maximum blade width.
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Here again the full eooaideradoD of the moai luitable plan fonn
muBt be left to a later stiige. For the moment let it be aaid thai the
blade should taper in width towarda the tip to as fine a point aa praciieaL

Fig. 54 ahowB three plan forma which the author haa tiaed« The
beat reeolta have naoally been obtained with Na I, which, it will be seen,

haa the narrowest tip. The figures ph^ed aoainat the ordinatea reprawoi
the values of r/C, where c is the blade width at any partieaUr seetaoD
and G is the maximum width of blade.

We are now in a position to take various valoea of D and work ool
the corresponding blade widths. It will, however, be eonvenient to }o6k
into twu other matters before proceeding with the determination of the
blade widtlis.

42. The Ohoioe of Atj^eot Ratio.—The solutions will give na blades

having different aspect ratios, and the <}uestion arises aa to whether
there is any partionhir aspect ratio which gives better resnlts than
others.

The author's exiierience shows, and it has since been confirmed b^
reports from the Natioiuil PhyHical Laboratory, that the aapect ratio

should lie between 50 and 0*5.

Below 5*0 the efficiency appears to be disadvantageooaly affeeted and
the questions of strength and stiflhesa preclude values much in excess

of 6*5. A good all-round \^lue is 6*0.

48. A Preliminary Estimate of the Diameter.^We therefore need to

ohooee a diameter wiiich will result in u blade aspect ratio of aboot 60,
and for this purpose it is (Ithinible, in order to avoid an undue amount
of trial and error calculation, to obtain some simple formub connecting

(1) The diameter,

(2) The speed of aircraft,

(8) The revolutions i)er unit time of the propeller,

(4) The horse-power to be absorbed,
for blades geometrically similar as regards pUn form, aspect rauo and
cambers, the angle of incidence remaining constant

We have already deduced in paragraph 25 that for a given value of J,

and therefore for a given angle of incidence, the power absorbed by any
propeller is

P. = pD*iiyi(J)

Let OS endeavour if possible to express this eciuation in the form

P. = pIfn'Y' X constant . (2)

Assume, therefore, that

/i(J)=/4(V/iiD)=(Y/iiDy . . (8)

Then for a given air density

«D'-V-Y W
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Provided

—

(a) That every element in the blade has the same angle of incidence,

and
(b) That the blades are geometrically similar,

then the power absorbed by the whole propeller will be very nearly
proportional to the power absorbed by any individual element. This
assumption is perfectly true for changes of D, since the area air of the
strip is proportional to D^, but it is not strictly true for independent
changes of V or u. This formula is, however, only intended to be
approximate for the puqwse of finding a preliminary value of the
diameter on which to base the design.

Accepting these assumptions, we have from equation (18), paragraph
18,

"* 6 sm ^
'

or by a rearrangement we have, since c and dr are proix)rtional to D and

^ = cot ^, and d?^o: P^,

p
-pays a cot ^(20 -f cot (t>)Vl + cot^

<l>

by putting 8 = 20, ki^ being a constant with a constant angle of

incidence. Also from (4) we get

Hence
cot ^20 -f cot it>)Vl + cot^ ^

(cot^)*"*

must approximate to a constant H, say, if our expression is to approxi-

mate to a reasonable degree of accuracy.

In Fig. 55 the variation of H is shown plotted against cot
<t>
and the

corresponding values of J for various values of the index t. The values

of J are those of a propeller in which the corresponding values of
<f>

are

obtained at section at 0*7 R. In practice J varies from a minimum of

0*45 to a maximum of 1*2.^

It will be seen that for a value of t = 0*98, H is constant to within
1*5 per cent, of its average value, between values of J of 0*464 and 1*2

and for t = I'O, the same degree of constancy is maintained at a slightly

higher range, viz. 05 to 1*25. Whilst the former is nearer the actual

range, ^ = M) is a most convenient value and more than accurate enough
for our purpose.

Therefore, approximately

P. = D*;i*V X constant

in the authbr'sjcxperience.

m
» The figures approximately represented the actual extreme values which have occurred
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The eonttant in this equation wm found by examining the
anoes o! propellen in active lervioa The examination wae oonflned to

propeUert having plan forma lying between nombera 1 and 8, ahowu in

/i
Ns
^

-^

1^ «^^ _ t-^iSt

-^^t:SJ^
~

^^ t;^
"5^:^

"^ -^
rains 'f'/

W
. ^i . *# *7 . w .*# ''KLtftf^tVkfii ^
5^ ^ jr^ /J 1t •

1

Pio. 56.

Fig. 54, and, in order to eliminate the effect of aspect ratio and differing

values of i, , the oonatant was obtained first for the following formula :—

P. »B'-!!k.DSi«V.
A.R. ,

'J)

where B' is a constant and A.R is the aspect ratio with whioh the power
will vary inversely (within limits) for any given diameter.

The assumption that P. x k^^ inferred in equation (6) is justified

from equation (18), oaragraph 18, since the changes in the value of i over
the limits used in designing, or found in this examination, varies to a
affidentl^ small extent to have very little effect on the power absorbed.
The exammation gave the following results :

—

Two-bladed propellers—

2-66 X to •rk^'^v

Four-bladed propellers

—

P. 6-88 X 10-» «- DSinr
AJL

where P. is measured in English horse-power, D in feet, m is the number

of revolutions per minute, and V is the speed of the aircraft in miles

per hour.

The values of the constant B' for the various propellers in the

appendix are given in Table XVIII.
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TABLE XVm.
VALUS8 OF k^ AHD B',

PntMlkr.
Tip •pMd Valae of J f^u B« X 10 '

TwobladM .

A.B. 66Sc 766 0-78 1-28 948
A.B. 7081 666 0-76 110 2*49

A.B. 7085 686 0-88 1*08 9*48

A.B. 7903 796 0-616 1-06 9-68

A.B. 8060 574 0*98 108 9-71

A.B. 8680 786 0*66 0-79 9-57

A.B. 8651 690 0-78 1-20 9-56

A.B. 8661 660 0-76 1-18 9-69

A3. 8781 810 0-68 110 9-66

A.B. S9099 880 0-68 1-08 9-48

Fotir blade*

A.B. 685 610 108 1-02 6-9

A.B.0084 580 0-68 0-87 5-27

A.B. OM 618 0-78 0-90 508
A.B. 716 581 0-70 0*96 5 -34

If we now put k^ = 025 and A.R. = 5*75, which are average practical

vahies, we then have for

Two-bladed propellers

—

P,, = 1-11 X 10-"DVv
Four-bladed propellers

—

P^ = 2-3 X 10'''D*n^Y

The nomogram shown in Fig. 66 has been drawn to represent these

equations. It will be noticed that this nomogram shows the scales for

the diameters of four- and two-bladed propellers respectively super-

imposed, thus giving a ready comparison of their relative sizes for any
particular aircraft. In using the nomogram, the speed scale should be

joined to the R.P.M. scale, and the power to the diameter scale.

44. Completion of Example.—Let us now proceed with our example,

using the nomogram to find a trial diameter. Join the point representing

100 m.p.h. on the speed scale to the point representing 1000 r.p.m. on
the r.p.m. scale by a line cutting the reference Une at A. Join the

point representing 300 horse-power on the power scale to the point A,

and the point at which this line projected cuts the diameter scale will

represent the necessary diameter.
It will be noticed that we may either design a four-bladed propellc i

of about 10' 9" diameter or a two-bladed proi^eller of about 12' r.

diameter. Let us design the two-bladed propeller to the specification

r

the details of which we have decided on, i.e,—
(1) Power per blade = 150 h.p.

(2) n = 16'7 per sec.

(8) V = 147 feet per sec.

(4) a = r,
(5) Plan form No. 1.
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(6) Aerofoils, the characterUtios of which are shown in Figs. 57 and
58, and dimensions in Table XMI.

(7) Camber carve as shown in Fig. 58.

Having fixed D provisionally by means of the nomogram we can
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. . (mI with the analvBUi, leaving Ihe blada width in temu of the

tim hUde width C
HiuUysiB of a two-bUded propeller D « 12' 6" ia abown in

K\\,, and the reenlting work eonre ghrea ao area of 89 aqoare

where each eqoare inch repreaenta 4*660 horae power,

power abaorbed by each blade b therefore 4*650 x 89 « 146*60.

mired to be abiorbed by eaeh blade ia 150 b.p. Thaniofa

The aapeot ratio ia therefore - .^^
» 6*07.

T^is being a satiafactory fignre for aapeet ratio we may adopi Uia

or of 12'5 feet aa being suitable.

may now complete our particulars for the drawing of the

lor.

The blade anglea fa » ^ + a.

Having found the maximum blade width the chords at the variooa

.a are easily obtained from the figures of the plan form used, and
16 chords and the cambers chosen, the thickness of various sections

The completed drawing particulars are given in Table XX.

TABLE XX.
DaAWiao R

T«*Uiii& mma»uati«iMtaL

Baatm{hti).

1

•

ote*o«ai^
t>i.>.»(^a,»

. .: f».

m^ \ ^^

FF 6-6a 1G« .'.' 7-80 O'U «

KK 4ee 18« 40' 10-88 107

DD ST5 22*30* 18*11 1-65

CO 9S1 98*86' 18*11 918

BB 1-87 88»8or 10-75 9-88 0*88

AA 0*98 bO'vr 8-78 1-75 1-78

< dinMmionfl, wpMUlly IboM nmt Um tool, mi^ nMd lo bt
^r ih«bUide.

The efficiency of each section is foond aa before* and the resulting

I eurvee of thrust work plotted ; this gives the efficieney of the whole

propeller as 0*85.

I

To complete the design, the strength of the blade, with the dimanaioiia

I in Table XX. should be checked. This example will therefore be com-
i)t»>te<l after the treatment of the questionof strength in Ohaplar XI.

45. Design Specified for an Altiliida.—Suppoee now the example in

^Airagraph 87 was altered thus

—
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" It is reuuirod to design a two-bladed propeller for an aircraft whose
speed fiving level at 10,000 feet is 100 m.p.h. The propeller is to be

designed so that at this speed and altitude it runs at 1000 r.p.m. The
engine develops 300 h.p. at 1000 r.p.m. in a standard atmosphere."

The example is the same excepting for the speciiied altitude. We
have therefore to make corrections for altitude.

At any height h, let

^ = air density.

Pm ~ power absorbed by the propeller at a given value of J.

H.P. = power developed by the engine.

And at standard density let

/», = air density.

P^ = power absorbed by propeller at the same value of J.

H.P.^ = power developed by engine.

Then p^ = P^,/^.

and H.P. = H.P.^ xf(p)

If therefore we are designing the propeller to fulfil its specification at

a height h

Fj^Ip, = H.P.yo,)

or P, = H.P.,/(^y^ = H.P.Ji(f>)

where

Hence in such a case the power will be estimated as for standard
conditions, using a value of p = 0-00237 and equated to H.P.^/i(/j).

The variation of fi(p) with altitude for the engine corresponding to

curve 2, Fig. 44, is shown in the same figure.

Therefore in carrying out this design to fulfil the specified conditions

at 10,000 feet we should design it exactly as for standard conditions, but
to absorb a horse-power

H.P.y (^) = 300 X 0-931

= 279
Power per blade = 139*5

As before, the power absorbed per blade = 145*5C.

Therefore

146-5C = 139-5

C = 0-958 feet

6*25
The aspect ratio of the blade = Qiggg

= 6-62

a figure which is slightly on the high side.
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The tiomognun in Pig. 56 ii direetly apiiUeable to the Oiio of Iho

detign at altitadet provided the Hpeeified h.p. is multiplied bv/i(p). For
inslanoe, What ie an approximate diameter of two-bUikd propeller

suitable for an engine developing 450 h.p. at 1300 r.p.m. under standard
conditions, given that the propeller is to ruu at 1300 r.p.m. wbeo
travelling at 140 m p.h. at 10,000 (eet*/

From Fig. 44. /|(/*) for 10,000 feet - 0-981.

Therefore H.P.,/,0') = 450 X 0981
»419

Theu from the uomograui we find tluit for 419 Lp., 1800 r.p.m. and
140 m.p.h., the approximate diameter is 9 feet 9 inches.



CHAPTER VI

INFLOW AND OUTFLOW

46. Slipstream.—To every actiou, says Newton, there must be an equal

and oi)i)08ite reaction. So that if there is a force on the proj^eller ])lades

pushing them forward there must be an equal and opposite force pushing
the air backwards.

Under this force the air affected by the propeller will have a velocity

relative to the aircraft in excess of that of the surrounding air. This
excess will be called the Outjioic Velocity. The term Slipstream Velocity

will be reserved for the velocity of the air behind the propeller relative

to the latter. The whole of the increase of air velocity does not take
place behind the propeller. The acceleration of the air commences some
distance in front, and by the time it reaches the i)lane of rotation

it already has a velocity in excess of that of the surrounding air. The
excess velocity is spoken of as the Inflow Vdocity. Such inflow always
takes place in front of any surface of discontinuity of pressure.

47. The Froude Theory.—From considerations of this airflow an
alternative propeller theory was put forward by Mr. R. E. Froude. In

tliis theory it is supposed that the propeller is replaced by and in

e(iuivalent to a special kind of disc moving at a velocity V relative to the

air and having some device for imparting a steady pressure to the

column of air passing through it. The column of air is assumed to be
of a streamline character in the limited sense that the value of (;^ + i />/•*)

remains constant at all points of the same stream of air
; }> and p being

the static pressure and density at any point in the stream and r the

mean speed at this point. This involves the further assumption that

there is no frictional resistance between the surface of the column and
the surrounding air.

Under these ideal conditions the column of air will be subject to an
acceleration for some distance in front of and behind tiie propeller disc,

no sudden change of velocity taking place as the air passes through it.

These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 59.

AA is a plane sufficiently far in front of the propeller to be under
general atmospheric pressure. The air passes through the propeller in

a plane BB and in so doing an additional pressure head is added. CC is

a point sufficiently far behind for the column of air to have fallen again
to the general atmospheric pressure.

Let R and A be the radius and cross sectional area of the column as

it passes through the propeller. Let the relative velocity of the air

at A, B, and C be V, (1 + a)V, and (1 + ^)V respectively, that is to say,

J
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uV and h\ are the infiow and outdow vdoettiea rwpeeliTolj dua to the
imparted pressure at the diaa Similarly lal A. and B^ A, and B,, be
the areas and radii of the oolumn at AA and CC ratpedifdj. Than,
iiinee the volame of air flowing through each area is the

or

AV(1 + a) - A,V(1 -f 6)

A.-A(l + a)

AV

Let 111 and /A| he the presnures at two points, immediately in front of
and behind the " actuating disc " respectively, so that the yeloeity of the
air is the same at both, that is to say, equal to Va + a).

Direction of Flow.

FlO. fiO.

Then the thrust = T = 0^, - p{)A (41

On our assumption therefore

or Pi»/> + ipV«{l-(l+a)«) 5)

Also

;» + M 1 + a)^ = /, + Ml + 6)«V«

or /'•-/' + ipV«{(l + 6)> - (1 + a)) (6)

Combining (4), (5), and (6)

T«(p«-/>,)A (7)

- if.^•*A{l + 6)" - (1 + a)* - 1 4- (1 + ay")

«ipAV«fc(6 + 2) (8)

Now thrust B Rate of change of momentum

Therefore T « Mass of air moved per sec« x Change in veloeity

« pAV(l 4- a) X V6

= pAV«6(l+a) (U)
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Combining (8) and (9) we have

/>AV«/>(1 + a) = if>AV'K^ + 2)

Therefore a = 1/2 (10)

Le. the inflow velocity is one-half of the outflow velocity.

Efficxencif.^—The efficiency is the ratio of the useful work done on the

column of air to the total energy imparted to it.

Useful work done = T x V
= pk\%{l -fa) (11)

The total energy imparted to the stream is the difference between

the energy at AA and CC.

Energy in stream at CC = if>A\'^(l + a)(l + If, from the usual
" J mi^ " equation

AA = i^AV»(H- a)

Therefore the total energy imparted to the stream b

ipAV»(l + r/)(l 4- hf - 4pAV8(l + a)

or ^AW(1 +af (1*2)

Using 11, since h = 2a, we then get

Efficiency = ;aW(T+^
1

1 + a
(13)

Thus the efficiency of this ideal propeller is the ratio of the translational

velocity of the pro[)eller to the velocity of the air into the propeller disc.

48. Comparison of Propeller Theories.—We have now examined two
theories of propeller design, those of Drzewiecki and Froude. Both are

incomplete. The former neglects the excess inflow velocity of the air

and the latter neglects the losses involved in transforming a torque into

a thrust. It will be of interest to examine at least one of the differences

between fundamental conclusions to be drawn from each theory, i.e. the

effect of diameter on the efficiency of the propeller.

Froude theory,

'' =m = 2TT • • •
-^^""^ (^^>

T = pAV«6(l+&/2) . . . .from (8)

' Alternatively, tbc efficiency is the ratio of the useful work done bv the actuating disc

or propeUer in urging itself through tho air to the total energy expended on the disc. Thus

„-, . useful work
Efficiency

uaeful work -f energy lost in the slipstream

pkV'b{l + a)

pAVbil + a) + i^AV(l + a) X
1

1 + a
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Combining (13) and (8)

Fig. 60 and Table XXL sbow the variation of it with I) auamin^ a
thrust of 1000 lbs. and V - 100 feet per second.

hrzewUeki tkfory.—Yot any element

V c>3^ V

For this purpose it is assumed that the efHeieney of the propeller is

fcho same as the efficiency of a section at 07R

Vto. GO.

Let as assame S « 18 and r.p.m. of the propeller = 1000.

Then

Thus

or approximately

ri B 86 6D feet per second at 07R
49il D- 0*152

1l
-

1»
D D + 49-2

*y

49^
»i 49^ + D

TABLB XXL

nMMr.

BBda^rpvcMl.

flML
1hMii. taM««kl.

8 _ 88*1
8 T6 860
10 89 88*1
la 86 80-4
14

1

891 77-8
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It will be seen from Table XXI. and Fig. 60 that conclusions drawn
from the Drzewiecki theory would lead one to use diameters as small as

possible and practical^ whilst those drawn from the Froude would lead

to the conclusion that the biggest ix)S8ible diameter was to be aimed at.

The author's own experience led him to believe that, within limits,

the latter conclusion was correct, and such appeared to be a common
opinion in the aeronautical world. No exj^eriments in the wind tunnel

ISOOO

Ki.OOO

10

4^00

IS

600

Pia. 61.

20

eoo

2S 30 35
Tiim* in mintttes
lOOO I200

Rafe of Chtnb ift feet/mm.

are available to prove the point, but the matter is worth investigation.

Such an experiment, however, involves the test of a large numl^er of

models in order to obtain comparisons between the efficiencies of pro-
pellers giving the same torque at a definite value of J.

One experiment of indirect interest can be quoted. It was carried
out to prove that a certain aircraft could be improved by fitting a new
landing carriage to allow for a larger diameter of propeller. The pro-
pellers used were the standard four-bladed propeller A.D. 692, diameter

II
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2*000 HL, pitch 8*340 m. ; and experimental two-bladed prooeller A.B.
7322, diameter 3*410 ro., pitch 3*420. The aerofoil oaed in both

iaa»
110 us fto

speeo IN M.P H.

/2S iSSO

FiQ, 62.

fxo ivo moo
EMGlNe R PM

proix)ller8 was that shown in Fig. 52. The remaining particulars are
given in Table XXII.

TABLB XXII.

i.aws. A.B.ita.

Iliil«l«f ^
0«ii.X

0»lNr.
RmUmoT
MCtlOO

990 68»60' 980

i>UBk«r.

(».).
(liSS

Umm

486

Lmw

no 58* ly 900 87*8 89*7 44-2

600 iC*40r 910 40*6 11*9 680 41«40r 976 47-9 UO
• 710 8e»96' vn 80*8 810 89* 16* 800

1

480 «>

990 30«0' 968 98*1
I

1070 96* 46' 806
J

89-0

1130 95»40' 918 19-0 UH.0 99* 96' 907 91*6

1840 99«10' 160 19-6 1690 19»80^ 160 lt*8

Wdglit = 69 Iba. Wd«ht = 44 ]\\m.
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The engine was a Rolls Royce, Eagle 7» in which the propeller shaft

is geared down to times the speed of the engine shaft. The revolu-

tions given below are those of the engine shaft, and must be multiplied

by 0*6 to obtain the r.p.m. of the propeller.

Weight of standard under-carriage

„ experimental under-carriage

The tests carried out were for climb and speed with-

116 lbs.

126 ..

1. Standard chassis and propeller A.D. 692.

2. Exjx^rimental chassis and propeller A.]). 692.

8. „ „ „ A.B. 7822.
^

The same results on speeds and climb with propeller A.D. 692 were I

obtained with both the standard and the experimental chassis.

TABLE XXIII.

Stakdabd and Ezperihrntal Chassis.

Propeller A.D. 692. DUm. 2900 mm.
QroM weight before trial = 3507 lbs. (sUndard cbamis).

Climbiwj Trial.

MUMlUtl bdgbt. Time fhn itart. Bate of climb.
Engine
r.p.m.

8pe«l.

Min. Sec. FeH/lllo. m.p.h.

stationary on ground . . 1600
1,000 feet 66 1065
2.000 „ 1 66 1010 1660 74-5
8,000 „ 2 66 956
4.000 „ 4 900 1646 70
6,000 „ 5 6 845

6,000 „ 6 20 790 1685
7.000 ., 7 36 740 77-5
8,000 „ 9 G80 1625
9.000 „ 10 36 G30
10,000 „ 12 16 670 1620 79

11.000 „ 14 '6
620

12,000 „ 16 6 465 1605

13,000 „ 18 25 410 80-5

14,000 „ 21 866 1695

15A)0 „ 94 5 800

16,000 „ 27 86 250 1680 82
17,000 „ 82 20 190

10.000 feet

12,000 „
14,000 „
16.000 „

Speed Trial.

Speed (m.p.h y
119-5
117-6
115
111

Engine r.p.

1820
1800
1770
1730
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TABLE XXIV.

89

rMPaikr A.B. TOL IMm.MI«i
0fMw4^ MlN« Mai MM I

CMMMNf 3VM.

luadu4M|»«. TlMftisfUrt. mmttmmk. upm. %-L

Mta-tM. wm/mtm. »-r-«
sutloiuunron groand .

05 1180
1470

^000 .. 1 flO 1076 1686 74-5

8.000 .. 840 1086

4.000 ,. 84a 910 1096 70

a.ooo .. 480 980

0.000 ,. 6 66 866 1616 7T

7.000 „ 7 6 816
8 86 TOO 1606

9.000 .. 946 710 19

MMM) „ U 10 666 1696

11.000 „ 19 80 806 80
IWOO „ 14 86 660 1686

18.000 .. 16 80 600
14.000 ., 18 86 460 1670 99
16.000 ,. 91 896

10.000 .. 98 46 840 1666
17/XX) H 8f 990 8i

19.000
14.000
16.000

Spmd Trial.

190*6

1190
110*6
119*6

TiiT
1796
1760
1706

BoBoltB of a test on each propeller at 5000 feet ghowing the relaftion

between engine r.p.m. and speed at full throttle :

—

A.D.a09
wiib

•ZMrinMnUl
landing
oarriaft.

A.B.7899«

1000
1660
1700
1760
1800
1880
1900

1800
1860
1700
1760
1800

n
88
98*6
109
119
199*6

89
81*6
98*0
104*6

1160

The results are shown plotted in Figs. 61 and 62.

It will be seen from these results that the large diameter of propeller

had a beneficial effect on the performanoe of the machine, especially
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when climbing, a result agreeing more with the Froude theory than the
Drzewiecki theory.

49. Experiments on the Flow of Air past a Propeller.—These con-

siderations, therefore, make it desirable to consider the com])ination of

the two theories. Before doing so, however, it is a matter of interest

and importance to consider experiments on the extent to which the

hypothetical conditions assumed in the Froude theory hold in the case

of an actual propeller.*

As regards the inflowing column on an actual propeller, there woul(l

appear to be no reason to suppose that there is any considerable departure

from the hyiwthetical conditions assumed, since each of the annular
elements of the iiiHowing streams will possess the dynamic head of the

surrounding air, and since the flow is convergent towards the propeller

disc there will be no tendency for the head to be dissipated in eddies, and
it would be natural to suppose that on reaching- the disc the total head of

each stream would still be the same and equal to the head of the

surrounding air.

In the outflowing column the conditions for streamline flow will not

be so favourable, since the head of each annular stream having now been
increased by the action of the blade to amounts differing in magnitude,
the probable result will be that, on emerging from the disc, considerable

differences in static pressure will exist at any cross section and in con-

sequence radial currents will be set up. In this case the approximation
to the hypothetical conditions could not be so close, and the experiments
carried out were confined to the characteristics of the inflowing column
and to the effect on the latter of its passage through the propeller disc.

If the experimental facts are consistent with the assumption made in

our presentation of the Froude theory, the following conditions should
1)0 found to hold :

—

(1) The total head (p + ^pv^) of each of the annular elements of the

inflowing stream should have the same constant value at all points on
the inflow side of the propeller, which value will be the total head of the

surrounding air.

(2) The increase in the static pressure of any annular element of the

shpstream passing from front to back of the propeller, multiplied by the

area of the element, should be equal to the thrust of the corresponding
element of the propeller.

A model propeller was accordingly run in a four-foot wind channel.
The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 63.

The absolute pressure in a pitot tube is the value (p -h J/>t'^ at the
point in the stream at which the mouth of the tube is situated.

Two pitot tul)es were therefore set up at two different points in the
stream with their axes set in the direction of the velocity of the stream at

these points. The one was set up at a fixed point in the channel about 7
feet up stream from the plane of the propeller. This tube was connected
to one side of a sensitive tilting manometer. The other tube, A (Fig. 63),
was placed with its mouth 3 inches in front of the plane of the propeller on
the inflow side, and was connected to the other side of the manometer.

• For this ptirpose the work done at the Natiooal Physical Laboratory by Dr. Stanton,
F.R.8., and Hiss Dorothy Marshall ha« been largely quoted.
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The manometer thus meanared the diflerenee in jmetnre between
the two pointe at whieh the pitot tobea were plaeed. This difliMrenea in

pressure is the difference in total head of the stream at the two points

;

by noting this pressure differenoe the character of the flow was investi-

gated. The tube A oould be set to any desired distance from the axis of

the propeller, so that a comparison of the total head of the stream 7 feet

up wind from the propeller oould be made with the total head of the
indowiug stream at any radius of blade.
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The pressure differences between the tube 7 feet up stream and the

tube A were determined under two conditions :

(1) With a given velocity of channel current and the proi)eller rotating

at the necessary speed for a high velocity of intlow. Pressure difTerences

between the pitot tulje A and the static pressure tubes adjoining were

also taken.

(2) With the same velocity of channel current, but with the propeller

removed from the channel.

From the latter set of observations the difference, if any, l)etween the

0-2 0-4^ O^ 0'3

Fig. 64.—Air Thrust Grading Curves for Two-bladed Propeller A.

total head 7 feet up stream and that in the inflowing stream was measured
and the velocity of inflow into the propeller determined. This difference
\*ill be the frictional resistance of the channel between the two sections.

Subtracting this value from that obtained with the propeller running, the
remainder will give the comparison required.

A considerable number of observations were made for various positions
of the pitot tube A relative to the axis of the propeller. In no case was
there found to be any difference between the values of the total head at
any of these positions and the values 7 feet up stream from the propeller
disc, sufficiently large to throw any doubt on the accuracy of the assump-
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tion of Bireaiuline flow. Ab an eiample the following rasalls nuij be

quoted :—
Velocity of channel current « 20 feel per eeoomL
Mean velocilj of inflow into propeller diio at a radiue of 8 inebee

» 24*4 feel per seeond.

Diflerence in total bead between tbis poeition and 7 feel ap wind.

(<i) With propeller mnning (HX)2 inen of water.

(b) With pro|)eller removed 0*0084 „ „
Total oonvereion of preeeoie bead into teloci^ bead (,i <*. from V • 20

to V « 24*4) between the two pointi * Ot>44 inch of water.

Apparent lose of bead due to above oonvenion « 0<X)14 ineh of

water, or approximately only 8 per cent of the bead eonverted.

ObeervationB were made with the channel current stopped and the

-^/

Fiu. 6&.—Air Thrust Grading Cunret for Two>bbdod ProptUar B.

/^

proiwller acting as a fau. lu this case abo the conditions of streamline

How on the inflow side of the propeller were also satisfied.

Experiments were also made to compare the statie nreanire betweeo
the two sides of the propeller disc. For this purpoee anouer pilol tube, B,

was placed with its mouth in a plane !( inches oebind Uie propeller disc

and arranged so that it could be set at various radii in the outHowing
column. Since it was reasonable to assume that the outflowing air would
be given an anmilar velocity by the torque of the propeller, it was not

safe to assume that the direction of the air flow would be parallel to the

axis of the rotation. Accordingly on tube B a yawmeter was oaed* an
instrument by means of which tube B could be eel with its axis in the
true direction of the outflowing streauL The diflbrenoe in head between
the points at which A and B were set were measored bv eonneetny
them to the ends of a manometer as above. On the Fronde theory ttiis
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difference should be equal to the thrust on the element of blade on which

the experiment is made.
In making these exi)eriments the wind velocity V and the revolutions

74

02 04- 0-6 O 6

Pio. 66.—Air Thrust Grading Curves for Four-bladed Propeller C.

n per second of the propeller were set to give a definite value of J, these

speeds being maintained constant by ordinary regulating resistances.

The pitot tube B was then set at a given radius and rotated until its axis
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M in the true direotion of the outHowinf^ ittream. The pmnire dilbr*

uiioe belween tubes A aod B wm Ihen taken. Thui wm repealed el
li eoffleient number of potnte to enable the inereeee of fthe totel bead

(p -^ kfl^ o^^^ ^^ value on the inflow iide of the diee to be determined
for Uie whole area of the column affected hj the bladee of the propeller.

Since the head on the inflow side was conitant for all pointe in it, the
lx>undary of the area of the column paennff through the plane of the
tube B aiSfected by the bUdee was determined by the efuahty in values

of the preesores in the two pitot tubes, i.e. when the inereaee in head
was lera For all the propellers tested this was found to occur when
the radius at which the tube B was set was equal or very nearly equal to

O-i 4^

Fio. C7.—Air Thrust Grading Currat

06 OS
(or Foor.bladed Propeller D.

the tip radius of the propeller. As this could not have been the caee if

the flow between the propdler disc and the plane of the tube B had been

appreciably convergent, it was assumed in making the reductions from

the measured increases of head that the increase of head at a given

radius in the plane of the tube B is due to the action of the Uade element

at the same radius.

From these observations on any propeller under test a series of what
may be called air thrust grading curves for diflerent values of J can be

plotted and when integrated can be compared with the total thrusts of
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the propeller given by a thrust-meter at the corre8ix)nding values of J.

Such a series of grading curves are given in Figs. 64 to 07 for the

following propellers :—
(1) Two-bladed propeller A.

Diameter 1-527 feet (Scale, one-sixth.) Details in Table XXV.
(2) Two-bladed propeller B.

Diameter 2 feet. (Scale, one-quarter.) Details in Table XXYI.
(8) Four-bladed propeller C.

Diameter 2 feet. Blades identical with those of B.

(4) Four-bladed propeller D.
Diameter 1'516 feet. (Scale, one-sixth.) Details in Table XXVIL

TABLE XXV.

Propeller . Diameter = 9' 2'.

Badias of aection UUdo angle. nUAe width (ins.).

Qttber.

(»!-.).
Upper (IM.). Lower (ln».)-

8-0 62<» C 6-96 206 1-49

160 83«18' 8-36 1-68 0-87

340 24»29' 9-60 1-68 0*36

82-0 20« 0* 10-20 1-68

40-0 ir T 9-87 1*S8

48-0 i5» r 8 26 0-82

53-0 140 22' 6-64 0-61

TABLE XXVI.

I'ropeller B. IHamcter = 8' o'

lUdliHofaeelioa
Blade aogle. Blade width (ins.).

OuBber.

(im,y.
Upper (ilia.). Lower (In..).

18-8 48-7*» 70 1-46 0-30

18«0 86-4« 7-94 1-5

96-4 26 -OS* 7-48 1-2

88*6 21 l* 9-66 0-98

89-6 17-6* 9-0 0-78

46-6 16-6« 604 0-49
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TABLE XXVII.
iviHiwO- WiBO r r.

u «
IttMk ancle. •<••** (lili.V

<^^.

Vpfm{}m.\. UvfT(|(M.V

8-4 68* 64' 5-51 i-fta 0*88

16-8 M» V e«ai ia7 0-»

M-0 40* «• 7-86 1-18

39-4 88» C 807 0*88

40-8 sa-ae* 8«8 0*70 -

48*0 M-aa* 7-45 000

M-0 ao^ay 6-67 0-68

The obeervations on these propellers are given in Tablee XXVI IL,

XXIX.. XXX.. and XXXL
Now considering an annular

element as shown in Fig. 68. if

;>i and p% are the pressure heads

recorded at radius r by pitot

tubes A and B respectively: the

thrust given by this annular ele-

ment is

rfT = (p,-i>i)rfA (14)

dk^^wrdr . . (15)

Therefore, from equations (14)

and (15). the air thrust per unit

length run is

r/T
2irKp,-|h) a6) Fio. 88.

Thus from observations of p^ and />i we can find -j- and plot it as in

Chapter IV. against the corresponding radius, the net area between the
curve and the base will then, to the proper scale, represent the total

thrust of the propeller, which should agree with the total thmal of the
propeller as measured on the thrust-meter. In actually plotting reeolts

the thrust per foot run has been reduced to non-dimensional ooeffieientB

thus:

TapV«D« ... from (9)

^ TVV*D where T' is a coefficient

.p, _ Air thrust per foot mn

8

or
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From the data pven in Tables XXVIIL to XXXL the value of T' at

various values of J is calculated.

If, then, T' is plotted against fraction of radius the area between the

curve and the base line will be directly comparable with the value of the
non-dimensional coefficient T^ in the expression for the total thrust,

T = T^p FD^ (see equation (41), para. 25)

Off

OS

0'7

06

OS

0-4

OS

0'2

O'f
04- OS OS 7 OS 09 fO

Fio. 70.—Centres of Pressure on Blades determined from Air Thrust Grading Curves,
(
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Vhe value of the ooeffioieni T^ ui obtained for arious valoea ol J bj

ineaforement of the thnuit of eaeh propeller on the wind ehannal ihrotl

dynamometer. The values of T, aa obtained from the integration of the

curves iu Figs. 64 to 67 are plotted in Fiff. 69 together with the
curvee of total thruate of the propeller maaanred direetly on the propeller

shaft It will be seen that the agreement between the eoefficieota

obtained by the integration of the air thrust grading eurvea and the total

thrust ooemoiente is remarkably good. Complete agreement between the
results oottld not, of course* be eipected, since the measured increase of

total head between the two sections must be less than the head
communicated by the propeller by the amount of the blade frietion

and any loss due to eddy making in passing through the blmles. It

would be expected, therefore, that, for high values of J when the total

thrust is small, the frictional loss would become a much larger proportion
of the total head given, and this is shown from the position of the
plotted points relative to the curves. It is clear, however, that the loss

due to friction and eddy making is surprisingly small.

Thus the Froude assumption of the flow of air through the propeller

an approximately streamline appears to be fully justified ; and further, tliis

conclusion justifies an attempt to connect up the Froude theory with the
Drxewiecki theory.



CHAPTER VII

THE COMBINED THEORY

50. Modification of Drzewiecki^s Theory. -Following our concluBions

in the last chapter we have now to modify the theory which was set forth

in Chapters IV. and V. In that theory, it will be remembered, we assumed
that the relative velocity of air parallel to the axis of rotation was equal

to the aircraft speed V. We have now seen that actual conditions will

be more correctly represented if we assume that this velocity is increased

by a certain inflow velocity.

Let biY = the outflow velocity, and let Xi be the proportion of this

velocity which has been imparted to the air by the time it passes through
the propeller disc. So that if aiV is the inflow velocity

ai = \,h (1)

Then if U = relative velocity of the air through and at right angles

to the propeller disc

U = V(l + ai) (2)

In the last chapter we referred only to the inflow and outflow velocity

caused by the thrust, but for the sake of completeness it should be i)ointed

out that, due to the torque of the propeller, the air is given an angular

velocity about the axis of rotation, and part of this angular velocity

takes place before the air reaches the plane of rotation.

Let />ari = this rotational outflow velocity, and let X2 be the proportion

of this velocity which has been given to the air by the time it reaches

the propeller disc.

So that if a^vi is the rotational inflow velocity

a9 = Xa^a (3)

Then if mi = velocity of air in the plane of rotation relative to an
element of the blade

Ml = /•i(l - Oa) (4)

It will be noticed that whilst the axial inflow velocity increases the

relative axial velocity of air through the propeller, the rotational inflow

velocity decreases the relative velocity of air in the plane and about the

axis of rotation, since the blades carry the air round with them.
Now, referring to Fig. 71, it will be seen that the angle which the

resultant relative air velocity makes with the plane of rotation is ^,
such that

102
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Ml 1 - Of n

108

und the iiii^lu of

1 4-ai
tan ^

IB

at -^, - ^

(6)

(7)

4x««/ Inpom.

Following, therefore, the same procedure as in paragraphs 18
wo get

dj^ ^ fxrrU^^^ffJg -f tti)

dr Ssin^^i

rfW = rfQ X 2irn

<ir Ssin ^
jIT ^ P^U^^ihS - U)

rfr
" S sin ^

and 19,

(8)

(10)

Efficiency

—

or in its alternative form

»i
=

rfTx V

VM - U)

«i(U8+iii)

tan (^ + y)

1 - oi ^^i^
1 + fli

• tan iit + 7J

51. Kagnitude of Translational and Rotational Inflow VelodiiSL
thrust of the proixjller be known, ihe value oj, (he tt
velocity, may be found from the momentom equatimi—

(11)

a2)

-If the

inflow
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Thrust = lUte of change of momentum
= Mass of air passing through an annular element of tho

disc per sec. x Change of velocity

(H! = p2irrbi{l + a{)\^dr

</T p2irrai(l -f aQV ,-.,.

Sf ' Xi
^^^^

Also if the torque of the propeller be known the value a^vi may be
calculated from the angular momentum equation

—

Torque = Rate of change of angular momentum
= Moment of inertia, about the axis of rotation, of the air

passing through an annular element of the disc x change
of angular velocity

dy = 27rrV(l 4- ai)Ydr X 6,^

= 27r/'8p(l+«i)Vt/rX^.^
Aj r

JQ_p27r;^aa(l+ ai)Vri .^..

r/r
"

Xa
^^^^

52. Modification of Propeller Equations neglecting the Rotational Inflow.

—The value of rotational outflow is needed for tailplane and rudder
calculations and also for the design of propellers working in the slip-

stream of another, as in the case of tandem propellers, but for ordinary

design the rotational inflow is usually neglected, thus assuming

02 =
^2 =

This assumption for routine design is justified, since the rotational

inflow has been proved by experimenters at the National Physical

Laboratory and at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, to be

of small magnitude.
Let ^1 = angle which the relative resultant air velocity makes with

the plane of rotation, neglecting rotational inflow. Then

U ,. . .VU V
tan ^ = -. = (1 +ai)— = (J + ai) tan <^. . (15)

Then equations (8), (9), and (10) simplify themselves thus

:

dr 8 sin ^ (16)

rfW /»cUr,A:L(U8 + »,)

dr ~ 8 sin ^
(17)

rfT pcUA-,,(t^S - U)

dr S sin ^
(18)

The only difference between these equations and those given for tlie
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tiimiilu theory in Chapter IV. being Ibe

<h lor ^.

106

of U for V, end

^^<fT7!iMSJ^'L'^t'•imp^^^^"
1^^^^^^-^^^^
1>^

V
1

1 V

\

1

1

1 1— V, - ^—

•

Kio. 7a.

Hfiiri^ncy.—The change in the efficiency expreesion is, bowerer, noi

80 aimpla
c/T X V

^ V.(viS-U)
"

ri (US + ri)

or in its first alternative form—

(1»)

Let

Let

— a tan ^

5. tan*.

^-P
"^Hpr+i) •

and in its second alternative form—

tan*

(»)

tan (*i + y)

1 tan *,

i + a, tan (*, + >)
(21)

From this equation it will bo observed Jhat the tme eflfeieoey is the
I Fiproduct of the Froude efficiency and the Drsewieeki emeieiieT esoepa

that the latter is calculated ^-ith the true velocity U throo^ toe pkne
the disc, and not the aircraft speed V. The eombinatinn wnieh
suggested at the beginning of paragraph 49 has therafore been effselsd.

63. Thmst and taqoe OoilMMtB,—In paragraph 26 we derived thai
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It may be (questioned whether this statement holds good when one
introduces the mflow factor. Using the inflow factor our equations in

paragraph 25 become

T

where

and for our original equations to remain true we have to show that

/(Ji) oc /5(J)

or since * Ji = J(l -f- <ti) (22)

that ai is a function of J.

From equation (13) we have

^~ Xi

1 + ai

or -=^, a ,-2- (23)

and from equation (18)

dT ^ pcm^jvi^ - U)

dr S sin ^
= ^cUUJ^"f

^-^^ .... (24)
' '^ d sm ^

For geometrically similar propellers k^, ^ and <Pi are functions of Ji

and C is proportional to D.

Therefore

Then from equations (23) and (25)

«/a{J(l+«i)}
which means that

(ii is a function of J.

Hence our original expressions hold good that

T - T

- Q

r/T
Therefore

pV^r''-^'^^'^ • • ^^^^

r+-5.*-^'^J'> <26)
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or in ibe Alternative forms—

k - ^% pD»ii«

54. The Value oC A|.—Equation (18) ihowi that, knowing the thmel,

we need to know the valae of X| before we can find ai and tbmee U. The
valoe whieh should be flnven to X| is the subject of mueh diaeoMion and
difference of opinion. Under the ideal Fronde conditions the Talne would
be 0*5, as proved in paragraph 47.

The value of X| in actual conditions cannot be settled nor ito

aignificance clearly understood without a further examination of the

analog between the aerodynamics of a propeller bUde and of an
aerofml.

The resultant air velocity actbg on an aerofofl both as used in a
propeller blade and when tested as a wing in the test channel gives rise

to a resultant air reaction R, (Fig. 73). The result in both cases most

Fio.78.

be similar, that is, to cause a movement of the air in the opposite

direction to the reaction R, and giving a change of momeotom equal in

magnitude to R^. It has been pointed out that this movement of air

results, in the propeller, in an inflow velocity on the blade eaonng a
decrease in the apparent angle of incidence. A simiUr result must take

place in the case of the aerofoil under test in the wind channel.

Fig. 78 shows again the resultant reaction on the aerofoil Under
this reaction the air is forced downwards in the direction CB parallel to

the resultant reaction R,. The direction of the resultant air velocity is

therefore AC, and the true angle of incidence Is a - i, where • is the

change in the apparent angle of incidence due to the downward motioo

of the air.

In the simple Dnewiecki theory set forth in Chapter IV. the angle of

incidence of an element of the blade was taken to be

« = *^ - ^
where
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and the values of k\ and S

used in the application of

this theory were those found
for this apparent angle of

incidence a on the aerofoil

tested in the wind channel.
Apart from interference

effects between the blades,

this assumption was justi-

fied since both in the pro-

l)eller blade and in the aero-

foil wind channel tests we
neglected the inflow velocity.

In the combined theory,

it is proposed to take
account of the inflow

velocity, and, to be con-
sistent therefore, account
should be taken of the in-

flow velocity existent on the
aerofoil when tested in the

wind channel. It is not
justifiable to take the inflow

velocity into account in one
case and not in the other.

No correction is made to

the apparent angle of inci-

dence in presenting the

results of tests. The values

of hj and S are plotted

against the apparent angle
of incidence. Presumably,
therefore, if one uses these

values of /t, and ^ corre-

sponding to the apparent
angle of incidence in pro-

peller design, one should
work from the apparent
angle of incidence on the

blade also, thus neglecting

theinflow caused by theaero-

foil action, as done in the

simple Drzewiecki theory.

The point will be clearer

if it is considered that the

section of each blade at a

radius r is travelling along

a helical path on the surface

of a cylinder whose radius

is r.
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Fig. 74 repretenta thui oylindrical sarfaee anroUed on to a flal

irfaoe. From this figure it will be leao tbftl aieh teetioD fbnnt mm of
u infinite series of aerofoils luovinff along paths, m» bb, ee^ dd^ ale.

Eaoh of these aarofoOs is creatuig an inflow in Iba diraetioo of the
irrows shown, in tha same waT aa in the aerofoil testa. The inflow on
the blade section immediately doe to its own action cannot therefore be
considered as affecting the oorreetness of the original Drsewieeki theory.

The question, however, arises as to whether seetion dd^ saj, in
following ap the sections of the other bladea and itaalf on a nrerioos
revolalion, is at all inflaenoed by the inflowing movement of aur whieh
has bean ereated bv these previoos aediona.

It is assumed that some sach elfeet tiUces plaee, and that the valne
of Xi is a fanction of this interference efliaot rather than of the inflow
effect of an individual blade on itself.

The value of Ai can only therefore be empirieal, and must be foond
from actual experiment. For this purpose Dr. Stanton continued his

experiments.

It will be recalled that in these experiments the valne of f/T/f/r was
measured for sections at various radii by means of pitot tubes, and the
integration of the measured values agreed with the Uirust mearored by
the thrust dynamometer.

Sinoe from equation (13)

<rr ^ parwi(i h- at)v»

by assuming an arbitrary value for Ai, from the measured valne of JT/<ir
the corresponding value of aj can be found. Then, using this value in
equations (2) and (10), calcuUUed values for d^jdr are found. This is

repeated for a number of values of Ai until the value of <fr/ir found
from equation (10) agrees with the measured value of d^jdr.

o-i ^ o^ fh* h0

Pio. 76.—Comp^riion of Air ThnMl Onding Corrai (or Two>blttdod Propeller.

Such a calculation was performed for propeller B, Fig. 65, for radii

0-275,0375, 0*550, 0*70, 0*825 and 0*95 of the trip radius, and it

found, as will be seen hom the curves in Fig. 75, that
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agreement between the calculated and experimental thrust grading curveR
could be obtained at each i)oint by the use of a value of 0*888 for Ai except

at 0*95R radius. At this point it was found necessary in order to obtain

agreement to assume the lift coefficient as reduced to sixty per cent, of

the aerofoil value. The curve in Fig. 75 indicates the closeness of the

agreement including this last assumption.

Incidentally it appears from these exi>eriments that there is a reduction

in the lift coefficient at the tip of a propeller blade similar to that well

known in the case of an aerofoil.

56. The Variation of the Inflow Velocity with the Radius of Section.—
The variation of inflow velocity with the radius of the section will

depend on the variation of thrust with radius, which again depends on
the plan form of the blade and the angles of incidence at various points
in the blade.

Fig. 76 shows the value of ai plotted against radius for the propeller,

particulars of which are given in Table XXVI. The curves are given for

0»/5

J. 0-562

'J« 0-645

-0-726

-J.o-eso

Pio. 76.

four values of J, and are calculated from the measured thrust grading
diagram given in Fig. 65.

The lowest curve, J = 0*830, corresponds approximately to the value of
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he iop ipeed of Ihe aireraft to whieh the propallar would be AttstL

1 iw curves ere ronghlj lypieel of ihe ordioery propeller in geoerel nee.

It iB of intoreel to note from the thrtuit gnuiiog dkmm in Pijg. 75

thet the eentre portion of the dieo of eboat QrtD diaineler ^vee e
reeiatenee indeed of a throat, and that moat of the oaefiil work la done
l)V the outer two-thirda of the blade. Thoa in the inner portion of the

liiBC the inflow velocity ia negative. Thia phenomena ean be freqoentlv

iiotioed when a propeller ia running on an auerafi etanding on the noiuid.

The exhanat from the engine ia then often obaerved to be flowing forward

throngh the centre portion of the diae and back again through the outer

parta of the blade.

M. Meolatton of the Axial Inflow Vek>eily tor Routine DerigB.—The
actual flow of air near the axia of rotation will, of oonrae, be largely

influenced by the nature of the body in front or behind the propeller, and
therefore become a very uncertain quantity. In routine deaign it ia

usual to consider the centre portion of the diae aa ineffeetive, and to

st)eak of the Kfft-ctivf disc area as the area of the enter annnlna of the

disc through which there ia a positive inflow velocity.

For the purix)se of deaign it is usually aasomed that the efleetive

disc area is

A. = r(R«-r.«)

where r. is the radius of the ineflisetive or harmful area in uie eentre ol

the propeller disc, and
r. -0-88R (27)

or _ , w
\/^- . . (M)

where A. = the cross sectional area of the body immediately behind the

propeller.

The value of r, to be taken is the larger of the values given by eqoatkma

(27) and (28). If

A. « 0^D«

We will assnme that the inflow velocity is uniform over the eSsetive

diae area.

Then, ainoe

Thrust - Change of Momentum

T = pA,(V + Jr^ X r,

or j-"P«*^V + K) fl*^

where r. « axial outflow vekwity

= 6,V

A chart giving the values of the outflow velocity at variooa speeds

and various values of thrust per square foot of efiBotive diae area on theee

asaumpUons is given in Fig. 77. For propeller B, ahown in Table XXYL,
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a 8 9 -*V2
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the value of at ealoulated on Umm MmmpUooi for a value of J » QrSS m
0*028 as 8howii by the horiioolal dotted liiM in Fig. 76.

The error involved in the aiiimiption of a nmform indow is imalL
if the value of V « 100 feel per eee., a normal faloe, at 07R of

propeller B, the point of greateel error,

U « 150 X 1*088 - 165 feel per iee.

on the exact oalculalion, and

U « 150 X IV23 m 153*5

assuming uniform inflow.

When it is considered thai the estimated value of V supplied to the
designer in probably only correct to within 8 feel per see., the error

involved in the above assumption of a uniform inflow over the efleetive

disc area would appear to be of a small order and the assumption of a
uniform inflow vofodty justified sufficiently for routine design.

57. Example ot Boirtiiie DerigiL~Let us now redesign the propeUer

Hijeoified in paragraph 37, i.e. to absorb 800 h.p. at 1000 r.|j.m. and
100 m.p.h. Using the same diameter as before, we proceed to find the
value of the inflow velocity. It is immediatelv apparent that we do not
know the thrust of the propeller since the emdeney is not known* and
that it is therefore necessary to assnme a valoe for the effieiene^. For
this i)urix>se the efficiency may be read from the charts- given in

Figs. 177 to 184.

Let us assnme an efficiency of 81 per cent.

Then T = ««^ X 800 X 550 ^ ,^^^ ^^

Allowing for the body behind the propeller, let us take tlie effective

disc area as

^ X 12-5* - 10 = 118 sii. feet

Therefore
A "

118
" ®*^

From Fig. 77 we find, for 100 m.p.h. and . « 8*06, that r. « iS*5 feel

per second.

Therefore 6. » ^f = 0*158
147

and taking Xi as 0*88 ai » 0*051.

The inflow velocity - 7*5 feet per second.

Therefore U ::= 147 + 7*5 » 154*5 feet per second.

The calculation now proceeds in Table XXXIL as in Chapter IV.,

except that L «: 154*5 f.p.s. is substituted for V - 147 Lp.s.

t
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The work diagram is given in Pig. 78.

115

Vm. 78.

Wilh

Thinfora

lo iba work dlagmm In Fig. 78

,
*

^ 6000O X 0^ . .-«
1 iqiiara r«prMeDto nx s 4*410

Th« hocM-powwr lo bo Abtorbtd p« btadt m lAO

Tho MM of th« work diifmm 8M
4*4fiC X 88-5 s 150

C e 1-007 fool

Aspooi rmUo of blodo ^^ = 6-^1

Aroo of ihnisi work diagnun = 97*8 sqQMOB

Thoroforo w = !!*! « O^W
89*0

The maximum Made width, G, now works oat to 1-007 feet inatead
of 1*08 feet, giving an asi^ect ratio of 6*21 instead of 6*07.
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But while the surface of the propeller is less it will be uoticed that

the blade angles are greater by approximately I*', due to the iiihow

velocity.

The efficiency of the whole blade, obtiiined by finding the efficiency

of each section and plotting the thrust work curve, is 81*5 per cent.

instead of 84*7 per cent, found in the case when inHow was neglected.

Had this efficiency, taking account of inflow, l)een two or three i)er cent.

higher or lower it would have been necessary to modify our original

assumption of 81 per cent, used for finding the thrust, by increasing or

decreasing it, in order that the final efficiency might be approximately
the same as that assumed.

Curves showing the differences in dimensions and efficiency as found
by the two methods are shown in Fig. 79.

68. Analysis taking Account o! the Inflow Factor.— In analysing a

propeller, taking account of the intiow factor, one follows the same
procedure as that outlined in paragraph 84. In this case, however, the

value of U = V(l + «i) must be used instead of the value of V. The
first step therefore consists in finding the value of the outflow factor />i.

Then assuming the empirical value of 0*33 for Ai we can find the value

of the infiow factor ai, since

ai = \ih

If we assume a uniform velocity of inHow over the effective propeller

disc the value of v, can be found from the relation

I
= pvjy + 0-33t;J

This, however, involves knowing the thrust and therefore the efficiency.

The latter may be found sufficiently accurately for the puriKJse of

determining the infiow, from either the simple Drzewiecki efficiency

equation

or from the charts given in Figs. 177 to 184.

Having thus determined v^ then the value of L' follows from

U = V 4- 0-83i-^

and the analysis proceeds as in paragraph 34.

In the api)endix to this chapter will be found analyses, using and
neglecting the infiow factor.

It will be seen that the values of h^ found by using the inflow method

are not so close to unity as those found using the simple method. This

does not necessarily mean that fundamentally the inflow method of

design and analysis is unsound, but rather that the data used and

assumptions made in the general theory fit in better with the simple

method than with the inflow method.

The value of ]c^ for the inflow method varies round about 118.
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69. PoMlble CaoMi of the Ditagrttmiot ht/tmrna AeliuU wad C«loolaM
RiMtti.-~Uavmg DOW indicated the dtMraptiieiat b6l««^
abeorbed and the power as eatoolatad bj aaaljfrii. il ranaioa lo

'

the eaoaee which might, apart from inaeeoraej in the theoiy, gifa riae

to Bueh diaagreement. There are at leaat three po«ibla eaneea which
may all contribute to a (greater or IcMcr degree

—

(1) Scale effect

(2) Deformation of the bkde onder load.

(3) Interference of the body otoally placed behind or in front of the

promller.

Scale effect sagf^eete itaelf since the aerofoil data need in analyaia waa
meaenred with a wind speed of about 60 feet per aec whilst the propeller

bUide is subjected to a reUtive air velocity varying according to ctreom-

stancee from 500 to 900 feet per sec. RTsmtnation of the valoea

of Ag found from various analyses reveab no marked conneetkm betweep

it and the tip speed of the propeller, and if the detailed analysis of A.B.

7322, Table XVL, be examined, it will be seen that, in this partieakr

case, Ag is increasing rather than decreasing aa the rebtive aur vdodfty

on the propeller diminishes.

The deformation of the blades offurs a better and more comnileDt

explanation. Later in this work it will be shown that the bUde will,

except in special cases, twist both due to the air reactions and to the

centrifugal pull of the material. Such twisting will result in a ehange
in the apparent angle of incidence on the bkdes and will thos aeooont

for the inconsistency of the calculations. In general, the tendeney is for

the bUide to increaee its angle, though the angle through which it twista

will be found to increase as the tilt forward (Fig. 2) increaeea. A
propeller, for instance, with a straight leading edge in both views (Fig. 159)

will at the same speeds absorb more hone-iK>wer than one with a straight

trailing edge, altnongh the other geometrical particnkrs are unaltered

(see Chapter X.).

It will be shown Uter that the twist of the bUde is also affseled by
the shape of the plan form, and thus the value of k^ will be correspondingly

affected.

The interference of the body is dealt with later in Giapler DL, and it is

there shown how the value of k^ is increased by phieing a body behind

or in front of the plane of rotation.

60. The General Case.—In the caaes of propeller aetkm which we
have hitherto considered we assumed that the air at a point A^bo (mt in

front of the propeller as not to be influenced by its aetion, has an axial

velocity rehtive to the propeller equal to the speed of the aircraft;

further, that at the same point it has an anffuhir velocity relative to the

propeller and equal to the anffuUr velocity of the hitter. Such accurately

repreeenta the conditions of the reUtive air flow at the point A for the

case of a single propeller working without disturbance.
Now, as a general case, let na consider that the air at the |)oiiit A has

impressed upon it by some meana, other than the propUer under con-

sidemtion, an additional velocity. Let this velocity oe such that the
"wuA velocity of the air differs from Uie aircraft speed by an amount
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which we will call a'V, and also that the relative rate of revolution differs

from that of the propeller hy an amount which we will call a"u.

Such conditions might be caused by a resistance or by another
propeller working in front of or behind the propeller.

The Siffn of the Impressed Velocities.—Let us consider the direction

in which the aircraft is travelling and the direction of rotation of the

proi^eller are both negative, so that the relative resultant velocity of air

as it nasses through the propeller disc is positive. Then the values of

a and a" are negative or positive according to whether the impressed
velocities are in a negative or ix)sitive direction.

The axial relative velocity of the air at the point A is V(l 4- a) and
relative rate of revolution is «(1 + a").

The axial velocity of the air as it passes the plane of rotation is

(1 + ai)(l + fl')V, where ai is the axial inflow factor; and the rotational

velocity at any radius is (1 + a^{l -f a")ri, where 02 is the rotational

inflow factor.

Thus in this general case the expressions for torque and thrust will

be of the same form as those given for the simple theory in pars. 18
and 19, but with the value (1 + ai)(l + a)Y substituted for the value

V and the value (1 + a2)(l + a")vi substituted for the value vi.

Let (1 + ai)(l 4-a')V = U2 •

(1 + a2)(l + a")vi = 112

Then expressions (6) and (9), par. 18, and expression (17), par. 19,

become

'^

8 sin ^
(30)

(31)

(32)

dQ=.P'L^^^^^ + ^crdr. . . .

^ sin ^8

^t^MlU.M-U») .^, ....
S sin ^

. ^ ^
..(l + a,)(l+a')V

where ^ = tan
(r+-^5(r+-o")r,

General Expression for the Efficiency,—The efficiency was defined as

the ratio of the useful work done per second in moving the aircraft

relative to the surrounding air to the total work done per second by the

engine. Thus

- V-iT

"-^ndq ^^^>

Combining expressions (32), (33), and (34) we have

- top 4*

" tan (^ + y)
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But tan^- .^.^j^^^^j^^,^

(l+iii)(l4-^*~^

It will be teen that the exDreaaionB for effieieiiex m partiealar

can be arrived at by giving toe aigna and valoea to at, Of ''» ^^ '*•

aooording to the caaee oonaidered. For instance, in the ordinarj eaae

of a propeller mnning alone and without disturbance a' » and ^ * 0.

The rotational inflow a^V has the same direction of rotation aa the pro-

|)eller, and is therefore negative; the axial inflow is in the opponle
(lirfMstion to the aircraft B\ieed and is therefore poeitive ; henoe

1 » Oi tan ^
"' l4-a,*tan(5(s+^

which is the value derived in expression (12).

Or taking the simple case given in Chapter IV., where we aasamed no
inflow and no disturbing eflects, and where consequently ai, Of, a\ and a"

were all aero

—

tan^
""tan^ + T

aa was derived in expression (25), par. 22.



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIL

FULL SCALE PROPELLER TESTS

2-Bladrd Proprllbr A.B. 662o.

D = 2400 mm. P^= 1 760 mm.

PABnCULARS OF PROPRLLEB LSD TRST.

Camber. Tent At ftill throttle.

IflMle

•nglM
Blade
width*

(mm.).
if^' (conm.). Upper Lower KbfiD* V H

C»m.> , (mm.). pow«p. (m.pA.>. (r.p.m.).

1100 w vy 119 11-6 0-0
880 18** lO' 188 28-8 0-0 208 122 1860
060 21** 60' 210 88-9 - 4-9 198 110 1760
440 27*' ao' 195 47-7 -15-4 186 90 1650
220 84* 60' 180-5 52 8 -42-8

/dOO

teoo

1400

y

\ ^^
—— -^

--^'^

Aircraft Speed MP.H.
20 40 60

Fig. 80.

30 lOO 120

Thin test was made at 12,000 feet altitude.

Analysed at 122 m.p.h. and 1860 r.p.m.

Engine power corrected for altitude = 138*5.

{a) Simple Method
Calculated power = 1 18*2

iE=M7
h.P«= 2-43 X lO-»--^D4N2V

(/>) Inflow Method
Calculated power = 1 1 1*2

*£= 1-245

120
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3-Blaiibi> Pkopkllbm A.B. 7031.

D -i 2750 mm. P, » SASO torn.

m^
TMlkrf T«l«toilUnMV

uni^

(fp). ifi.wm.\ Upprt l>.«»f Bm^M •
mm), 9^> \ »MM <M-^>

irw 148 190 0*0
1000 U* Ifl' 816 900 0*0 940 110 1410
845 »• w 968 81*6 0-0
040 MT »' 988 44-7 00 __ ^_

48ft ¥r Qt 984 440 -16-0 ^^ _ _

980 ar My 101 44ft - 4O0 — — ^

AiuUyied »t 1 10 m.pJi. and 1410 r.p.m.

ra> Simple Method
(
Calculated power« 319

Ik » 1*095

r« = 2 42 X 10-\*^ D^MV
A.K.

(h\ T..now Method
(Calculated power a 202

*K-M9

2-BiJkDRn Proprllbr A.R 7035.

2750 2440

pAiaicvukBt oy Pmopbllbb axo

1956
1060
846
640
485
980

(,).

\v w
Vf 15'

94* W
90* 95'

89» 0'

61* 50'

148
916
966
966
984
191

(^
19-0
900
81*5
45 7
44*0
44 5

(«.X

0*0
0-0
0*0
00

- 150
-400

V •

110 1460

AiiAljiad at 110 HLpJi. mm! 1460 r.p.ro.

(<i) Simple Metliod

Calculated power la 228
^—1*08

P, . 2-43 X 10-»^*^D«N«V
A.K.

(h Inflnxv Method
Calcnilated powc^r s 20.1

ibi:= I 21
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'2-Hlavkd Propkllkr A.B. 7202.

D = 2820 mm. P^= 2010 mm.

Pabticulabs of Pbopkllbr AMD Test.

Analysed at 97 m.p.h. and 1500 r.p.m.

(a) Simple Method
Calculated power ^197

kK = 1-03

P« = 2-68 X lO-'/j; D*N2V

(h) Inflow Method
Calculated power = 170

ArE=1195
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S-Bladrd Pkopku.km A.B. mO'<0.

D>-2dUinni. P,»S8flOaai

Paotioolami or Pmtvllm a«d Ta«T.

ilMibvf Xm^ •( tan t^tmtm
„ BU4*

HA^Mft
(•X it^y t i't»» Um« U0m »

(mill

16*6

(^X (M-M^). ('A.X

IttO 90- 94' 180 00 IHU lie 1980
1016 94* 0* 900 94*6 00 176 100 1800
81S 99* 6' 996 81 O'O 171 80 IfTO
fllO 86* 40* 914*5 81-0 - 9-5 107 00 MI6
406 41* 10* 197-5 MO - 91-5 166 1990
906 46* or 177 480 480 —

f&OO

noo

I600

< ^

Aircraf Speed MJ^Ji

20 €0 60
Pio. 81.

&0 too mo

Thk test WM made at 5000 feei altiiude.

Analyaad at 116 m.pJi. and 1330 r.p.iiL

Engine power oorreoted for altitude a 153.

(a) Simple Method
Oalcnlated power 1 53*5

ih(=l*00

X 10-»j^D«N«V

(6) Inflow Method
Obkmlated power =149

is« 1-075
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2-Bladbd Propkller A.B. 8580.

D = 3960 mm. P^,= 2600 mm.

PABTICULARfl OP PBOPBLLRB AlTD TbBT.

Ctabtr. TmI at full throttle.

B«dlw
BUdt BUide

wtdtlM

(V- (cnim,X URMf LOWOT EDglM v^ n
(mm.). (mm.). powtr. (•.pA.> (r.p.m.).

1860 12° 80' 170-0 14-0
1606 14" 40' 247-0 24-0 0-0 363 96 1165
1360 17* O' 300-6 84-0 0-0 349 74 1070
1096 20* 16' 824-6 46-6 0-0 386 1010
840 26* 26' 817-6 62-6 9-7 —
685 80« 40' 291-0 63-6 22 5
880 88» 46' 274-6 61-6 480 — — —

I900

laoo

/700

/

/
/

y
/
A ircraf t Speed M.P.II.

20 4-0 60

Fig. 82.

fiO /OO I20

Analysed at 96 m.p.h. and 1155 r.p.m.

(a) Simple Method
Calculated power = 459

kv. = 0-79

Y^ = 2-57 X 10-* *!l D4N2V

ih) Inflow Method
Calculated power = 4 1 r>

itR = 0-874
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3-liLAPKii; k'mtrr.ULUm A.B. 86ftl

U tm 2700 mm.

Paiticcijihm or i'mtfKtXMM kxo Tmt.

P,»SdiM)

C»mhm immtmmm^
wMlhi

(V- «^MI.X Upr«r U^ Biglw V m

18<» 86'

(-».> l"^). f«««. (iM^V (r.pu».>.

im 18T 14*0 + 1-0
1070 810 iff 886 90*6 + 1-6 989 108*6 1816
860 90O 15' 961 96*0 -f-80 996 90 1980
680 900 66' 868 80-6 0-0 998*6 T6 1986
466 tr 46' 940 41-7 - 16-8 999 60 1996
SfiO 440 86' 9U-6 49-6 ! -40-0 990 -"• 1990

t300

^
I200

Aircraft Spe^d NPH.
^ d O K>o t»o

Fio. 88.

This t«Bl was mado at 5000 feet alUUida.

Analysed al 108*5 m.p.h. aod 1315 r.p.iii.

Engine power oorreoted for altitude =s 19*).

(a) Simple Method
Oalcnlated powers 167

ibK-117

P« a- 2*66 X lO-»

(6) Inflow Method
Cakmlaled power = 156

*K = l-«5

hJBi
D«N«V
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2-Blai)BI) Propkllku A.B. 8661

D = 2790 mm.

Particulabs op Pbopellbb AMD Tbst.

P, = 2460 mm.

QnbOT. 1>8t At full ihrolUc.

RadhM

\T](M*

Btod*
WMIIM

Uppff Lower Knglne V n
(BB.). («m.>. power. (m.p.b.). (r.p.m.y

1S75 ir 95' IflT WO + 1-0 _
1070 XP sor 386 90*5 + 1-6 284 106-5 1380
865 24* 16' 961 950 + 2-0 280 90 1820
660 28* 66' 968 89-5 0-0 227 76 1286
456 36* 46' 240 41-7 -16-3 294 60 1260
350 48* 35' 2U-5 42-5 -400 — — —

t4^0

I3O0

I200

y

^^ .

.-^^
Aircra/ '- Speed M.P.N.

20 ^^O 60
PiQ. 84.

eo too 120

This test was made at 5000 feet altitude.

Analysed at 108*5 m.p.h. and 1380 r.p.m.

Engine power corrected for altitude = 199.

(a) Simple Method
Calculated power = 180

iK=110

P., = 2-52 X lO-'-^D^NaV

(6) Inflow Method
Calculated power =164

ikK=l-21
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2.HLAUB1I Pkopiluui A.a 8781.

D a 2970 mm. P,« 2360 ».
Paiticulam or Paormmui aso Twr.

lUad*
MtlM irm^
(,). (•••«.>

w ao* 107
ir c S80
18- acr 966
ar c 800
ar io- 880
88* »- 800

1

40-80' 988

Uppw

14-6
880
880
89*8
41-0
68*0
06*0

7
16
89

T«iai

876
878

V
(•Ml).

116
UO
100
80
80
TO
00

1666

1486
1486

This t«it was made at 4500 feet altituda.

Analjaed at UO m.p.h. and 1590 r.p.m.

Bngine power correoted for altitude = 340.

(a) Simple Method
OalouUted power = ^ 1 1>

ib=l'07

2-59 X lO-» ... IHX«V
A.1L

(6) Inflow Method
GakmUUid power SB 294
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2-Bladkd Puopkllkr 22609.

D = 3050 mm. P,= 2230 mm.

Pabtioulabs of Pboi'ki.lkb and Tbbt.

C»m\KT. Tert At ftall ibrotUc.

Upper Lower Kagloe V n
(mm.). (mm.). power. (m.p.b.). (r.p.m.).

14 0-0 _ _
19-0 i 00 410 180 1680
25 6 882 80-6 1580
82*6 1 0-0 — —
84-6

,

- 81 _
420 -16-2 —
45-5 • -270 — —
51-8 -89-2 — — —

Analysed at 130 m.p.h. and 1580 r.p.m.

(o) Simple Method
Calculated power = 379

iF=l*08

P.»= 2-48 X 10-»D*N2V^^'^

(d) Inflow Method
Calculated power = 358

ifcK = 1-145

4-Bladki) Phupkller A.B. 692

D = 2900 mm.

Pabticulabs or Pbopelleb.

P^ = 3340 mm.

camber

Kadiut
liUda
angle.

BlAde
widtlu

(mm.).
(0^). (cmiii.X Upper lx)wer

(mm.). (mm.).

1840 22* lO* 159 12-5 0-0

1180 25* 40' 218-5 19-0 00
990 80* O' 258 28-1 00
710 86** 25' 257 89-8 00
fiOO 45<» 40^ 240 40-5 -11-2
390 56* IC 209 87-8 -82-7
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T»ni|iui»B AT aooo Wmn'AMjmvptL

li9

V
(kA^ 3: *ssr *. i-.r *• • »« ""^

190 1116 819 /76 086 0*808 0*887 88*8
110 1086 818 178 0*88 0*846 0*804 86'8
100 1065 819 900 0*80 0*808 0*848 84*8
90 1096 aoo 9656 0-87 0*461 0408 88*4
80

Ground
,

906
900

9W> 951 5 0-87 0*488 0*480 80-8

/x Ir/if/J V. M
/w ^^^

^
J/ra • -4f> h

H M7 44f «f 4k!> M

Fio. 86.

4-Bladid Pbopbluui A.B. 685.

D» 3850 mm. P^ » 3600 mm.
PABnOVL4M OF PlOnLLn AJTD

lUAa*
BM.

(CJttl.).

Guitar.

I

T«rt >t rioi ite«Mfe

(mm.).

"(V ViM T

8a 190

•

1866
U80

880
466
880

98* 4a
9r 96'

89* 0*

8r 80'

48* 90^

66* 80*

in
988
947
940
917*6
1886

19*8 0*0
91-6 00
80-4
48-0 00
470 -16-8
68*8 ~40*9

1044

AiuUjrMd at 120 m.p.h. and 1044 r.p.m.

(a) Simple Bielliod

GyOeaUlad power» 388*5

iht— 1*015

P. a 5*9 X
•^'•/ji^^'^"^

i utiow uelbod
Odoalated power a 318
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4-Bladrd Propbllkr A.B. 6934.

D = 3160 mm. P^ =2610 mm.

Particulabs op Pbopkllxb and Tbst.

Camber. 'BMkaftftiaUuottle.

ttMMnm
Bliidt

III
.

(Mi.> Upper Lower Kngine
1 V n

(mm.). (mm.). power. («.p.h.). (r.pjB.X

1616 14° 0' 106 11-6 OO*
1270 ir SO' 194-6 200 0-0 280 86 1076
10S5 22° (y 261-6 29-6 275 78 1060
780 27° 68' 266 42-2 00 261 1000
685 86° iO' 268 41-7

1
14-2

990 47* 10' 204 89-4 87-6 — — —

2200

2/00

2000

2^ y/

^
A ircraf i Speed M.P.ff.

20 4-0 60

Fig. 86.

ao too I20

Analysed at 86 m.p.h. and 1075 r.p.m.

(a) Simple Method
Calculated power = 322

i:E= 0-87

P^= 5-27 X 10-»-*^-D*N2V

(6) InBow Method
Calculated power = 275

;tK=i-02
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CHAPTER VIII

OVERALL EFFICIENCY

61. G^eral Considerations.—The special case of the efficiency of a screw

propeller working at a known rate of revolution and a known speed ol

advance has already l^een considered : there remains now to be considered

the general case of the efficiency of a propeller working on an aeroplane

which may fly at any of the possible speeds within its flying limits.

The power required to fly an aeroplane along a straight horizontal

path at various speeds is shown in Fig. 87, curve A. Curve B shows th*

maximum useful thruB!

power exerted by th(

combination of engine
and propeller. The
curves are roughly
typical.

It follows that the
speed represented by
the point C at which
the two curves cut gives

the maximum hori-

zontal speed which the

aeroplane can attain. I f

it flies at some lower

speed, say, as repre-

sented by the point D,
there will be a reserve

of j)Ower represented

by FE which will be
available for doing work in ascending. In order, therefore, to obtain the

maximum rate of climb the aeroplane will be flown at a speed at which
FE is a maximum, and for this reason the thrust power DE must be
kept as high as possible.

If the propeller has been designed to give its highest efficiency at

the greatest speed which the aeroplane attains when flying level, th(

angles of incidence at the various sections of the blades at this speed

will be those corresponding to the maximum value of 3 for the aerofoil

sections used. When the aeroplane is climbing the angles of incidence

on the blades will increase, with a consequent diminution in the value

of S. The propeller will thus be too highly pitched for maximum-
efficiency under climbing conditions.

82. Policy in Design.—In general the propeller thrust power .curve

32

Aeroplane Speed
Pig. 87.
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cute Uie aoroplaue power curve al % plaoe where Ihe laMer it riring

Mteeplv. A coiiBideralilt* verietioD of thmil power, end eoneeqneDlljr of

propelltii' eOicieucy, ia therefore needed lo effeel ear greal efaftoge in the

Mteeplv. A coiiBideralilt* variatioD of thmil power, and ooneeqiienHy of

pelltii' eOicieucy, ia therefore needed to effeel anr pval
iiuiximum liorisontal speed of the aeropUneL Thia eiplaioa what
almoat an axiom amongst propeller deaignen, thai, provided thai a
propeller ia approximaluy oorreellj pilehed and moa al Ihe eorreel

rovolutioiis, very little flain in maxtmom ffyinf apeed can be obtained by
uhiug any other, even the beet poeaible, proMuer.

On rate of climb, however, the case la aiilBreot. A small ehanjn in

the thru8t power, available at the speed D (Fig. 87), may, eapeeiaUy in

u< rnplanen having a high weight \ier horse-power, rejiroaeni a fair

|iro)x)rtion uf tho |)ower available for climbing. For Ihia reaaon tl ia

utiuallv u wise policy to design the proiwller to give aa large a Ihroal aa

poeaible at climbing speeds, consistent with the enoine nol eitieeitinfl iia

maximum allowable revolutions at top 8peed. The loaa of top speed

due to such a policy will not in general be so serioos as the loes in rale

of climb dae to designing the propeller to give the highest poeaible lop

speed to the aeroplane.

This policy applied mainly to war aircraft where the rate of eUmb
was of fundamental importance. It ma^ be that the requiremeDlB of

commercial aircraft will neoeesitate maximum efficiency al top speed,

or at some cruising speed with the engine throttled down; bal the

fundamental condition which will always be imposed upon the dengn of

a proiK>llor is that fitted to an engine of a certain newer in an aircraft

travelling at its maximum speed at a definite altitude it shall not allow

the engine to exceed a certain number of revolutions, when thai engine

is running with a fully open throttle.

Since these conditions give all the dau necessary for designing a

propeller, the design will usually, though not neceesarily, be baaed on
this speed, rate of revolution and power, and the an^ of incidence on
the blade will be arbitrarily chosen for the oorrespondmg value of J.

r.—The maximum poeaible eflki*68. Variation of Thrust Hone-power.

ency may not, however, be required undentheee oonditions, and therefore

the designer will require to Know exactly for any angle of attack and

other oharaoleristios which he gives the blade for these primary eondiliona

how the thrust horse-power will vary at any other secondary eondiliona
in which he may be particularly interested.

We have used the two terms " Primary Conditions *' aiul ** Secondary

Conditions,** and it is here convenient to define them explicitly.

** l^rimarif CoiuiitionM^' ami ** Secomlanf CorK/i/ioii*.*'- -The uriniary

conditions are those for which the angle of inoidenoa on the lladee is

chosen for the purpose of tentative or actual deai^. The secondary

conditions are those corresponding to any other combinalion of sueed and
pro()eller revolutions, that is, to any oihor vtiluo of J for the same
propeller.

For instance, if a pro|)eller is desiguu^i w lua «a 12U0 r.p.iu. at

105 ui.p h., and is given an angle of incidence on the bkdeof l^ such and

•le further conditions involvi^d would be the prinmrv conditions. When
lie aeronlane is Hying at the speed at which it attains its maiimnm

rate of climb, say, 70 m.p.h., the revolutions will have dropped, eay, to
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1000 r.p.m. aud other factors, such as the angle of incidence on the

blades aud the outHow velocity, will also have altered. Such altered

Louditious would be one set of secondary conditions.

As regards the change in the rotational si)eed of the propeller undo
secondary conditions : as the speed of the aeroplane decreases ^i decreaBiJ^

and <i increases. With the increase of a, and therefore of ^*l» the resistance

torque of the propeller increases as will be seen from ecjuation (11),

paragraph 18, and Fig. 41. The torque of the internal combustion
engine remains approximately constant and independent of the speed

of rotiition. The decrease in si)eed of the aircraft will therefore cause

the proi)eller to slow down until its resistance torque again equals the

torque of the engine.

Similarly an increase of air speed relative to the primary conditions

will cause the proi)eller to increase its speed of rotation, or, in i)Opular

parlance, to " race." The revolutions would usually be kept constant by
throttlin*^ down the engine. When a stable secondary state is reached

the value of J, and therefore of o, ^, and the elKciency will have altered.

Using the data as above, the efficiency for the primary condition may
be estimated as shown in Chapter VL The thrust power then is

Ft = n . P«

where P»» is the engine power at the primary rate of revolutions //. The
thrust horse-power available under secondary conditions will be different,

however, and depends on the two factors just explained

—

(1) The efficiency under secondary condition.

(2) The change in the rate of revolution, or, if the engine is throttled

to prevent racing, the change in the engine torque.

Both these factors will be found to be influenced largely by the value

^

of the angle of incidence «, used in the primary conditions, and since

it is of imiX)rtance to obtain as high a thrust power as ix)ssible in the

secondary condition corresponding to the speed at which the aeroplane

does its best rate of climb, it becomes imix)rtant to investigate, as we
shall now do, the question of what primary angle of incidence on the

blades will result in the highest possible thrust power under secondary

conditions corresponding to the climbing attitude of the aeroplane.

If, as at one time was fairly common practice, the value of the angle

of incidence in the primary conditions is chosen to be that corresponding

to maximum 2, and the primary conditions are those corresponding to;

normal engine revolutions at the fastest speed fl3ring level, it is almost

a foregone conclusion that the available thrust power under the climbing

secondary conditions wiU l)e less than might be obtained by choosing

the angle of incidence with a view to getting the highest possible thrust

power under these climbing conditions.

M. Overall Eflaciency.—If n\ P'm, P'( and n are the rotational si^ed,

engine jwwer, useful thrust power and efficiency respectively when the

proj^Uer is working under secondary conditions, then

P/ = .»'P'm

=.'.j:.p.

= »r'.P»
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where % « the overall elBeieiiej

cuisine |iower at n r >fui

** eugine power at n xc.^.^..oua

Though the term '* overall effieieiiej*' may be erilieaaed, it is need
here sinoe it includee both the ehaofle of throfl power due to the
oliange of offioienoy and that due to the ehange of revolatiomi. In aetoal

words the value of the overall efReieoey ander ipeetfied eooditioiMi it

thu iiuinber by whieh the power of the eogiDe working onder the primary
coiiilitionB moBt be multiplied to give the resoUani thnMl power b the

{Mrticular secondary condition under consideration.

It is not sufficient to aim at maintaining as hifl^ an efleieney ae
possible over the speed range of the aeroplane. The troe aim is ralbei

to maintain

«!•* «»ip

as higli as jMBsiblo. Since the engine power increasee approximatelj as
the raU) of revolution, this will be achieved by keeping

n
lis high as jpoesiblc.

66w Matnematlcal Investigation. Primary IflWsMf*—Let as there-

fore prooeed to inveetigate how the overall efficiencv ehanges as the speed

of the aeropUne deereasee or increasee rehitive to the primary speed.

In the primary conditions for any particular element of the propeller

let

</P. s the power abeorbed by an element

V s the aeroplane speed

ri s the speed of rotation

V

a mihe angle of ineideDoe

it,. B the lift ooeffieient

If s the efficiency.

In the primar>* conditions let us assume values for P, a, and 6|.

rhen ^, = tan-» V (1)

The bkde angle, measured from the no-lift line b

vhich will be constant for both primary and seeondary oonditiona.
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and Al and S corresponding to a can be found from the aerofoil character-

istic carves (Fig. 92). From equation (20), Chapter VIL, we know that

^ — P
'' = 'W+1 ^^^

or i» = AK (5)

where K =
p^ _^ ^

(0)

From Chapter VII., equation (9), we deduce

.p _ pckLViViV^ + vQdr
-

""
550^ sin ^

in EngUsh units, or

where /(P) = sec ^i (7)

or X = MP + l/^)./(P) (8)

where X =
« , (9)

If 6iV and 0*33^iV be the outflow and inflow velocities respectively,

then from considerations of change of momentum the thrust on the

element of the blade is

r/T = 3^U(U - V)^/A, (10)

where t/A« is the area of the annulus swept out bythe element. Therefore

V
Multiplying both sides of this equation by —„, we get

n.550.P,^3,/A, :'

h firr{^(ir air

If we put

^"^^'=8 (12)
rdr

then, combining (5), (9), (11), and (12),

K\
^ = p(p^,) '^^^

It will \)e seen that 8 is a pure number inversely proiK)rtional to a
fraction of the disc area of the whole propeller. As an example, let

P = 0-8, a = 6°, hi = 18 %
ifn = tan-» P = 10° 42' from (1)

<f>fi
=

<l>i -h a = 22 42' from (2)

'^=14-^36^1^06 = ^'2^^^^^^^^^^
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^j;^}eromFig.W,

K - ^f^^ - «-86 from (8)

/(P) « MO ^ - tee 1(^43' -r it>44 from (7)

X - itd* + l/ft/(P) from (8)

«- 028(0*8 + Ot>45) 1*044

-0*068

KX 9*86 X 0W88-
P(P - h) 05(M - 0-iH8)

m 40-6 from (IS)

66. Saooodarj (hrendl Bffldenoy tt 8pMd Uh than Um Piliiianr

Speed.—Now consider that thu a<}roplatiti ro<luceH ita forward apeed by
climbing, the engine throttlu remaining Cully open, no that eeooodary

/o

0$

M

PL
Pn. yyy

/
/

n.

07 OS 9 1-0

Fiu. 86.

eonditiomi prevail; which conditions are repfeseoted by the

symbols with dashes. That is

Let dVmk a the power abeorbed by the element

V — the aeroplane speed

r{ s the speed of rotation

F = tao^'
A' - tan f
a' SE angle of incidence

Al' = lift coefficient

t s lift/drag

n' — efficiency
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Then ^i' = tan"* F (14)

n' = <f>$
'-

<t>i (15)

Hence the values of ki' and ^ can be found from Fig. 92.

K' = p!^"_^^j from (6) (16)

/(F) = sec ^/ from (7) (17)

X' = kiXF + l/t')f(P') from (8) . . (18)

The ratio y may therefore be determined.

Also ^='^;Tif'-'*-(«) (i»>

But combining (9) and (ID) we have

X'__r/P'^r,Y

X "t/P„V,V/

(20)

2-0

J5

to

\

\\

\NX V

n, \^^
07 06 09 /O

Fig. 89.

Let us now assume ^ that the power available to rotate the elemenfc

falls off with the speed of rotation in the same way as the power curve of

the engine so that
^/P'. . P'«

rfP«."P«

* This is equivalent to assumiiig that all the forces on the blade'are concentrated on

single eiement. The aMomption Is not theoretically correct. A decrease in the value o(

J will cause a greater increase of torque on the outer than on the inner parts of the blade.

So that at one value of J any element is al^orbing a certain fraction of the engine power,

but at, some lower value of J this fraction will alter. The variation in actual practice is

not, however, serious enough to \itiate the conclasions drawn from this theory.
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Fig. 88 sbows the maan of ilie jMiwor cun'eM for the princiiMU engiiiM

in utfe at the time thin inveeta'gaiion wte made, p * b plotted against .

l>om Fig. 88. Fig. 80 is plotted showing

X " P.Vi.'J

pIoIUmI HgainHt , ainl f«>r «|uickiie88 in reading, these two eunres are

X' F
ci(>>»-plotted, and in Fig. uu »- in shown plotted against p

*•

X'
Having already determined the value of '

, from Fig. 89 we can read

off the value of , and from Fig. 90 we can read off the value of p"*

thuB obtaiuiug the drop of revolutions and the consequent loss of power
in the secoudary conditions.

Further P' - /i' = *|y^ from (18) ^22)

Hence tlie value of h' can lie determined.

Then n' = //K' from (5) (28)

We can now determine the overall efficiency, since, from detinition

II. = n'pj (24)

Lastly, it is roiiuired to know to what aeroplane speed this value of

>!• corresponds. The means of determining this is obtained from the

relation

V n'h' n //

V Vxh n h

The calculation would be simplified if one assumed a constant torque
engine, for then

F, n

and etiuation (21) would thus l>ecome

X \u)

In the following investigation this has not heen assumed, sinee it

was desired to follow actual i is as far as possible, and very few
engines in actual practice abtk ...^ .,. ibey the constant torque law.

Now to complete the example which was commenced for the primary
condition, let us assume secondary conditions, in which P lias dropped from
its value of 0*8 to values of F of 0*27. 0*24, 0*21, 0*18, and 0*15, and let

us deduce the overall efficiency under e^wh of these secondary conditions.

The calculation is carried out in tabular form in Table XXXIII.
Column 1 shows the arbitrarily chosen value of F. Column 2 follows
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from column 1 and eoiuHion (14). Column :) foUowt from oolanui 8,

wiuation (15) and the known value of ^^. Columns 4 and 6 follow from

column 8 and Fig. t»*2. Column oomes from oolumns I and 5, and equMr

tion(ir»). Column? fol-

lowH from column 2 and
c<iufttion (17). Column
H followH from columns
4. 1, 5 and 7 and equa-

tion (18). Column 9
followi from column H

ancl tho already deter-

miiUHl value of X.

Column 10 follows from

column 9 and Fig. 89.

C^olumn 11 follows from
oolamns 1, 6, 8, the al-

ready determined value

of S and equation (22).

Column 12 uthemolti-
plication of the valoes in

r '•• 11 and 6 (see

(23)). Column
lii (olioA * '! column 9 iiii'l

shown in II. which follows

tion of ! columns 12

columns I , ii, .

Atf

K—

^

\
\

O^

VK
"N

:!!K-.

<ya
i^i /•7 /4 9

Fio. 90.

1 ig. 90. The overall efficiency is

from equation (24) by the multiplioa-

and Id. Column 15 follows from

primary value of h and equation (25), and shows to

what fraction of the primary forward speed of the aeroplane the value

in column 14 corresponds.

4C

»

y 1^

Si-n
9^^ >' m^

^\
^ Q^ \

y
\

\^ /
r

\
y

r

V
/

F \
J
/ ^

L

L ? \.
O-X ^¥ (h€ O-S f<f

PiO. 91.

r

t-x /¥

We oan now plot n. against ^ for values from to lO. thus oUaining
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a curve (Pig. 01), from which, knowing the power of the engine and the
forward speed of the aeroplane in the primary conditions, we can obtain
the thrust |)ower given out by the power plant at all lower forward speeds.

V
As a matter of interest the change in revolutions with ^ is plotted on

the same chart.

67. Secondary Overall Efficiency at Speed greater than the Primary
Speed.—Next let us consider the secondary case in which the aircraft

increases its speed relatively to the primary conditions.

It has been assumed that the rate of revolution in the primary
conditions is the normal rate of revolutions of the engine. Whilst the
engine may exceed these revolutions and run at maximum ^ revolutions for

a short time, it is here assumed that at aircraft speeds above the
primary the engine will be throttled to normal revolutions.

In this case the overall efficiency

where V'm is the power of the engine throttled
;

Vm is the power absorbed in the primary condition, t.e. the normal
engine power.

In this case let us take a value of P" higher than P.

The calculation for this case is similar to that already worked out,

except that since n is now constant

X F.WJ P„ <26)

which gives the power to which it is necessary to throttle the engine.

Also from (25) we have

V n' K /,'

N=n''h'-h (27)

The calculation for this case is also given in Table XXXIII. The pro-

cedure is the same as for values of P' less than P except that column 18

is the same as column !).

68. Results of Investigation.—This investigation has been carried

out for values of P of 0*2, 0*8, 0*4, 0*5, and 0*6,^ for angles of incidence of
2**, 4^ 6^, 8"^, and 10^ measured from no Uft, and percentage outflows of

8, 13, 18, 24, 30,^ 36,2 48,^ 60,2and 72 ;« the whole range of possible working
conditions has thus been explored

The aerofoil section assumed for the purpose was similar to that

shown in Fig. 52, and had an upper camber of 01. In order that the

results might be more accurate for actual conditions the values of 5 were
corrected for \l (see paragraph 15, Chapter III.). The resulting aerofoil

characteristics are shown in Fig. 92.

The various charts which follow show the overall efficiency at aeroplane

speeds from to I'f) times the primary speeds for primary conditions

represented by coml>inations of values of

' See definition. Chap. II.

* Not reproduced in this work.
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P « 0-2, 8. 0-4, aud 0-5

hi « 8. 18, 18, and 24 %
a » 2^, 4 , 6\ K

, anil 10' from tbe nolifi line

V
plotted A^ainHt » , tbe ratio of seooodary 8|)eed to prinuury ipeed.

On the Hune charts the drop of revolationa ia alio ahown. ICanj
I)ointa of interest m ' l«^noecl by tbe reader from these eanrea, bal a
few outataudiug c<>i

.

iri are worthy of partienlar mention.

69. The Choice of the Angle of IncJdwice.—The first pouii to be

noticed is that for any one primary slip andyalne of J there ia remarkably
little difference made in tbe tbmst power under secondary condition lower

than tbe primary by using any particular angle of incidence between 4*"

and 10° from no lift.

If the primary conditions represent top speed condiiiona, then the

greatest thrust power at climbing or *' getting off*' speeds is obtained by

adopting an angle between 4^ and 6^, the former showing a very slight

advantage over tbe latter.

It must, however, be remembered that if one is designing for a definite

set of primary conditions and nsing oeometricallv similar propellers, the

propeller deeigned with a = i\° will have a snuuler diameter than that

havmg a s: 4"^. The latter will therefore have a smaller outflow than the

former and consequently a higher aerodynamic efficiency.

We may therefore say that the best climb, and in the ease of sear

planes, the greatest ease of getting off the water, will be obtained bjr the

use of an angle of incidence of 4'' from no lift in tbe primary conditions.

Since, however, these results depend rather on tbe value of « relative

to the angle of maximum ^, the law will be more general if, instead of

saying 4^ from no lift, we say 2^^ less than the an^ of maximum t.

It may be remarked in passing, that for aerofoils of any ctimber this

rres|)oiul8 very closely to an angle of incidence of 0^ from chord. If,

licrefore, we assume tbe inflow uniform over the working part of the
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blade, we arrive at the couclusiou that the best resultH are obtained with

a constant-pitch proi)eller, and thus we arrive back at the i)oint from
which the early proj)eller designers started. A warning muHt liero be

given that the use of the value of « alx)ve recommended may l)e

dangerous except in the hand of experienced designers, since any twist in

the blade resulting in a decrease of a, may bring the true angle of in-

cidence nearer 2^, the disastrous result of which is sufhciently obvious

from the curves.'

It may be interesting to observe that this investigation was originally

made when it was noticed that frequently propellers which ui)()n analysis

showed a primary angle of incidence of zero or even slightly negative

were giving performances better than propellers with angles of incidence

nearer the angle of maximum ^. The conclusion that the best angle of

incidence is one of about 2^ less than the angle of maximum ^, fully

explains these observations.

70. The Effect of the Angle of Incidence on the Drop of Revolutions.

—

Further, it will be noticed that the greatest thrust power in secondary
conditions is wo/, as might i^ssibly be expected, obtained from a propeller

having a small drop in the rate of revolution under secondary conditions.

The maximum revolutions under secondary conditions are obtained

with a = 10", and yet with the exception of « = 2
', the thrust power is

least with this primary angle of incidence.

As has already been noted, the greatest thrust i)Ower over the range
of flying speed is obtained with a primary angle of incidence a = 1

',

which gives the greatest drop of revolutions excepting that for which
a = 2 . .

The i)oint is emphasized since there is a very natural idea amongst
aircraft and engine designers that a propeller having a big drop of

revolutions is a handicap to the aircraft and to the engine, and this idea

results in a demand on the propeller designer for a propeller which has
a small drop in revolutions. The charts again show that, within limits,

this demand is a mistaken one.

This dependence of the drop in revolutions on the primary angle of

incidence forms in practice a most useful symptom for the diagnosis of

propeller trouble. Even if the particulars of the propeller are not

available, experience has shown that if the drop of revolutions with flying

speed is considerably greater than these charts would lead one to expect,

the propeller is ** too low-pitched,*' and if less " too highly pitched."

This criterion is all the more valuable since many propellers twist

considerably under load, consequently the true pitch or angle of incidence

is unknown. In brief, and within limits, then

—

Large drop of revolutions means too low a pitch.

Small drop of revolutions means too high a pitch.

71. Effect of the Outflow on the Overall Secondary Efficiency.—Again,

it will be noticed that the secondary overall efhciency is more seriously

aflfected by increases of outflow than the primary efficiency.

Fig. 109 gives a cross plotting of the »;^ and -^ curves, and shows the

* Thb has happened in the author's own experience.
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(all ill % with outflow (or primary oondiiions and for MooiMkry ooodltioiit

oorresponding to OH, 0*6, 04, and 0*2 of the primarj ipeed. For ao

hiereaae of the outflow from 18 per oentto 90 per cent, for inatanoe, the

rimary efflcienoy falls to 0*977 of its value at 13 per eeot ; bat al a
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climbiug speed, say at 0*0 of the primary speed, it falls to 0*959 i)er cent,

of its value whoii the outflow is 13 per cent.

72. Application.—These curves represent the performance of a single

elementary section, but if we assume, as we have done elsewhere, that the

I)erformance of the whole propeller can be represented by a section at

7R or some other value de|)ending on the plan form, then the curve s

become useful for the purpose of estimating aircraft performances from
charts as shown in Fig. 87. The values of J given on the plates assume
the representative section at 0'7R.

The following example will perhaps make their use clear.

A propeller runs at 1500 r.p.m. at 95 m.p.h. and the engine develops

150 h.p. at 1500 r.p.m.

The diameter is 8' 9".

The blade angle at 0-7R = 17*^ 50'.

It is desired to know what thrust horse-power will be obtained from
such a propeller with full engine power at various flying speeds, and also

at what revolutions the propeller will run at these various speeds.

From the data we proceed to determine the primary conditions.

Therefore

Therefore

and

For the purpose of determining />i, the outflow velocity coefficient, we
must make a preliminary estimate of the efficiency, and this can be done
roughly either from the charts in Figs. 177 to 184, or from the overall

efficiency chart for J = 62 and say 18 per cent, outflow (Fig. 99).

Errors of 2 or 3 per cent, in this preliminary estimate will not appre-
ciably affect the final result.

Let us assume »j at 78 per cent. Then the thrust

Tip Speed

vi at 0-7R

= 687 feet/sec

= 481 „

V = 139 ft

h
Vi

0-29

J
V

= 0-636

T = 550nP.H 650 X 78 X 150 = 463 lbs.V 139

The effective disc area

A, = 0-7854(D2 - OlD^)
= 0-71D'

= 55 sq. feet

Hence T/A« = 8-4

From chart on p. 112 we derive that for

V = 95 m.p.h. and T/A^ = 8*4, v = 24 feet sec.

Hence 6i = 17*6 per cent.

^ 0-307
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Therefore ^, - tan"* P - ir
Aud Angle of iooideiiee from ehord m ITM ^ 17"*

-0*60'

SuppoM eamber al 07R is Oil, thou the no-lift angle « 5" *Mf (from
Fig. 5n

Therefore angle of incidence from no lift is

• - «• aO* + 50'

-fi^ior
or approximatelv 6^.

Thus from the charte we need to extrapolate the overall eflkiency and
the drop of revolutions for

P-O-81

Outflow per cent. » 175

These particulars are near enough to

Outflow SB 18 per cent.

for us to use the curve for a s 6^ on Fig. 99. We thus get the following

table :—

TABLB ZZZIY.

'
1

s .
!

^ • •

v \ JSSSS^ 1 'asr m' m'

V

1

^.Fh.). (%)• Cfc.iw%
m at'9^%

I 47 1390 10 1600
1-30 VJSb 0-496 64 10 1500
110 104& 0-710 106-6 1-0 1600
1*00 96 0-810 131-6 1-0 IfiOO

0*8 76 0-798 100 0-949 1419
0-6 67 0-690 83 0-896 1848
0-4

i

88 0-470 70-6 0-866 1800

Column 2 follows from column 1 since V « 95 m.p.h , column 4

follows from column 8 since P. » 150, and column 6 follows from

column 5 since n = 1500 r.p.nL

The figures in columns 2, 4« and (> are plotted in Fig. 110. If curve
A in the same figure represents the power to flj the aircraft alonfl a
horisontal path, then the maximum flying speed and the power available

for climbing may be read ofl* this figure. It shows that the maximum
speeil will be 108 to 104 ULp.h., but that the engine will be throttled to a
certain extent between 95 m.p.h. and this maximum speed. The maximum
power available for climbing is 40 h. p. at 76 nLp.h., and at this speed the
pro|)elIer may be expected to run at 1400 to 1420 r.p.m.
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In this particular case the values of P, a, and ^i were represented by
an existing curve from the charts ; but in cases where extrapolation is

i40

I20
•"
- ^ -zrzs

lOO

Fig. 110.

1500

1300

1100

I4C

necessary, the extrapolation curves in Fig. 109 and Fig. Ill may be
V

used for values of ^ less than 1.

PlO. 111.

It is not, of course, possible to test whether these curves are accurate
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in luU-aized propeliert. We oau, bowev* ' the drup of rovulutionB

agabst aotmu ouervatioos, and on tlm i
iu curved ai'ruu remark-

ably well with what aelnally oocan down to a value of «r ol about 0*4,

that 18 to below cUmbing speeds. In general^ however, the revolntiona at

the ilatie eondition of » « 0, i.e. when the propeller ie running on the

machine at a fixed point on the ground, aj)|)ear to be from 3 to 5 per cent
I.:.. I.,... (i^Q ^hoi^ oarves show. This le probably due to the met that

lie of A, s 0'H3 18 not correct for secondary conditions with a low
V

value of J. The range from 0*4 to 1*0 of . . covers, however, the conditions

for which predictions are usually required.

The fact that the curves do give the drop of revolutions with tolerable

accuracy indicates that the theory on which they are based is not far

wrong, and it is therefore considered that their use is at present justified

in predicting propeller outputs.



CHAPTER IX

THE FLOW OF AIR THROUGH A PROPELLER, AND THE EFFECT
OF PLACING A BODY IN THE STREAM

73. Recapitulation.—We have already, to some extent, dealt with the flow

of air set up by the action of the pro[)eller blades. The points previously

dealt with are here briefly recapitulated.

So far, our investigations have been limited to determining the

magnitude of the inflow into and at right angles to the propeller disc.

Axial Flow.—Although we have referred to the spinning of the air

caused by the torque of the propeller, yet for routine design we have

assumed all the streams in the column of air acted on to be flowing

through the propeller disc parallel to the axis of rotation. We assumed
that the air behind a propeller has a velocity relative to the aircraft in

excess of the velocity of the aircraft. This excess velocity, we saw, was
caused by the thrust of the propeller ; it was represented by the

symbol r^, and spoken of as the outflow velocity. We distinguished

between the terms SUpstream and Outflow. The velocity of the slip-

stream at any ix)int was defined as the velocity of the air at that point

relative to the aircraft. Thus if the axial velocity of the outflow was %,
and the velocity of the aircraft V, then the axial velocity of the slip-

stream was (V + Vj), So much for the effect of the thrust on the nature

of the slipstream.

Rotational Flow.—In addition to the axial flow caused by the thrust,

we have referred to a rotational flow caused by the torcjue. It is reason-

able to suppose that the blades will push the air round with them, that

is to say, they will make it spin about the axis of rotation. If this is so.

f^-^i\ Axis of
.

Rotmtion

PlO. 112.

the outflow and jwssibiy the inflow will have an appreciable component
velocity parallel to the plane of rotation. This component we will

denote by the symbol t;^. So that if we comjwund the two components

of the slipstream, V -f rx parallel to, and Vj at right angles to the axis of

rotation, we see that a particle of the air will follow a spiral path. If

166
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thb column of air in liketiecl to a tiraoded oable, eaoh
of air follows a Hpiml imth Kiinilar to anj ooe of the itnuidt.

Radial Flow.--'!

we have uo4 h*'*

air flowing thro

action of the lullcr. \"

proiH'llor the ranss of ai

of rotation

her poMihle component of flow which
<«.. We have poetuUted a atream of

r and ita velocity being inereaaed by the
Imod that due to the action of the

. ough any pUme parallel to the nkiie

ii therefore follows, that as the ynmuj of

t
Ajtts of

Rotation

Fto. 118.

the column inereaaee, the diameter of the column must decrease, since

the product of the cross sectional area of the column and its velocity at

all jioints is constant. Each element of the stream most therefore be

converging towards the axis of rotation ; conse^iueiitly the outflow and
probably the inflow will have a component velocity along a radial line

towards the axis of rotation. This component we will call Vy.

74. Oomponnding the Component Velocities.—Having postulated the

three component velocitieh of tlie slipstream along axes at riffht an^^
to each other, we will compound them to find the magnitude and direeoon

of the resultant velocity.

In Fig. 114 the point represents the centre of the propeller boes.

Through this are taken three axes at right angles to each other ; these

OX, which is the axis of rotation,

OY, in a horizontal plane and at right angles to 0X« and taken to the

left when facing the wind,

OZ, at right angles to the phme XOY, i.r. vertically upwards.

Now, if we consider the velocity of the slipstream at a point 0' on
the axis OY, we can represent the component velocity Y + v^ by (XC,

\ hy O'B', and v^ by O'A'.

If we compound the axial component V -r r, with the radial com*
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iX)nom t\, we obtain O'B, the resultant velocity in the plane XOY. So

that if jii represents the angle made by this resultant velocity with the

axis of rotation,

then V + t'x = O'B cos 0, (1)

and Vy = O'S 8i° /^i (2)

If now we com]K)und this resultant velocity O'B with the rotational

component t;^ we obtain O'A, the final resultant velocity, U, of the slip-

Fig. 114.

stream in magnitude and direction. If /i^ is the angle between llie

direction of the resultant velocity, U, and the plane XOY, then

and

O'B = O'A cos /i, . .

V7 = O'A sin /ij

= U sin 1^2 ' ' .

Combining expressions (1) and (3), we have

V -f v, = O'A cos fta cos /3i

= U cos /32 cos 1^1

And combining expressions (2) and (3), we have

Vy = O'A cos /3a sin /3i

= U cos /ia sin /3i . .

(4)

(5)

(6)

If now we can determine the velocity U of the slipstream in

magnitude, and if we can also s|>ecify its direction by determining the
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^ of tiir co.urdiiiAta angles, we can, from the exprf;»*-

..a, calculate Ihe oomponeot veloeitiee along oar three cli

'.f. from
V -)- Vx - U 000 /^i eoe ^,

Vy a U ooe /3| sin /3|

Sg a U sin /^

75. The Dstsrmlnstkwi ol U.— Purely malhematicial delerminaiions of

(ho valuen V, 0i and ft%, may he dismissed. Aoenrato solaiions of the

prohlem of the flow of air round propellers, or hodies moeh simpler

even than propellers, are at present heyond pwnslT msthemstieal
methods. An experimental determination must tberefore he sdopled.

No very comprehensive series of measurements have, however, been made
in this country.

In France the distinguished experimenter and engineer M. Eiffol has

I'

pohlished some interesting figores in his " Noavelles r^cherehes sor b
rtebtance de I'air et I'aviation/' His work, however, deals only with the

measnrement of the axial component, Vi + v^,

A report ' has heen published on a somewhat more complete set of

periments made at the National Physical Laboratorv at Teddington.
In these experiments the magnitude of the resultant speed U was

measured and the vahie of the angles /3i and /3i were ohserved at various

points.

The model four-bladed propeller used for the experiments had a
diameter of sixteen inches. The geometrical particulars of this propeller

and its aerodynamic characteristics are shown in Figs. 115 and 116
respeotiyely. It was mounted on the shaft of a small electro-motor
whi 'arried on a portable framework. The framework was placed

in oi li* seven-foot wind channels.

The general velocity of the air at some distance in front of the
propeller repreeented the speed of the aircraft. The normal rotation of

a propeller in flight was simulated by the rotation of the model propeller
by tho electric motor. The magnitude and direction of the flow of air

at and through phinee parallel to the plane of rotation and spaced at 1,

8, H. (>1, and 128 inches, that is 00625. 0*1875, 0*5, 4 and 8 diameters,
behind the propeller, and at 2 inches and 4 inches, ie. 0*125 and 0^
diameters, in front of the propeller, were then investigated. The ex-

perimental investigation in each of Uiese planes consisted in measoring
the speed, U, and the angles, /3i and /3„ at diflerent points along tho
horisontal axis OT (Fig. 114).

Theee measurements were made with wind speeds of 0, 90, and 40
feet per second, and at each of these wind speeds with speeds of revolution

of propeller of 1060, 2150. and 2680 per minute. Thus the measurements
were made with values of J ranging from 0*32 to 1*67.

The measurement of the speed, U, was made bv an ordinary PiM
tube. This tube was set in the wind channel along the true direetion of
the N'elocity, U, this direction being obtained by the use of a yawmetor.

An InTMUAlion into Ui« VtXan of Ui« Flow of Air itt Um KMbhonAoodcitm Air-
" J. R.^umU and B. Jonot. A.C.A. Beporit and MoBoraBda (New Smim),
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The iioHitions, relative lo the pro|itiller, of the poinle at whidi
inettMureiuunth were made were \'Hri(Hl hy moving the propeller relative

to the Piiot tubu which waa plaeed at a fixed poinL
The reeultM of the experimenta are ffiven in the appendix to this

chapter, and from the meaeorenienta made the magnitnde of the eom*
ponent velocitiee V + v,, Vy ^^ H ^^ ^^^^ ealcolated. The reanlti of

theee ealeolatbna are also given. In preeenting theee, the aaoal

mathematieal oonventione aa to siguH have been followed. Thiu in the

r
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Fio. 116.

ease preeented iu Fig. 114 the values of fix and /it are negative, v^ is

p08iti\'e and r^ and r^ ^^^ negative.

76. Graphical Representation of Results.—There are several waya in

which the results may be shown graphiciiUy. In Fig. 117 is shown the

direction of the slipstream at various iK)iuts in a horizontal ulane through

the axis of the proi)eller, i.f. in the plane XOY. Here the axial eom-
ponent V + r^ is shown compounded with the radial component r^, cor-

responding to Fig. 118, for n a 2B<X) and V » 40 feet per second, a
condition near to the condition of maximum efticiency of the propeller.

The heads of the arrows indicate the point at which the observation waa
made and the arrows reuresent the resultant velocity in magnitnde and
direotion in the plane XOY. Fig. 118 is a repreeentation of the slip-

stream suggested by the measurements shown in Fig. 117. The lines

indicate the direction of the slipstream only ; the spacing between them
is not intended as any indication of the relative velodtiea.

The actual effect of the forces exerted by the propeller on the flow

of air is best seen by compounding the axial inflow or outflow v^ with

the radial flow Vy. The resultant velocity which is thus obtained is the

added velocity due to the propeller only; this comi>ounded with the

velocity of Uie aircraft givee the resultant sli|i6tream velocity.
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Til lis ill \'"v^. IVJ, if AB repre«enU the added axial flow v^ due to thniti,

\D tliu ruduU How «y due to the oonvergeooe of the atream, and BC the

Fio 118.—SnggMted LiDM of tb« SlipctoMon when V » 40 foei per mo. And
n « 3860 r.p.m.

translational velocity, V, of the aircraft, then the resultant AE of the com-
ponents r^ and r^ is the velocity of the outflow in the plane XOY due to

the propeller forces alone, and this resultant, compounded with V, givea

o I

Pio. 119.

the resultant velocity of the slipstream AF in the horizontal plane
XOY.

Thus the resultant AF which is shown graphicaUjr at various points
in Figs. 117 and 118 gives the direction of the air as it would appear to

an observer moving with the aircraft. The resultant AE shown in

Figs. 120 and 121 gives the direction of the air as it would appear to an
observer at rest in the undistorbed air. Thus the positive or negative
direction of the arrows in Fig& 190 and 121 are a dirMt indieatkm of the
i^ons of positive or negative thrust
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77. Discuition of R«taltt. The boundAriet of the flow will be notod
At 0'5 dium&ter behind the speller the diameter of the columa appean

Pio. ISl.—Suggest«d Line* of Inflow and Outflow
M V S860 r.p.oL.

whaa V 40 fati par tae. and

to be about 0*9 of the propeller diameter ; but at eight diameters behind
the stream appears to be spreading, since there is an appredi^>le oatfloir

at a radius equal to that of the propeller. The boundiuy appears to be
clearly defined at 0^)25, 0125, ana 0*5 diameters behind ; there is at
these planes a strong axial outflow at 0'875R, which has disappeared at

a radius R. It is interesting to note the tendency of the axial flow to

reverse its direction outside the boundary of the slipstream. This is

seen best in Fig. 121. The same tendency appears and is stronger near
to the axis of rotation. Here there is definitely a reversed outflow
indicatinff a negative throst which agrees with the stalsmsots in

paragraph 55.

This inner boundary of the slipstream, though not so well defined
as the outer, is peroeptibla At a radios 0*875R the axial flow is strong
and positive ; at radios 0*25R it has nearly disappeared, whilst at a
radios 0*125R it has become negative.

The radial flow is still noticeable at a distanee of foor diameters
behind the propeller, but has practically disappeared at eight diameters
awav
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Fi^H 1*2*2 uiiil 1*2 ( niiow tbe UMureof the inflow and outdow iii Ibe
hiiuw plaiu-. \OV, liut for the rtitioniiry couditioD oi aireralt It will be
iiotictHl tluit the reversed flow in the oenire bee now diMppeered. The
(uitHiilo diameter of the slipetreani Has beeome sniAller, now eppeering
to \)e in tlie neighhourhood of 0*81). The limits of the stream are sgstn
clearly marked ; at a distance of 0*1875 diameter behind the propeller
and at 0-7iS radios, the axial dow is strongly in evidaoee, but it has

qipeared at a radios of 0'875R. The leodeim of the
1 out at great distances behind ia here more msAed than

in li^H. 1 1 7 and 118. At a distance of eight diameters behind there is a

Pio. 128.—Suggott^ Unm o( Airflow wb«o V« and »B 9860 r.p.111.

strong How at a radius of 1*375R. The radial dow of the air has
practically disappeared at a distance of Q*5D behind and the lines of flow
have become practically parallel to the axis of rotation.

In Figs. 124 and 125 the radial component r^ of flow has been com-
pounded with the rotational component, r^, thus showing the spin of the

air. It will be noticed that there b almost complete abaenoe of the
rotational component, r^, on the intake side of the propeller. It

commences, however, immediately behind the propeller and persists for

a considerable distance behind. At eight diameters awa^ it has quite an
appreciable value. Unlike the axial component, which is gieatesl from
0*5R outwards, the spin is greatest near the axis of rotation.

M
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V2_

SemlmtfVymiUPx
• \ *

Sf-f

Fio. 124.—niustrating the Spin of the Air when V a: 40 feet per sec. and
n = 2860 r.p.m.
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In front o( the propeller the rtMlial How, r^, Ib larger tiian the rote-

ao

40 I 1 1 1

(yso

3

1

f
I

\

J%«>ir«r

FiQ. laS.—niartntiiig Um Spin of tha Air whtn V - mmI n - 9960 r fun.

tioiial How, fj^, and is of the same order of magnitade as it is behind the

propeller.
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It is to be'coucluded from these observations that there is no
appreciable spin in the air before it passes the propeller, and our neglect,

therefore, of the rotational inflow in the presentation of the design theory
in Chapter VIT. is thus larjj^ely justified.

78. Fall-Scale Measurements.—As a complement to these experiments

Fio. 126.—Contours of the Slipstream. V = 80 m.p.h. Advance per rev. = 9*0'.

there may be quoted the results of an investigation of the slipstream

from the propeller of a tractor type aeroplane which was carried out at

the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.

Fig. 1S7.—GontoorB of the Slipstream. V = 70 m.p.h. Advance per rev. = 8*2'.

In this case the airspeed in the slipstream of a 6.E. 2c aeroplane in

i
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!!i^ht was measured over a vetiicil iiIhim- juBt in front of the tail* i>.

alH)ut two diameters behind tla i*io|h ll« r. From the meaaoremeots
obtained maps were oonstmeled of the slipstream over this plane. This

Pio. ISS.—OoDtoan of the 8Up«tf«uii. V — 60 m.p.h. AdT»no« per rev. — THT.

was done for different air s()eed8 and different odvancee per revelation.

The maps are reproduced in Figs. 126 to 129.

Fio. lS9.-<>>Qtoiir» of Um SUpsUtam. V » SO m.p.h. Advttoee per kt. — 64*.

It mav reasonably be assumed that with no obstmetions the slip-

stream will be more or less symmetrical, as in Fig. lia These diagrams
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show very clearly how the presence of the hody and wings affect the air

flow.

The figures on the contour lines give the axial velocity of the slip-

stream (V + t\) as a fraction of the translational velocity V. It will be

noticed how the body and wings, past which the slipstream has flowed,

have distorted and disturbed the latter.

The negative thrust near the axis of rotation, as indicated by the

figures on the contour lines being less than unity, is again shown in

these experiments, though it is here aggravated by the resistance of the

bod^
We noted that, in the wind channel experiments, the tendency of this

region of negative thrust was to become smaller as the value of J

decreases, i.e. as the translational velocity of the aircraft l)ecomes small.

The same tendency will be noticed in these full-scale exi)eriments. At
80 m.p.h. the area of the region of negative thrust is approximately

17 sq. ft. ; at 70 m.p.h. 12 sq. ft. ; at 60 m.p.h. 7 sq. ft. ; at 50 m.p.h.

2 sq.ft.

Fig. 130 shows the variation of this central area of negative thrust

fS

lO

- Central Arecu of
Negative Thrust

(s<f. feetJ

Speed of Aeroplane
.(M.PH)

SO 60 70 60

Fio. 130.

with the speed of this particular aeroplane as correctly as it can be
deduced from Figs. 126 to 129.

At slow air speeds, then, it appears that the slipstream concentrates
more about the axis of rotation than at high speeds ; we should there-

fore expect the resistance of a hody placed behind the propeller, and
approximately about the axis of rotation of the propeller as in a tractor

aeroplane, to have a greater disturbing effect on the propeller per-

formance at slow speeds than at high speeds.
From Figs. 126 to 129 it will be noted that the slipstream velocity

attains a maximum intensity at two separate points. The positions of

these points vary with the speed of the aeroplane. As the air speed
becomes slower they appear to move round in the direction of the
rotation of the propeller. The explanation, which appears reasonable,

given by the experimenters is that the slipstream immediately after

leaving the propeller is separated into two distinct streams, passing
between the main planes of the aeroplane on either side of the
central l)ody. The stream on the left appears to l)e flowing slightly
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' on the rit*ht Hlightly upwanlii, due to the rotatioiuil

. by the tori|ue of the propeller. Thin in the BpiniUDg
( tfect on which we have ahneady oomment«d.

79. Mataal lBi«te«iee between Body tad Pioptltar.—We now oome
to tlie eonsideration ot the luutuul interference betwaeo the propeller and
the body of an aeroplane placed in the Blip^treanit the nature of which
we have joat atudieo.

If a body in placed in the alipetream at least two efieeti are to be
exi)eoted.

(1) A difference in the reaiBtanoe of the body from that which it

would havo if pUoed oataide the Hlipatream.

If U is the reiiatance of the l)ody placed ontatde the slipstream and
H^ is the resistance when pbMsed in the slipstream, r\ « increase or

decrease of air speed along sides of body k^ m resistance of the body at

unit velocity.

Then R - ibiV

Rw = ht(V + r x)«

Rw /V + tjV

(2) A change in the thrust of the propeller. This may be expected

because a body placed in the slipstream will probably diminish the axial

velocity of the stream on which the thrust depends.
A very general idea of this effect may be obtained from the following

or

EFrictency

Flo. 181.

broad considerations. Let the typical cnrves shown in full lines in Fig.
131 represent the torque, thrust and effi fa propeller .\A working
at different aircraft speeds. At any s|)ec< i n represented by OA, the
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.B

torquo will In? rej)re8ented by AC, the thrust by AB, and the efficiency by
AD. Now referring to Fig. 182, supi^ose that without altering the aircraft

B[ieei\ a resistance is interix)sed over
the plane BB, which may either l>e in

front of or behind plane AA The
effect of this resistance will be to slow-

down the air travelling towards AA.
Thus we have the general case

treated in paragraph GO, in which we
considered that the air in front of the

propeller was given a velocity apart
from that which it receives from the

propeller. There we considered that

the velocity of the air travelling to-

ward the region of propeller influence

was decreased from V to (1 -f fl')V,

and that t'l was changed to (1 4- a' )vi.

In this case let us assume that the
resistance gives the air no rotational velocity relative to the aircraft,

80 that a" =0 and v^ = ^'i.

The general expression for eflSciency of an element we gave as

^ (1 +(h){1 + a") tan^
"*

(1 -f oi) (1 + a') ' tan (^ + y)

Therefore in this case since a" = and as we neglect rotational

inflow, r/2 = 0,

_ 1 tan ^'a

A
182.Fio.

'b

(l + fli)(l + a') • tan (fa +7)
(7)

where tan fa = (1 -fai) (1 + a)~

The velocity of the air is decreased by the resistance and a' in this

case is negative. Therefore the introduction of a resistance slowing

down the air approaching the propeller increases the efficiency.

We saw further in paragraph 60 that the torque of the element was
changed from

t Bin ^i

to dQ=PA^ff'«?+Jf.U.^
^ Sin ^

which in this case becomes

^
d Sin ^

where Ua = (1 H- ai)(l + «')V

That is to say, that the torque which the propeller exerts at an air-

craft speed of V is the torque which it would have exerted at an aircraft

speed of (1 + a')\ if no resistance had been present. Since the air has been
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Hlowrd (luwii l)v the retifkaooe (1 + ti')\ is |6M Uuui V. Henoe At aoj
HiMHil rupre.^iiuuxl by OA (Fig. 181) the torque exerted will be thit thown
corn .sjxiiiding to a speed (1 + a')V lees tbaii V. If, iberelore, the torque
wiib the interference of the reeistance is ploUed agaanst the sireimll

speed each point in the original torqae eonre (Pig. 181) will move to the
right by an amoant equal to a'\\ if no change in revolutions is allowed
to take place. The thrust curve will aimilarly alter.

ThuH it will \ie seen that at any aircraft speed the torque and
thrust at a ^veu rate of revolutions wUl be increased.

The effidenoy at an aircraft speed (1 + a)\ without interferenoe b

Throit X Airefift epeed ^ Thrust ^^-.
Total power expended " Total power expended

whilst the efficiency with an aircraft speed V, but a veloeitjy of air

approaching the propeller of (1 + a')\\ which is the ease wilh Ilie resat-
ance preeent, is

Thrust
^ vY

Total power expended

Hence, any point in the efficiency curve, as well as moving to the right

l)y an amount a\, must l)e increased in the ratio , - , and thus, as
1 + fl

shown bv expression (7), an increase of efficiency will take place at any
given value of the aircraft speed and revolutions.

It will be seen, then, that the introduction of a resistanoe into the slip*

stream mav be expected to increase the torque, thrust, and efficiency of

the propeller at any value of V.

The general effect on the i)erformance of the aircraft, however, ean
only be judged from the summation of the two effects.

Let T and T^ l)e the thrusts of the propeller without and with the

body interference respectively, and R and R^. be the resistanoes of the

body without and with the propeller sUpstream acting on it

Then R^ * R will be the increase in the body resistanoe doe to the

interference of the shpetream. This increase of resistance will to

extent balance the increase in thrust
The increase of thrust available for doing useful work is

(T^ - T) - (R^. - R).

The advantage or disadvantage of the body intarfereoee may be
expressed then by the ratio A*^ where

. _ Tw-(Rw-R)

There vrill be no gain or loss when T^ - T « R^ - R, i.e. when the

interference coefficient A. s i.

A secondarr effect, however, takes place. The increased propeller

torque causes the engine to slow down until the xesiatanee torqae of the
propeller and the torque of the enffine balanoe. This eflisct will be
followed in actual practice by the replacement of the propeller by one of

slightly less pitch which will allow of the revolutions attaining their
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normal value. This new proi)ellor will have a lower efficiency for any
given value of V, bo that the final result of the hody interference is as

a general case difficult to estimate.

The following investigations, ^ however, throw considerable light on
the subject.

80. Model Experiments.—Models were made of the propellers and
bodies of three existing; aeroplanes. The models were all made one-

sixth full size. Measurements of the resistance of the bodies and the

pro|)eller characteristics were made at various wind 8i)eed8 in a four-foot

wind channel at the National Physical Laboratory.

Sketches of the l)odies are shown in Figs. 138, 184, and 185 ; the

EE^IS
Pig. 133.—Model of B.E.2c.

geometrical particulars of the propeller are given in Tables XXXV.,
XXXVL, and XXXVIL

TABLE XXXV.

Two-bladed Pbopelleb T. 4966. Diahsteb 9* 6". Used with B.E.2o Body.

(lOCiNt).

Mlade width
(lncb«8).

ThkkiMn.

HUde angle.

^"ijssr (Incbe.).

80 C2«22'
160 39« 10'

24
I

S2?ir
320 26« 60'

40-0 21" 37'

410 18*'42'

64-0 iro'

6- 17
8-30
100
10-69
10-26
8-66
6-87

1-97
1-60

116
1-41
1-16
0-86
0-617

1-30
0-68
0-51
0-0
00

0-0

' Advisory Committee for Acronaatics. Reports and Memoranda, Nos. 306, 344, and
I, by A. Page and H. E. Collins.
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TABLE XXXVI

«w wn« k.k*.tM tiuUft,

»aJ|M «*—-*«•-
•i»MgW.

tlM-^
(ln«lM-t

AMM

^•SKT 1-jB—
*»

8 ar y :I16 1*40
100 any 8-86 1-00 0*90
WO M^ar 0-fiO I'fiO 0*44
890 W 0* 10-90 1*68 0*0
40*0 \r r 9-87 1-98 0-0
480 16* 7' 8*90 0-89 00
oa-o 14' ar 604 0*01 o-O

v///////////^/;f////A^^^^^

-^Q^SEEE^

Pig. 1S4.—Modd of aB.9B Body.

TABLE XXXVn.

Foini.»L4DBD Pbopbllbm T. 7880. Dumtrtt V V\ Ui Boot*

Bto4twMUi

T^Mo^

0««->
-v^ssr -s^

8-4 68*54' a-si 1*45 0-6
16 8 51» a 0*61 1-90 0-4
24 40P64' 7-80 118

%%324 88» y 807 088
40-8 9r»86' 8*95 OTO 00
480 99»8r 7-46 0-60 oa
61 r. 90»88' 0-87 OM 0*0
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Each model body was first tested without the propeller, he resist-

ances at 40 feet per sec. were :

—

F.E.2B
BE.2c
B.E.2E

0-271 lb.

0-1455 lb.

341 lb.

The propeller was then placed in position and driven i various

Section on Y.

Section on Z.

Fig. 186.—Model of F.E.2b Body.

Shaded portion is the cooling area of the radiator.
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Pig. 186.—Increase of Body Resistance in Propeller Slipstream.

>
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• give various values of J. At each value of J the resistance of

I was measured. The ratio of the body resistance R^ with

0/ 0-2 0-3 OA 05 06 0-7

h ;. 137.—Increase of the Body Resistance with the Propeller Thrust Coefficient.

the aterference of the propeller slipstream to the resistance R withoat
theUipstream at various values of J is shown in Tables XXXVIH.,

IQ. 138.—Two-blacled Propeller R.A.F. T. 4966, mounted alone in front of the body
of the B.E.2C.

X>XIX., and XL. In Fig. 137 the same ratio is shown plotted

aginst a base of Tc =
w

pV^D'^*
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The torque, thrust and efficiency of the proi^ellers were also measured
with and without their respective bodies in |X)8ition. The results are

given in the following tables, and in Figs. 138, 139, and 140.

TABLE XXXVin.

Pbopbllkb2B.A.F. No. T. 4966 mounted ai^onb aito mountbd nr fbobt of a B.£.2c
Body.

1 8 8 4 6 6 7 8 9

Vftloeof
J.

TorqM ooeflleknu k^ ThntM ooeffldcnU ft^ Efflolancj per oeni.

KXWilbMK With Wfthoat With WItboot With
*«

***"*~^ t»»mtmmm. iulerilwwct. imwfannoe. iaterCHmiot. iDttffmnoe.

2-020-46 0-01S46 0-01S81 0-1062 0-1100 61-6 62-2 1-027
0-60 o-oisio 0-01231 0-0998 0-1029 66-2 66-0 1-76 1-017
0*65 0-01168 01193 0-0920 0-0962 68-6 69-8 1-66 1-021
0-60 0*01118 0-01143 0836 0-0876 71-7 73-3 1-38 1-026
0-66 0-01047 0-01080 0-0760 0-0796 74-1 76-3 1-26 1-031
070 0-00976 0-01007 0-0660 0-0709 76-6 78-3 1-17 1081
0-75 0-00880 0-00924 0-0648 0-0606 74-1 78-6 8-10 l-060»
0-80 0-00781 0-00834 0-0422 0492 69-0 75-9 1-046 1-067
0-86 0-00671 0-00726 00288 00868 68-8 68-3 1-08

TABLE XXXIX;

Pbopslleb B.A.F. No. T. 6014 mounted behind the Body of F.E.2b.

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 9

Value of

Tovqueooeffldentsl;^ ThnMtooiOdentckr. KffldeiMTpareent. 1

J. WItboot
lOHrteKooflk

With WithoQt Wtth
intcrferanoe.

Without
iDtcrfmooe.

With
hitcrCnmoe.

^
i

"

0*40 0-00986 0-00960 0-0642 00904 68-8 69-

1

1-016
0-45 0*00680 0-00980 0-0756 0-0688 62-2 63-3 1-39 1-067
0-60 0-00806 0-00991 0-0666 0-0763 66-1 67-3 1-29 1-106
0-66 O-O0728 000689 00668 0677 67-8 70-6 1-20 1-160
0*60 000687 0-00767 00464 0-0571 67-2 72-0 113 1-188*
0*66 000686 0-00668 0819 0-0462 61-2 700 1-08 1-236
0-70 0*00414 0-00666 0-0179 0-0328 47-0 64-3 1-035 1-840
0-76 0-00292 0-00488 00061 0-0205 13-0 63-8 1-01 1-484
0-80 0-00166 0*00291 ~ — 38-2 0-98 1-750
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t

^4 0^3 ^ 0^7

Fio. 180.—Propelkr B.A.F. No. T. 5014 moantod aloiM and
body.

MiF.E.to.

Flo. 140._PropeUer R.A.F. Na T. 7860 moantod aIom i

body.

// //

in front of * KMSm
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TABLE XL.

Pbopxllkb B.A.F. Ko. T. 7850 mouhtbd alozte jlbd on fbont or B.E. 2k Bouy.

la 8 4 5 6 7H0
TdMd

TortMoocfleM^. ThnmooeBcimts*^ IflatonqriMrcMt.

R-
*«

J. WHhMH WIUi WIUMDt With Wttboot With B
lBl«rtowc«. intarfcraKx.

0-0815

IntcrfcraiiM. taurfemoe. iONnvrHiofi. Interftraoo*.

0*60 0*0608 0-1888 0*1888 88-0 87-6 1*64 1048
0*66 00800 00818 01781 0-1885 61-9 60-6 1 48 1048
0-70 00996 0810 1722 0-1765 65-2 68-8 1-88 1-047
0-75 00288 0806 01650 0-1688 68-4 67 1 26 106
80 00278 00296 0-1666 0-1692 71-0 69-5 1 19 1 062

0-85 00266 00288 0-1442 1480 78-1 71-6 118 1064
0-90 0-0260 00267 01806 . 0-1862 74-6 72 7 1 07 1-0G8
0-96 00281 0-0248 0-1162 0-1210 76-6 78-6 108 1 074
100 0210 00229 00988 0-1066 750 74-2 0-99 1-091
106 0187 00206 0818 00900 78-6 78-6 96 I-IO*
1-10 0-0162 0181 00646 0-0742 68-8 71-1 0-98 1-117
1-16 0187 0-0156 0470 0-0677 61-7 67-6 0-905 1-187
1-20 0-0111 0181 00289 U0410 51-7 600 0-89 1-180
1-25 00065 0-0106 0110 00250 80-8 48-8 1-25

The displacement of the thrust and torque curves and the increase

in the eflficiency indicated in our general consideration above are well

shown ill each case.

81. The Mutual Effect of Increased Body Resistance and Increased

Propeller Efficiency.—Now in order to arrive at the final effect of the

1-05

li)4

1-03

Ht2

lOf

H»

T /
./

/

yS^
^ ^^

<

^
^^^>

SO 60

Fio. 141.—Increase of Thrtut with Interfereuco at variouB Aeroplane Speeds,

70 QO 90

AeropUuie SpeecL ^M.P.H.)

interference and the true value of the coefficient /.\., account must be

taken of the engine performance, since, as has ahready been pointed out,

the effect of the interference will be to alter the speed of the engine.
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For ihis purpoM lei ub ooniider Umm three propellere to be mouuicu
on the engine and aircraft for whieh theqr were deelgneH, and tbeo

proeeed to determine the amount by which, b eaeh initanee, the engine

hae been slowed down at any given aircraft speed.

To do this it will be assumed that the enmne torque is eonstant The
torque of each engine is, of course, known from the engine power cunra
For example, assume the torque of the propeller shaft of the Renault

am

0^

^7

^M V 90 90
Awplans Sp^mdfMJ>M.)

F». 142.

engine on which propeller T 4966 was mounted in B. £. 2o body to be
560 lbe.-feet Thau, referring to Table XXXVIU. or Ym. 138, we see that
for a value of J of 0*70, say, A^ = 000975. If Q, T, and n are the torque,

thrust, and revolution per sec. without interference

Q = A<jpn«D*

or
\/oil^-\/(

560
17*7 per sec.

p)u$^ V 01)0287 X 0-00976 x 9-6*

Then, since V » JitD

V « 0-7 X 17-7 X 9-6 feet per sec.

8 117*6 feet per sec.

= 80-2 m.p.h.

Also T e Atp«*D*

From Table XXXVIIL. At for a value of J of 0*7 is 0H)66.

Therefore T = 0K)66 X 01)0287 x 17-7* X 9*5*

«8991be.

Thus at an aircraft speed of 80*2 mp.h. the propeller would run at
17*7 revolutions per second and give a thrust of :i^v)-n lbs. if no body
interference were preeent.

Also the resistance of the body at 80*2 m.p.h., u uo propeller slip

stream were efJBCting it, would be

0-1455 lb X /
^®^ dimensions of full sise body \" / 117'6\*

' linear dimensions of model body ' ^ 40 '

« 0-1456 X 6« X 8*65

m 45 4 Ibe.
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The same calculation can be done for other values of J, and T, }i^ and

R then plotted against speed of aircraft, V.

so
AeropUuw. Spoed fj^t.P.H)

Pig. 148.

Similarly the thrust and revolutions with the body interference, and
the resistance of the body with the propeller slipstream affecting it, may
be calculated.

This lias been done and the ratio of the thrust T^ with interference

to the thrust, T, without interference, is shown in Fig. 141. In Fig. 142
the ratio of the revolutions /t^^ with interference to the revolutions, «,

without interference, is shown. Similarly, Fig. 148 shows the ratio of

the efficiencies under the two conditions. The results are also shown in

Table XLL
TABLE XLI.

1 u ' 4 6 6
'

j

AlrcMft Vaioe of Valwof Value Of Value of T^
DeMTiptlon of propeller, body, etc. '"»^N

T »• i» Value of witbont
(m.p.h.). T ^

n
hi interference.

Propeller, R.A.P. No. T. 5014 and 90 1-090 0-960 1-060 0-9^ 0170
F.E.2B body. Engine : 160 h.p. 85 1*090 0-965 1-055 0-988 —
Beardmore. Torque assumed to 80 1-015 0-966 1-055 0-988 0-228
be 710 lb8..feet 70 1010 0-967 1*050 0-978 0-818

60 1010 0-970 1*045 0-970 0-450

50 1005 0-975 1085 0-966 0-670

PropeUer, R.A.P. No. T. 7850 and 90 1030 0-980 1*040 1-087 0-066
B.E.2Kbod7. Engine: R.A.P.Ia. 80 1010 0-982 1-025 1005 0-115
Torqae aesnmed to be 585 lbs.- 70 1000 0-982 1-015 0-970 0-168
foei 60 1-000 0-984 1-015 0-958 0-284 '

00 1-000 0*986 1-010 0-952 0-858

PropeUer, B.A.F. No. T. 4966 and 90 1-060 0-986 1*066 1-010 0-100 '

B.E.2C body. Engine : 70 h.p. 80 1066 0-987 1-045 1018 0-189
Renault. Torque assumed to 70 1-015 0-987 i 1*080 0-997 191
be 560 lbe..feet 60 1-010 0-990 1-090 0-980 0-276

fiO 1-006 0-992 1*015 0-968 0-415

82. Discussion of Results. -From these results it will be seen that for

all the combinations under consideration, the interference of a body on a
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propeller ib of the Hame general nature, that ia, at any forwaru hptsed

of the aeroplane body, interference inoreaneii both the throat and
offieiency and redaoea the rotational speed of propaUar and anfliDe. A
purticiihkr statement of the magnitude of the modiileatfam of Iba par-

f< of a propeller due to the preaence of a body may be made from
tl ' y'"'- HMo HH. It appeani that at the maximum horiaootal

tl loroplano, both the thrust and the efBetener are
i! trul 6 per oent romelhraly, Hnd the

I ihout 8 per oent. When miuiliing at

<*t b of small magnitude, the tlmisl

a 1 ,
or cent, and 2*5 per oent and the

I -y I'!* per cent.

in i- 1-;. 1 1 i iii<' vuim* oi /.^ iiivt been plotted against the aeroplana speed

V. from which it appears that over the greater part of the speed-range the

90 90

Aeroplane Speed MJ>NJ
Fig. U4.

extra resistance of the body due to the slipstream is greater than the in-

crease in thrust at the speeds at which the aerophuie climbs, and there

is a particularly distinct loss in performance due to the interfcureDee.

At higher speeds there would appear to be little loss in performaooe
due to placing the body in the slipetream of the propeller, and this ia

not surprising if one again examines Fig. 121, from which it will be seen
tlmt if the body be sufficiently small compared with the propeller disc it

may actually be subjected to a smaller velocity of air than if placed out-

side of the slipstream and may consequentlv have a smaller resistanoe.

We have commented on the tendency of the slipstream to ooneantrate
more about the axis of rotation at slow speeds than at higher speeds.

Therefore the slipetream will have a neater effect on the resistanoe of

the body at slow speeds than at high speeds. The relatavehr greater

adverse effect of the interference at lower speeds indicated in Fig. 144 is

thus understandable.
The reader is cautioned, however, against drawing general and sweeping

conclusions from theee particular teste. Unfortunately Uie eases ehoam
for test represent very particular rather than typicoul cases, in that, for
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the cases of the two tractor aeroplanes, the ratio of what may be called

equivalent body diameter to propeller diameter is very small compared
with the same quantity found in prosent-day machines.

The increase in both thrust and resistance will depend on the inflow

and outflow from the proi)eller and a clearer and more general idea of

the interference eflfect wnll be obtained by plotting /.-. against the outflow

percentage or against some function of the outflow. The most convenient

function for this pur|K)8e is the second form of the thrust coefficient,

the relation l)etwoen the quantities being

T
r)av2* ^(1 + ai) from equation (13), jmra. 51.

Fig. 146 shows k. plotted against the second form of the thrust

coefficient of the propeller without interference.

9?
I

/ 04

1 02

too

os>e

096

094
a I 2 3 0-4 OS

Fio. 146.

It will be noticed that A\. is unity, that is, there is no gain or loss du<

to interference, when the thrust coefficient is about 0*15, which corresponde

to an outflow ratio of about 18 per cent.

It has already been inferred that the ratio of the cross-sectional area

of the body to the disc area of the propeller must have some effect oi

the value of A*^, for since

Rw /V+^V

the increase of resistance will be greater as v\ increases.
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In the cd^m of the tnustor aciropUoat l6tt«d here, the bodies weie
Hinall and were only iiubjuot to the elipelveeiii el e pleee where the

velocity i\ of the outflow wee email; thie een reedily be eeoD from

Fig. 121.

Il we eeeame that the bodiee were large eoongh to be sabjeel to the

in«uMi Kii^Hitream velocity, t\ from the propeller, then j^ maybe ealeukled

f ^•'i*>ratioiiB of momentum. Let the elipeiream feloelly be
I iniform and of magnitude r^, relatife to the mMUeftorbed

tiir.aiul a^>^uiuo the croee eoctional area of theslream to beapproiimalely
OMU) of tlio urea of the propeller dieo. Then

T=O-0''J'p(V + rx)rx

The carve rapresenting this equation has been plotted in Fig. 137,

and it will be seen that the measured values of ^ are eonsiderably leee

than those which would be calculated from this equation, owing to the

fact that the body is not actually subject to so large a value of r^ ae

assumed in this equation.

83. The Effect of the Relative Size of the Body.— In what followe

the e<iui\ aleiit iKxly diameter is taken as the diameter of a circle whoee
airea is e(|ual to the maximum cross-sectional area of the body.

In tlie cn.s4* of the BF/2c tho ratio of the equivalent body diameter to

tlw ni<)i.#01i>r diameter, which ratio we will call the *' body ratio," is about
in the BH2k about 0*32, and it will be seen from Fig. 145 that

tli« r«
'

' >S8 with the larger body.
Ii body ratio rarely falls below 0*85, and in some

of the more rectmt high-speed aeropUnee in which the propeller diameter

is necessarily small, it rises nearly to a value of 0*5.

The curve given in Fig. 145 for the BK2b is therefore most repre-

sentative of the present-day aerophine, though even this is iirobably a more
favourable case than is usually met with in preeeni-day praetioe.

84. The Effect of Body Inlertaenoe on the Value of ttie Derign

CoefBdent A^.. It will be remembered that in imrugrtiph 't\K Chapter VIL.

we referred to the fact that body interference might aeeount for some at

least of the disagreement between the actoal power absorbed by the

propeller, and the power abeorption as estimated 1)^ the analysis of the

propeller. The experiments just quoted throw considerable light on this

point. In the routine method of analysis expbuned in that ooapter, we
took no account of the presence of the body. The power abeorption as

estimateil from such analysis, therefore, at any given rate of revolatkm
should, apart from differenoes in the twist of the Uades as between the

moilel and full size propeller, be proportional to the torque without body
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interfereucti. The true horse-power absorbed should, also at the same rate

of revolution, be proportional to the torque with interference. So that

Ag for the profjellers al)Ove tested should at any ^ven value of J, apart

from twisting or other causes, equal the torque, with interference, divided

by torque without interference. For example, in the case of propeller

T 7850 on the BE2c aeroplane, the torque of the proi)eller at a value of J
of 1*05 was represented by a torque coefficient A.^ of 0*020() with the body

in position. If our method of analysis is reasonably correct, the apparent

torqae coefficient as estimated from the analysis would be 0*0187, which
is the estimated torque coefficient without interference, since in our

method of analysis we neglect the body effect.

Therefore in this particular case

. _ true horse-power absorbed
^ ""

h.p. calculated by analysb

_ torque coefficient with interference J
""

torque coefficient without interference i

= ?0206^
00187

Thus the presence of the lx)dy accounts for a considerable [xjrtioii of

the disagreement between calculated and actual results.

In column 9, Tables XXXVIII., XXXI )C., and XL., are given the

value of -^ which is equal to /. ^ if it is assumed that no other causes affect-

MS

ing
/.-J.

occur. Asterisks have been placed against the figures representing

the condition corresponding to approximately maximum efficiency, and

therefore representing the conditions of design. Column 7, Table XLVIII.,

shows that the values of Tc are less for the BE*2e than for the BE2c aero-

plane. The inflow and outflow velocities will be less in the former case

than in the latter. If, therefore, the body ratio has no effect, we should

expect ^^
, Le. Ag to be less in the case of the BE2e than in the case

of the BE2c. Actually it is greater, as will be seen from column 9, Tables

XXXVIIL and XL.
The body ratio of the BE2e is large relatively to the BE2c and

this leads us to the conclusion that the value to be taken for Ag depends

to a large extent on the body ratio. This also confirms the author's^

experience. He has found in designing propellers for modern high-speed'

aircraft fitted with engines having a high sfjeed of rotation of the

propeller shaft and therefore necessitating propellers of relatively small

diameter, and in which, consequently, the body ratio is also abnormally

large, that it has been necessary to use abnormally high coefficients,

values in the neighbourhood of 1*25 to 1*30 being necessary.

It will also ])e noticed that the value of Aj. due to body interference

becomes smaller as the value of J decreases. As J decreases the angle

of incidence on the blades increases. This is equivalent to saying that

the value of k\ used will be smaller the larger the angle of incidence on

the blade becomes.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX

TABLB XUI.

Dniimiom or FiorsLLa.

MtmVmltm

1 (iMfcM). oSssiTJ^ssr A^gW.

i 8*00 O'O ^^^

T-98 0*88 0*101 vrw
o*ofr 1-97 0-081 91«80'

4*85 1-48 0087 98^80^

804 1-80 0*198 88* 6r
9-41 101 0997 44''

W

121 0-80 0*486 6r cr

TABLE XUn.
« = - 4^

T
r.f.1 ft/M tL/mu

yaa

9180
9860

8*8
11-5
16*7

1 00 !

1

-0*4
1

-9*0
-10
-0*5

11-6
15-7

0-0 '

00
-01

-0-9
-0-9
-01

JO 1060
9160
9860

18*9
98*6
96*6

00
1

+ 0*9

+ 0*1 '

+ 0*8

+ 0*8
+ 0-5

18*9
98*5
98*5

0*0
00
0*0

• +0-9
+ 0*8

+ 0-9

40 1060
9180
9860

86*8
88*0
40*6

+ 01
+ 0*1

+ 0*1

+ 1*9

+ 1-1

+ 1-0

86*8
88*0
«0*6

+ 0*1
-»-01

+ 0-1

+ 0-8

+ 0-T
+ 0*7

f- + 8-.

1080
9180
9860

5*6
19*6
17*0

-19*0
-19
-190

-10
-0*5
-0-9

8*5
19*8
16*6

-1*9
-9-6
-8-5

+ 0-1

+ 01
+ 01

90 1080
9160
9860

19*8
94*6
97*8

+ 0-7
-1*4
-9«8

+ 0-8

+ 0*8

+ 0-7

4-1-t
+ 1-9

+ 0-8

10*8
94*6
97*8

•+0*9
-0*6
-0*9

+ 0-8

+ 0*8

+ 0-8

40 1060
9150
9860

87-6
400
49*8

•fl-8
+ 0*7

0*0

87-5
40-0
49*8

+ 0-9

+ 0*5
0-0

+ 0*6

+ 0*8
+ 0*6
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TABLE XLlll.—continued.

« = - 4".

V
a./ne.

N
r.p.m.

U
ft /MC

•

fix

degTM*.
fit

li. /MC
H

ft. /•««.

V = f 6".

1080
2100
2860

5-8
11-8
16-6

-890
-29*6
-990

-4-0
-2-0
-1-0

4*9
10-3
13-7

-8 1
-6'8
-7 9

-0-4
-0*4
-0-8

90 1080
S10O
2860

20-6
241
26-8

4-0-6
+ 4-6

+ 7-9

00
4-0-3

+ 0-4

20-6
24-1
26-7

+ 0-2
-19
-3-7

0-0
-0-1
4-0-2

40 1080
2160
2860

88-7
40-5
42-8

+ 1-8

+ 0-4
-1-4

4-1-0
4-0-8
1-0-8

38-7
40-6
42-8

+ 1-2
4-0-8
-10

4- 0-7
4-0-6
4-0-C

4-9".

1080
2160
2860

3-3
7-1
10-0

-450
-44-0
-42-0

1
1

666

2-3'

6-1
7-4

-2*8
-4-9
-6-7

-0*1
-0-4
0*0

20 1080
2160
2860

20-4
21-8
22-5

4-0-8
-4-8
-8-1

4-1-1

+ 1-0
4-1-5

20*4
21-6
22-3

4-0-3
-1-8
-3-2

4-0-4
4-0-4

+ 0-6

40 1060
2150
2860

39-8
40-1
41-2

4-1*8
4-0-2
-1*7

+ 1-0

+ 1-9
4-1*0

39-3
40-1
41-2

-hl-2
4-01
-1-2

4- 0-7
4-0-8
4-0-7

y = 4- 11".

1080
2150
2860

41 -Ja*o
-49*0

-
__ ~

—

90 1080 J

2150
2860

' 90-8
20-5
21

4-0-4
-8*9
-6-7

+ 0*6
4-0*5

-f 0-6

90-8
90*5
20-9

4-0-1
-1-4
-2-4

4-0*2
4-0-2
4-0-2

40 1080
2150
2860

40-0
400
40*8

+ 1-1
0-0

-1*8

4-0*8
4-1-1
4-1-1

40-0
40-0
40-3

4-0-8
0-0

-0-9

4-0-6
4-0-8
4-0-8
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TABU XUV.

»- I'Sr.

1080
9180
9860

7*0
18*0
91-8

+ 8-0
+ 8*6

+ 9*8

+ 4'8
-0*8
-0-6

t'O
160
91*8

+ 0-9
+ 0*7

+ 11

+ ••6
-0*1
-0-9

90 1080
9160
9880

190
94*8
98-9

-8'5
-9-8
-1-9

+ 06
+ 0*4
+ 0*8

19-0
94-8
98-9

- 1-9-M
-1*0

+ 0-9
+ 0-9
+ 0-9

40 1080
9160
8880

88-6
88*8
40*9

-9*9
-9-9
-9-8

+ 1-8

+ 1-8

+ 1-8

88*6
88*8
40*8

- 1*8
-1*9
-8-0

+ 11
+ 1-1

+ 0-9

f = -6".

1080
9160
9860

0.0
10.y
96*9

+ 94*6

+ 940

+ 4-0
-0-7
-0*8

8*9
17-9
98*6

+ 8-4

+ 8-9

+ 9*8

+ 0*6
-0-9
-0*4

1080
9160
9880

90-7
97*9
88*8

-1-1
+ 8-7

+ 80

+ 0*6

+ 01
+ 1

90*7
979
886

-0«4
+ 1-9

+ 4*8

+ 0-9
00

+ 01

40 1080
9160
9860

87-9
40-9
46-5

-9*7
-0-9
+ 11

+ 1-9

+ 1*0

+ 1*0

87*1
40*9
46*6

-1*8
-0-7
+ 0*9

+ 0*8

+ 0*7

+ 0*8

I

f = -.7-6".

1080
9160
9880

60
16-6
91*9

+ 60*0

+ 600
+ 48*9

-.•0
- 10
-1*9

6*9
9-7
18*9

+ 81
+ 11*9

+ 16*8

-0*8
-0*8
-0*4

90 1080
9160
9880

90*9
961
98*7

00
+ 9-8

+ 141

+ 0*6

+ 0-5

+ 0*6

90*9
94-7
97*9

0*0

+ 4*0

+ 6*8

+ 0*9
+ 0-9

+ 0*9

40 1080
9160

88*4
40-8
48*0

-9-T
+ 01
+ 8*8

+ 1-9

+ 1-9

+ 1*0

88*8
40*8
«0

-I'S
+ 01
+ 9*6

+ 0-T
+ 0*8
+ 0-8
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TABLE XUV.—oofUifUMd

X = - 2".

ft/M.
m U

ft. /MO. ^Am. dJm ft. /MO. .?«.

y=-f8".

1080
S150
S860

8-9
18-0
28-7

-ll-O
-9-7
-9-7

-2-0
-1-0
-10

8-8
17-8
28-3

-1-7
-2-8
-40

-0-8
-0-8
-0-4

90 1080
SlfiO

2860

20-0
27-2
82*8

+ 1-9
-0-1
-1-2

+ 0-9

+ 0*2

+ 0-3

20-0
27-0
32-8

+ 0-6
0-0

- 0-7

+ 0-4

+ 0-1

+ 0-2

40 1080
21fi0

S860

371
40-4
44-6

+ 2-8

+ 2-3

+ 1-7

+ 1-0

+ 1-1

+ 0-9

87-1
40-4
44-5

+ 1-6

+ 1-6

+ 1-3

+ 0-6

-f 0-8

+ 0-9

y=+6".|

1080
2160
9860

8-6
18-1
94*8

-88*0
-84-0
-88-8

0*0
-0-6
-1-2

7-1
160
20-3

-4«6
-10-1
-18-8

0-0
-0-2
-0-6

90 1080
2150
2860

90-6
27-8
33-2

+ 0-4
-7-1
-11-2

+ 0-G
+ 0-2

+ 0-3

20-6
27-7
82-6

+ 0-2
-8-4
-6-4

+ 0-2

+ 0-1

+ 0-2

40 1080
2160
2860

37-9
40-9
46-2

+ 2-8

+ 0-4
-2-2

+ 1-2

+ 1-0

+ 0-9

87-8
40-9
45 li

+ 1-9

+ 0-3
1-7

+ 0-8

+ 0-7

+ 0-7

.
y = + 9".

1000
9160
2860

6-6
100
18-6

-600
-.660
-660

-20
+ 10

0-0

8*6
3-7
7-8

-4-2
-8-2
-110

-0-2
+ 0-2

00

20 1080
2160
2860

20-2
22-1
28-8

0-0
-7-7
-18-4

+ 0-6

+ 1-0

+ 1-0

20-2
21-9
22-7

0-0
-80
-6-4

+ 0-2

+ 0-4

+ 0-4

40 1060
2160
2860

89-6
40-4
40-9

+ 20
+ 01
-2-6

+ 1-2

+ 0-9
-1-1

39-6
40-4
40-8

+ 1-4

+ 0-1
-1-8

+ 0-8

+ 0-7
-0-8
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TABLE XLV.

U

y--7'5".

8. /ML 8. /MB. c5.

ICMU
21A0

iU-4
88-0
88-6

, AttU

+ 860
+ M-8

-80
-1-4
-1-8

-&-6
-18-8
-10-8

+ 18-5

+ 84-7

*i 4

-0-7

80 lOMO 80-6
87-4

. 88-e

0-0
+ 18-8

+ 81-8

+ 0-8

+ 0-8
-0-8

80*0
86-7
81*1

0-0
+ 61
+ 116

+ 0-1

+ 01
-0-8

40
•J 1 M

'

aoo
41-1

I'.l

-8-5
+ 0-4

+ 4-«

+ 1*0

+ 1«0

+ 0-9

86*0
41-1

U'9

-8-4
+ 0-8
+ 8-8

+ 0-7

+ 0-7

+ 0-7

TABLE XLVL

v--»^.

1080
2160
9860

12-5
17-1

4^870
+ 040
+ 960

-9-0
-10
-10

0-8
-0-8
-1-8

+ 18*8
+ IT-0

-0-8
-0-8
-0-8

90 1080
SlfiO

3860

90-8
18-1

17

0*0
+ 18-6

+ 80-4

+ 0-5

+ 10
+ 1-5

80*8
17-6
16*9

0-0 + 0-8
+ 0-8

+ 0-4

»o 1080
9150
8800

41-2

400
88-8

-8-0
+ 0-8

+ 4-8

+ 0-6

+ 18
+ 1-5

41-8
400
88*6 + 8-9

+ 0-4

+ 0-9

+ 1-0



1204 bti;i \\ lUuiiiiLLKUS FOR AIRCRAFT

TABLE XLVII.

«- + !".

V
It /MB. r.|».m.

U
tLimo. iJIU ^Jf^ v + ^.

It/.*. ft/wc.

» = r.

1080
2160
2860

17-0

280

_ 1 _
-80-6 ' -47-0
-81-6 -44-0

10^0

141
-6-9
-8-6

-12-4
-160

90 1060
2160
2860

8-6
12-0
17-0

._ U-O -60
-23-0 -60-0
-28-0 -680

8-2
6-6
6-8

-20
-2-8
-8-6

-0-9
-10-4
-16 2

40 1080
2160
2860

24-0
23-3
24-3

-12-3 +10-6
-14-7 -14-0
-16-6 -28-0

!

23-0
21-8
20-6

-6
-6-6
-6-3

+ 4-4
-6-6
-11-4

y = + 3".

loea
2150
2860

18-6
27-8
37-0

-9-6
- 9-5
-9-4

27-0
-26-1
-26-0

12-0
24-8
30-9

-2-0
-4-2
-6-6

-6-2
-11-8
-16-6

20 1080
2150
2860

20-2
82-4
41-7

-8-8
-4-6
-6-8

-30
-18-1
-20-2

20-0
30-6
38-8

-1-1
-2-6
-86

-8-0
-10-1
-14-4

40 1060
2160
2860

860
40-7
48-1

-2-6
-3-4
-8-9

+ 10-8
-8-6
-10-8

86-4
40-6
47-2

-1-6
-2-4
-3-2

+ 6-7
'

-2-3
-9-0

V = + 6". '

1080
2160
2860

19-2
37-8
49*4

-16-9
-16-8
-16-1

-18-0
-16-9
-17-8

17-0
84-7
46-4

^6-8
--10-2
-13-0

-5-9
-11-0
-14-7

20 1080
2160
2860

21-9
28-2
49-2

-2-7
-7-9
-9-9

-.8-4
-12-4
-.14-9

21-7
86-9
46-7

^10
«6-l
-8-2

-1-8
-8-2
-12-6

40 1080
2160
2860

84-5
48-7
68-8

+ 0-8
— 2-6
-4-6

+ 8-8
^8-8
— 8-6

841
48-6
62-8

+ 0-6
^1-9
^4-2

+ 5-0
-2-6
-.8-0



THE PLOW OF Aiit THROUGH A PROPRLLhi

-.V 1 a!L /•«. a /i..

r« + 7".

lOHO

8160
8880

+ 8 8
10*8
18*8

-181
-181
-188

-11*8
-188
-14*8

-81
-9-8
-18*8

-9*1
-8*8
-8-4

• 1*8
-8*0
-8-4

80 1080
8180
8880

81*8
84*8
44*8

-8*8
-14-8
-80*4

-8*0
-8*8
-110

91*8
88*4
U*8

-10
-8*8
-18-4

-0*7
-8*8
-8*8

40 1080
8180

88*8
48*8
80-7

+ 1*8
-8*8
-8*9

0*0
-1*8
-8*8

88*8
48-8
80*0

+ 1-8
-1*7
-8*0

0*0
-1*8
-48

f«-8-.

" 1080
8180
8080

11*0
84*8
81*8

+ 7*8

+ 7-6

+ 7*8

+ 88
+ 810
+ 880

98
80*8
88*7

+ 1-4

+ 8-7

+ 8*8

+ 4-8
+ 18*8

+ 18*7

80 1060
8180
9880

18*8
88*6
88*6

+ 8*8

+ 4*8

+ 6*6

+ 80
+ 880
+ 88*0

18*6
84*6
800

+ 8*1

+ 1-8

+ «••

+ 1*0

+ 9-9

+ 14-7

40 1060
8180
8880

88*1
86*1
48*1

+ 6*8

+ 8*6

+ 6*1

-11*6
+ 5*6

+ 14-8

861
87*8
40*6

+ 8*8

+ 4*8

+ 8*8
1

-7*8
+ 88
+ 108

f.-r-.

1060
8160
8660

19*0
87*4
49*6

+ 81-0

+ 80*8

+ 80*8

+ 14*6

+ 16*0

+ 14*8

17-0
84*8
480

+ 6*8
+ 18*8

+ 18*8

+ 4-8
+ 9*7

+ 18*7

80 1060
8160

,

8680 '

81*6
88*6
47*8

+ 1*6

+ 9*8

+ 18-7

+ 8
+ 10*8

+ 18*4

81*4
884
48*8

1
+0*8
+ 81
+ 10*8

+w
+ 8-8
+ 10-8

40 1060
8160
8660

88*0
48*6
88*8

-8*8
+ 81
+ 6*8

-8*8
+ 3*4

+ 7-8

86*9
48*8
81-8

-1*4
+ 1-8

+ 4-7

-l«8
+ 9-8
+ 8*7



206 sruFw rnopRLLEHS for ammaft

TAliLE XLyU.—contintuuL

« = -f 1".

V
It /9fr.

n
r.p.m.

U

1

.

'»
ft /MC «.r-..

'

•t
ft. IMX.

y = -8".

(i 1080
9160
9800

6-0
8*8

-907
-297

- -5-8
-6-7

+1-7
+ 6-1

—

90 1080
91iX)

9860

900
17-8
19*0

+ 1-7

+ 8-6

+ 9-2

-0-2
+ 1-0

+ 60

20-0
17-3
11-8

+ 0-6

+ 1-1

+ 1-9

+ 0-1

+ 0-8

+ 1-2

40 1080
2150
9860

40-0
89-7
88*2

-2-2
+ 2-0

+ 6-6

+ 3-0
-0-5
-0-8

89-8
89-7
88*0

-1-6
+ 1-4

+ 8-7

+ 2-1
-0-4
-0-6

TABLE XLVIII.

a? =+8".

V
r.pjB.

U
It /wc ^ fit

degree*. ft. /Bee. It /MC.

*'4

ft. /wc

y = o.

1060
2160
2860

10-2
16-9
24-2

-60
-11-6
-11-7

+ 3-5

+ 10-0

+ 7-4

10-1
15-8
23-4

-0-9
-2-6
-4-8

+ 0-6

+ 2-7

+ 8-1

90 1080
91fi0

2860

9-2
12*0
180

+ 10-0

+ 80
-2-0

-9
. - 18-0

-8-6

8-9
11-7
17-8

+ 1-6

+ 0-6
-0-6

-1'4
- 2-7
- 2-7

40 1080
2160
2860

19-8
19-6
20-3

+ 4-7

+ 7-8

+ 4-7

+ 6-0
-11-0
-12-6

19-6
19-1
19-7

1

+ 1-6

+ 2-4

+ 1-6

+ 1-7
-8-7
-4-4

y = + 3".

1080
9160
9860

16*3
81-9
42-8

-80
-7-9
-7-9

-.98-0
-98-6

1
-22-6

18-9
28-9
88-6

1

-20
-40
-5-8

-60
-12-7
-16-2

90 1060
2150
9860

20-6
841
441

-2-8
-6-8
-60

1

-4-0
1
-17-6
-900

90-6

82 8
41-1

-1-0
-8-8
-4-8

-1-4
-10-8
-15-1

40 1080
2150

1

9860

860
40 2
48-4

-1-7
-2-9
-8-7

+ 19-6
-4-9

1

-11-9

851
89-9
47*1

-1-0
-2-0
— 8-1

+ 7-8
-2-9
-100

1
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TABLE XLVm.'-cimHmmtJ.

« ^ f 8".

r u
ft aw.

•i
n Mr.

f « + 8".

1080
8180
9880

90*9
40*0
88*9

» .... -18*8
-18*9
-17-8

18-9
88-8
40*8

-9-8
-6*1
-7«7

-6-8
-11-9
-16-9

90 1060
9160
9880

99-1
401
680

-9*0
-6-7
-6*8

-8-4
-181
-160

99-0
9T-8
60-9

-0.8
-8-9
-80

-1-8
-91
-U-7

40 1060
9180
9860

87-8
48*8
68-0

+ 0-8
-1-9
-8-8

+ 8-9
-8-8
-9-9

87*6
48-7
64*8

+ 0-4
-1-4
-88

+ 8-4
-9-8
-8-8

f-+7'

1060
9160
9800

9*6
9-7
8-8

—
-8*6
-11*6

9*8
9.8
8*6

- -0*8
-0-5

JO 1060
9160
9080

91*9
88-8
188

-1-8
-8-9
+ 8-1

-9*0
-11-6
-14*8

91-9
89*6
17*9

-0-7
-6-1
+ 1-9

-0-rt
-6 7
-4-6

40 1060
9160
9860

890
480
61-6

+ 10
-1-8
-4-9

00
-9*1
-6*4

80*0
49*9
61*0

+ 0*7
-1*9
-8-7

00
-1*8
-4*8

f -9^.

1060
9180
9680

18*8
97*8
88-6

+ 8*9
+ 6*8

+ 6*6

-98*0
+ 97*6

+ 970

19*4
94*0
89*4

+ 1-8

+ 9*8

+ 8*7

-8*8
+ 19*7

+ 18*6

90 1060
9160
9880

14
98*0
86-6

+ 6-7

+ 80
+ 8*9

+ 8-6

+ 88*0

+ 96*0

18*9
96*6
81*9

+ 1-4

+ 8*8

+ 8*9

+ 0*9

+ 11-0

+ 18*0

40 1060
9160
9880

880
800
48-4

+ 8*9

+ 6-6

+ 7*9

-11*6
+ 8*9

+ 16*1

86*6
86*6
41fi

+ 90
+ 4-4

+ .V2

-79
+ 4-8

+ U-8
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lAiiLK XLMU.—cotUinusd.

a; = + 8".

V
tLfme.

n
r.p.«.

U
n./M ft /MC. ft./M ft /MC

y = -6".

1080
2160
2860

14-9
84*2
466

+ 6-2

+ 7-6

+ 7-7

+ 41-0

+ 86-0

+ 270

11-2
27-8
40-2

+ 1-2

+ 8-6

+ 6-4

+ 9-8
+ 20-0

+ 20-6

20 1060
2160
2860

21-6
88*8
60-8

+ 10
+ 6-7

+ 6-8

+ 80
+ 9-8

+ 11-1

21-6
87-4
49-6

+ 0-4

+ 3-8

+ 6-9

+ 1-1

+ 6-6

+ 9-8

40 1080
2160
2860

861
42-9
640

-1-6
+ 1-4

+ 8-4

-4-1
+ 8-6

+ 7-1

34-9
42-7
68*6

-10
+ 10
+ 8-2

-2-6
+ 2-6

+ 6-7

y = -8".

20 1080
2160
2860

201
188
16-8

+ 0-8

+ 6-0

+ 8-0

00
+ 0«6

+ 1-0

20-1
18-1
16-8

+ 0-8

+ 1-9

+ 2-8

00
+ 0-2

+ 0-8

40 1060
2160
2860

40-2
40-8

400

-11
+ 1 1

+ 2-8

+ 2-1

+ 0-4

+ 0-6

40-1
40-3
39-9

-0-8
+ 0-8

+ 2-0

+ 1-6

+ 0-8

+ 0-8

TABLE XLIX.

a; = + 8".

V
ft. /M

II

r.p.ii

D
ft/« ft /Me. ft /MO. ft. /I

V'= 0.

1080
2160
2860

11 6
21-6
27-0

+ 1-6
-1*0
-7-6

+ 40
-28-6
-18-6

11-6
18-9

25 4

+ 0-8
-0*3
-3-3

+ 0*8
-10 2
-8.6

20 1080
2160
2860

160
22-4
28-6

+ 8-6

+ 1
-8-8

-60
-160
-190

14-8
21*6
26-9

+ 0*9
+ 0*4
-1-6

-1*6
-6*2
-8-7

40 1080
2160
2860

260
81*4
86-0

-0-7
+ 8-2

+ 2-0

-10
-61
-9-2

26-0
81-0
84*6

-0-3
+ 1*7

+ 1-2

-0-6
-8-8
-6-6
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i AHLh AUX

—

ttmimmtd,

X B + 8".

V
tLtm,

y-+8'

1080
9180
9880

18*9
8T-7
80*0

-1«8
-1*8
-1*7

-91*0
-99*0
-99*0

no
84*8
40*8

-0'4
-0*9
-1-4

-e-8
-14*9
-18*7

*io 1080
9180
9880

90*0
87-6
49-8

-1-7
-9«9
-9-9

-8-0
-16 4
-18*7

90*9
86*9
47*9

-0*8
-1'4
-1*8

-I'l
-10*6
-16-9

40 1080
9180
9980

88-0
41*4
61*8

+ 0*8
-1-7
- 1-9

+ 160
-8*1
-9-9

81*8
41*8

S1«0

+ 0-8
-1-9

• -I'f

+ 8-6
-9*9
-8«9

y» fO".

1080
9160
9880

8*8
96*0
86*8

+ 1-7

+ 9*4

+ 0*9

-98-0
-86*0
-98*0 88*4

+ 0*9

+ 0-8

+ 0*6

-4*0
-14*8
-14*4

1080
9160
9860

99*8
80*1
49*4

-10
-90
-21

-9*7
-10-8
-180

99*8
88*4
48*1

-0-4
-1*8
-1*8

-1*0
-70

40 1080
9160
9880

86*6
44*1
660

-0-4
-1*9
-1*7

+ 8*8
-9*4
-8'8

86*6
44*0
66*4

'-0*8
-0*9
-1-8

+ 91
-1-8
-6-9

y« •fO".

1060
9160
9880

:il-3 -0-9
-8*0
-8*4

-.0*6
-0«8

0*0

91*8
90*1
19*6

-0*3
-1*0
-1*9

-0-9
-01
00

10 1060
9160
9860

41-5
40-9
40*9

-01
-0-8

I-'-

+ 0*6

+ 0*7

+ 0-8

a»6
40-9
40*9

-0*1
-0*6
-o-o

+ 0*4

+ 0-6
+ 0-4
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TABLE XLIX corUiMtsd.

X - 4- 8".

V
fk/M. r.p.m. a. /I

y=-2'

ft. /a

1080
9160
2860

16-0
80-1
48-6

1 4-2-0
4-2-1
4-2-1

4-28-0
4-8-6

4-26-2

14-7
29-6
40-8

4-0-5
4-1-1
4-1-6

4-6-8
4-4-4
4-14-2

90 1060
9160
9860

90-0
97-6
86-6

4-4-8
4-1-1
4-1-8

4-4-0
4-22-0
4-24-0

19-8
26-6
88-4

4-1-7
4-0-6
4-8-0

4-1-4
4-10-8
4-14-8

40 1060
9160
9860

860
89-6
89-2

00
4-6-2
4-8t9

-110
4-6-2
4-16-4

86-4
89-0
37-8

4-8-6
4-2-6

-6-9
4-4-8

4-11-1

90

40

y=--4".

1080
2150
9860

210
41-0
64-6

4-1-7
4-1-6
4-1-2

4-16-0
4-18-4
4-19-2

20-2
88-9
61-8

4-0-6
4-1-0
4-1-0

4-6-4
4-13-0
4-18-0

1060
2150
2860

21-9
89-0
63-2

4-0-8
4-1-3
4-1-4

4-4-6
4-6-0

'4- 17-0

21-8
38-7
50-9

4-0-3
4-0-9
4-1-2

4-1-7
4-4-2
4-16-6

1080
2150
2860

331
44-7
56-4

-1-4
4-0-9
4-1-4

-18-0
4-18-6
4-11-8

320
43-2
56-8

-0-8
4-0-7
4-1-4

-7-6
4-10-6
4-11-1

y = -1".

1080
9100
9860

60
6-5

_
-9-0
-11-0

4-88-0
4-680

4.9
3-4

-0-8
-0-7

4-3-8
4-6-5

90 1060
9160
9860

21-9
26-9
90-8

00
4-8-0
-7-2

4-9-1
4-16-8
4-10-5

21-9
26-0
20-3

0-0
4-1-4
-2-6

4-0-8
4-7-1
4-8-7

40 1080
2160
9860

88-2
42-6
61-1

-0-9
4-0-2
4-19

4-1-0
4-2-8
4-6-6

38-2
42-6
60-6

-0-6
4-01
4-1-0

4-0-7
4-2-1
4-6-8
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TABLE \UX,-^amHmma.

V
A. /MB. ft./iML tLJtm,

f- -r.
1

.HI 1080
8180
8800

80-7
19-4

190

-01
+ 1-8

+ 1-6

+ 1-0

+ 0-6

+ 0-6

80-7
19*4
19*0

0-0

+ 0-4

+ 0-6

+ 0-4

+ 0*8

+ 0-8

*"
1

1080
9180
8860

40*8
40-4
80*4

-0-7
00

+ 0-4

+ 8-1

+ 1-4

1

^-^

40*8
40-4
89-4

«0-6
0H>

+ 0-6

•f 1-6

+ 1-0

+ 0-9

TABLE L.

• 8+64".

A. /we.
,

•
t,p,Wk.

U
ft /ML

1

H^ 0B
ft. /too. 1.:^ ft?..

If* a

1060
9100

1
9800

uo
891
891

-80
-8-5
-8-8

1

+ 8-0

+ 8-8

+ 1-9
,

10-9
88*0
89*0

-06
-1-8
-1-8

+M+M
+ 1-0

80 1060
9180
9880

19-6
860
84*8

-0-8
-8-8
-4-0

-8-9
-8-8 1

-7-8

19-8
88*9
84*8

-0-8
-10
-8-4

-1*8
-1-0
-4-8

40 1060
9180

1

""

89-9
40-8
48*4

-80
-0-6
-1..

+ 80 j

-9-8
!

-71
,

1

89*8
88*6
488

-10
-0-4
-1-4

+ 4-8
-6-4
-8-8

If
= + 8".

1060
8100
9880

19-0
96-1
84-1

-1-6 -180
-18-6
-18«8

11-7
94*6
88-8

-0-4
-0-6
-0-9

-8-7
-8 ft

-7-8

JO 1060
9180
9860

91-8
87*6
44-7

-1-6
-4 8
-18-7
-8-8

811
86*4
44*6

-0-4
-10
-8-1

-1-ft
-6-9
-1-9

40 1060
9160

81-8
48-6
88*6

:-?
+ 7-4
-4-6
-11-5

807
48*8
88*8

-10
-0-7
-1-8

+ 4-0
-8-4
-10-7
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TABLE h.-continu€d.

(Bs + 64".

V
It ^*c.

n U
tL/HC, degree*.

^1 Vxr,
It. lute. ft. /MO.

,

rt./tec

y = + 6".

1080
SlflO

2800

U-5
92-8
29-4

+ 0-8
4-2'6

-f 1-6

-80
-6-6
-5-7

11-4
220
29*0

+ 0-2

+ 1-0

+ 0-7
1

-1-6
-2-6
-2-9

90 1060
2160
2860

21-0
36-0
38-3

-0-6
+ 0-2

+ 0-2

-8-0
-7-2
-10-0

21*0
84-7
87-7

-o-»
1 +01
1

+0-1

-1-1
-4*4
-6-7

40 1080
2160

,

2860

1

86-6
42-4
61-2

-2-0
-0-6
-01

+ 1-1
-2-6
-60

86-6
42-8
61-0

-1 8
-0-4
-01

+ 0-7 :

-1-9
1

-4-6

»=+9".

1060
2150
28G0

7-0
16-2

19 6

00
+ 8-6

+ 3-0

^8-0
- 13-6
-17-2

6-9
14-8
18-6

0-0

+ 0-9

+ 1-0

-1-0
-8-6
-6-8

20 1080
2150
2860

19-9
21-6
24*6

-0-7
+ 1-5

+ 0-2

+ 8-0
-2
-12-3

19 6
21-6
24-0

-0-2
+ 0-6
+ 01

+ 2-8
-0-8
-3-8

40 1080
2160
2860

38-4
38-9
86-8

-09
-0-4
+ 0-8

+ 0-8

+ 0-2

+ 0-5

38-4
88-9
85-8

-0-6
-0-8
+ 0-2

+ 0-6

+ 0-1

+ 0-3

y = -2".

1
1080
2160
2860

11-6
23-8
32-3

-2 6
-2-3
-1-4

+ 8-6

+ 9-0

+ 13-7

U.8
28-4
31-4

-0-5
-0-9
-0-7

+ 1-7

+ 3-7

+ 7-7

20 1080
2160
2860

18-0
26-8
36-6

-0-6
-1-6
-1-4

00
+ 6-6

+ 12-4

18-0
26-6
84-6

-0-2
-0-7
-0-8

0-0

+ 2-6

+ 7-6

40 1060
2160
2860

28-7
36-8
44*2

-2-4
+ 0-3
-0-6

-60
+ 0-8

+ 7-4

28-4
86-8
48-7

-1-2
+ 0-2
-0-4

-3-0
+ 0-6

+ 6-7
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• +64".

V
n imc

u *•

r-. iti.

f« -4".

1060
8180
9880

18-9

94 4
88*1

-90
+ 60
+ 110
+ U-0

19-1

tB-8
89-8

u a
01*

-0«8

+ 1-8

+ 4-7

+ 6-8

•JO 1060
9180
96flO

18*6
88-9
48-7

+ 0-1
-1-7
-0-4

+ 9-9

+ 18-0

+ 17-0

18-8
81-7
41-6

00
-0-9
-0-8

+ 0-7

+ 8-6

+ 19-8

1080
8180
9860

99*9
881
61*6

-18
+ 0-6

+ 08

-11-9
+ 8-4

+ 101

991
86-0
ao*8

-09
+ 0*8
+ 0*8

-6-9
+ 9-6
+ 9-0

ya -6".

1060
9180
9860

90
17-

1

99-4

-8'0
-4-6
-8-8

+ 80
+ 110
+ 18*8

6-6
16-4
91-4

-0-8
-l«9
-1-8 + 8-4

90 1060
9180
9860

90-9
81-9
88*0

-09
-8-8
-98

+ 1-0

+ 8-6

+ 94

90*9
80-6
89*9

-01
-1-6
-18

+ 0-4

+ 46
+ 84

40 1060
9180
9860

860
40*8
49*4

+ 0-9
-0-4
-0-9

-0-7
+ 1-4

+ 4-8

860
40-8

491

+ 0«1
-0*8

-0'8
+ 1-0

+ ••1

TABLE LL

• •19r'.

IL/aM. ft./Mt. ».'!U ILftm,

b fm(k

f
1060
9180
9660

8.0
18-6
98-0

1 ..
186
98*0

•

90 1060
9180
9660

90*6
99*6
84

-0-8 -8-4
-4-8
-9-6

90*8
99-7
88-9

-0-9 -1-9
-9*4
-1-8

40 1060
9180

81-8
40-8
46-4 +

1
666

+ 4*0
-4-0
-6-9

81*0
40-8
46-

1

-1-8
0-0

+ 0-6

+ 9-9
-8-6
-80
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TABLE LL—conantMd.
X = 128".

A./M. r.p.B.
U

ft/ne.
V +%
II. /MO. ft. /MO. ft./MC.

f« f4".

1060
2160
S860

8-6
17-0
28-7

-0-6
4-1-2
4-1-7

-2-0
-0-7
-1-4

8-6
16-9
28-7

0-0

+ 0-8

+ 0-7

-0-1
-0-2
-0-6

20 1060
2150
2860

21-6
810
860

-0-8
4-0-8
4-0-6

-2-9
-6-2
-4-6

21-5
80-8
84-8

-0-1
+ 0-2

+ 0-2

-1-0
-3-8
-2-8

40 1060
81A)
S860

86*0
48*4
61*8

-1-8
-0-8
-0-2

+ 2-8
-8-8
-61

86-9
48-8
61-6

-1-1
-0-2
-0-2

+ 1-4
-2 6
-6-6

y- + 8".

1060
S160
9860

4-8
160
19-7

0-0

+ 1-6

+ 2-0

-20
-4-0
-8-3

4-8
16-0
19-7

00
+ 0-4

+ 0-7

-0-2
-1-0
-1-1

20 1080
2150
2860

19-9
25*1
28-7

-0 5
0-0

-0-8

+ 0-1
-4-6
-6-2

19-9
26-0
28-6

-0-2
00

-0-1

0-0
-2
-2-6

40 1060
2150

1

""

86-6
89-8
44-8

-0 7
0-0

+ 0-8

+ 1-8
-0-4
-2-2

86-6
89-8
44-8

-0-4
00

+ 0-2

+ 0-8
-0-8
-1-7

V = + 10".

1060
9160
9660

8*9
19-6
18-1

00
+ 1-6

+ 90

0-0
-8-4
-6-6

8-2
19-6
181

0-0
+ 0-4

+ 0-6

0-0
-0-7
-1-7

90 1060
9160
9660

19-7
98-6
26-8

-0-8
+ 0-4
-01

-0-8
-8-1
-4-7

19-7
98-6
96-8

-0-1
+ 0-9

0-0

-0-1
-1-8
-2-4

40 1060
2150
2860

89-6
89-5
40-9

-0-6
' -0-2
1 +01
!

+ 0-6
0-0

1

-''

39-6
89-5
40*2

-0-4
-0-2
+ 01

+ 0-4
0-0

-01
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TABLE

• 188"

f» + U*

() 1U6U
91A0
9B80

io*y
lft»

+ <h8
+ 1-8

+ 1-5

-80
-6«0
-T'O

••8
10*9
18-8

0-0
+ 0-8

+ 0-4
-11
-1-9

90 1060
9180
9880

90-0
99*0
98-6

+ 0-8
+ 0*9
-01

+ 0-8
-1-8
-8-8

90O
99*0
8i«$

+ 0-9

+ 01
0-0

+ 0M
-0-4
-1-4

40 1060
9180
8880

80-9
80-8
80-9

-08
-01
+ 0*1

-4-4
-8-9
.-4*9

89-8
89-T
89-8

-0'8
-0-1
+ 01

-8-1
-9-7
-9-9

y=-8".

1080
9100
9660

' 4-9
14-4
90*1

!
-1..

-80

-9«0
+ 8-0

+ 91

4-2
14*4
90*0

1

1 -0*4
-1*0

-0 1

+ 0-8

+ 0*T

90 1080
9180
9660

90-9
96*8
80-6

-0-8
-0-9
-0'5

+ 10
+ 8-5

+ 4-0

90*9
98*8
80*4

-0-9
-0-1
-0-8

+ 0-4

+ 1-6

+ 91

40 1060
9180
9680

86*9
10-6
46*0

-0-8
+ 01
-0-1

-1-8
+ 16
+ 8-8

88*9
40*8
46*0

-0-9 -0*9
+ 1-1

+ 9-9
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TABLE IA,-^tUinuc<L

« « + 128".

V
ft./MC

n ^l ^t V + *. •r
r.p.». ft/MC (tegTM. dagrtet. It/tec a./.ec. ft. /MO.

y=--10".

1080
2150
2860

0-8
12-6

191
-2-5
-80

+ 8-0

+ 8-0
12-5
19-1

1

90 loeo
2160
2860

90*0
25-2
27-7

00
-0-6

0-0

-I-0-8
+ 8-6

+ 4-6

20-0
25-2
27-7

40 1080
2150
2860

39-3
39-7
41-8

+ 0-1
-0-1
-0-8

0-0

+ 0-6

+ 2-8

89-3
39-7
41-8

y = - 11".

1060
2150
2860

0-8
11-7
17-6

-0-6
-8-0
-4-0

•

+ 4-4

+ 8-6

0-3
11-7
17-6

-0-6
-1-2

+ 0-9

+ 1-1

90 1060
2160
2860

20-2
23-8
26-8

-0-4
-0-4
-0-7

+ 0-2

+ 30
+ 4-8

20-2
23-8
25 7

-0-2
-0-2
-0-3

+ 0-1

+ 1-2

+ 2-2

40 1080
2160
2860

39-6
39-7
40 6

-01
-0-2
-0-5

0-0

+ 0-4

+ 1-4

39-5
39-7
40-6

-0-1
-0-1
-0-4

00
+ 0-3

+ 1-0
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CHAPTEU X

THE STRENGTH OF A PROPSLUB

TiiR oonmdemiion of the el aiap in ft propeller when in aelion

will 1m> U^tor followed if ft preliminftry iaeft of the oonntroeiion ie 0if«n.

M. MftttriftL The mfttoriftl need ui pnusticftUy tdl propeUen for ftir-

orftft is wood. The mmlitiee required in Ihe wood ftre—

(1) Strength oombiDed with lightnees.

(2) Ability to withHtand wiirping and splitting with chiuiging limo-

spheric conditions.

(8) Strftight grain.

The eecond condition is only poetible in a relftthre degree with wood,

Aiid the desirability of obtaining it in an ftbeolate degree baa gifen rite

to the demand for a propeller constructed in metal. WbOat aneh a
conatmetion is by no means impossible from a teohnkal point of riew,

the matter is at the moment only in its experimental stages* ftnd it is

not therefore proposed to deal with it in this work.

The timber aaopted in this country up to 191 1 was American blaek

walnut, and it is doubtful whether the choice can be improved apoo.

The pressure of war conditions brought many other speeiaft ci tunbor
into use, chief among these being Honduras mahogany. Other aller>

natives are shown in Table LXII.
88. CtonstmctUm.—The propeller is built of a number of snperimpoeed

lamiufe of about 20 mm. thickness. Theee lamin» for a fbur-bladed

propeller are shown in Plate 3. The laminn are glued togelher, giving

the rough block from which the propeller will be cut PIftta 8 ftbo

shows the rough block and Fig. 146 is a cross section of a bloek, the dolled

I
^ r^^—

'

I

»' j^-l

Pio. 14&

Une showing the shape of the cross seolion of the blade lo be enl from
it Plate 4 shows the propeller roughly finished, and PhU« 6 shows
the completed propeller.

87. Stfttement ol the Problem.—The otrewoB eel op in a propeller

may be divided into three main
d) Those due to aerodynamic

S17
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(2) Those due to the centrifugal force of the blades.

(8) Those due to inertia and gyroscopic forces.

The complexity of the stresses thus set up will l)e appreciated if it is

considered that, in relation to the aerodynamic and centrifugal forces the

blade may l)e considered as a tie

subjected as a cantilever to bending

^ (Fig. 147), and a mathematically
correct solution should l)o arrived at

along those lines. The difficulty of

such a treatment, however, lies in

nature of the loading. The propeller blade as a cantilever carries a loa<l

distributed along it approximately as in Fig. 148, and the variation of

this load with the distance from the support cannot be expressed in a

simple form.

Further, this loading at any particular point is approximately at

right angles to the face of the blade, and the angle of the latter to the

FiO. 147.

Pig. 149.

plane of rotation varies with the distance from the point of support.

Thus the direction of the loading varies from pomt to point and its line

of action does not pass through the centre of area of the section at the

point of application.

Similar difficulties arise in considering the blade as a tie. In the

usual case of a tie also subjected to bending, the end load has a definite

fixed value. In the case of a propeller blade the pull varies from the

fixing to the tip approximately as in Fig. 149.

The complexity of the treatment of the blade from this point of view
is further increased by the unsymmetrical nature of its cross section ofL

'""Trrnrm If—

Fio. 180.—Typical Loading of a Propeller Blade.

the blade and the varying moment of inertia from end to end. Further,

the line joining the centres of area of the cross sections of the blade is

not, except in particular cases, a straight line. Fig. 150 gives a rough
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idea of (he general nalura of the loading. No
mmlo ht>ro to inveaiigate the utreaaea akmg Iheae Unea.

88. Method ol SMimaal.—The itriMBi doe to the bending ael ap on
thfl blade as a cantilever bj the aarodjnamie foreea and thoae eel op by
the oentrifogal foroe will be oonaidered independently, and then alga-

braioally aninied to give the raealtant itreai. That the method ia only
approximate ib admitted, bat the comparatively rare oeeorrenee of

breakagsH of propellen designed in this manner, either in dight or on
the spinning teet towera, jorafiea the method.

Iiie following inveeiig»tioo awomea that the aircraft on which the

propeller is moonted is in steady flight along a straight path, and gyro-

Koopic foroen are therefore abaent
FigH. ir>l and 152 hIiow sketches of a propeller in pUn and elevation

renpectively.

It is propoeed to consider the forces on an element oa at a radios r,

KlG. 101.

and the effect ot these turces in setting np stresses on a section a'a at a
radius r less than r. Figs. 154 and 153 show section a'a' and element aa
as seen looking in the direction of the arrow A in Fig. 151. Fig. 155 shows
the two sections superimposed as seen from the same direction.

In section a'a (Fig. 154) the point O repreeenta the centre of area
and the lines OX and OY the major and minor principal axea, theae

Fio. ifis.

being the axes about which the moments of inertia of the aeelion are a
minimum and maximum respectively. OZ is the axis at right angkM to

the plane containing OX and OY. ^he angle made by the axis OX with
the plane of rotation is f\.

If Q (Fig. 156) is the angle between the axis OX and the chord

fA-f^ + e (1)

where ^'^ » the blade angle of the section a'a .

80. The VoNsa aetfang oo the amMl (tt.—The foreea aeting on the

element aa (Fig. 15.S) are—
(1> The ro*jnltnnt nir roartu^n .ITK .
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(2) The centrifugal pall r/GF due to the rotation of the element.

The resultant air reaction r/R,, corresponding to an angle of inci-

dence a, acts through the centre of pressure of the aerofoil element at aa

ID

Fkj. 168.—Section aa.

and at an angle (90 — 7)" to the resultant relative air velocity AC which

makes an angle <^i, with the plane of rotation.

90. The Effect of these Forces on Section aa,—The effect on section

a'n of the force WRp acting at aa may be resolved into

—

(a) A shear force across the section.

The stress due to this force is small and will be neglected. It is,

however, important to note that this stress will be balanced by a shear

Pio. 164.—Section aV

stress at right angles, which will result in the glued joints between the

laminations being subjected to shear. Should the propeller be subject
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to ii {M rio.lK variadoo of tliniai, ihk toee a»j Mi up iliglii alidiag oo

anil the failure of the joints.

(/') A building moment AOting miout an a\iii m right

direction of </K,^ Thin moment may be reeolved into two

(1) </Mx about the axis OX.

(2) ilUy abont the axis OY.

If the air reaction r/R, on element aa does not pass tfaitragb the

axis OZ, a twisting moment, dUj^, will be set op about OZ. Thb twist-

ing moment may be altered in magnitude and in osriain eooditioos be
made to disapoear by suitably designing the blade, and inll for the
moment be neglected.

Now consider the centrifugal pull of the element aa, which aels along
A line KK' (Figs. 151 and 152), passing throufjh the axis of rotation and the
centre of gravity a^ of section aa and lying m a plane at right angles to

Pio. lu.

aValthe axis of rotation. This line cuts the plane oontainfng

the pobt £ (Figs. 151, 152, and 155).

The effect of this force on aa may be resolved into (a) a direel lam
(fCF, and (b) if the line of action KK' of the centrifu^ force does nol

pass through 0, the centre of area of aa\ then, in addition to the direel

tension, a bending moment will !« set up about an axis at right angles

to the plane containing the line KK' and the centre of area 0.
This bending moment can be resolved into two eoaspooenlB—
(1) (/M' about the axis OX.

(2) JM'y alK)ut the axis OT.

Also if the line of action KK' of the centrifugal force does not eat the
plane a'a at right angles there will be a component <!Tl TFig. 165) of tiie
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centrifugal force in the plane XOY. This comiK)nent will set up a twist-

ing moment, ^/M'^, except in the ^mrticular case when the line of action

KK' passes through point 0, that is to say, when points and E are

coincident. In a propeller of good design this twisting moment is very

small, and may even oe made to disappear, as in the above-quoted par-

ticular case. It will therefore be neglected.

To recapitulate ; the forces on an element aa will set up, on a section

aa nearer the root

—

(1) A direct tension dCF due to the centrifugal force.

(2) A bending moment about the axis OX.
(a) </Mx due to the air reaction r/Rj,.

(b) ffWy^ due to the centrifugal force dCF.

(3) Bending moments about the axis OY.
(a) f/My due to the air reaction r/Ry.

{b) flM'y due to the centrifugal force dCF,

The resultant effect on section a'a of the forces on the whole blade

will be the algebraic sum of these forces and the bending moments due to

the forces on each section of the blade between a a and the tip. The
resultant effect will be

(1) A moment (M^ + M'x) about OX.
(2) A moment (My + M'y) about OY.
(3) A direct tension CF.

If M = the resultant bending moment on section a'a, then

M =\/(Mx + M'x)^ + (MT+MV)' 02)

If X = the angle which the axis of this moment M makes with the

principal axis OX
. My + M'y /o^

'^"^ = Mx+M'x ^^^

^ = ^° M^^TMSc
^^^

9L The Neutral Axis of the Section for the Moment M.—Owing to

the unsymmetrical nature of the cross section the axis of the moment M
does not constitute a neutral axis, and we must therefore find the neutral

axis for this moment. For this pur[)ose let us consider the stress at any
point P (Fig. 154), the co-ordinates of which are .r and y in relation to

the principal axes OX and OY.
The stress at P due to the bending moment (M^ -f- M'^) about 0^

will be

(Ml -h Wx)!/

Ix

and that due to the bending moment (My + M'y) about OY will be

(My + ^i)x
It

where I^ and ly are the moments of inertia about the principal axes OX
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iiiul OV rospeoti\ Iha baodioff nooMiU in a olookwin
<lin)ction are ooiih lien viewad nmii Ilia poailifv direolioiu
uf X atui i/. Hen irmn at P doe to Ibe bandiiig
M will Imj

*'
Ix K (5)

Thu sireas at any point on the nuutra! axu will be loro, ao that tl tb«
)K)int (i 1//1) lies on the neutral axis

(M, -I- U\)ifi (Mt -f M'tVi ^
f — -m *— U

or

Combining equations (8) and (6) we obtain aa the equation o( the
neutral axiii,

y = ^/ tan A (8)
It

if tfi s the angle between the neutral axia and the principal axui 0X«
then

tan9i»^ . (II)

Aud from equatiou ^8)

^ - J* tan A aO)

Tberufore

©I- tan-»I* tanA ... M'

Theu the bending moment about the neutral axia will be

M ooa (A - 0i) (18)

And if I = the moment of inertia about the neutral axia, then we have

I » Ix 008* 0, + It 8in< Oi (18)

92. The MaTimnm Tenifla and Ooimitaaalfa fltfaaaaa,—Tlie maiimnm
streaaea will occur at the [toini farthest removed from the neutral axia.

The distancea, aa ahown in Fig. 154, are if^ aud jfp ff^ being maaaurad

above and y^ below the neutral axia.

Theu the maximum eompreaaive atreaa doe to the bending momant
will be

-, ^ My,eoa(X-8|)
y c" 1 l-i;

and the ma.ximum tensile steess will be

^^ M|f,cos(A-g|>
15)
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The direct tensile stress across the section due to the centrifugal

foroe is

A = ^f (10)

where A = the cross sectional area of a'a.

The maximum stresses, therefore, subject to the approximation
stated in paragraphs 87 and 88, are

(1) Maximum compressive stress

. My/c cos (X ~ Oi) C.F. ^^_.

(2) Maximum tensile stress

. Uyt cos (X - di) , C.F.
(18)

93. Maximum Allowable Stress.—The maximum allowable stress wil

dei^end on the timber used. For the two most common varieties o
timber used in the construction of propellers, walnut and mahogany, th<

average of a number of tests of good selected samples are given ii

Table LII. In inferior samples of even Honduras mahogany the elastic

limit point may fall as low as 5000 lbs. per sq. in. It is therefore a good
working rule not to allow the maximum compressive stress to exceed
3000 lbs. per sq. in., or the maximum tensile stress to exceed fJOOO lbs.

per sq. in. Whilst these figures may be safely exceeded slightly with
a good walnut, yet the designer should bear in mind the convenience of

being able to make any particular propeller in either wood. In practice

he will find it easily possible always to keep below the stresses specified

above.

TABLE LII.

Mechanical Pbopbbtus of Woods. Bekdino Tests.

1 2 8 4 5

^' JiSSSt^lSx

Modaltu of
elMticitjr

(mUlknu of Ito.

Fibre airen at Fibre straM at
elMtlc Umli. braddog point

-i

Peroaotaceof
moiiiareon

European walnut . .\| »»
Black walnut. U.S.A. /, ^ 2-0 9,000 16,000

1

U-8

Honduras mahogony .V 04
Kicaraguan luabogaDy/

1

1 1

1

1-5 7.500 12.500

1

12-8

In Table LXIII. will be found information concerning various species

of wood.
94. To find the Principal Axes of a Section.—The principal axes of the

section may be found if the moments of iuertia are known about any
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other pair of axes mataallj at right anglet and pawing ihnragh im
centre of area at ri^t angles.

The axei aboot which it ii moil ooofenienl to efltimale Ibe moaiwli

of inertia are thoee parallel and at right aoglea to the ehoid of the
section and passing through its oentre ofarea. In Pig. 156 OX^ and OT^
are axes parallel and at right angles to the chord of the

Fic. lAC

Let I'x <^^ I't ^ ^® moments of inertia aboat OX^ and OY^
respectively.

Ix » the moment of inertia about any other line passing throogh the
oentre of area and

S m the angle between snch a line and OXo* Then

Iz«rxOoe'e + rT8in*0-Bsina0 . . . (19)

where B is the "product of inertia" of the section aboat axes OX^
and OYo.'

The value of the angle 9, between the principal axis OX and the axis

OX^, is obtained by differentiating expression (19) for a maximum.
By so doing we derive

'

e 1= i tan-' ,
"^.1

(30)
It — Ix

96. The Pwition ol the Centre line.—We have assumed that section

a a' is taken at right angles to an arbitrary oentre line KL.
In an unsymmetrioal body such as a propeller blade, the plane ol the

cross section at radius r' should be that which gives a section having
the least moment of inertia when considering the stress dne to bending
moments.

Similarly for the purpose of calculating the direct tensile stress doe
to centrifugal force the section taken should be that having the

least area.

Also, when the effect of the twisting moments M, and M'^ are being

considered, the section considered shoold be that at right angles to the

general direction of the grain of the wood.

The variation in the position of the section for any of the above cases

will be very small, and the usual working compromise is to choose the

centre line KL as nearly as possible through the points of btsectioD of the

chords of the sections of the bUde and to take section a'm' at right

angles to it.

96. The Evaluation ol Mx and Mt-—If / is the distance belwoeo

> Roaih't •• Rigid Dynuniot," Pirt I. p^iiSnipli IS.
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aa and section a'a', then the bending moment at aV due to the air

force dBy on aa is

dU = dB,,^ X /

about an axis at right angles to the direction of rfRp.

The component of M about OX is

rfMx « WRp cos (90° - /3) (21)

where ji = angle between rfRp and the OX axis.

From geometrical considerations

/3 = 90''-^\ + ^i-h7 (22)

From (21) and (22)

dU^ = UIB^ cos (^\ - 4>i-y)

= WRp{cos i(t>\
-

<l>i) cos 7 + sin {<l>\
- ^i) sin y }

but rfRp = rfLsec7 (28)

where dL = lift component on the element an. Therefore

rfMx = ldL{coa {<t>\
- ^i) + sin (^\ - ^,) tan 7I . (24)

or approximately
dU^ = IdL cos (<f>'j, -<l>i) (25)

since sin (<l>\
- ^1) and tan 7 are both terms of a small order.

Similarly

dMj = dUlsin {<l>\ - ^1) - cos (i>\ - ^1) tan 7)[ (26)

ok cV^
but dL= .\. dr (27)

sm^ <t>i
^ ^

Therefore

M, = pY»rV-/)»?^<t4^V (28)

M, = pV^rV - /)^^ ^^'^ -^Z.^^^'±Z^^A'^Jir (29)
J rz^r em* 01 ^ '

These integrations are performed graphically by calculating —,

and X and plotting the respective values for various radii of the element
dr

aa against r. See Fig. 167. The area enclosed by the resulting curve

and the R base will represent the benfling moment to a certain scale.

97. To Evaluate the Centrifugal Force CJ*.

Mass of the element = -Air (30)
9
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where w m demiiy of the wood

A m eroie seeliooal tarn

Therefore dC.F. - "^A*^* dr , (81)
9 ^

and Uie total oentrifogal poll on a eeetion a'a' doe to the wood ie

J rmt

CJ.-r/jrl ^dr (M)

The integration ie again performed graphieaily, V- * being ^'^'^M
for varioue radii and plotted against the radiue. A oorve nmilar in

shape to that in Fig. 168 will reeolt

The area to the right eneloeed by the oonre, the base and the
ordinate at r\ will repreeent to scale the oentrifugal pull on a seettoii at

radias r\

The areas are measured for various values of r and a enrve as in

Fig. 168 18 plotted.

96. To Bvahiate the Centrifugal Force CJi. tat a Metal

fJropeDer. -I.ei

it' b density of the metal
P' B perimeter of the HlK^tliiiiL' on olomdnt an

t m thickness „
C.F." - centrifugal force due to sneauuug,

P . < . If

'

Then mass of metal • -^ dr .... (88)
y

dCS/'m'^.^^.dr. r".^
9 r

CJ."
rmf

Then the toial eentrifogal force C.F.' due to both wood and malal

- C.F.' - C.F. + C.F.' (86)

The additional oentrifugal force due to metal abeaihing is tjpMEtj
repreeented by the area between the doited enrve and the full line emrve
in Fig. 168.

96. to Ifaloile M'^ tod ITy*—The centrifugal fofee AXF. doe lo the

element aa aets through a point E (Figs. 151, 158, and 155) as ilUed in

paragraph 90.

Therefore dll\ ^ dCF. .Ee . i87)

and iM\ ^ dCF. ,Eii (88)

The distances E<* and Eif are best obtained from meaaorament on the
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actual propeller drawing. The position of E for various positions of aa

are obtained and the values of

10 i

edJ

Ilul

• 3 and
-J--

calculated

The integration may then be performed in the same way as fo

Mj and My.

100. Gyroscopic Forces.—In addition to the forces already consider

there is yet another force which gives rise to stresses in the blade

This is a gyroscopic force which occurs in connection with all rotati

bodies if the axis of rotation itself is turned. In general the stresses dui

to this force are small and may be neglected. There are extreme casrs

however, such as in sporting aircraft, and the war type of fighting scout,

which may perform manoeuvres sufficiently fast for the stresses in the

propeller due to gyroscopic action to become appreciable.

Before going into the question of these stresses we will review some
cases of gyroscopic action. Consider the case of a body rotating about

an axis fixed in direction in relation to the body, and passing througli

its centre of gravity, so that no unbalanced centrifugal forces occur.

Now supix)se the direction of the axis is changed by the application of a

couple ; the axis of the body will not simply turn in the direction in

which it is urged by the applied couple, but will tend to set itself along

the axis of the applied couple. This it might do by turning in either of

two directions, but the position which the body will assume, if allowed to

do so, is such that its own direction of rotation is in the same sense as

that of the applied couple. The easily remembered rule illustrated by
this case is very important.

If the axis of rotation of the body be forced to turn about an axis at

right angles to itself, a constraining couple must be applied to prevent th<

axis of rotation from setting itself along the axis of the couple causing

turning. The axis of this constraining couple will be at right angles to

that of the couple causing turning, and its magnitude will be given by G
in the expression

G = IwO

where I is the moment of inertia of the body about the axis of rotation,

w is the rotational angular velocity, and Q is the angular velocity with

which the axis of rotation is turned in its own plane. If I is in Engmeer'.^

units and m and 12 are in radians per second, G will l>e the magnitude ot

the couple in lbs. -feet.

Now consider the effect of the gyroscopic couple which will be set up

by a propeller rotating on an aeroplane when the latter is turning?

or looping. We will assume that the propeller is a right-hand screw,

i.r, it appears to be rotating clockwise to an observer standing behind

the aeroplane, (a) If the aeroplane is flying along a horizontal patli

and turns its nose downwards, then by the above rule a gyrosc > i

couple will be set up which will tend to, put the aeroplane on to a !• -

hand turn.

Alternatively, (b) if the aeroplane is flying along a horizontal path
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and theo makeii a left-liand turu, l>v Um abofe nil« alto, a gjroaoopie
couple will be set un which will tend lo tarn iba noaa of Iha aaroplaoa
upward. TbiH couple will set up alroMoi in iha propaller bladaa.

Taking, tliorefore, Caae (a) above, aiamine Ina bahavioor aa il

rt'volv(>s. of ouu blade of the propeller. Aaaoma that il la mooiantariljr

t lit aii looked at from benind. From the abofo eoniidaraliooa
11 V seen that when the aeroobuie tunia ita noae dovnwarda Iba
Itunding moment set up in the blade by the gyroaoopie (orea ia in Iba
same sense aa that sot up by the aerodynamic tlimat Tba atraaaaa are
Ibarefore increased accordingly.

Allemativoly, if the blade lie imajgined lo be lying lo Iba lafl aa
looked at from Itehind, then the bending momanl doe lo Iba aaroplaoa
turning ita noae dowiiwanls is in the opposite direction, and lbs atrasaaa

are decreased accordingly.

It will be seen therefore that, doe to gyroaoopie forooa» Ibaiv are

sIfOOBOo set up in a blade which change in ngn daring one
and paas from a maximum value for the position of the blada lo a
sponding value of opposite sign when thu Mtidu is in Ibtf opposite

TIm Magnitnde of Iba Gyroscopic Banding MomsnI.— It can be abown
Ibat the maximum magnitnde of the gyroscopic force of a mass m sttoala

in the propeller blade al a radius r is given by Iba aipioaaioii

dF' m ma^r

where m ia the angular velocity of the blades in the pbuia of rotalion and
O is the angaUr velocity at which the aircraft is lamed. Hanea Iha

maximum bending moment set up about the eroas secHon aV (Fig. 151),

due to the element cut, is

and

hence

or

The bending momanl O al Iba oanira of roialioo oan ba found by
putting r m 0. Then

ifO m mtUn^

and O-U^S*^**!!*

where I^ is the moment of inertia of the blade abool the axis of rotalion.

The value of G' may be found by plotting -j- ag»inal a baae of

dQ' = dV'(r - r)

m>
dQ' « lK.A'^(r -r')r

dQ'

dr
- Ui-A*^r<r

9
-O

iu( integrating graphically, aa alrMulv illuHtraUHl.
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Then if M"j and M"y be the components of this bending moment G
resolved along the principal axes OX and OY of the section

M"x = O' cos i>\

M"y = G' sin <t>\

This, added to the component bending moment about these axes,

gives a resulting bending moment about OX of

and about OY
My + M'y -f M"y

101. Comparison of Stresses in Geometrically Similar Propellers. The
stress at any point P is, apart from gyroscopic stresses,

(Mxjf M^x)// .
(My -f M\>r CF

due regard being paid to the sign of the quantities.

From expressions (24) and (26) it will be apparent that in all geo-

metrically similar propellers

e?Mx and dM^ a dLlf{4>\)

a dHf{Z)
a D8Vy(J)

Therefore for any given value of J

Mx and My a D^V^

a D^/i^

Also in expression (31) we have

dCF. a —dr
r

a D'ti"

Therefore CF. a D*/i«

and M'x and M'y a J^n^

Hence the bending moments in all geometrically similar propellers

are proportional to D^n^ for the same value of J.

The modulus of the section is

-aD8
y

Hence the stresses set up by the combined bending moment are pro-

portional to

a (Tip Speed)*

The area of cross section

AaD2
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e the direct toniile slreM doe to the aaotrifa^d forae is propor*

a (Tip SjjowJ)'

ThuH in all geometrioolly similar propeUers the rssullMil siisasss al
I ^ivun \^lue of J vary directly ss toe square of the tip speed of the

propoller.

lOa. Praotioal Ooosideratleiis.—The propeller designer will aim at

using the tliiunest possible sections, parUcolarly from ball the tip

radios outwards, in order to obtain high eBKeiene^.

The limit to which he can thin down his seetMms will be flied bj two
considerations.

1. The inoreasbff value of the stresses just eonsidered.

2. The loss of reliability of a very thin propeller.

By reliability is meant the capaeitv of the blade to stand up to fair

wear and tear, to keep its shape whilst being manufaetoxed and whilsl

under load, and to withstand warping due to changing atno^herie
oonditious to which wood is very susceptible.

If the blade is too thin, it is difficult to mannfaeture within pcmetieal

limits and, under load, especially if the trailing edge is too fine, it has a
tendency at small angles of incidence to reverse the cun-ature of the

trailing edge, as shown in Fig. 27, Chapter HI., with consequent raeing

and km ofefficiency.

Modifleation ol the Centrifugal Fotoe Bending Moments.—The bending

moment stresses M'^ and M'^, due to centrifugal force, depend on

the position of the ix>int E as ahready indioated, and it will be readily

seen that the position of this point may be varied by incliiiiug the blade
forward or backward relative to the plane of rotation, or by moving the
blade relative to the centre of rotation in the plane of revolution.

The ix>int perhaps will more readily be seen if one ooosaders the
mass of the blade ooncentrated round the Une passing through the eaotie
of area of the seetions.

Fig. 157 shows a side elevation of a propeller in whieh this line is

iuclined in different directions. The bending momenta due to the
thrust and centrifugal force are acting in Fig. e, both in a ekwkwise
• lirection, whilst in Fig. h the bending moment doe to eentrifugal force
IS acting in the direction opposite to that of the thmsl bendii^ momaol
iuid thereby tending t6 neutralise it. Thus the resultant bending
moment can be made aero, at any one value of J, bv halandng the
iKJiiding moments due to aerodynamic forces by those due to the centri-

fugal force, leaving only the direct temile stress due to centrifugal

force.

Figs. 158 and 159 show two forms of propeller quite •commoo in

general practice. In Fig. 158 the propeller is shown with the trailing

edge stnught in both views and lying in a plane parallel to the plane
of rotation. The full line in Fig. 160 shows the locus of the point B
(Fig. 155) for various radii of the element oa. The section shown is
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the root section of the proi)eller designed in parap^raph 44, Chapter V.

Thus, for instance, the point F gives the position of the point E (Fig. 155)

Thrust

®

Pio. 167.

on section a a' when the element aa is at the section FF near the tip of

the hlade, and the point D, say, similarly represents its position when

e»din^ £d^

Fio. 158.

the element aa is at section DD. It will l^e seen that in this case the

position of E (Fig. 155) is such that the bending moment set up by
centrifugal force increases that due to aerodynamic forces.
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In F 'htr prrrpttlliTr ii nhmni nith rho hiiiMiin mto M t ilrikhl
liuu aiKi II a plane parallel to a iiIuim' nt ntUiinn.^^ie dolltdue

CueVATION
Flo. U9.

in Fig. 160 then shows the locus of the point E (Fig. 155) for

radii of the element aa. In this oaae toe position of E ii sneh

Oirtctton

cf Thrust

Fio. lOa—Vkw of

oMfc

the bending momenlB Ml ap by oeotrifogU
adrodynamie forces.

fom oppoM iboee Ml op Iqr
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It is a matter of interest to note in connection with cases where, for

viu-ious reasons, it is inconvenient so to incline this hne, that the bending
moments due to centrifugal force can be greatly influenced by altering

the position of the line in the plan view relative to the centre of rotation.

Fig. IGl shows the propeller with a straight trailing edge as in

Fig. 158, but vfith this edge projected passing through the axis of rotation.

The chain line in Fig. 160 shows the locus of the 2)oint E for this case.

It will be noticed the i)08ition8 of E are such that the Mx component
of the centrifugal force bending moment has almost disappeared but that

the Mt component has been increased. The My component is, however,

relatively unimportant in view of the relatively large modulus of the

section about the axis OY.
As a matter of exj^erience it will be found that if the blade is thick

enough to satisfy the " relia])ility " consideration, it can be made amply
strong enough to stand the general stresses in any propeller likely to be

D IE

Elevation

Fio. 161.

met with in general practice by thus inclining or altering the position of

the Une connecting the centres of area of the sections.

The stresses we have considered do not, therefore, constitute the

limitation on the thinness of the blade and consequently on the efficiency

of the propeller. The " reliability " consideration is the limiting factor.

This point somewhat simplifies design, since if the stresses are found

to be too high no alteration in the thickness of the section is involved

which would alter the aerodynamic design. The stresses are adjusted to

a safe limit by altering the inclination or position of the line joining the

centres of area, the thicknesses of the various sections being fixed from
experience of what constitutes a reliable and practical blade.

103. Procedure in DesigXL—The designer's procedure therefore

will be

(1) To choose from his experience a camber curve such as that shown
in Fig. 53, giving the ratio of thickness to chord at various percentage

radii.

(2) To choose a curve giving the ratio of chord to maximum blade

width at various sections.
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(8) To carry oni his aerodynamie design and iboa oUain tha leading
(limenBioDii of the blade.

(4) To ealenlaie the lireaaeB due to the variooa foreea aeting.

(5) To incline the blade ao aa to make the reeoUanlatieaa low
to give a flood factor of aafely.

Th4 ^ffei ^ thf Inriiuation of the BUuU am the QUml JoUOm
the ZoiMJiMlMMit.—The iucUnation of the blade may aariooal^

(liirabiiity of the glued iointe between the laminations of a mopeUar. In
Fig. 162 the bhide is ehown with the oentre of area line tneunad baek*

iA)£A^^ger0tmd \^ew of
Propeller mth sfreight

Leodin^ £d<fe

stnught Trmlittj

Edge

Slue //v TEAfstOAf

wards and forward respectively. In Fig. 162 (a) the thmat ia tondinf^ lo

prees the Uuninations together and the ^laed joints are in eompraamn,
whibt in Fig. 162 (a) the thmst is tending to separata them, tba aelioQ

being similar to that in a reversed laminated carnage apring. The glned

joints are thus in tension. The point is not of great importance for

profilers for use in home climates, but in hot humid atmoapharea the

lamuMB» as shown in Fig. 16S(aX tends to come apart owing lo tha glue

softening. In any caae anefa a propellar would be mors aeasitifa lo

weaknees in the giued jointa than that shown in Fi|[. 162(a).

lot. Twisting.—8o far wo have neffleeted the twisting momeiita dMg,
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due to the air force, and to f/M'x, due to the component r/Rc of the centri-

fugal force. It is the usual practice in design not to calculate the stress due

to these moments. The existence of any twisting moment on the blade,

however, will alter the designed pitch or blade angles. This twist is by
no means negligible in some type of propellers, and two propellers

exactly alike as regards diameter blade widths and blade angles may be

made to run at comparatively widely differing speeds by varying the

twisting moment by altering the Betting of the blades.^

It is therefore important to evaluate the resultant twisting moment
(Mz + M'z) on the blade and to arrange as far as possible that this shall

be zero.

Twisting Moment Mz on a section a'a' due to the Air Forces on the

Blade,—The arm of the twisting moment due to the air forces r/Rp acting

on the element aaiB On (Fig. 155).

Therefore

d^2 = dRyX0fi (41)

Combining (23) and (41)

iMj5= (c?Lsec7)'.0;t (42)

Therefore from (27) and (42)

j>r pkpcY^ . On sec ydr ,. ,,.

aM, = ' 7-5-T — (4d)^ sm* <f>i

»r=K

M„ = pV2 -I'J^.Onseeydr . . (44)

This integration is performed in the same manner as in the case of

Mx (paragi-aph 96), the value of , being plotted against r and the area

measured between the resulting curve and the base line.

Twisting Moment dM'^due to Centrifugal Force.—The force causing

this twisting moment is the component ^/R^. of the centrifugal force CF
(see Fig. 155). If i = the angle between the line KL and KK',
Fig. 151, then

dRc = dC.F. sin i (46)

* The following case first gave to the author an indication that such twisting took
place. A propeller was designed for use on a certain aeroplane. The trailing edge was
made a straight line Ijring in a plane at right angles to the axis of rotation. This propeller
when running on the engine with fully open throttle maintained 1180 r.p.m. under static

conditions. The design was then redrawn and made with the leading edge a straight line
lying in a plane at right angles to the axis of rotation. Otherwise the design was un-
altered. This propeller under the same conditions of test as the previous design maintained
only 1030 r.p.m. There would appear no other reaton for this change of speed than a
change in blade angles due to a twisting moment, and calculation showed that such a
change in speed would be caused by the blade of the latter propeller increasing its blade
angle by about 2*^ at the tip relative to the former.
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Tbe arm o[ the twisting momeol due to thk foroe in Om. Tbarafora

m dC? . OfN . nn J .
^4-t^

Combining (J^l^ an.l (46)

i/M'r - 'Adr^Om . nin » . (47)

Graphical integration b agftin parformed bj plotliiig ^Ja^uoil Iba

nulioB r.

The resultant twiating moment ia then

Mx + IT,

due regard being paid to the aigna of Ms and IT^.

The resultant twisting moment and the resoltant bending moment
depend on the shape and position of the oentre of area line, but it is not

often possible to shape thia line so that both the bending monent and
the twisting moment are aero. The oonditions will be foond mntoallj

antagonistic. The author has seldom found a propeller to l^reak

the end grain of a transverse section such as aa. Propeller bn
are rare, but such as have occurred have usually been oan
shearing or splitting of the trailing edge as in Fig. 168, obrioosly due

Fio. ISS.

to twist. It is therefore more important to design the propeller to have
a sero twisting moment than to have a sero bending moment There la

all the more reason for so doing sinoe with the thickneM neeesnry ior

reliability it will rarely be noeeairy to design the blade with a aero

bending moment.
It mil, of ooorse, only be possible to deai^ the blade to have

twist at one valne of J ; hot, if thia value la earafolljr

twiating moments at the extreme valnea of J will be avoided.

lOS. Mraigbl Ofain.—Finally, in kying out the ahape of the blade it

moat be borne in mind that the ahapes giving badly eurved kmiiM are
for obviona reaaons to be avoided^ eiv«D at the expense of a amaD
of the lero twiating moment

106. Bxanpl**—As an example to illuatrate the ealeolataooa of working
stresses, let us find theitresies aeroaa aeetkmBB of the propeUar designed
aerodynamieally in Chapter V.

The geometrical partteulara are gathered together in Table LIIL
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TABLE Lm.
OkOIOREIOAL PARnOUL4B8.

t 1 s 4 6 6 8

ThkkMM (InolMs). OtaM

(tm).
Ohoid

<P

MOliOIMl
MM
A

Swtion.

camVr.
Low«r ^fi

(•qm^).

PP 5-62 7-80 14* 5' 0-64 0-0 8-5 ler 6'

EE 4-69 10-88 16** 40' 1-07 i 00 8-8 18» 40'

DD 8-76 12-11 90» W 1-55
1

0-0 14-0 22» 80'

CC 2-81 12-11 ae« 86' 2-12 0-0 19-1 28« 85'

BB 1-87 10-76 86»60' 2-16 0-68 22-2 87» 80'

AA 0-98 8-78 5e» 20' 1-75 1-75 26-2 62* 80'

Diameter = 12*5 feet.

Column 7 gives the cross sectional area of the sections of the hlade

calculated from the empirical formula

A = 0-76 (Ojj + OJC

The moments of inertia of the cross sectional areas at various radii

about the principal axes of the sections are shown in Figs. 164 and 165.

The inclination d of the major principal axis to the chord of the section

is shown in Fig. 166. These curves apply to the aerofoil series shown

in Fig. 62, which was used in the design in Chapter V.

From these curves we derive for section BB

Ij = 11*10 inch units ly = 144*0 inch units

e = S° 48'

Hence <l>\
= f^ + © = 37° 30' + 3° 48' = 41° 18'

TABLE LIV.

EVALUATIOH OF

dL

dL
dr'

pV« = 0*864 lb. per eq. in.

1
- 2 s 4 » 6

ScCliOB.

0-288
0-278
0-BlO
0-876

Chord

(IncfaetX

.in^, ->.
dL
dr

(lbs. per ioob ran).

FP
EE
DD
CO

7-80
10-88
12-11

is-u

0-248
0-287
0-360
0-448

0069
0-082
0128
0-201

10-42
12-25
10-82
8-00

Table LIV. gives the evaluation of ^, the values of Ap, c, and sin ^,

being taken from the tables in Chapter V.
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TABLE LV.

EVALUATIOM OV
dM« dU,

^r =
'ar'

1'^° <^* - ^.) - oofl (^A - ,) tan 7}.

a = 41* JL8'.

U
J

1 « t 4 s • T •
-

t U 11

'

rfM, iUL^

BtdOm, fi '*-« •In cot I Un^ dl. 1 rfM, ^ , rfr -ST
I iDch-lb^ Inch-Ibi.

g p« iDoh per iooh
c

-FP '

1

nuL run.

14« 6' 2ri8' 0-467 0-900 0047 10-42 9-88 4-32 4601 422 194
EE 16° 40' 24*88' 0-416 0-909 0-061 12-26 1116 4-63 38-7 876 162
DD 20° 30' 20° 48' 0-866 0-986 0-064 10-82 1012 3-29 22-4 227 74
CC 26«86'

t

14«48' 0-264 0-967 0066 8-00 7-73 1-62
1

11-2 87 17

In Table LV. the values of _? and -^are calculated for elements

at various radii between section BB and the tip. Graphical integration

is then performed in Fig. 167 by plotting [ J^ and )' against a base of
dr (Ir

400

300

Radius finche^s)

Pio. 167.

radios and measuring the area enclosed between the curve and the

base line.

This gives us

M, = 12,800 inch-lbs. and M* = 5,000 inch-lbs.
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TABLK LVL

Dtaaor Tnttui
A9I* ran

luaiiM

FF r.T
•

'.

RE ^\' i

DD 4:. <•

CC h;i-7

BB

m m O'dM Ik ftr

DbMl fr A

.S )

<

A

S*5
«•«
11

!•> 1

cr.

716

Table LVI. sbows the evaluation of -"^** * for elemanto al all ili
r/r

seolkms of the blade. The denaity of the material, r, haa beeo

aa 0-022 lb. per cubic iu. In Fig. 168 '

in shown plotted

CI.%-.
y"^^

V^—-^

^*/
\

\

\A\ / N.
^

b r ^^
"Nk. \

\

\

V
f

/
# 4 m

c

4-H9 »

9m. lea

baae of mdiua. The pull, therefore, on aeetioii BB ia repraaaoted by the
area BMNP. Sonihurly, if we required it, the puU oo aeolMni DD b
repreeented by the area DNP. The area enelQaed between the whole
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curve and the base line, t.<r. OMNP, represenfcs the total pull at the centre

of the propeller.

The measurement of area BMNP to scale gives us a pull of 15,900 lbs.

on section BB. The cross sectional area is 22*2 sq. inches. Hence the

direct tensile stress due to the centrifugal force

j'j = 720 lbs. per sq. inch

The values of M'^^ and M'y, the comix)nent of the bending moment

set up by centrifugal force, are found in Table LVIL And for this

purpose the values of Ee and "Ed had to be found.

It will be noticed that in Chapters V. and VII. the aerodynamic design

of the proi)eller was completed and the main drawing particulars were
given in Table XX. of the former chapter. These particulars are not,

however, sufficient for a drawing of the propeller to be prepared. No
particulars are given to show how the plan-form or front elevation is to

be laid out. To complete these particulars it is necessary to specify the

shape in both views of either the trailing edge, the leading edge, or the

line connecting the centres of area of the sections. It is clear that if

the centres of area of the sections all lie on a straight line passing through

and perpendicular to the axis of rotation, this line will represent the

axis OZ, and Ec and Ed being then zero, M'^ and M'y will disappear.

This statement needs some qualification : for if the centres of area

lie on such a line, the deflection of this line due to the deflection of the

blade under the influence of the bending moment due to the air reaction

will again allow the centrifugal force to set up a bending moment. Such
a bending moment, however, will be acting in the opposite direction to,

and therefore will tend to neutralize the bending moment due to the air

reaction. The policy suggested is therefore safe, and may be taken as

good for propellers with tip sjjeeds and thrusts met with in current

practice.

In the present example, for purpose of illustration, the trailing edge

has been assumed straight in lK)th views, as in Fig. 158. The propeller

was drawn in this way and the distances Ec and Ed were measured.

These are shown in columns B and 6 of Table LVII.

TABLE LVII.

Evaluation of M', and M'y.

dM'x dC.P. „ dU'r dC.V.

dr = dr~^ ^' ~dir = sr xEd.

I s s 4 » 6 1 8

SeeUoo.
(CMMdfBIW). (lbs. prr loch

run).

•oOMCttooBB ,
^dr

(toch«). ^^';^^i^' (lncb.lbt.).

14,150

2d
OD section BB

(iDcbe.).

dr
(iocb-lte per
iaohran).

(incb-lbs.).

FF
SB
DD
00

- 147-5
-293
-898
-408

-1-62
; 289

-1-89 407
-105 418
-0-49 197

-2-83 848
-1-28 376
-0-80 118
+ 36 -146

[7,300
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In oolamiiB 4 and 7 ibe bending momenta ' .-^ and .
' on

BB due (o the oentrifogal palb of the element! at varioug radii are
calculated. The graphioU aammation is done in Fig. 160.

4W ? 5i«iW /n ,^0'^O^ U^AfU ANJ
1

'^1/ /^
:3

1 J »

i \\

/

/ #
Ac >

\\

A
1

/ c
1 / 1

E

1

F

1 \

iOO

100

too

X to JO

Radius finckcsf

Fio. ie9.

From this summation we get

M'x = 14,150 lbs. ir. 7,300.

Thus in this case the bending moment due to centrifugal force is

than that due to the air reactions.>%•...> *..«.

ave now obtained M^. M j, My and M'y ; henee

Mx 4- \\\ - 12.800 + 14,160

a 26,950 inch-lbs.

5000 + 7800

12,800 inch-lbs.

M,. + M't

Therefore

And

Mv + M'v

X -W 80'

M = \/(M + M\ )« -h (M7T M'v)«

« 29,600 inch-lbs.
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The angle d\ defining the neutral axis for this moment is given by

tan Bi = j^ tan A

= ivT ^ X '*6<> = 00351
144*0

or «i = 2°

The moment of inertia, I, of the section BB about this neutral axis is

given by j

I = 1^ cos« Bi + Iy sin^ Bi \

s: Ij + ly ^^^ ^1 since Bi is a small angle

= 11-10 + 017()

= 11*28 inch units

The maximum compressive and tensile stresses due to the bending

moments are then given by the formulae

^, Ui/c cos (A - Bi)

w _ Mi/t COS (A - ^i)
J T-

J

By measurement

y^ = 1*35 ins. 1/^ = 1*52 ins.

COS (A - Bi) = cos (24° 30' - 2^

= 0-924

Then / "c = 3,270 lbs. per sq. in.

/"t = 3,690 lbs. per sq. in.

If now we add algebraically the direct tensile stress of 720 lbs. which
we found above, we obtain for section BB that the maximum compressive

stress = 3270 — 720 = 2550 lbs. per sq. inch ; the maximum tensile

stress = 3690 + 720 = 4410 lbs. per sq. inch.

107. Example of Gyroscopic Stresses.—Let us now see to what extent

the stresses across section BB of the propeller already considered are

altered if the aircraft on which it is mounted is turned or looped with an
angular velocity Q of one radian per sec.

w = J^g-^ X 27r = 105 radians per sec.

O = 1 radian per sec.

w «= 88 lbs. per cubic foot r' = 1*87 feet.

Therefore -> - = wQ,kr(r - r

)

dr g
QO

=^ X 105Ar(r - 1-87)

= 124Ar(r - 1-87)
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TABLB liVm.

JD'
BV4LOATUNI or W'

'

t
t A'

^1 r r-l^ A
(fc^ (*H). <«%.toi^V

yy 5*ifl 3-7A 3*6 08*4
KK 4*00 •JKJ 8*8 98*4
DP 8*7a 1-^s 14-0 86*0
l'« 9*81 OlM 19-

1

43-4

Tho graphical iutegration |)erfomie(l iii Pig. 170 frivo« tho magniiiide

of the moment at seotiou BB as 3170 incb.-lbs.

/oc

JtaJitLB (feet)

Fio. 170.

Therefore

and

^^ for section BB « 41'' 18'.

006 ^^ a 0*751. sin ^^ « 0*660.

M"3t=G'cos#^
« 8170 X 0-761

-: 2880 inch-lbe.

VL'\ - G' sin ^^
» 2090 inch-lbs.

Therefore the total bending moment about the axis OX
B 26,950 -h 2380 « 29,330 inch-Ibs.
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and that about axis OY

sr 12,300 + 2090 <- 14,390 inchlbs.

Therefore M = V29,380« + 14,890«

= 32,(»30 inch-lbs.

. , _ My + M'y + U\ ^ 14,390 _ . .„^^^-
Mx + M'x + W\ " 29,330

"^^"^

X = 26'' 6'

Uiu Oi = J
tan X

= ^^r X 0-49 = 0-378
144

0, = 2° 10'

I = Ix + ly Bin2 e

= IMO + 0-200 = 11-31

Then f,"=^l^^'JlL

X - ^1 = 26° 6' - 2° 10' = 24**

cos X - = 0-916

//, = 1-35 I/, = 1-52

Therefore /c"= 3550 inch-lbs.

/r"= 4010 inch-lbs.

Thus the maximum tensile stress = 4010 -f 720 = 4730 lbs. per

sq. inch, and the maximum compressive stress = 3550 — 720 = 2830 lbs.

per sq. inch.

It will thus be seen that, in this particular case, the gyroscopic forces

have increased the tensile stress from 4410 to 4780 lbs. per sq. inch, ij',

by 7*5 per cent, and the compressive stress from 2550 to 2830 lbs. per

sq. inch, i.e. by 11 per cent.

108. The Approximate Method for the Caloulation of Stresses.—

The method outlined and illustrated above is somewhat laborious for

routine projieller design. For completeness it has to be repeated

for several radii of the section a'a. The following approximations are

made in this method.

(1) The major principal axis is parallel to the chord of the section.

It will be seen from the above example, which is quite typical, that the

error involved here is smJEill, the highest value of 6 being 4^. See
Fig. 166.

(2) That the face of the blade lies in a plane and therefore r/L, for

all radii of element aa, acts at right angles to the assumed major
principal axis.

(3) The maximum compressive stress and the maximum tensile stress
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will iborefora be at potnto in the leetioii farthail from Iha major
prinoipal axis.

(4) The maximum teoaile and oompreaaiTe itreaiM aet un by iba
bending momenta doe to the drag '/!> will occur at the laatlfnff and
trailing edges reapeetively (this (oIIowm from aiMumiiUona (1) and $)).

(5) The liending moment dae to the drag t/D is small eompared with
that due to the lift r/L.

((>) The moment of inertia about the assumed minor principal axia

IB larse compared with that about the major principal axis, sod thai
therefore

(J)
The stresses set up by the bending moment due to drag <n) at the

leading edge and trailing edge will be smaller than those set np on the
face and back by the bending moment due to JL.

(R) The streeaes on the face and back arising from the ^MMfwiing

moment due to <iD are sero.

(9) In view of assumptions (7) and (8), the calculation of the ati
'eas

due to the tID bending moment may be omitted.

Assumptions (1) and (2) mean that

008 (f'a - *i - r) ^ 1
cos y

"^

In general practice the value of
v^ a ~ ^» ~ y) y^g between

cos y
Hf) and 1, so that the stresses given by this approximate method will

ap()ear higher than the real values. Propeller stress calculations made
by this method will therefore be on the safe side, and this will not involve

an unnecessarily heavy blade, since the thickness, as already pointed out,

depends largely on other considerations.

Aooeptii^ Uiese assumptions, then

-^^, . (37)

Mx = PV«
I "MV/^^' (88)

The maximum compressive stress

' P; A
^''>

and the maximum icnsiie stri

/t p- +
-J-

10)

The previoaB example is now reconsidered by this simple method of
calcnlatioQ.

109. Example of the Approximate Method ol Strea Caleolition.—The
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first step is to evaluate (/M^ from equation. To do this let us first

evaluate

dr sin^
<f>i

This has already l)eeii calculated in Table LIV. and tabuhited in

column 6 of that table. I'sing these values we may therefore proceed

to evaluate ^^M^, but whereas m the previous full method examph^ wa

evaluated it for one radius of section aa', in this case we will take

advantage of the simplicity of this approximate method to evaluate it

for all the chosen sections AA to EE.
(IL

dr
The method is set out in Table LIX. The value, for instance, of

for element aa situated at section FF is given in the iirst line of column '^
;

then the value of the bending moment per inch run ^ (columns 5, 7,
(Ir

9, 11, and 13), to which the aerodynamic forces give rise, at the respective

sections AA, BB, etc., is found at one setting of the slide-rule by

multiplying -j- by the resi)ective distances (r - r) between it and the

^x
respective sections considered. The values of , are plotted against

radii in Fig. 171, and graphically integrated in the usual way. The curve

50 6(P 7(P so

Radius (inches

J

Pig. 171.

showing the bending moment at various radii can then be plotted as in

the same figure.

The value of the centrifugal force on any section is the same as found
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in paragraph 106, and the force on each section is found by measuring
the area between Uie ordinate at the radius of each section, the base line

and the curve lying to the right of the ordinate (Fig. 1(58). This gives

OB the values in column 11 of Table LXI. They are plotted against
radius in Fig. 168. The values of the bending moment due to centri-

fngal force are found for each section in the same way as for section BB
in the previous example, except that the distance E^^ is now measured
from the axis OX parallel to the chord.

The calculation is carried on in Table LX. in an exactly similar

dG F
manner to that in Table LIX., except that the values of '

*

dh
dr

and Er

replace those of , , and (r - r) respectively. The resulting bending

moments due to centrifugal force are given in the last Hne of Table
LX.y after having been obtained by graphical integration from
Fig. 172.

20.000 -

IS.OOO'

taooo

SjOOO-

The moments of inertia of the sections about the axis OX parallel to

the chord are then calculated from the empirical equation

rJ = 0-05250p»c

for the flat-faced sections, and from the equation

= 0-0526(Ojj' + 0^f)c + 0-1290oO, (Ou + OJc

for the double-cambered sections.

y^ and y^ are obtained by measurement or by calculation, the height

of the centre of area above the chord being assumed to be 0*4160^ for
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tlie rtatfaoed aeetioiit, and O-iUtf)^ + 0,; (or the double^ttunbarod

sections.

The final oompreMive and tenafla rtronei then work out m in Table

L\l.. which oan be followed without further eipbtnalioo.

It will be seen thai, for leetion BB, the maiiinnm eom|ii'eiiife itrei,
which IB the determining faetor, ia 3140 lbs. per iq. inch by thii

approximate method, as oompared with 2550 lbs. per eq. ineh ij the

more exaet method, that is to say, an error of 23 per oeoi oo whal
might be ealled the safe dde.
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CHAPTER XI

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

110. Statement of Case for Oearing.—It has already been shown in

Chapter IV. that within the Umits Ukely to be met with in practice the

maximum efficiency is relatively greater in slow running than in fast

running propellers. This i .atement, of course, assumes that other things

are e(|ual, and that the aircraft design is such that in each case the most
efficient proi)eller for the given combination of speed and revolution is

possible.

The necessity of saving weight in the engine and of obtaining the

maximum possible horse-power per unit weight of the engine has created

a tendency to use high 8i)eed8 of crankshaft rotation. Thus we have
two antagonistic conditions, and the obvious solution is not to run the

propeller on the crankshaft but on another shaft suitably geared down
relatively to the crankshaft. Yet, in the consideration of the necessity

of gearing, the disadvantages entailed must be borne in mind. The use

of gearing means the lots of a certain amount of power due to the

inefficiency of the gears. There is an increase in weight. There are

more manufacturing operations ; deUveries are slower and costs greater.

The gears also form a source of potential trouble. It is fully appreciated,

therefore, that the propeller designer is not justified in asking for the

adoption of gearing without stating good reasons for it.

It is also necessary to state that a high rate of propeller revolution is

not in all cases a great disadvantage. The efficiency depends on the

ratio of the speed of the aircraft to the tip speed of the propeller. So far

as efficiency goes then, the rate of revolution can only be criticized in the

light of the value of the tip speed which it entails relative to the aircraft

speed. Thus, apart from body effects, which will be referred to later, a
good propeller running at 1800 r.p.m. on an aircraft travelling at 140
m.p.h. will be just as efficient as when running at 900 r.p.m. on an
aircraft doing 70 m.p.h. ; both the revolutions and the speed having
altered in the same proportion.

111. The Causes of the Variation of Efficiency with Engine Speed.—
In paragraph 50 it was shown that the efficiency of an element is

- - ^ ^^°^ ..... (1)
1 + di tan (^ + 7)

For any element having a given angle of incidence 7 will be constant,

266
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<) that the effioieney depmdi on two (teton, iba inflow (aator <fi and
the angle f i.

For anj given speed of aireratt Ifae latter ineieaaes aa J ioeveaeea,aad
I inoreaiee ae Ibe tip speed, imD, deoieaees. Henee the efieieDej will

• o inoreaeed ae the rate of revolnttone deeieaee. The kip speed, however,
will not alter directly as the rate of revolalion, since any change in Ihe
hitter involves a change in Ihe diameter of the propeller.

It will be remembered from paragraph 48 thai approximately

P.«D*finr

•moe (or any given horse-power and speed of aircraft

D^it* m constant

r Da ^. (3)

1 hus for propellers deeiffned for the same aircraft soeed and engine
horse-power, the tip speed will approximately vary as tne square rool of
the number of revolutions.

It is obvious that the efficiency will also increase as the inflow fselor

til decreases. We have from paragraph 56

T = p\.Vrl\ 4- \r^)

Thus for any given thrust

D*v.(V+ ir,) - .•.,„. tint

Neglecting r* as being the square of a small quantity, then at a given

iiiroraft speed

'•««j^ i>. aia^ (8)

Hence from (2) and (3

)

<ll QCfl

Ilence any decrease in revolution by increasing the diameter of ihe
propeller will decrease the inHow ^tor and thereby inereaae the ptopeller

efliciency and further decrease the reeistanoe of all the parts off the air-

craft in the slipstream.

Thus the detailed staffes by which a deerease in the rate of revelations

a£fect the efficiency mav be summed up thus—
(1) Bv inoreasmg the angle ^.

(2) The decrease in revolutions necessitates a krger ptopeller

diameter in order to still absorb the power at the normal engine
revolutions. This involves the tip speed altering not directly as the
value of n but approximately as the square root of n. This neoeesarj
increase in diameter involvee a smaller inflow factor.

112. The Meet of Gearing. Quantitative In?esHgaHen —The rasolts

ohtainahle in practice will be beet demonstrated by oonsidering aetoal
designs. For this purpose we have considered the power abaorbed 1^
each of a series of two- and four-bladed propellers having a duimeter A
10 feet, an aspect ratio value of 6*0 and a plan form as shown byeontoor
No.. 8. Fig. 54. The cross sections of tne blades are simiUur to that
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shown in Fig. 52, and the thickness of the blades at various radii as

shown by the curve given in Fig. 58. Six two-bladed and six four-

bladed propellers have been considered having the following tip s|)eeds

—

(a) 800, (b) 600, (r) 700, ((/) JKX), (r) 1100, and (/) 1300 feet i)er sec.

In each case it was assumed that the angle of incidence on the blades
was 0' from chord when the speed of the air through and at right angles
to the proi)eller disc was 156 feet per sec. Thus (1 + ai)V = U = 155 feet

per sec. With these conditions, and assuming a value of k^ of 1*18,

the power absorbed and the thrust develoi)ed was estimated, using the
method given in Chapter VII.

5jy«

^y/
,/
^

y^

^
Vtlue ofJ

o« o

Pig. 178.

e lo IX

The effective disc area, A^, was taken as 71*5 sq. feet. Thus, since

T = pK^v^y it was possible, knowing the thrust and the values of p, A^,

and U, to estimate the value of ?-^. Then in each case the aircraft 8i)eed,

o<«o

7 -e=\0-60

070
:=J^-^

.^
^

oso //
40
V V«LUt 01 J

02 04 O 6 O 8

PlO. 174.>

12

V, wag (U - iO = (1^^ - ^^J-
determined.

Hence the respective values of J were

TV
Then the primary efficiency , = The power ab8orbe<l

* The propellers oaed by Dr. Durand in the tests from the results of which Fig. 45 is

plotted were very similar to those assumed in this investigation. The points shown in the
figure are extrapolated from Fig. 46 and are given to check the accuracy of the calculated
curvet. The fact that they consistently lie lower than the curve is largely accounted for

by the lower lift-drag ratio of the aerofoils used in Dr. Durand's test propellers.
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I'rom ihepe oalouUiioiui Piga. 178 and 174 ware obUinad Fig. 178
value of the power eoeffieieni, and Fig. 174 the value d Iha
•'^cienoy, at varkma values of J, of propeUera having the

4 aatumed above and working with an angle of ineideoee
m\. The eflkieooies obtained will be found to agree with
1 from the eharii given in Chapter VUl, thna, to eome

.'geilion thai, although the corvee given there
ily, vet they eoold be need for the pnrpoee of

iiating the ethciency of the whole propeller.

riting the values of k^ given in Fig. 178, Figs. 177-184 have been

!
>lott^. These flguree give the power abeorbed by propellers, geomatrieally

to ihoae just considered, and having vanoos tip speeds and

i stent tip speed curve is also a constant ciBcieDcy curve.
1^ '^"^ primary effidencv, q, and that of the secondary overall

I speed of 0*6 of the primarv speed, has been marked on
cucii ^ucli curve. The series of curves plotted over the constant tip sfieed

curves are curves of constant rate of revolution, the method of plotting

which will 1)0 sutVu-ieiitly clear without explanation.

118. Aircraft Considerations as affecting the Case lor Qearing.—It
will be noted that with large gear reductions the necessary propeller

diameter may become such that it ma^ not be a practical propoettion

from the aircraft designer's point of view, and it most also be parti-

cularly emphasised that there is na gain in giving the propeller a large

gear reduction and leaving such a clearance on the aircraft for the

propeller that it is necessary to use a propeller of relatively small and
inefficient diameter. Cases have frequently occurred during the last few

years where an engine has been geared and no provision made on the
aircraft for a propeller of the necessary diameter. The meet efficient

design of propeller for the ^[cared en^e was not therefore noesihle and
the relatively inefficient design to which reeort had to be made was soch
that the same net reeult would have been obtained without the trooble

and expense of gearing. Figs. 177 to 184 show how tlie propeller
•1'

' must be increased and the neceesary clearance allowed oo the
If) the propeller is geared down.

1 a further manner in which the aircraft itaelf aifeets the
<(n. - '»<arin|^. .\8 the pro{x>ller is geared down ita

1 the ratio of the body diameter to the propeller

iitH:r()ihc.s, ittMt, 118 pointed out in Chapter IX., this in itaelf will improve
the net reitult, thuH thti increase in efficiency shown on the charts is

- of imi)ortance for high-speed aircraft,

1 the diameter of tlie propeller decreases

Kiod increases, tl

I

ising the body coefficient.

...i actual experimei... .ui on the effect of the body is quite

insufficient to lay down any definite rule on the point, but it is the

opinion of the author based on experience that the effect of the bo4y ia

an important point in the consideration of the question of flsaring. In

many casee it has been impoesible to accoont completelylor the well-

known and proved increase of perfonnanoe obtained by gearing the

engine, without taking this body effect into aoeoont.
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114. General Ck)nclusions. -The question of gearing is not simple.

The ativantu^tis or otherwise de^iend on the relative speed of rotation

and sjjeed of advance and the iK)wer of the engine. The change of

ofticiency in any particular case as the propeller is geared down can be

followed from the charts. Against this gain must be set the loss of

power in the gears, which may amount to from 2 ()er cent, in the epicyclio

type to 4 or 5 per cent, in the ordinary spur type of gearing.

The limiting speeds to which an engine may be geared are fairly

definite. For reasons stated below the propeller tip speed must not exceed

about 850 feet per sec. On the other hand, very little is to be gained by
gearing to a lower speed than that which will give a value of J of 1*0 to

1 2. This is deduced from Fig. 174. In each of the charts the highest

and lowest tip speed lines represent these respective conditions. The
point, therefore, representing any particular case should lie between
these two limiting lines.

Examination of the charts then shows that, assuming; the crankshaft

speed of the average aircraft engine to be between IHOO and 2200 r.p m.,

gearing becomes essential for high-powered engines. For low-powered
engines of about 100 h.p. the advantage of gearing becomes very small

and hardly worth while except where the engine is used on a low-speed

aircraft.

Low tip speeds, as will be seen from Figs. 175 to 182, necessitate

extremely large proi)eller diameters, which involves in many types of

aircraft an extremely high landing undercarriage. In general, the

increase of propeller efficiency will pay for the increased air resistance

of this carriage.

For landing purposes a high undercarriage is not without advantage,

for it involves a high angle of incidence on the wings of the aeroplane

when the wheels and tail skids are touching the ground, and thus, due
to the relatively high drag of the wings, the braking effect is relatively

increased. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage that the wheels
have to be widely spaced to prevent undue rolling of the aeroplane about

a fore-and-aft axis.

The design of the landing carriage must therefore be faced from this

point of view right from the l)eginnmg. During the war i)eriod the

diameter of the propeller and the gearing of the engine have had to be
fixed more often than not, to suit the existing undercarriages of aero-

planes into which the engine was to be fitted.

The most desirable gearing depends on the speed of aircraft on which
the engine is to be used, and in that the engine may be used on various

types of aircraft with differing speeds, the engine designer's problem in

fixing his gear ratio is one of compromise. As a matter of poHcy, he
should ascertain, in consultation with aircraft designers, what is the

average diameter of propeller which would be allowed on the engine
under consideration. He can then fix his rate of revolutions from the
propeller shaft from Figs. 177 to 184.

116. The Limits of Power.—It will be seen from the charts that for

any given aircraft speed, the power which may be transmitted through a
single propeller increases with the tip speed, and at the same time the
efficiency falls. The limit of power, therefore, will be fixed by (1) the
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lowest effideno^ oonsidered to be ititftifltory, or (9) the higbett tip Mpeed

congidered demmMe.
The first is a matter of eireamstaiieea, bot at preseot it b thoughi

that the effioienoy under primary oonditiomi should not (all below 70
per oent.

The second will be settled b^ eonaideimtioos of strength or of aero-
T * Aliments now being earned oat by the staff of the Bo^

liment reveal interesting phenomena in cooneelion with
the higli tip Hiioeds. The experunent is performed by mnning a no-
peller on an electric motor up to tip npeeds in excess of the speea of

sound, and obtierWng the nature of the Hlipstream and the change of

torque. At tip 8|ieedB below a certain value the slipstream is normal
and flows approximately axially through the propeller. At this critical

speed, however, the axial outflow suddenly disappears and the air appears
to flow out in a radial direction. The reappearance of the axial ootflow

M e^uallv sudden, as the propeller reaenes this critical speed when
slowing down. No change in the ordinary Uws of torque seem to take

place. The phenomena require explanation, but these experiments are

a sufficient <

' n that tip speeds beyond, sav, 850 feet per second

are not poshi .i aerodjmamic considerations.*

There is no ditticulty in obtaining sufficient strength in propellers

having the cambers already suggested, even though tip speeds go slightly

over 850 feet per second. In the charts it has therefore been assomed
that the limit of power on a propeller of a ffiven diameter is reached
with a tip speed reaching 850 feet per second, or the efficiency falls to

70 per cent, whichever condition is reached first.

In paragraph 100 it is shown that for any given aircraft speed the

stress in all geometrically similar propellers remain constant provided

the tip spee(^ also remains constant. Therefore in these charts the

lines of constant tip speed represent constant stress as well as constsnt
efliciency. Geometriciilly similar propellers represented by any points

on these constant tip 8|H3e<i lines will be equally stressed and eqoally

tnicient, and the power absorbed by them is only limited in so mr as

the pro|)eUer diameter is limited. It may therefore be said that, pro-

vided the propeller is geared so that a tip speed of 850 feet per second is

not exceeded, there is no limit, apart from that on tlie diameter, to the

l)Ower which may be transmitted.

The diameter is only limited by constructional difliculties. It is not

likely that it will be limited by the design of the aircraft. In the case of

the present type of aeroplane of a given weight |)er horse-iwwer, loading

and speed, the linear dimension will vary as the square root of the power.

Similarly with a constant tip speed and speed of aircraft the diameter of the

propeller will also \*ary as the square root of the horse-power. The siae

of the aeroplane and propeller will thus increase in the same propor^on.

As regards the limitation of diameter by construction considerationSt

the figure given by various English propeller miinufacturers for the

diameter of the larsest propeller which it will be |)068ible to construct on
the present methods varies from 25 to 50 feet in either the two- or fomr-

* At ibo Ume ot going to proas
to iho ozpertmenUn Um abovt tiAtai
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bladtxl types. Taking the conservative figure of 24 feet, we get the

followiDg as the approximate limits of horse-power on two- and four-

bladed propellers :

—

TABLE LXIV.

Sprodoralrorafi.
*^».p.h.

TwobUdn. Fonr bUde*.

140
120
100
80

2500
2100
1860
1500

5200
4500
4000
2300

116. The Relative Advantages of a Four- and a Two-bladed Propeller.^

A comparison of the charts for four- and two-bhuled propellers gives

an idea of their relative efficiencies. The overall efficiency at climb-

ing speeds is greater with the two-bladed propeller than with the

four-bladed propeller. For low powers only the primary efficiency is

somewhat greater in the latter case. There will further be an added
ml vantage for the two-bladed propeller in that its diameter will be

approximately 2* times the diameter of the former. The body co-

efficient will, therefore, be -. of that with the four-blader, and the per-

formance of the two bladed proi)eller will in virtue of this be increased

relative to that with the four-blader.

The points for and against a four-bladed proi)eller may now be

summarized. With a four-bladed propeller relative to the two-bladed

ty^xi with geometrically similar blades

—

(1) The efficiency is decreased.

(2) The equivalent Ixxly diameter is increased relative to the proi)eller

diameter.

(3) The material used in manufacture is increased by about 50 per

cent, and the manufacturing operations are also increased.

(4) The difficulties of packing and transport are increased.

On the other hand

—

(5) The strength is increased. This may be shown thus

—

If /j and It represent the linear dimensions of the two- and four-

bladed propellers respectively, then approximately

^^ = 2*

The modulus of any section at the same proportional radius is

Z = ?a /8

.V
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The area of any eroM iieotton at the itame profiortioiial radios ia

Aac^

Thortiforo ^- (!*)'- 2"*
As It

Neglecting iinuill changes of efficieney, the thniat per hlade »

Therefore f - J - i

The stress due to the bending moment caused by the thmsl is

- M T/

/4.T4 /4 Z.

/. T, •
/..

• Z, " »

CF
The centrifugal force causes a stress /oc -^

CPac Volume. - ccl* and AccP

And the strees eaosed by the bending moment due to centrifugal foroe ia

Therefore C* =
{^^f

«r 2-*

The stresses in the fonr-bbded propeller are thus approiimatelj 07
of those in the two-bladed proiieller.

(6) The running is much smoother and the wear and tear of the

engine is decreased.

This is due firstly to the fact that the moment of mertia of a four-

bkided propeller about any axis in its plane of rotation and throogh the

centre of rotation is constant, whilst in the two-bladed propeller it varies

from a oertain maximum when the two bhides are at right anglea to the

axis to a very small x-alue when the axis lies alonff the two Madas .

Consequently the bending moment on the propeller shaft doe to gjio-

scopio forces will be aeonstant one in tlie cage of the fonr-bbded propeller

but a varying one in the ease of the ttro-bladed typa
Secondly, the efieet of a side wind will be diflferent on a four-bladad

propeller to that on the two-Uaded type. A side wind on a propeller

may be caused in three ways.
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(1) By the aircraft not dying in or against the direction of a pre-

vailing wind.

(2) By side-slipping.

(8) By the axis of rotation not lying along the direction of flight,

which is the case when the aircraft is climbing or gliding.

The effect of a side wind is to alter the resultant air velocity across

the various blades in ditTerent proi)ortionB. This may be seen from
Figs. 175 and 17«.

3«ocMno ^I

".'\
A

^ V

Pio. 175. Fio. 176.

The resultant rotational velocity of a point in blade A which we have
hitherto called vi relative to the air, is now altered to /i -I- /•, and that

on blade B to ri — /•. This change will cause a difiference between the

angle of incidence on the two blades, and this, combined with the change
of resultant velocity, will cause a difference in thrust between blades A
and B. Thus an out-of-balance couple will be set up on the propeller

shaft. The effect will be a maximum in tlie vertical position of the

blades as shown. As blade A moves from ixjsition 1 to position 2, the

effect will diminish till in position 2 it will be reduced to the effect of a

radial inflow. The couple will in the case of a two-blader vwcy from a
maximum to a minimum, setting up vibration and uneven runnmg.

In the case of a four-bladed propeller (Fig. 176), however, the effect on
)>Iade A diminishes as it passes from {)Osition 1 to 2, the effect on ))lade

D increases as it passes from position 4 to position 1, and when the

couple due to blades A and B has diminished to the minimum, that due
to blades C and D has increased to the maximum. Thus the out-of-

balance couple remains more nearly constant, and the vibration in the

case of a four-blader oixjrating in a side wind is practically unnoticeable.

Where smooth running and the life of an engine are prime considera-

tions a four-bladed propeller will be used, but where the last degree of

performance is required and the cost of manufacture and transport of

the propeller are important the advantage will be with the two-bladed
type.

Further, on high-[x>wered engines, the necessary diameter of
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proijeller may be sueh lluU the deiirable limit of tip fpeed it

III stich a ease the diffioalty would be liweDod bj the me of four blades,

Willi thu reealtiiig reduction of diameter and tip epeed.

Lattly, a fbor-bbded propeUer will U* uimmI when snflleteot dearanee
for the neeeaeary diameter of a two-bliidod proueller baa not been allowed

;

for whilst the nioet efBeient two-bladed uroi)ei)er ui more efficient thao the
it four-bUded type deaignea for the aame pnrpoae, a greater

I be ensured br using the most eflMent bor-blader rather
tliiiii iwo lilades made relatively ineffieient beeause thev have been
limited in diameter. The statement that the two-bbulea propeller is

more efficient than the four-bUded propeller does not neeeetanly bold

imlees each has been designed with the diameter necessary to give its

maximum efficiency under the given conditions of speed.

117. The Weight—The weight, W« in lbs«, of a propeller in terms of

the diameter, 1>. in feet, may. for the purpoee of approximate wetght

uHtimations, be taken as given by the following formula)—

W. = 0-037iy for a two bladed propeller.

W« = 00<>iSl)" for a four-bUded propeller.

The weights of a four-bladed pro|jeUer and of a two-bUded propeller,

designed for the same purpose, are approximately equal and are given by

w.=(,;;-v)'xio»

w liere P. ih the power in English horse-powers, n is the number of revo>

lutions per minute, and V is the aircraft speed in miles ner hour.
7'^ formula; assume that the propeller is made of mahogany

^'36 lbs. per cubic foot.
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ISOOr-

22 20 18 16 /4 12 10

Fio. 177.—Two BUdcs. Aircraft Speod ~ 80 m.p.h.

8
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2200r-

22 20 18 16 M- 12 tO

Pio. 179.—Two Blades. Aircraft Speed = 120 m.p.h.
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4i00

22 20 ta 16 1^ /2 lO

Fio. 183.—Four Blades. Aircraft Speed — 120 m.p.h.
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CHAPTKK XTI

TANDEM PROPELLERS

Definition.— The term "tandem propellers" is iipplkd to an arrai i

meiit of two propellers working one behind the other, the axes !<

in line or approximately so. The use of such a system on present-das

aircraft is significant. It indicates that aircraft development is in

advance of engine development. The twin engine system was at tli-

time of its inception, and probably is still, to a less extent, indicative oi

the same condition. This system consisted in mounting an engine on

either side of a central fuselage and is exemplified in the Handley-Page,

the Vicker's Vimy, the D.H.IO, and in the German Gotha aeroplanes.

Beyond this ix)int developments to larger sizes of aeroplanes necessitated,

for want of larger power units, the mounting of two more engines behind

the existing engines of the twin system.

118. The Mutual Interference of Tandem Propellers.—Two proixjllers

working in tandem \vill obviously influence each other. The leading

propeller, if sufficiently near to the following propeller, will be influenced

by the inflow of the latter, and the following propeller will to a greater

extent be influenced by the outflow from the leading propeller. The air

at a i)oint so far in front of the following propeller as not to be influenced

by its own action has been given an impressed velocity, and we have
the conditions jxDstulated

J^ in the general case given

> V '^^^'^'*"^>' in para. 60.^^ The general effect of

the interference on the

torque, thrust and effici-

ency is the opix)8ite of

that caused by placing

a resistance in the

stream, which effect we
considered in para. 79.

In that case the air was
retarded, in this case it

is accelerated.

The full-line curves
in Fig. 185 represent

the torque, thrust and efl&ciency of the following propeller working alone.

At a value of J indicated by A, the thrust, torque and efficiency are

represented by the ordinates AB, AC, and AD respectively. When the
274
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leading propeller in working, the ipeed o( Ihe air approaohtaff the follow*

ing prooeUer la inoreaaad, ao that the oopdiliopa aro aim^ to Ihoaa
Mrodueea by inereaaiiig tba value of J. Under aoeh eoodilioDa Iba torqiia

.ml thruHt at a value of J repreaentod by A are ihoaa ahown by tha
tdinatee at A', i>. A'B' and kV'. ThuB. if tha torqoa and ihmai of

the following propeller, with the leading propeller working, are plotted

Ht J, each point in the eunre will move to the lall, and it will be
ihat the torque and thmst ooefBeienta are deereaaad.

The change in elfieieney ia .not ao aimple, for the etteiaiiey fepve-

Hented by AD' ia jm^» wheraaa the true effieseney >•a^- Qi^od

T are the toniue and thniat involving interfarenee efleeta. If

V V
J' m -t^ 18 ihe value of J repreeented by A', and J 4v ia the value of

J repreeented by A, then, with the leadinp; propeller working, the real

efficiency at the value of J iudicated by A ia the apparent eflejepey

timee J/J', U. A'D' x J/J', which b leaa than A'D'. Eaeh point in the
efficiency carve, aa well aa hem^ diaplaoed to the left, will alao be lowered,

tho net e£bot being a deoreane m efficiency.

119. ffmnariiiiii ioc the Toroie, Thnut and EfBoiancf ol aPxopillvin
a Tandem Set—The expresaiouB for the torque, thniat and efBdeney of a
blade element in the general case, where the approaching air haa an
impreeaed velocity, were given in expressions (32), (88), and (85), \Ar%, 60,

thus—

^^ " —yan ^
''"^''

oW = — R » . aiream^

Sam ft

where

*9
—

(1 + a,)(l + a') tan (^ + r)

U."= (1 + «,)(! + «')V

•i-. (1 + <i,){l + (i")r.

^-.Un--

ill iUv i>re8ent caae the impressed axial velocity i» m « ittmiu^-e

direction ; a ia thus positive. The value of a« is negative. The aign of

<i"ri, the impreeaed rotational velocitv caused by the rotational outflow

from the leaaing propeller, will depend on the direction of rotation of the

latter. Thus we have two oaaea.

(1) The leading propeller rotating the same way aa the followinff

propeller. In this case the leading projxsller will impel the air round
in its own direction, so that the direction of the imr " —^-^

•
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velocity will be negative relative to the following proi)eller, hence a" is

negative and
Hi = (1 - an)a - a")vi (1)

(1 - as)(l - a") tan ^3and ti
=

(1 4-a,)(l +a') •tan(^-|- 7)
C^)

(2) The leading propeller rotating the reverse way to the following,'

propeller. In this case a" is ix)8itive, so that

and

«2 = (1 - tia)(l + a'>i

_ (1 - aa)(l -f a") tanj^8_

""•(l-f ai)(l + a') -tan (^ + 7)
' (4)

120. The Conditions for Obtaining the most Efficient Tandem Arrange-

ment.—A comparison of expressions (2) and (4) shows that tlie greatest

efticiency is obtained when the propellers rotate in opposite directions.

Such a condition naturally follows if two left-hand or two right-hand

engines are placed back to back.

Further, examination of expression (4) shows that the larger a is,

if. the larger the outflow from the leading propeller, the smaller the

efficiency of the following propeller becomes. It is therefore essential, for

good efficiency, that the leading propeller shall be of the largest possible

diameter. When the conditions allow, the leading propeller will thus be
of the two-bladed type. The following proj)eller also requires to be of as

large a diameter as possible in order that its axial inflow factor «i shall

be small ; but here other considerations must l:>e taken into account.

As we have shown, the slipstream from the leading propeller con-

verges; so that if we consider the two propellers to have the same1—

^

i

Dtrect'on of Amrop/mne
and Axis o^ Rotation

7

Speed

4—
Fio. 186.

diameter, the tips of the following proi)eller will not be working in the

slipstream. If the axis of rotation coincides with the direction of

motion of the aeroplane, the sUpstream will pass the following propeller

approximately concentric with the axis of rotation as in Fig. 186. When
the aeroplane is cUmbing, however, its attitude alters, and the slip-
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ileHeoted upward reUtive to the (ollowing pft>p«llar, m in
7 ; the aliiwtroam from the Imding propeller wfll nol tbeo be

Pio. 187.

conoentrio with the following propeller.

blades of the latter will vary periodically during one revolution* ihna

The speed of air naaeing the
rv penooicaliy during one revolutioi]

tending to set up vibration due to the consequent variation of ihmti.
'I'litre will also be loes of efficiency due to differences in the anglet of
attack of the various blades. To avoid this the following prc^pdler hould
have such a diameter that it lies wholly within the shps&eam of Uie
leading propeller.

If the two engines are of equal power and the following propeller
is of the four-hladed type, its diameter will be approximately 0'8

that of the leading propeller, and this is sufficiently smaller to avoid
the trouble referred to above. Thus in practice it would appear
advisable to use the largest possible two bladed propeller in front and
the hurgBst possible four-hladed propeller at the rear, subject to the
latter being completely immersed in the slipstream of the former.

1£L TMiL—Heveral tests have been carried out at the Naikmal
Physical Laboratory on model tandem propellers.' The ooncloaionf
deduced from these are here summarized.

(1) The efficiency of working of the following propeller is redaeed by
the sli))8tream of the leading propeller.

(2) The efficiency of the tandem combination is incroaaed bj rotating
the propellers in opposite directions. In the partieolar eaaes tested the
efficiency of the combination was increased by about four per oeot under
climbing conditions, assuming the two propellers to be giving tbe
same thrust and that the performance of the leading propdlar m not
appreciably affected by the working of the following propeller.

(8) The performance of the front propeller is only slightly modiiM
y the working of the following propeller.

(4) It would appear advantaffsoos to use propellers of diifereot

iliameters, the larger propeller leading.

A. F^Md H. R.
llins. Rand^

te wilh Tkodem Combliuitioat of Airaerewm.**

(New Sorlw), No. 481. Adritory OonadilM for A
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(6) The rotational motion in the slipstream of the leading propeller

appears to be of appreciable magnitude and if possible should I)c allowed

for in designing the following propeller.

As regards conclusion (2) above, it should be noted that ihii loii-

ditions of test do not correspond to tlie usual condition found in practice.

In normal practice where two similar engines are used in tandem the

torques and twt the thrusts are approximately equal.

Tests were also made on a leading propeller and three alternative

following propellers designed for the Eagle 8 Rolls Royce engines fitted

in a twin tandem aeroplane.^

Particulars of propeller AB 8580 will be found in the Appendix
to Chapter VII., and particulars of the remaining propellers are given in

Tables LXV., LXVL, and LXVIL

TABLE LXV.

Propeller A.B. 8481.

D =r 3660. Pg = 298(3.

OMDber.

Kadiofl
BUkde angle*.

Blade widths
(mm.).(mm.).

Upper Lower

.

(mm.).

1710 16** C 198 170
1476 18° 16' 268 36-6
1240 21° 0' • 312 860
1005 25° la 881 88-6 - 9-4
770 80° 0' 320 49*8 -15-2
685 86° 0' 291 54*6 -240
800 88<»40' 268 60-6 -490

TABLE LXVI.

Pbopbllbr A.B. 8601.

D = 3200. P« = 2920.

Cuatar.

Badiaa
HUde angle*. Blade widtha

(mm.).
Upper Lower
(mm.). (mm.).

1480 IS^IO* 162 160
1240 21° 0' 227 280
1000 24° 60' 278 86-6
760 30»20' 278 42*0 - 6-6
690 37*^0' 266 46-6 -19-0
280

1

44^0' 224 480 -46-0

» *Some Further Experiment on Tandem Airscrews." A. Fage and H. E. CoUini.
Addendum by H. C. Wafcta and Capt. J. G. M. Bevan. Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Reports T 1187 and T 1187a.
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TABLK LXVII.

PaorsLUOi A.a 8611.

««Mi«

m^kMci** (-•X
Ssr,

Lmw
'^ii')'

1160 Sf tt* 161 140
U40 wwr 888 88-6
980 vror 8B6 88*6
TOO wur 861 80*0 - T-8
480 40*80* 886 44*6 -16*6
860 «rio 807 430 -41*6

The experiments were eerried oat in the wind ehannel. They oon-
Hinted of tfieiing eeeh propeller alone and in Uindeni. The* leading

prouollor ' ' case was A.B. 8580. The resnits ohCained have been
UHed, in i ion with the torque curve of the engine (see Fig. 4d), to

oaloulate the o\'erall efficiency at various speeds, and the values in

Table LXVII I reveal the general effect of placing the propellers in

tandem.
TABLE LXVin.

i

1 8 8 4 5 6 7

Oman Ow»ll
Tjjjrjjof

;a»r (JS). wiSmSL. '^Sf' (B-A). i/A.

(A.) (a)

A.B.8680 LMdlng 100 71-6 n-8 0-8 i*eo8
90 78 n-i 0-9 0-888
80 71-6 68-6 1-9 0*874

TO 60*0 •70 80 0-978
60 660 68*0 8-1 0*888
00 68-6 ff7-0 8*6 0*966

.B.8481 VoUowIbs 100 78*8 700 8*8 0*884
80 76-6 68-

1

7-6 0*80
80 71-9 66-1 6-8 0*804

TO 671 61 6-1 ' O808
60 61-8 06-8 6*6 0-01

60 64-8 49*8 61 0*806

A.B. 8fi01 FoUowtog 100 75-

1

71-8
1

8*8 0«86S
90 781 60-0 1 4*1 0*9i9
80 TOO 660 6-0

, 0*888

TO 66*0 60-

1

6*6
[ 911

60 60*8 641 6-8
1 0-888

60 666 470 6*6 0-886

A.B. ecu VUlofwiiig 100 76*6 68*7 6-8 1 0-988
90 79-9 870 6*9 1 0-919
80 68-1 680 4-9

i

0919
TO 64 8 68-8 60 ' O906
60 68-4 88*8 ••* 0*886
60 61*1 468 69 1 0*888
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122. General Conclusions.—If we assume that the climbing speed is

0*7 of the top speed, then the average loss on the following propellers is

7*6 per cent, on top speed, and 9*1 per cent, on climb, of the thrust horse-

power given when working alone. On the leading propellers the loss is

nothing and 2*8 per cent, on top speed and climb resi)ectively.

If we assume, then, that these losses are typical

—

i.e. that a propeller,

mounted on a certain engine and working oehind another propeller

mounted on a similar engine, loses 7*6 per cent, and 9*1 per cent., at

top speed and climb resj)ectively, of the thrust horse-power which it

would give when working alone, and that, when mounted in front of such

a propeller, it loses nothing on toj) speed and 2*8 per cent, on climb ; then

for the particular speed, r.p.m. and h.p. with which we are working, the

following rough but useful conclusion may l)e made :

—

The thrust horse-power given out by a power plant with two similar

engines working in tandem is 1*93 and 1'88, at top speed and on climb

respectively, of the thrust horse-power given by a power plant consisting

of only the tractor engine.

As regards other conditions. Table LXIX. may be of interest. It

shows the figures estimated for three combinations on aeroplanes

with a speed of 100 m.p.h.

The agreement is almost exact with the Rolls Royce combination,

and it is therefore reasonable to assume a similar agreement in the^

other cases.

TABLE LXIX.

pVopellor.

Ooeffldent

Eagliie& Speeds.
At Ujp

At rlimh.

BoUb Boyoe, Eagle 8 . . . .110 m.p.h. at 1080 r.p.m.

Engines " A," 460 horse-power
!
100 ntp.h. at 1280 r.p.m.

Engines *' B," 460 horse-power 100 m.p.h. at 1500 r.p.m.

0-60

0-53

0'60

1-94

1-90

1-90

1-88

1-86

1-88

These general conclusions may be taken as sufficiently accurate fo!

purposes of estimation, though, for the purpose of theoretical discussion,

it should l)e remembered that the comparison is here made between tlie

performance of the same propeller working alone and working in tandom,
whereas the comparison should be made between the best propeller for

working alone and the l)e8t propeller for the tandem conditions.

123. The Design o! Tandem Propellers.— (a) Leading propeller. The
design of the leading propeller presents no complications. If the two
propellers are a distance apart not much less than one diameter of the

following propeller, it may be assumed that the airflow round the leading

propeller is unaffected by the following propeller. It will therefore be

designed in the ordinary way. Particular attention, however, will l)e

paid to obtaining the largest possible diameter, and for this reason it will,
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if i)088ilile, have ouly two bladen, the angle of ipcidenee and iha bbda
width will he made as mall aa poiaibla and the pUn-form will haire aa
narrow ti tip aa praclifiabla.

(6) VVk* FM»irhuj ProprU^r. The fir»t stap in iba darigo of the
following propeller will be to find, for eaeb ebmanl, the re£ti?e aiial

velocity. V(l^ a\ and the relative rdalioDal veloeily, ri(l 4- a\ of Ihe
air M' ' in^; it.

1 il velocity will be V 4* r,. and r, will Ije foand from iha

expreesion

the values of T and A« lieing ihoae for the leading propeller.

The in)pro88od rotationiu apeed, aVi, will be the apeed, bft^, from the
leading pro|x)llor, and will be found from the expreaekm giV60 in para. 51

ŝ - p2irr^l + a,)Wi

The N-nlue of ^ for each element of the front propeller will be known

from its design, which will be carried oat previona to the deaign of the
following pro|)eller. Also, since the stream is converging, the value of

(j"r| to be taken for any radius r on the following propeller ia that of

/<|i| corresponding to ^^ on the leading propeller, it lieing

that the stream baa converged to 0-88 of the diameter of the
propeller.

Having thua, for each element of the following propeller, foond
(1 + ci')V and (1 -f a*') 1*1, the indow on the following propeller dne to

its own nction must be found. This will be done in the ordinary way
from tho momentum equation.

If U| is the velocity of the air approaching and u, is the added oot-

flow velocity of the air after passing the following propeller, then, from
expression (29), para. 56, we dednoe

where T' and A/ are the thrust and effective disc area respectively of the

following propeller and U, » (1 + a)\. Then the inflow on the follow-

ing propeller due to its own action ia \u^ We know Ut, which eqoala

(U| + \u^ or V(l -h a*) (1 4- <ii), and if, aa in ordinary deaign, we negleel

the rotational inflow caused by its own action, i.'*. o^ is lero, the deaign
may proceed in the ordinary way, using expreesion (82), para. 60, to find

the work done by each element
124. To plot the Ovenll EfBdencj Carvea lor Bach PropeDar.

—

(a) Lnulinif y'u»;>r//rr.— Since we iki8umed that the leading propeller

was unaffected b^ the action of the following propeller, the overall

efficiency curve will be plotted aa exphuned in Chapter MTL
{b) Fotloirimf 7*r»7>/-//<»r.—Plot the overall etttciency cunrea and the

drop of r.pim. from the charts or method given in Chapter MIL,
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assuming that P =
^^,

the angle of incidence equals (^^ - <^>, and that

h - "' - "'

'•"U,- V(l+a')
Curves as>ho\vn in Fig. 188 will thus be obtaine<l plotted against a

base of Ui- The ordinate MP for a
speed Ui, represented by OM, will

then represent the value -.t?^>~ ^

which we will call n^, whereas the

efficiency at the aeroplane speed corre-

sponding to OM is given by the ex-

pression

_(1 - «tiXl -fa") tan^
(1 + «iXl + «') ' tan (<h + y)

when the propellers rotate in opixjsito

directions, and by the expression

(1 - aa)(l - a") tan ^ ^ V w^jg - U,

(1 4- ai)(l -f a') • tan (^ + 7) /^* US + Wg"

when the propellers rotate in the same direction. Thus

1 ± a"

»;
=

Fio. 188.

»»
=

»» = »?.

1 + a'

Hence the real overall efficiency corresponding to a value of Uj repre-

sented by OA will be

1 + a

The aeroplane speed corresponding to the value of Ui will be -- •
*-

, and

the revolutions corresponding to the same value of Vi will be ^ . -„.

It will therefore be necessary to calculate, from the known t^)rque and
thrust of the leading propeller, the values of a' and a" at various secondary

aeroplane speeds; then, since Vi = (1 -^ a)\ and u^ .
. (1 ± (i")ri the

value of a' and a" for various values of Ui will be known.
Thus the true revolutions and the true overall efficiency may be

plotted against the true aeroplane speed.



CIIAI^TKR XIII

VARIABLE PITCH PROPQXBR

126. The Lon of Tomm with FaUinf 8pMd.--GeDerAl experieoM and
reference to the chartu in Chapter VIII. shows that as the speed of an
airerafi deereaaea, the thrust iwwer given ool by the propeller alao

deereaaea. We have shown t)iat this deereaae oeenrs aa the raealt of

1. The decreaoo in the efficiency of the propeller due to the deereaae

in the valne of J, and
a. An inerease in the torque coefficient of the propeller, and theraiore

a reduction in the speed at which the combination of engiiie and
propeller can rotate with a given engine teniae.

We have also shown that any element of a propeller will, at any gi\*en

value of J, transmit power with the maximum efficiency when its angle

of incidence to the resultant direction of the air is that corresponding to

the maximum lift drag ratio of the aerofoil. If the element is given,

at a certain value of J, the angle of incidence, and the blade an^ will

be fixed, and therefore at any other valne of J the an^le of inddsnoe

must be other than that oorresponding to the maximum lift drag ratio.

Lei 08 now oonsider, step by step, the effect on the thrust power of

decreasing the speed of the aircraft The steps by which the thrust

power is changed may be summed up thus

—

1. The valne of J and therefore of the angle f will deereaae.

2. The angle of incidence will increaae.

3. The ouSlow and therefore the inflow velocity of the air will ineraaae

relative to the aircraft speed.

These three effects will result in a decrease of efficiency.

4. A decrease in the rate of revolution of the engine and therefore in

the power transmitted to the propeller.

The first of theae eaoaea, and to some extent the third also, is funda-

mental, and will eause a deereaae in effinaney to oeeor even if tlia angle

of incidenoe were by some means maintained al ita beat value.

The second arises from the fixing of the bUde angle in the primary

condition.

The third arises from the faet that the avaiUble thrust power falls off

less repidly than the speed of the aireraft, and, sinee the thzoil power
is the product of the thrust and the speed, it fioQowa thai tiie Uuroaft

increases aa the speed of the airoraft diminishee. Conaaqoenftlv there ta

a greater outflow (and inflow) at low speed than at higher ^^eeda.

The fourth arises from the abaenoe of an increase of torqoe by the

engine necessary to maintain the revolutions at their normal raloe.
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Thus it will be seen that a certain proiwrtion of this decrease of

efficiency with aircrnft speed is fundumental and cannot l)e obviated.

126. A Propeller with Variable Pitch and Variable Surface.-The loss

of efficiency due to the angle of incidence varying from that correspond-

ing to a maximum lift/drag ratio would bo prevented if some device were
introduced which would enable one to turn the blade whilst working so

that the best angle of incidence was maintained at all speeds. But if

this were done with a propeller mounted on the ordinary aircraft engine,

giving approximately constant torque, the revolutions would increase as

the aircraft si)eed diminished. Thus, to maintain a constant normal
rate of revolution and a constant angle of incidence, it would l)e necessary

to vary simultaneously the blade angle and the blade surface.

Let us suppose that this is done, and let us examine what increase

of thrust |)ower results as compared with that obtained from the ordinary

fixed type of blade. For convenience it is assumed that the linear

dimensions of the projKiller are all altered in the same ratio, so that we
retain a geometrically similar propeller. Then, following the same
procedure as in Chapter VIII , we have for an element in the blade

X = Z:,(P + l/g)/(P)

when X = irj- ,

The values of the power absorbed, ^P„, and of the rate of revolution ii,

are to be constant. Therefore /i oc r. Let the surface of the element be
denoted by « = cdr. Thus « a r^

hence ^ * 3 (1)

Now as the speed of aircraft alters we propose to alter the linear

dimensions of the propeller. Following the same nomenclature as in

paragraph 65, let r = the radius of the element in the primary condition,

and /•' = the radius of the element in the secondary condition. Then
from (1) it follows that

G7-©' «
Equation (25), para. 66, then becomes

V = nT = WT
^'^^

127. Example.—In paras. 66 and 66 and in Fig. 91 we considered a

particular case, and showed under the term of overall efficiency what
fraction of the normal engine power was available at various aeroplane
speeds for doing useful work. The case there taken was typical of the
behaviour of an element of the blade of an ordinary propeller with fixed

blade angles.

AVe will now take the same case and, using the above procedure,
consider what gain in overall efficiency would lie obtained if we could
alter the dimensions and the blade angles of the propeller to suit each
particular value of J at which the propeller works.

1
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The full liiM effieieiMy oun'e in h\ lav thowi Ibe ofiaittU

of the ehoten alamanl Mtoming thiA it i» mg% of a propallor whieh
variable' " ' " ..—

^

. ..^ . rL.^^.

IS

both 10 linear dimonaiODi and blad« aogla. The doUad earfv
from Fig. 91, and tbowi the ovorall oflaieowr of Iho mum

with Ihe Bame primArj oondikkma, bal mimlni Um ^^^j—-*<*«•pnniAry
and Maile angle fixed aa Ihej would be in a propeUor of^oiditMiy toign.
From thia pMcolar oaae an idea ia obtained of the order of inewiot of

•ffioiei^y by using all the ibeoreiieally poaaible meana of farying ftho

propeDer to auit the epeed and an^le of ineidenea. U will be
in thia caae Ihe thmat power avaUaUe al elimbing apeeda ia

%
OS

6

04

02

R • Ordinsry prcpeifer dtmtnt

—^•- Vsri^bf^ pitch prop^M^r etfnent

by G per cent, of the normal engine power, or about 10 per cent of the

thrust power giveu by the ordinary propeller at climbiug speeds.

188. The Variable Pfteh PlopeDsr.—The variation of the linear dimen-
sious of the propeller does not lend itself to any etqr Mid nraotieal

mechanical design, and has ne\*er seriooaly been nngprtnii The
variation of the blade an^le only has, however, been alroQ^ adfo>
oated in many quarters dunnfl the past few years, and SQeh pcopaUors
have become known under the name of variable piteh propeUera. In
this case no attempt is made to keep the angle of incidenoe al thai corre-

sponding to Ihe maximum value of Ihe lifl/drag ralia Such propoUen
aim al keeping Ihe revolnlions of the engine eonslani by a^TMog ^
blade angles so that Ihe power abaorbed by Ihe propeller al all ^oes
of J equaln tlie normal power of the engina In dotng this it followg
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that the variation of the angle of incidence from that corresponding to

the maximum lift/drag ratio is less than in the ordinary fixed type of

blade.

We will continue the investigation of the aerodynamics of an element

as examined and find what is its overall efficiency when it forms part of

a variable pitch propeller.

As before, we have
X = /.j^iP + l/g)/(P)

, ,, 560dP«
where X =—^-~j-

Since, in the case of a variable pitch proi)eller, /i, dl\, and the linear

dimension remain constant, the vahie of X remains constant, hence

V(P' + i/3'i/'(P') = Ki^ + i/^y(P) .... (4)

and for any given value of P' we can find the angle of incidence which

gives values of Al' and S' satisfying equation (4).

Having obtained these values we can find K' and hence //' and the

secondary efficiency ij©. Then, since the value of /i is constant, equation

(25), para. 66, becomes
V h'
-- = - ... (5)

129. Example.—To continue the actual example worked for complete

variation in paragraph 127, let us again take a secondary condition in

which P' = 2(>. Thus as \yelore <^, = 14° 34' ;./(F) = 1-033 ; X = 0-083.

X' = /'i/lP' + l/^')/(P')

hence 0-083 = 1 033^(0*26 + 1/S)

and ^-l'
= 0-257 S' = 21*7

The value of the angle of incidence satisfying equation (4) is taken

from a chart of curves plotted from expression (8), para. (55, connecting

the value of P, X, and the angle of incidence, for the aerofoil section

with which we are working. Then

p' - h' = p,-^ = 0-0222

h' = 2378
„' = /,'K' = 0-77

and, since the revolutions are constant, the overall efficiency is the same

as the aerodynamic efficiency, i.r.

„, = ^' = 0-77

Then from (5) above

V ^ // __ 0-2378 _
V -/T- 0-283

-^^^^
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The chain curve in Fig. 189 shows the effiftendae at varkmi (netkmB
if the aircraft speed V. The didmoee belWMQ Um oppor eonre and the
chain carve showH i\m HfM*ritic« ihal baa baao made by nol baving a fully
variahit) pro]H -Qea balwaao Ibe doltad eiurva aod tba

variable pileb alaneol ovar Iba ofdioarj
li will be leen that the gain ia of the order of 4 |wr eeot

'•v^'ine power, or ti) |)er cent, of the thrust power given bj
{wller, at chmhing spued. In Table lAxi. and Figs.

vos are worked oat for the varioos eoabinatiooa of
0*5 ; 6, « 18 per eeni and tbe angle of tnridenee

lo nolift line of •2^ i\ r, 8*, and lO^Tln tbia table we
ity maximum variation of angle in eaeb eaae. For a

normal propeller with an angle of incidence of approumatelj <f from tbe
chord the oeerease in angle necessary to mAintain constant rsfolalions
\'aries from 2*6"^ with a value of J of 0-4:1, to Ury uith a valne of J
of vor>.

TABLB LXXL

VarlAbto pllcb. Outflow « IS p«r omI. P - OIL J - 0-4S.

chain ciirv*

1:

t)i(^ ordi!

1

meaaurv<t

give thti :,

^ ricuua of MOMi
dmafi ^pMi.

t. r. •

.

• ir.

0*8 98*4 SS-T aS'i •ji _• 98-0
0*4 47 S 61-6 48*4 45 :J 49*6
OS 67-5 S8-6 S9-6 r*}i) «70
O'S 61*9 70-4 71-6 6'J f> 67
l-O 001 74-8 77-1 7G I 78S
1-9 76-9 800 fc«)-4 78-4
1*4 -- 76-8 81-8 h30 898
1-S

IBO. -

T8S . SI-S6 8i-i 88*4

1 oluuige A*9or 8*40' r or r4or
IMg\9 DM.rii' VW VV rar r 0*

Variable pitch. Outflow « IS per cent.

fymntt

p«0«. l«o<a.

» r M^lMI flf MHMl
4ircf»fl ifMd.

3 .

330 880

*• xv.

J 81 81*0 34 7
0-4 63 & M-6 68-8 81*8 480
Uf> G4-3 as-7 88-9 68*8 S80

8 G8-75 TSS n-9 750 T9S
10 67 7 TS-S 89*9 81-9

1
TSS

1*9 aio 84*9 85*9 «8-S
1 4 .» 81-9 88*9 86-6 «-4
1-6 790

e»do'

88-9

ero-

878 N89

Ine. — 5 3iy s"s(r
of blade angle Deo, 8*40' i*9or ev i 40- vmr
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Variable pitch. Ootflow ^ 18 per cent. P » 0*4. J » 0-84.

85
S6 3
67-7
72-4
71C

IfMcimnm change ' Inc. —
of blade angle Dec. 10® (T

Ofvnll effldency per oiot.

4«». •». ••. 10».

860 880 80-4 26-2
68-6 66-8 58-9 49H
72-2 71-7 09-8 GG 1

79-3 79-9 77-9 76-(;

82-4 84-1 83-8 81-7

831 86-1 86*6 86-G
82-7 86-7 88-8 883
81-4 86-8 88-55 89-45

8«»80' 800' T^O* 7"0'

7°3(y e'^o' 4«0' ~~

Variable pitch. Outflow = 18 per cent. P — 0*5. J « 1-06.

OraraU aflkiciioj per oaot.

Fractioo of normal
•Ironft^pead.

r. 4« fP. aP. le".

0-2 38-6 88-6 37-5 33-5 21-6
0-4 59-9 61-6 69 8 67 50-3
0-6 70 7 74-6 73 1 71-4 09-

2

08 74-7 81-8 81-8 80-3 78-3

10 74-2 840 85-6 85-8 83-7
1-2 — 84-3 87-6 88-0 86-8
1-4 83-6 88-2 88 9 88-9
1-6 — 82-1 880 88-6 90-7

J^Iazimnm change Inc. — 9*80' 8«»80' 8»0' 8*»0'

of blade angle Dec.l2«30' 10° 30' 8* 30' 6° 80' —

The curves apply to an element only, and the values of J given are

those of propellers in which the element considered is at a radius of

0*7 R A comparison of these curves and those given for the ordinary

element in Chapter VIIL show that the gain is of the same order for all

conditions, t.^*. about 3 to 4 per cent, of the normal engine power at

climbing speeds.

130. Suggested Uses of the Variable Pitch Propeller.—In addition to

keeping the revolutions constant from maximum speed to climbing si)eed,

the variable pitch propeller would enable one to maintain the revolutions

constant with altitude. The rate of climb of the aeroplane and the ceiling

would therefore be increased. Whilst this point is important in aircraft

for war purposes, it is of doubtful value for commercial purposes.

From the point of view of fuel economy the variable pitch propeller

gives an advantage. The distance which an aeroplane can fly with a

given consumption of fuel is, in general, increased by reducing the power
given out by the engine as the fuel is consumed and the total load carried
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With the Axed type of propeller lueh reduelkNi (d power
oiiUi. ig ibe eugiiie. mam, however* the eofbe is

(riiiullyin re^pufdf fw eooeomplioo per hone-power, when
ruiiniu^' on full ihroiile, it wouM be prefermble end more eeooomieel of

fuel to roducd tlk» powur t>f the engioe wiihooi ellering the throttle

jKMiition. This the verUblu pitch propeller ellowt ui to do; for, bjr

inereeiing the hlade anglee, Ihe lorqoe eoeffieient ol the propeller m
inoreeeed, and ihoe the epeed of the engfaie een be redooed without
ohaoffiiig the conditionf for tte mAvimum eflleieDejr. It it mIb to oey,

therefore, thet the mileege of aircraft for a given weight of foel would be
increased hy a \'ariablo pitch propeller.

Again, a variable pttcli propeller Is essential if engines fitted with
(levnceB for maintaiuing the |)ower eonshtnt wiUi altitude oeeome pree-

tical propoaitiouM. At present, at we have shown, the revolotions of the
ordinary propeller at any given airoraft speed dseresss only slightly with
altitude owing to the fortunate fact that toe power of the engine and the

power absorbed by the propeller both vary approximately diieetly as the
(lenfiity or pressure of the atmosphere. The ordinary type of pcopiUer,

if fitted to an engine whoeo |K>wer was eonstant with altmle, woold allow

the engine to race as the altitude increased, and the sdvmnlsge of soper^

compression devices would be lost by it Ijeing noeosssry to throttle in

order not to exoeed the maximum permissible revolutions of the engine.

Iiuleed, it may be cited as one of the chief drawhacks to superoompression

devices that, with such a device, the further complication of a \'ariable

pitch propeller must be added.

Lastly, the variable pitch propeller has been suggested as a brake to

reduce the run of an aeroplane when Unding, and thus to enable hmdinyi
to be made in a small landing ground. In this ease the blades woold
be given limits of variation sufticieiU to allow them to be reversed and
to exert a tiackward thrust. Thus when the aerophtne touched Ihe

ground the bkides would be reversed and the engine opened out to

obtain the maximum reversed thrust
The variable pitch projieller, however, involves—
(1) An extra control to which the pUot must give his attention.

(i) An increased complication in design and manufacture.

(3) An added potential source of danger in the hands of an ioex-

(lerienoed pilot

It is, therefore, for the pilot and aircraft deeigner to decide whether
the disadvantages are couipeiisattMl hv the degree of increased power and
efficiency demonstrated above.
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THE HUB

131. The Transmission o! Torque.—The torque of the engine is usually

transmitted from the proiKiller sliaft to the propeller by means of a hub
which tits as a sleeve on to the propeller shaft (see Chapter II., Fig. 1).

There are two methotls of transmitting the torque to the hub which

are commonly adopted in practice. The one, common in the earlier and

smaller tyi>es of engine, but used quite satisfactorily in the 400 Lilxjrty

engine, is shown in Plate 8. The shaft and the bore of the sleeve

have a taper of about 1 in 5, and in addition there is a key which assists

in transmitting the torque. The other method is one which has given

good results on the Rolls Royce and Napier engines. In it the internal

bore of the hub is provided with serrations which engage with corre-

8|X)nding serrations in the shaft.

Discussion as to the respective merits of these two systems is not

within the scoi)e of this work.

The British Engineering Standards Committee make the following

recommendations :

—

(a) The attachment of the hub to the shaft by means of parallel

serrations (concentricity being ensured by short cones at each end of the

hub) appears to be the most satisfactory method judged from existing

practice on twelve-cylinder engines.

(/>) Where tapered shafts are used, the taper should be 1 in 5 on

the diameter of the cone, and the fit of the hub on the shaft should be

so arranged that the greatest intensity of stress is set up on the driving

end of the hub, which is generally at the larger end of the taper.

For the purpose of transmitting the torque from the hub to the

proi)eller, the former is provided with a flange at each end. One of

these Hanges is usually an integral i)art of the hub, and the other fits

over the other end of the barrel.

The centre part of the hub passes through the centre bore of the

proi)eller, and the fiange plates are gripped against the faces of the 1k)88

by means of bolts passing through them and through the boss.

An attempt is usually made to transmit a proportion of the torque

through the loose flange by means of splines or serrations between it

and the sleeve. In general, however, this means does not succeKsfully

accomplish the object. In order to transmit the torque, the loose flange

must be a good driving fit on the sleeve, and such a fit renders difficult

the quick changing of propellers which is often necessary in the field.

Normally the fit is not more than a good running fit, in which case the

fixed flange takes the greater part, if not all, of the torque : consequently

in designing hubs it is usual to assume that all the torque is taken

through the fixed flange.

A hub, such as has been descril)ed, may be considered as transmitting

the torque to the propeller, either (a) by the frictional grip of the flanges

296
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THE urn wi

on the horn Uom, or (A) by tliMr ou Um boll* and ibo rttultiiig priMort
of tho latter t^MOil IboMm or iha bolt boles.

in actual pn^tioo Ibe torque is pcobablj tmnemitloH bj bolh meaue.
Hxperienoe hM,howofer, hown UuU geoeittllj the frielioo dritv belvooo
the filed flai^EO and the boss is the mosl ssHstlislniy nmni lo lelj oo
for transmitltoa the drive.

In esses where Uie U>n|iie is iransmitted tUroagh the boHi, the

ureesare on the sidee of tlio bolt holee emshes the wood, end ths holes

iieoome oval ; the uneven torque oi the engine than eanses the propeller

to oseillate within the limits allowed by this amount of ovalnass, with

lent generation of heat on the (see of the boss. 8oeh heating

>erceptihla to the tooeh. and in a few cases has setoallj bsen
Huthr -HUM) the wood to ignite. Further, this oectlUiion rssnlts

in H
I

Huctuation of stress in the bolu which quiekljr rssnllB in

failure unIi*8.H the stresses are low.

It flhoulil therefore be assumcMl in the design of hubs that the whole
of tbu toniuti i8 tramcmitted by friciidu between the fbed flange and tha

boss face. In other words, that the latter forma a friction dutch with

the fsee of the uropeller boes.

In onler to increase the eoefficient of friction between theas soriaees
the innur Hurfaces of the flanges are rough finished.

132. MsthsmaHeal Investigation.—Let us assume that the toraoa is

tninHmitt4Ml hy friction between the fixed flange and the laee of tha bosa.

Let Q « the torque to be transmitted.

Ra « radius of flange plate,

a > radius of th* liore.

iirr B ooefllcient o:

/> = intensity of pr«w« i-e between the surfsoes.

It is assumed thiit ;> is unifc m over the driving sarfsoe. Then the

maximum toniuo which it is «Hihle to tranHinit through the annular

t'lement of surface at r radius l

-ajirKK-r:) . (I)

in existing hubs
r.ocR, •i)

iud in general nractioe
. .:<!

Therefore oombining (1) and (3)

<«)

But Q«^. («)

Hence from (4) and (5)

<'": ^6)
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Let C s diameter of the circle on which the boss bolts are pitched.

From current practice

C«R, (7)

In many existing hubs it is noticed that the ring of bolts is very near
to the edge of the plate. This is apparently the result of assuming that

the torque is transmitted by the bolts in shear. On the assumption
that the torque is taken by the friction grip, a larger distance should be

allowed between the bolt holes and the e Ige of the flange plate, so that

there is ample surface round the bolts to sustain the surface pressure.

1*1 suggesting their standards the British Engineering Sttiiidards

Committee assume the diameter of the plate to be 1*3 times the diameter

of the bolt circle.

Hence from (6) and (7)

C«oc^^

^-'^ <»

where L is a constant.

The equation put in this form is used later.

Size and Xumber of Bolts,—
Let N = number of bolts.

/ = allowable tensile stress in the bolts.

d = diameter of bolts.

P = pressure between the surfaces.

A = area of the flange plate in contact with the boss.

From previous equations

A = 7r(R,^ - I'l) a C^ {[))

Also i>
= 7 (10)
A

and P = ^N/</-^ (11)
4

If it is assumed that hubs and bolts are made of a standard material

and the propeller of some definite wood, then there are some definite

allowable values for /and p which may be taken as constant.

Then from 9, 10, and 11

^d^ .

-7,^ IS constant (12)

or rfVN = k| (13)

where K is a constant.

The values of L and K.—We have now derived three fundamental
formulae

—

c VP-
nL-V:

r.ocC
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If. Uimfora, wo om obiMn milibto filoM for L and K« wo mo, far

p
any value of -* fix C from (B), and bariog nrLItmnly aelaeU

number of bolU we can fix <l from (13).

The taloe of r* ia nd to aaaily fbuid, liiioa tl dopaoda lo a large*

on the deaign of ilia angina thaft
No very satiafaetory reaolta will ba oblaiiiad bv darifing L and K

from aaramod ndnaa of p, /, and i> Tha malbod foUowad bara m to

derive Ihaaa oonatanii by an axaminalioo of diwanainna found aalfofaatey
in praelioe.

Particulars of horse-|)owera and tbe eorreapooding raiea of rafolation
of the propelleni fur varioua enginaa tooeiber wiib the neoaaaar}' bob
partioalara are abown in the table whieh loUowa. Tbe valnaa of L and K
naire been ealfanated for eaeh bub.

Rznnmio Ulbs.

TABLE LXXO.
un SAUom oa L aid K.

aril^lM.

) A V.V

> HoUii-BoxM HAwk

PLeRhoM
C1«9H.

D Oroeii .

,0 ClorKtt
) lietuiult
4n Smiih. . .

(<M.«Bloii Untie
GU Cartba
tA.F.U . .

fiOUrMn. . .

140 Siurtovmul .

lOO CmiIoo Uoim
laoSoabMinCitovhtd)
190 Ron»>Ro]r«o . .

no Ilbpttoo-SaUA .

noRniMll . . .

no Sanbttuii

.

Sonboam.

L .

EAgbVUL

tm
P-. m.

m' a. 4.

40 1900 0*088 b i'
65 1960 O'OOa lOmm.

,

70 1980 0*066 lOnuB. 1

8ft 1960 0*006

f69 1980 00666
86 1980 066 10 mm.
90 1980 0*079 10 mm.
90 1980 0*079 10 mm.

•

'

1900 0686 10 mm.
1800 0*084 10 mm.

110 1980 0*009 10 mm.
8ft 900 0*0044 U'lHUB.
140 laSO 0*1066 10 mm.
167 1600 0- 104ft 11mm.
140 1980 01 19 19 ft mm.
170 1800 118 V
96 800 OUG V

1980 0116 16mm. 1

1^00 1166 r 1

kjd 1960 01686 la^..

166 1000 166
97ft 1180 964
«) 117l» 171 19 mm.
9fiO laOO 109 19 mm.
910 1080 0900 10

r-910 1060 0*900 10
976 1980 0990 18 mm.

!
«a 1094 0986 M

940 1000 0*940 U)
••

Sftl 1080 0*896 "

8ft6 1060 0888 10
"

990 680 0*400 U*l mm.
4flO 000 0-800 19 •"

i

liO mm
110 mm.
190 am.
6*9y
ft* aft*

4'76-

190 aa.
190 aa.
160'am.

or
160 aa.
iSOaa.
180 mm.
180 mm.
140
9ft'

198

^m. L« U

164 ii>

aoaa. su ftlft

aoaa. 960 m
9*9r 990 888
9*i9r 999 604
60 aa. 810 4a8
aOaa. 864 «fl
80 aa. 864 €T1
10 aa. lar wn
a»-8aa. 190 sn
10 aa. aia m
10 aa. fm 418
TOaa. 946 sn
10 mm. 941 iUtn—

.

896
— 66 m

a*6r
110 aa
oaa
d*ir

IfO

910i
910

1

980
7*6'

910
7ft'

910 n

69
'.0

80i
aoi
84*7

119

918
816
Its
118
146

ar <M

an

1

Jg
«ia

«ft

16

NoiB.—In alUimliiig.IbordoaoC
permln., andO

K,P-
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i Mu two extreme values of L X 10'** found are ()5 for a 100 i uruss

engine and 444 for a R.A.F. la engine. With the exception of these two
vahies, L x 10^ ranges from 113 to 877 and has an average vahie of 251.

The R.A.F. la engine has a flywheel and is therefore an exceptional case.

Anart from this, the most heavily loaded huh is the Rolls Royce Eagle 8,

with a value of L x 10* of 377.

No trouble has been experienced with this hub, and we ma^ therefore

use it as a datum point, and say that L x 10' may be as high as 380
on ordinary twelve-cylinder engines, but there is reason to believe that

this figure cannot be materially increased.

As regards K, the value of K x 10" varies in extreme cases from 280
up to 561, with an average value of 415. In general, however, it does

not fall lower than 370.

From existing practice which has given satisfactory results we there-

fore conclude that

L X 10" should not bo greater than 380.

K X la"* should not be less than 370.

That is

(^) should not be less than -oV..p* .... (14)

d should not be less than --^—/vi • • • (l''^)

2 X lO^V N

Formula (14) admittedly does not take direct account of the tension

in the bolts due to the thrust of the propeller, nor the shear due to the

torque ; indirectly, however, this is taken into account in that the constant

K is based on known practice.

These formulae assume a single ring of bolts. A double ring of bolts

has been suggested, but from the propeller jwint of view such a practice

is undesirable.

There is along the grain at the root of the blade and through the

boss a considerable shear stress due to the torque of the engine and the

centrifugal pull of the bla<les.

This shear is subject to a periodic variation due to the variation in

the torque of the engine, and several cases are known of propellers having
failed along the line AA' (Fig. 194) running tangential to the centre bore

through a bolt hole and coming out at the side of the boss. In a few
exceptional cases, round the place at which this line emerges on the side

of the boss or a few inches from the 1k)ss along the blade, the varnish has
been burnt and blistered, which eflfects would be accounted for by the

periodic variation of torque causing a periodic variation of shear stress

between the layers of wood, and the consequent sliding of the layers over

one another, even within the elastic limit of the wood, causing a gene-
ration of heat. It is, therefore, undesirable to introduce a new ring of

bolt holes as in Fig. Iy4, for it will l)e found difficult to avoid either

adding another perforation along this critical line or weakening the

cross-sectional area across AB.
Table LXXIII. shows the dimensions of standard propeller hubs
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liii'l down oil thoHo principles by Uie Brituih Rnginearing BUUMkrdt
AKMociation.

Column l<i givuB the vnlue of " for \\\iu'\i r^ich -^laul.ii'i i^ r uU

in the ease of iwelve^yUnder eoginen, ii Uuig MMUttititi Umi utily uuo

Fio. VM.

Hanf^ serves for efficient toniue transmission. The rate of rsfolotioo

I)er minute of the proix^ller shaft is m.

Fig. 195 gives the kev to the letters at the heads of the remaaiiiiijs

columns. These standards will be found to cover engines ap to appnoxi*

mately 1000 horse-power. Table LXXIV. gives tht standard limits on
(he dimensions gi\*en in Table LXXIII.

18a. Biglit-«ilUsr EDtJtam, — The hub for eight cylinder geared
engines calls for special remark, since considerable trouble has been
experienced with such hubs.

Troubles which have been met with in tbis type of engine are

or several of the following :

—

(1) Failure of the cnmkshaft.

<2) Failure of the gears.
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TABLE LXXIII.

BS.
No.

8

4 8
5

i
10

6 IS

II

11 A

16

7 19 16
8 12 I 16

t

\

160
190
220

260
290
886

i

!1
^1

370 76
400 76

mm. imm.
60 14
60 14
60

! 14

ill

160
190
220

i 1

11

I>

w.
.

»'

I
z

70 ! 16
j
260

70
i
18 800

70 I 18 880

19 860
19 880

II
2 s

1

mm. mm. <mm. mm
60 120 110 6

:

70 150 140 6
80 170 170 8

80 200 200 8 1

90 280 280 10 !

100 250 270 10

110 270 300 12
'

116 290 330 12

X l«".

Prom—
to 008 to 871

0-08 to 015 189 to 86

1

015 to 0-23 244 to 87

1

0-23 to 0-38 230 to 380
0*88 to 0-68 260 to 382
68 to 0-74 290 to 378

0-74 to 0-93 300 to 377
0-93 to 110 305 to 381

No. Di*. of Bolts.

TABLE LXXIV.

Stamdabd Limits.

EaodF.

Min. Muc.

tutu.

- 10
mm.
+

- -10 +

-10 +

- 16 +

- -15 +

- -15 +

- 16 +

DiA. of Holes for Pitch,
Bolts and Nuts. DIa. and

,

Pcwltkm
1 ofBolt

Min.

UlUi.

+ •20

+ •20

+ •20

+ •20

+ •90

+ •20

+ •20

Max.

+ -25

- •15; +0 + •90

+ •26 SSa

+ •26 ^^1
« « ^^

+ •25 g-S-S

+ •25
ll-s

+ -25 ^-2 n

; H
+ •26'

L«rpeDto.or
Bore of

Loom Flange.

Min.

- 02

- 02

- 02

- 02

-•02

- -02

- 02

- 02

M«x.

+ 08

+ 08

+ 04

Extero&l DIa.
ofFUnges.

-0

-0

-0

Max.

+ 04l -0

+ 04 -

+ -04 -

+ -05
j

-

+ •06 -0

+ -60

+ •60

+ •60

+ •60

+ ^60

+ •60

+ •60

+ -60

D.

Distanoi
between
FlAngGA

(minlmnm
•itja-tmrnt).

mm. mm.
- 12 i +12

-19

-12

-IS

-19

-19

-19

-12

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

' I I -..'-_.

A general limit of ^ 0*20 mm. will be allowed on all dimensionB of the Hub not
specified in Table LXXIV.
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(H) Ffulareo! the

M) iletttng of ibe'oooe belwMii the pit>p»ll<T nhnM mh
i'< l^^tH)^ thejproDellar iluift and g«ur wbaeL

<^) HaAluigWwaen Ibe hub flMigw and Ui« i«cv» ut

<>v» rdiliireof iba propalkr bbukw; imiaUj bj tpUtlii
ihr win^ oflf iba fabric cowing, or wbao moUl-iippad,
lilttiT.

I II RngU«h and Krencb oractioe Uiia iproup of trooblcc
111* t with on eigbt-oylinder V engincc with.iipur redndton
liiiv. iuver, to the aoibor*! knowladge» bon
cvliiitlci nor with roUry engincc. It ia

circumalantinl evidence on the point, that tbej have been

L
1

I ffin baband

uw propeUer

cof thelbi*
Am

baa only been
geara. Tbejr
with twehra-

there iaoolj
met with bj

a«r* «# hMrtI fM Nub !• b«
wtciiiwi to SUA 4«*ifii e# Shaft

I

B

>
-^-

FMl. 19A.

tlie Ctormana on fux-cylinder enginea Poeeiblj becanae oor eiperienee

with different types of sach enginea of higher luworn ia nnall, and poa-

sihly because our six-cyiinder engines have had direct drt?eff. »•> *"^^*<' »'^'

met* the troubles.

The excessively larj^ hubs and the reoent introdoction ot iiro eium
hub Mta in Qennan su-cylinder enginea pointa to simikr tronble being

exiierienced on such enginea.

The first point at which trouble is eiperienead is on the erankshalt

Provided the crankshaft is strong enongli to bear the itressss, the

trouble paseee on to the geara. The torque variation baa next to be
transmitted through the propeller shaft, then from the abaft to tiia

hub, from the hub to the propeller boas, and from the kitar lo the

Aerodynamic reaction on tne bkdea. Failore appears to oeeor al
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the weakest jwint in the chain. Strengthening up of any one part
invariably only moves the trouble to some othor part, and in attempt! n«^

to get over the trouble one fnuls onesuif moving in a vicious circle. Ono
case well known to many in the aircraft industry is worth recalling. The
engine was of the eight-cylinder V type witli spur reduction gearing.
Trouble was experienced with the gears and shafts, and after this had
been surmounted severe heating of the cone between the pro})eller shaft

and the hub occurred after a few minutes' running. This was eventually
surmounted by shrinking the hub on to the shaft; only for the heating,'

then to occur equally quickly between the flange plates and the bosh

faces. In its turn this trouble was surmounted by increasing the
diameter of the flange plates and inserting a layer of special material
between the flange plates and boss faces. Failure of the propeller blades

Pio. 196.

then started. Complete failure did not always take place, the proi>eller

being removed on signs of failure being detected. In the case of metal-

tipped propellers the metal tip frequently cracked in the direction across

the blade, and in other cases where the blade had only the usual fabric

covering the latter became loose and flew off. The troubles w ere

eventually practically eliminated by removing the gears and building

the en^ne with a direct drive on to the propeller.

This group of troubles being only met with seriously in the eight-

cyhnder V type engine with spur reduction gears, its cause is to be

sought principally in some distinctive combination of pecuUarities of this

type of engine.

In the engines which have given trouble the following conditions

obtain :

—
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<i (uu vuriiiuoii, M wm^utd wish
cylinii. \ with

(*2) A l«*\\t;r imtiinU tonioiuU frMOMWjr of Umi enuilulmii mud
i>ropuller tthaft h^hUjiu, m oomimrad with Jin«t driw aoglniL

(8) Large aeeotidary boriionUl <> luiioe eoapla which acIii

through the oeutroof the craiiluhati wiin » m^iuanoyof Iwiee Um eogiiM
rate of revolutionii (Fi^. llMi).

Ap oaUes which mAjr hAvo been oMfed bv dtlMif*
K«^ari i»lee eiperieooediiMy IhiisbeAttrflmlehielOfillMr
or both of thu foilowing oeuaee :

—

(<i) Approximate Hynebroiiiiim of eome hariiioiite of the loraae nma«
tiou with tlie natural fnxiuency of the cruiikiihiift mitl iinipeller ehafi
Hystoiu.

{b) Disdaoemeut of the crankshaft A (Fig. 106) reklive lo tlie

pm|)ellt<r sliaft B eettang up a mutual variation of torque reedion
iM^twotMi the gear wbeela.

From thiri Htamli>oint it will be eeen bow the removal of the gaara in

tlie ca»e (pioted al>ovt5 might remedy the trouble.

\a repirds cauHo iti) the natural fnxjueticy of the erankahaft and
pro|Mr 1(1 be altered, and thus the engine speed at whieh
the u) isation occorred wookl probably be ehaoged to

Home the working range of the engina
A.^ ..^.... ise (/') the nropeller shaft and tne crankshaft now being

unu and the same tiling, tlie mutual variation of toniue reaction no
l(H i\t«. In addition the mean torque transmitted to the propeller

i^ in virtue of the higher pro|M3ller speed, whilst, iu the partMoiar
in lie same hub was used as in the geared engine, thos
gr .. ng surface.

U is interesting to note that on the RA.F. 1 a engine, another ei^t-
cylinder V tyne enj^ne which has been m«fntioned previously as having
a 8mall Hywlieel, although the huh Hangee are much smaller than the
getieral practice even on 12-cyUnder engines, no hub, gear, or shaft

trouble has been experienced.

The value of L x 1(F for the hub of the engine whose trouble we
have (JiHcussed was as low as 2H8. It would therefore seem adrisable in

ei^'htcylinder V engines with spur reduction gears not to exceed a \'altte

of L x' 10^ of 190, that is one-half the \*alne allowed for twelve-c)*linder

engines.

Acoop] his recommendation the figures in column 18 shook! be
halvetl wli. reduction gears are used.

For other engines having 8|iecial ton|ue characteristics or methods of

I)ower transmission, the figures in column 18 should be divided by soiDe

suitable number which can only be fixed by the engine designer from his

sjiecial knowledge of bis particuUr engine.



CHAPTER XV

THE DESIGN OF WINDMILLS

134. Introductory.—Whilst the design of windmills does not, strictlj

speaking, come within the BQOiye of this work, it has been thought well

to include a brief treatment of the subject, since the fundamental prin-

ciples are similar to those employed in propeller design.

The windmill has become a very usual means of indirectly trans

mitting power from the main i)ower unit to such aircraft accessories a

pumps and the generators of lighting sets and wireless telegraphy in

stallations. Such a means of power transmission is mechanically ver.\

simple ; the windmill is on the spindle of the appliance driven, and hn>

the obvious advantage of eliminating the gears and driving shafts and

their potential troubles, which direct mechanical transmission involves.

It must, however, be admitted that, with the conditions under whicli

present-day windmills, as applied to aircraft, work, their efficiency i

usually much lower than that which would be obtained by good me-

chanical drives. The range of power to which they are applicable in

also limited. ...
186. Mathematical Investigation.—The function and working conditions

of a windmill are in general the reverse of those of the screw propeller.

The latter receives its power as a torque and transforms it into a thrust

;

the former receives power by means of a thrust due to its forced transla-

tional motion through the air, and transforms that thrust into a torqu-

capable of driving some mechanism. The propeller accelerates and the

windmill retards the air passing the disc of rotation.

In the case of the proi>eller we assumed, empirically, from dat;

available, that one-third of the total acceleration of the air takes plac<

in front of the disc of rotation, that is to say, Xj = 0'38. No experiment-

are available to deteimine whether or not the same value may he taken

in the case of a windmill. In the following investigation it has beei

assumed that it may. The actual value chosen does not affect the

method which follows, nor does it radically affect the conclusions drawn

from the results obtained. The numerical results may be modified b;

the reader should subsequent experiment reveal a more correct value

for Xi.

Let \w = velocity of air at a point sufficiently far in front of the

windmill to be unaffected by its action. Except in cases where the

windmill is working behind a propeller or some obstruction, this velocity

will be V, that of the aircraft relative to the surrounding air. Let //iV^

be the decrease in the value of V,^ after the air has passed through the

806
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windmill. Thua if U in Um v^loetly mnm and Ai rigbi Miglat to Um
witnliuill (liiie,

U - (1 - 01I86|)V 1)

Thu foUowiog Mtmnplioiis ara now wmAm :—
(1) The centre of the windmill iii ioeflbetave over a diae which he« m

(liamt)t«r of one-third of thu diameter of the windmill ditfc, i>. the
dine area ie eighi*ninthii ut ihe total diie area.

(d) That Ihe retardalkm of the air ii uniform over the
|iortion of the windinill diMc. that ii to laj, from one-third R to R.

Tht i*nHri tiuiiMiHttutl,-^Lei P. he the power deliveiwd on to the

windmill shaft and let « he the efBeiency. By eileieiieT ie meant the ratio

of the energy transmitted from the windmill to the ihaft to the eoeffQr

taken from the air by the windmill, and n"t the ratio of the eoe^gy
ubeorhed to the total energy in the stream of air.

The further s>-mbolB used are the same as thoee need in the treatmeol
of the Bcrow profieller.

If M is the mass of aur fiassing through the windmill disc, then

M « effective area of the disc x pU

- ^(D» - JD»)pU

- 0-7/)D«r

- 0-7pD«V.(l - 0-;^) 1)

The energy absorbed from the air is

4MV.«-1M|(1-60VJ«
» iMV,«6,(2 - h, . (8)

Combining expreiisionH (2) and (H) wu huv45

Energy abeorbed - 0-117pl)»V.*6,(6, - ^){bi - b; . . {4)

The power delivered to the windmill shaft is the product of the
)rffyabeorb( ".

foot«Ibe.-sec. units are used

unergy abeorbed per unit time and the efficiency of the windmill ; hence if

p 0'117<pD«V,«^(^ - 2X^1 - 8)
^*

650

« 212 X ia-^iipD^.^(6, - 2)(^ - 8) . (5)

186. Investicalicn on the Blade Btament TheoiT.—As in the propeller

theory, let us consider the forces acting on an element e« of the Uade,
which is at a radius r from the atis of rotation. See Fig. 85, Chap. IV.

The area of this element will, as liefore, be nlr. Fig. 1*J7 shows a crow-
section through the bhule.

If EC repreeents the relatix-e axial velocity U of the air through the
windmill disc, and AB the velocity of rotation, 1 1, of the element, then
AC will repreeent the resultant reUtive velocity of the air in magnitude
and direction.

Since the flat hice of the aerofoil is facing the on-coming air the
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aeroioii ^vlll Ihj tmi 8o that the hltvde augle ^^ = (^i - «) instoail of

(^, -f a) 08 in the i)roi)eller, « l^eiiiR the angle of incidence, rsing the

same procedure aa in the previous cha[)ter8 we have, from an examination,

of Fig. l!)7,

= L sin ^1 - 1 > <^H>s </>i

which expression reduces to

and

? sni 01

(ZT = cwZ + rt//

= L cos <^i + D sin <^i

^r.)

(7)

Pig. 197.

which reduces to

h sm ^1

The expression for the ef!iciency of the element is

Therefore

Energy transmitted to the shaft
*' "" Energy absorbed from the air

_ tan (<^i - 7)
" tan ^

^tan (01 - 7)

tan 01
= (1 - ai)'

(H)

(in
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It will bo found by tlifliDreotMliii^ iluit. (or any giveu vjilun of >»%, the
'>i(*ioncv IB a maximum wh«ii

137. Comparison of Coitmpmiitag EivnalOft lor tte

Propeller. At i)u» |Miiiit it is of ioleretl to eiamino the dUfaraoeo
Utween oorrenpondtng mjpnammm deriveil for the windmill and for tlie

prujwller

PaOPBLLSa. \VllCI»IIILL.

i^ ^1 "iJr " ^ iin 4i

'/r
" ^ain^ #/r

" ^ sin ^~

If in a maximum when
ii is a maximum when

138. The Routine Deiicn. Having derived the fundamental exprea*

sioiiR. let m oxamiiu* in detail the procedure of deeign. Geoerallj the
conditions laid down will be

—

To design a windmill to deUver a eertain specified power to its ahafl

at a given rate of revolution when mounted on an aircraft flying at a
^ven speed.

It is seen at once that the power delivered to the shaft will vary with

the aircraft spc»ed. A compromise is therefore stniek between the highest

and lowest flying speeds. The most favourable position in whieo lo

place the windmill in in the slipstream of the propeller. The valodty
of the propeller nlipetreain vanes over the ranse of flying speed to a
much smaUer extent than the flying speed itamf. Thus the power in

the impinging stream and avaiUble for driving the windmill will also be

more constant than in the nndistorbed air. The position has also the

added advantage that sonio of the waste power in the slipstream is

regenerated ana used by the windmill.

The first step, therefore, is to ascertain the fMi^ition of the windmill.

If it is behind tlie propeller the value of V^ will be (V + rj, the raloeity

of the propeller slipstream. If the windmill is working withoat sueh

interference V^ will e(|ual V, the aircraft speed.

The altitude at which the output is required most also be aseertaaned.

It has then to be decided what value of 6i should be taken for the

windmill : in other words, what proportion of the kinetic energy of the

air Acting on the windmill it is propoeed to take out of the strsam. It

is apimrent from expression (i» that the smaller oi is, and eonssqiiently

tb'o sinnlU^r fu is, the greatt^r will lie the eOirifucv. It also follows from
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general consideratious and from expression (5) that the smaller hi

becomes the less \)o\\ev will be obtained from a given diameter of

windmill.

Expression (5) shows that, other things being equal, the maxiniuni
power will be obtained from a windmill of given diameter whon
tihi{bi - 2)(6i - 8) is a maximum.

The straight lines in Fig. 198 shows the variation of efficiency and the
cur^'es show the variation of v^iihi - 2)(6i — 3) with the value of by for

an element of the windmill blade situated at a radius 0*7 R, for values of

J of 0*4, 0-8, and 1*2, assuming the lift drag ratio to be 19. The curv< s

show that the value of hi for maximum power increases slightly as the

{?'S

0-6
090

value of J increases. The change is small, however, and it is approxi-

mately correct to say that the maximum power is obtained by taking
05 to 0*6 for the value of hi, that is to say, by using 0*75 to 0'85 of the

energy in the stream.

Hence if maximum power is required, a value of hi = 0*55, say, will

be used, giving an efficiency lying between 50 and 70 per cent., and
depending on the rate of revolution and the consequent value of J. If

higher efficiency is required from a disc of given size than is being
obtained, less power must be taken from the stream. The value of hi to

be used will then be determined from consideration of the maximum
permissible diameter and the degree of efficiency required. It follows

that, when a specified power is required it will be obtained more efficiently,

within limits, the larger the diameter can be made, since hi then becomes
correspondingly smaller
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Ilaviug letUed the tpeftd o( the Air tlr«UB io whkh the wiodniill will

work aud the viloa of K if m po«ible Mdmnej be mined, Ihe
Harjr diameter ma be fouud epprodnuUelj eooofh (rom efpteaioo (5).

TbiM effieienojr may be fomia enflleientij eloeelj from the maim in

Fig. 108 or Bimibur eunree.

The neoMHury blade surfMe remaina to be determined. Thii will

depend on ibe revolutions at whieh the windmill b to nan. The valoe

(or ihe total bUde width at farioua radii will be foond by oae of the

bUde element theory in a manner iiimilar to that need in propeller

deeign and given in'^iara. 14. A plan form will bi* tihoeen arnitrarily,

and the power tranimitted will be eetimated in termi of C. the maiimnm
ifW

blade width, using, however, the valoee of , foond by the evalnalion

of exDrossioQ (7). When the maximum bbMle width is determined it will

Im Hiilit up into Hufliciont nunilier o( bladee to give a blade aapesi ratio

of niH>ut five*





APPENDIX I

vom ov muwiva

1». IMhol-TlM proprikr \m hmn deiicMili il hM jH to bt Mfa t Oi*

dMifn moii tborafore be drawn ool oo ptper. la dolag Ikk, Um oidiMffj tmlm
of meeluuiioiU dmwioK mv followed Mid ibt pftrUnikn of llw dnk^ aiv dMwm
l>v iiieaiui of A pUn, A front elcYaiion mm\ wrerml rrnw ioctiotn Ukait lookiac
fmiii thi« ooiitre alonff a oonvenieot nKliftI line. Hocb % reptmmdMioa h ibovs,
without iliiueimionA, in IMuU* I, Cliajiier f I.

14a Fairioff tbo Dtriffn Ptftknkrt. -Tlr drmojrbtMnan will rttthn dmwiac

Klti. IIW.

]<iiti tilirx iiuiiur lo those shown in Tsble X\. iiia nrm, M«p wtii iir to pki^

ill ^ {ui iicuhin on Muared pnper against a Uisc of radios. Prom these

lie will 860 whether toe chonU, the angles, ami the tbicknesMS
of the various sections lie on fair conres. If thcjr tki noi, be
iiiUHt consult with the designer coiiocrning the alteration to be

iiiiMlt> ; for to emore a fair blade soch a condition most be

satisfied. ^

He will next decide bow oian? and for what radii be will

draw the lecUoos of the Made. The sections sbonld be taken

from 7 to !i inches apart, bnt in no case sbonkl leas than foor

sections be taken. The section nearest the tip shoold be takeo

at from OWi H to o«i:> K radins, and the distaaoe of the ooe
nearest the boo will depend on Uie sisc of the Ikms. The rsdii

of the sections liaring been fixed, the valoe of the ehord, the

angle, and the thiekneas can be read off from the faired eonres

preriooslj plotted.

141. Dniwini tbo Soollooii—It is standard eoofootloo to

draw tlie phin view with the flat face npwards and tbe aectioos

H^ seen looking aloo^ a radial lim* from the centre ootwanl.

Thns for a left-liand profieller the pUn will appear as in

Vi)i. 19U and the tactions w in Fig. 2<mi ; for a right-baod

i)rt>peller the plao will he as in Pig. 2<n and the sections aa io Pio. tcm
Fig. 20S. Tbe face AC* of the section will be drawn at the

anglo if>f to the vertical line .\B, and the chord marked off along the Kne AC



Fig. 203.—Drawing of a Propeller Section showing Typical Method of Dimensioning.
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fniin the poiot A rPig. iOfi). The dirtuoe AC wiU theo be di?i<l«d off to
{five the neoetnrjr dirtAOOM betwren the ordioaU'* n-- •»*«->

in

Table XVII., ur if mime olher acMfoil lociioo in u^' «-

tuncct uppropriate to it. Ofdioiitct are erwled ai qmlu iMimt at

ri^'ht auglca to AC. The maximam thickn«M of aaoh mcUtm U
koown, and thoa from Table XVII. the height of carh ordinate

maj be oalcolated.

14a Tht AbiniMigfiih and Un OrthMgnpL-A ooMfcietw

able amount of labour \m mrtd by the uae of deTioa which h^ve
becotue known in the authurV dmiriog offioe under Uie namea
of the abeciiaagiftph and the ordinograph.

The former is uicd for oliUiining quickljr tiie |ioint« on the

chord at which the urdintites are U> be erected. It oooiiiU of

u piece of tratini; cloth of a length eqnal to the grateit blade

width likel.v to be met, kit about ITi incbea. On thia ut
•Iniwii two 'parallel lines, Xx and ZW (Fig. :;<)4), at a diiUooe
a]iiir( lint irreaier than the smallott chord likelf to be need, aaj

fntir or \\\v incbea. The perpendicular diatanoe between the two
lineti XY und ZW n divided up into dlatancea proportioiMl to

the distanci-s requinxl l)et\veen tlie ordinatet.

In order, then, to divide up any chord, the abactaiagraph ii

Uid acron the line AC so that the point A (trailing edge) falls nnder the line

Z\V and the point C (leading edge) falls under the line XV as shown in Fig. 204.
rt... ,^.;..ta ,,t which the intermediate lines cut tlie line AC will then give the

the ordinates and may be pricked off. Thus each chord may be
uivua-(i u|> without calculation.

The ordinograph is then oaed for finding the heights of the ordinaiea.

This device c' •referably of a flat sheet of I6-gaiige biaw, approxiiiiately

Fto.iOi.

jKu^

Fio. 9M.

2 feet X 1 foot, mounted on a balf-inch board. The pfa^ it dirided into two

parta—the upper part containing an ordinograph for finding the hekhfcs of the

ordinates between the leading edge and the maximum ordinate, ind the lower

half containing one for finding; the height of the ordinatea between the tnfliM

edge and the maximum ordinate (Fig. 205). In each half a horisonlal line le

drawn and divided np by points into any suitable nnmlier of parte. At eadi

point a vertical line is drawn. The heighu of the ordinates between the leading

edge and the maximam thickness for a section bavins a maximum thicknen

of, sav, 100 mm. are marked off on the extreme ordinate in the upper half of

the plate, and those between the tmiliiig edge and the maximum thickness are

marked off on the extreme ordinate in the lower half of the pfatfe. We thna



nifi
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obtain |K)intfi b, r, d^ f, etc. These points are joined by lines to the coiiniiun

point 0. Then if Oa represents HH) mm. to scale and the base be divided

np by an even scale, then the ordinates for amy particular thickness niuy be

t4iken with dividers from the distances on the onlinute at the figure designating

the retjuired thickness.

In this way all the sections will be drawn except the two nearest to the boss.

These two will W left for tlie monitiit.

143. Thp Drawing of the Plan and the Elevation. -The plan and elevation

must now /c projected from these sections, and for this purpose it must be

known whether the blade is to have a straight trailing edge or stmight leiuling

edge, or any particular inclination of the line passing tlirough the centres of

area of the sections. For the purpose of illustration iissume that the centre of

area line is reijuired to be as shown in the plan and elevation. Fig. 206. These
lines will be set out from the centre line hie and ee'.

Next find the centre of area (j of the sections. Then project the leading

and trailing edge in the plan and elevation, fixing their position by making the

points g fall along the line of centres of area.

Also project the point I) in both views. Join up these projected points by
corves ; slight modifications in the design must be made if necessary to ensure

that the curves are fair. This gives the plan and elevation down to the third

section from the root.

144. The Boss and the Root--Now put in the boss. As a geneml rule both

the tliicknc-88 and the diameter of the boss will be determined by the dimensions

of the hub of the engine to which the propeller is to be fitted. A safe rule for

ordinaiy propellers is that the diameter of the boss shall equal the maximum
bhwle wioth. Special considemtion must be given to those cases in which the

centre lx)re is compara-
tively large. In no case

must the eflfective cross

section through the

centre of the boss be less

than that of the root

section.

Next complete the

plan and elevation by
joining up to the lioss

that portion already

drawn. Care must lie

taken not to make the

root of the blade too

narrow in the plan view. Several failures have ocx;urred by so doing. The
blade, if so narrowed down, shears away from the boss along the lines A, A
(Fig. 207). The minimum width of the blade near the root, projected in the

plan, should not be less than the following figures :—

Fio. 207

KmrfDe power
.^1,^ . «. ». Minimum width.

riu|ieller r.p.in.

-O-08 120
0'08-016 140
0-16-0-28 160
0-28-0 88 160
0-88-0-68 180
0'68-0-74 200
0'74-0-98 220
0'08-l-16 280
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At ill' na!i..u.-j j-.iiit l!i«- ui(!l!i Mil « illj. r
»•

'. ..f . .tre

of the !.<»-- I.. :h. ! }, ih, i

: .^ . !.. .i..: :. : : ,. . ^ ..... :.,....' , ..v«»

Hgami.
The widUi of tlit? root mikm in ibo plsa and in lU «ltfili('

kiiowo. The neii iit«|i, tbirafora, k to dmw wHbiB Um iinlMiili
by ilicM dimoiiloM « roui Motion of food itiMailfaie dMkpe, aaiiMiTi
Mctioml urn and a nodolni not te than that fpwn for the tool»

'

original dmwimr |iariictilaf«. With the MoepiioQ of the eeeoivl -

the centre and thu (liuurniionint;. the dirign it now eipn—id for

14ft. Mrinff tha Luainm OootovniL—The <?onitnictioii niti*i ..

cated. The Drupeller it boiit u}) of » nunilier of »ii)wninp(jec«l Uniio*
parallel to the bo« faee (in a few capiarcd German propellefi the huuin;*

were pboed at right angles to thii direction). The kuniav ai« mobUj onl from
a board of one iuo'j tUoknes, which when eorfaced np haa a thickn«i of
:fl mm.

The neit itep, therefore, ii to draw the lamina* in the elevation. In
Fig. 906 only four are shown, but the uomber will varr frum five npwaids
aocordim^ to the thickness of the bom. This detarmiocs Uie length of each of
the constituent huninas. The positions of the respeoiife lamime are then pio-

jectod from the elevation to each section an mIiowh in Fig. :f08. This gives the ^
width of each lamina at each section, llio plan of each lamina is than prqjsotad

fruin the section views to the phm view. The contour of each lamina moit be
u fiiir carve, and slight modifications in the design may be necsenrr to cnsnrs
this. In Fig. 20G one such contour is shown. In the case of a fonr-bbdad
propeller the arc between tlie points r, r' at which the lamina cootonr meigas into

the boss must subtend at the centre of the'boM an angle of not moiv tlmn 90^.

Only the second section from the root now remains to' be completed. Tha
width in the phm and in the elevation are known, and also the wtdlh of eaeh
lamina at that section. Hence the section may be projeolod fhnn the pbn and
elevation views. All tha sections could have been conqdetdy dmwn to the
original drawing partioolar^ but had this been done the fairing of the Made
woald have been rendered difficult, and in any case it b probable that the two
root sections would require modification in oraer to obtain a thfetaws of bom
Huitable for tlie hub to oe used.

It is improbable that the angles of the two root sections drswn in this way
will agree with those specifiod in the drawing (mrtirnhui. The power ahaorbeil

by this part of the bMe is small, however : and further, the coneci value for

these angles is almost indeterminate in view of the nnoartain natua of the

airflow at the centie of the propeller.

M istons can now be inserted in any soitabla manner. A <inwniwi

iiieili iiuensioning a section is shown in Fig. SOS.
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HANDBOOK ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF PROPELLERS '

PAUT I. GkNKIIAL Si'KCIFICATlON.

Oeneral,—The word "contractor," for the purpose of any propclkr c<»iiini(i,

shall mean the contractor whose name is endorsed on the "Contract and
Schi-dulc."

The initial letters C.T.D. mean "The Controller of the Technical
Department."

The initial letters C.S.D. mean "The Controller of the Supply Department."
The initial letters C.L mean *'The Controller of Inspection."

Timber.—The timber to be used will be that stated on the propeller drawing
quoted in the Contract and Schedule.

lialaiicing and CJiecking.—Each propeller is to be balanced statically in

accordance with the instructions given in the handbook, and will be tested for

snch balance. It is also to be checked for symmetry of the blades within the

approved limits of error and for compliance with approved section templates.

Where special dimensional limits are specified on the drawing they are to be

strictly observed.

Coveriwi, etc.—kW propellers are to be fabric; covered and finished as stated

in the handbook, and where metal tipping or l^eading is specified, the latter is to

be carried out in accordance with the nandbook.
Testing.—For the purpose of testing the materials and workmanship, or for

any other reasons, C.I. may subject any propeller to a test, which will ccmsist in

spinning the propeller on the test tower,- or otherwise under similar general

conditions to those obtaining on the test tower, to an overload due to five per

cent, increase of revolutions per minute over those registered when the horse-

power absorbed is equal to that normally developed by the engine to which the

propeller is to Ije fitted.

IntercfuaujmbHitg

.

—The contractor is to provide an approved inspection

table, to design and provide all necessary jigs, templates and gauges for ensuring

interchangeability of propellers with their engine hubs and with each other and

their exactitude to the dniwings. Such jigs, templates and gauges are to Ikj

submitted to C.L, or his representative for approval before proceeding with the

work, but such approval will not relieve the contractor of any responsibility for

the accuracy of his work.
Packing.—The propellers must l)e delivered packed in cases complying with

corrent specifications, unless otherwise arranged with C.S.D. or C.I. Packing

caae specifications may be obtained from the Technical Department.

' R«prodaoed with alight revision from H.B.802, issued by the Ministry of Munitions,
September, 1918.
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JlAMJliOOK ON THE C0N8TUI CTION OF l»IU)l'FLLKIi8 S4l

Th$ 7*iifiA#f.~TlM following timbeit are vp^iwnA for «• la
couitruciiuD I- -Walnat, which maj be Ukeo • iododinf Bkck
Kuropemn variHi« i Uio foUowimr ?arioU« ol lUbMHijr: ^ ,

lloiulunui ami CqUui ; QiMtQilMid Suk Wood (Pliadmb <3Mtew«kMi>.~"no
foltowini: iiuij be QMd in pari for oerUin propaikfi, profidid Um Iha ooMtm
of ( .T.I), hat been obuined : Qraad Bmmbi, litm tad Baaia MakooHf.
African Iroko, Bogliab Aib, Japaaeas Walnot, Alfar Saraoa, aad Saate
Waliitii, and for Ibk pmpoao aunplei of each lAtch ai fpaoiiad balov bhI ba
Kent to Ike TeokaioiJ Departoieni bafoia oae. Anj aonnlioaa mafarniiii
oiher ?arieUei of timber will be welooaied, aad aboakl be aabwHted to Ike
Tcchiiii^l I)<*|>artmcnt, with nix taniplea of the mggeiied timber, each foor feel

loiif^ hy two inrhet broad and one inch thick.

.\k'u t(ineral mle timbeni for nee in propeller oooilniolkMi akoaU aol waifk
ikoSdinon* thun 4(i Ibe. per cubic foui, and toe ebMtk limit on beadiag

not !« leM than .Vxn) \\m, per ii|nare inch. The pariiciilar epeeUkaUoai for
wiilntit, mahopiny, ash and ipmoe, iogelker witk a deeoripUoa of Ika

may be obtainedineihod of tciitin>c timben, maj be obtained from the Brillik

Standardf Amodation.
Apivoval of anj Tarieij of timber oofwi onlj iU atreaglk aad ehUie

propoties, the manufacturer being reaponiibte for toe gining properliea of aoj
wood naed.

Before delivery to the mannfadorer the timber will be inenected in bulk, but

it lihould be nndantood that this doee not gnarantee the ioitabilitj of indiridoal

botfda.

Where it ii neoeaeary to oae timber which baa been arttfictallj eeaaoaed, the

incUiod of aeaeoning moat be approved bj C.T.I), aad carried ool aader the

soperviiion of 0.1.

OtiUr JfalirMlf.—Olnea, wood-fiUen, Tamiahea and waterproof painta are

anbjeoted to inmotion before delifery to the oontraotor, aad for tkk reaaoa tka

latter, when <Nderiiig theae materiak, moat state that thej are to be aaed for

pn»I«ller oonstnictioD, and notify O.I. of the anb-oontraot.

(;/ii#.—The glne most be of an approved make, and be Pf«P»i^ ^^ OMd in

aooordance with the maker's card of instrnction approved by C.I. All aHiafllB

or batches of gloe will be tested with a view to befaiff paand m anilabia fot

propeller oonatrnction, and accepted glne will be supplied m eealed bags stamped
- A.I.D. Approved."

MAVUrAOTUBK.

Thf /^mii/M*.—Planks shall be atraight-grained, and be free from kads,

curls, bom, rammie figure, caney-grain or worm-holes, which are deteterioas

:

and most sliow no signs of prokoged weathering, mildew, pock, dead sirsak or

other forms of rot.

The laminm most be ont with the grain of the timber raaaiaf laatlhwiw,

and parallel to the snrfaoes which will be gined. The thickaasa of Ihalsaiiia

need not be as specified oa the drawing, orovidad thai it lias belwaea Iha liaulB

laid down in the Ttehnloal Departmrat Coaoesskna MisBioraada. If the thick-

ness need be as shown on the drawing, the widths and kaglha of Iha laaiam

may be scaled therefrom, care being Uken to leave amnle allowaBoes for shanlnv.
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On the other hand, the adoption of other than the specified thicknesB will

necessitate re-plotting of the laminiv contours.

Before use, all thicknessed boards, or cut laminaj if preferred, arc to be

stored for at 16ast three weeks in a place where the temperature and atmospheric

conditions are similar to those |>revailing in the glue room. Any departure from

this requirement must be sanctioned by C.I.

Lamina: which comply with those renuiremcnts will be approved by

G.I.*8 represeutative, and must bear an A.I.D. stamp l>efore they are glued

together.

In the case of two-bladed propellers, each edge of lamina contours may
safely be cut to within seven millimetres of the finished size, but in four-bladcd

propellers a greater allowance, say 12 mm., is desirable to permit of half-lappin<,'

at the middle and of any adjustment of the blades for "souareness" to one

another. A larger allowance than that quoted above is founa desirable at and

near the ends of lamina;.

Lamina; of four-bladed propellers are to be half-lap jointed, unless otherwise

permitted, and the joints at the boss are to be properly staggered. This is

generally ensured by cutting across at right angles to the centre line of each

lamina.

The surfaces to l)e glued must be true and parallel and carefully toothed

with a fine toothing or veining plane.

The establishment of balance in the completed propeller will l)e facilitated by

the preliminary balancing of each lamina, which may be done at this stage. For
this purpose it must be mounted rigidly upon a mandrel supported on knife-

edges or upon a spindle mounted in sensitive ball-bearings, then balanced by

clipping on one or more quarter ounce weights at a definite point, Siiy three

feet or more from the mandrel aiis, until equilibrium is obtained, the heavy

(or light) end must then be marked so that it may be assembled opposite the

heavy (or light) end of another lamina. The lamina; may then be assembled

into the block, so as to correct the out-balance of the individual laminae thus

indicated.

Oluing,—The room in which lamina; are glued must be free from dust and
draughts and be maintained at a minimum temperature of 70° F. day and night,

a maximum and minimum thermometer being provided for the purpose of

checking this requirement.

In preparing the glue for use a weighed quantity of glue must ha added to a

measured volume of water, in accordance with the makers' instructions. Boiling

of the glue is prohibited, and continuous heating can be avoided by preparing

sufficient stock for one day and re-heating portions as required.

The tables or bed-plates on which the glued joints are laid must l>e true and

rigid, and no attempt may be made to force warped lamina; into position. All

warrod laming will be rejected.

The glued joints may be laid down singly and retained under pressure for

nine hours, but where possible two joints may l)e made at one gluing operation.

Pressure must be applied first at the centre and then gradually towards the tips.

The completed block is to be retained under pressure for twenty hours.

Alternative methods are to be submitted to C.I. for approval. Lamina; may
be glued en bloc after the appliances and results have been approved by C.I. In

adopting this method care should be taken to ensure that the laminic are of

uniform thickness throughout, and in order to avoid chilling during the opera-

tion of gluing it is advisable to warm the lamina; in a chamber at a tcmixirature

of about 100^ F. for ten minutes. The gluing should be completed within eight

to twelve minutes, including a waiting period of three or four minutes for pene-

tration of the glue before pressure is applied. The block must then be retained
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iiij-foar boon. Qloeil Jololt «>

< AMvofBl o( 0.L or bit npnmu

.

DO loQftr Baoaniy fai tho hlidtt «l mmy ptou^i

1
M in lioH pMkiof pitoM at i«i|iii«d by Um dm« ^

)joii b bm boral mmI immI bcfon il»|ili« it

ir tboold be mpporlod ai bolb mt^ tad nui aft •
i^! r.p.ll|«

//mv.—Tbe bora mml bt fooid, mooU, oi ikhi
^j», aod reoMnd or rooadid •» Um «idt at raqsM

1 •bob. Tba approTcd aafina bob or faofa oMHl ba
iiD am)' puhhui m uic pamied bora wbicb for tbii PVPOM UM»ld nol^ wbaa fai

li- -bilF. 'ir mnrn tb^n irnii hitf mniimrtri liffnr ! iTiaBifg tbiii apaeUM oa
tba drawing.

Sktipm§.—AiUT remoTal from tba glniiig labia aaob propaDar bloak anal
be allowad to ataod for fori?-oigbl boon bafora roogb abapby la oaaHaaaead*

Tba proila of tbe propaUarla pfam form b htti oat to alomar by f^^Hff
or band-«iwinf(. The ixitition of Uie loidiiif; and trmiliDf; ediaa wt^ Ikaa ba
maricad off from tem^iaica. Rongb tbaping maj be fadliiataa bj the aaa of a
maobioe or bj ramonng tbe aorplna limber from tbe p^ Iboa bf mnana ol
a band mw.

The rou^hljtliaped block moat ibaa ba allowed to iUod for foor daja bafoia
it ia fioallj abaped, unlem oiberwlae parmitlad bj O.T.D. or O.I. with a riaw to
meeting oi^nt reqairemcnla.

In abaptoff tbe bbdea to Uu* finished dimeniiona, tampktaa moat ba aaad at
each aaetion uiown on the dmwioK ; one half of eaefa trmplala baiag for Um
pitch faoe and tbe other for the back of the bbde. In tbe caae of alaadardbad
pn^pcllcTs being prodooed in balk tbeae teropbtea abonld be of WMtal. and wfll

I iagainatmaitertempbteabeld bjr.I. Tbe baok of the blade mMt
a fU tlie tamplatea at each aeotion. Daring tbe proem of ahapiag, the

I
A be carefoUy examined in order to detect anj faolta or dafeeU

\\ '- 'VI tbe inrplna timber ii removed.
7 /I t/ PrmmlUn in iks "* irAiet.**—Alter eompbiioa of Um

8) ^ ritch propeller will be inaneoted for general ooadittona aad
<1 1 liiii in«iioction b beat carried ont on a able aorfaea^ahb no*
V nil apigot. Wbeo the propeller b nwoated oa the apMt»

Hb-Bt m tbe bore, the bladca will be broogfai oier the table

in turn uuU checked for alignment, track, pitch anglea, dinMaaiOBa and ahapa oC
the aectionit.

Tk$ AUpm$iiL—Tht alignment of aproDeller maj ba
of tbe bore rebUve to Uie bbdea. Tbe foUowiag
is reooomMnded :—

Slide tbe propeller over the spigot and aei the leading edge of one bbde, aaj
lit aeotion B, directly over tbe oentre line on the table bf mmm of a aoaara.

The correspond inff point on tbe opooaite bbde sboald at the aaaa UaM a6o ba
over the centre line. Repeat this prooaai on tbe trailing edge at the aaoM
stHtion and on other aeciiona as neoeaiarj.

The limito of error aUowabb in alignment are socb that the bore aib moit
not be more than one millimetre from a line joining

opposite bbdea« In order to permit of the alignmJMit baiif
neces»iry, oontraotoiB are adviaed to arail themae lfea of the paailifa Uaait of

one niillnnetre on tbe width of tbe bladea. One to two inilliMaliw wm^ then
W riMnoved from tbe leading edse of one bbde and aa eqaal aaMOot frai the
trailini; edge of tbe oppoaite bbde witboot eioeeding the aagalifa Kadi oa the
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blade widtlis. ihv nhapc of any Roctions affected must aftcrwnnls be adjuHtcKl

to comply with the drawing.

The Track,—For propellers of nine feet or less in diameter, corresponding

points on opposite blades mnst be at the same, or within tlirec millimetres of

the same, distance from the plane containin<; the face of the boss next to the

eogine. Snch allowance will be increased by one millimetre for eacli successive

increase of three feet in the diameter of the proi^ellcr.

Drilling of the BoU-hoUn.—A jipj to the sutisfiiction of CI. must be used for

drilling the bolt-holes in all propellers unless otherwise arranged by C.I. This

jig will be examined in conjunction with the propeller boss drawing and the

propeller. Double-flanged jigs are recommended, and if jigs of the single-flange

type are used it will be advisable to provide them with long bushes to guide tlic

drill. The speed of the drill should be from .^aoO to 5000 r.p.m.

The bolt-holes mnst be straight, round, smooth and perpendicular to l)oth

faces of the propeller boss. The bolts are to l)e a light push-fit in the painted

holes, the diameter of which when in the white should not be more than one
half millimetre greater than that of the bolts. Any bolt-hole may be drawn
to the extent of one half millimetre in the direction of rotation, but not at all

in the reverse direction. For purposes of gun-timing the bolt-holes must
be drilled within one half-millimetre of the position shown on the propeller

drawing.

In order to check the drilling and ensure interchangeability an a])proved

engine hub will be assembled complete with bolts in each j)ropeller after the

bore and bolt-holes have been painted. If an engine hub be unobtainable the

contractor's drilling jig may be used for this purpose after its dimensions have
been checked and approved by C.I.'s representative.

Bahnuin^j.—If the methods previously described have been followed, little

or no difficulty will be experienced in establishing static balance in the propeller

when in the " white." The use of lead plugs for this purpose is forbidden

and the removal of timber from the round side of the blade is prohibited.

Timber may, however, within the limits allowable, be removed when so required

from the pitch face of the blade.

Each propeller when in the white must be checked for balance on apparatus

approved by C.I. The propeller is to be rigidly mounted on a spindle resting

on friction wheels or hardened knife-edges. If it be properly balanced it will

remain at rest in any position on the apparatus. The sensitiveness of the

apparatus used for checking the balance of propellers must be such that a weight

01 one ounce placed in a bolt-hole of a propeller balanced thereon must cause

it to torn.

Limits of Ebbob (ill Limits abe i[M MiLLIMSTBSS).

Between r= Between ra IB
UMlrsB

Blade *.wglft« .

Bkde width . .

BlAde thioknan .

±1«

+ 8to -1

:k(fW

±1

Alignment : ± 1 at the centre.

Track : 8 up to 9 ft. diameter.

4 „ 12 ft. „

5 „ 16 ft. „
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ISoltrholM and Cenirv Bore

:

lnihe*«whiie,**uu> + 0'ft.

Finiihvd, mi omj poth-fii.

l>taiiM(«r of boM : ±8.
DiitMoelMiWMDhnbpkiH: -oto + t

DimitlBr of eovnloniiildiig (if aoj) f«>r hub plau : - u*& to -f rn.

/Mrw CVnirwy.—All pronllen, wlicUier fur itwdor or poilMr iBThtoa^ avt
to be ooTerod with Unon fabrio from the* tip to lbs fooi eoUoa of Mob bbido
ur to wiiiuD 15 per cent, of the bUde nMiini from 1^ bore aiit. Before utf
propeller it fibrto-ouverDd it moet be examined and paeeed bj i\W reproais-

tiitive. Fabric will be tpectallj allotted for oonriag propeOaia. Tbo drMlaf
is to be remoTed br immendng the fabric in boOiiig wal«, wbkh mmi^ befofo

applicaiion of the labrio, be tborongblj expmwd in older to preftol iu aller^
the ooMJetency of the gloe. The fabno ma? be poi on in out pieoe or In t«o
piooei. When pnt on in one piaot, the fabHo IflakioiitheibifBoeoflbi
blade, taken hnukI the oamberw tide and fintehod off with a twestr millimetwiand fintehod off wkh a twestf
oYorlap on the flat faoe at the leading edge. Wbon nil on in two pieoai»

piece oommencee on the cambered tide, twenty milmnetrBa from tae leading

edKe ; it if then taken round the leading edge, acroai the flat face, roond the

tnuling od^ and fiuiahed off about twenty millimetree from the latter on the

cambered tide. The leoond piece commeooee at the tnuling edge, wrapt ronad
the cambered tide, roond the leadipg edge and flniahea off on the flat tide aboot
twenty millimetres from the leading e^pe. Boipping or cutting the folda of

the overiapping fabric at the bbde tipt it probibited. The glne need for

attaohing the fabric to the bUdet it to be appro?ed br C.I. for thit porpcae. and
must be prepared and need in accordance witli the maken* printed

The following method of applying the fabric is.

The turfacet of the propeller bladet are toothed or toraped, hot not taad*

papered, and coated with glue, which is ako a{n>lied to one aide of the fafarie.

VUv latter is Uitn laid on the pitch face of the bladet ttarting from the leailing

edge and following ita contour. It is then smoothed down with wooden mbben
working from the leadinff edge, while pretiing tlie tnrphM ghie through the

fnhrtc and towards the trailing edge. After the blade face baa been cofwed the

I

in*
J

toller is torned o?er and the fabric gradually worked over the baok and
I'iuliDg edge. The orm^pptng edget having been trimmed, the folda at iha

ti[) are carafnlW preeted down on the pitch face and tmootlied with a warm
laundry iron. Finally, the ridge formed by the edge of the oferiaoDiag fahrie

18 rt-dooed by rubbing it with a tmoothing tooL A good way of avoiaing ridgta

at the edget of fabric la to take ont the threadt near the edget and work tho

frayed endt into the general tnrfaoe.

Fmiahmg iSeAatMH.—The fabric-covered and non-fabriooofered parte are to

be finithed in accordance with a finithing tcheme which baa been approved b|

C.I., and involves the use of approved materials. DeCaik of toch piuuMWi
depend upon the particuUr tcheme adopted. The uncovered portion of the

propeller it usually coated with trantoarent wood filler, while the fahrid whea
dry. is given two or three ocata of unoorooating grey paint i the torfaoet being

rubbed down between tooceeiive coati. The non-fabrioK»vered parte oa the

Hides of the boat aro to be vamiahed only, not painted or enamelled. Tha eatire

i>rot)cUer it then rubbed down again with powdmd pomioe and water aad waibed.
it IS ooated with nndarooating vaniish, dried, rubbed down again* and ooaMd
with finishing vamiih, then tlightly *' fiatuti

** to remove the high polith which

is not now required. Upon completion of thit procem the bladot should have a

hard, smooth, durable, ewstlc surface.
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on and Ixilt-holct nwi be ootled laMf wkh gokMie and an aiiymfid
rproof paiuL
TipfiHf mid Bmdmf.—hdon m propellct ii bmIaI Uppid or Iw

u..^e boen fabrio-ooferMl in the nwnoor alrMdj dflHribid, aad tiM
•<i Willi paint or emunet m in ibe oitt of propelltit wlUch art

'>ped: the flntl ooaU of viniirii betaf, of oomt, owind
lat beeo pot oo

fbMe
to be

are six eim of meUl tlpe,* eoj one of vbiob nmr be rpeeUW
and eobedale, and referred to m Hcandard MeUl Tip Ko. 1 (FIr.

1. No. S. H M.T. No. S, aiLT. No. 4, &ltT. Xa :» (P|f. S09
T No n In all oMCi tbe tipe are to be made of <4 ft.W.0.

ia Ibe

!)g with 8peoitolioii S.Elt.
iing of the ebeei aelal on lo tbe pcopeOer bbid« will ba fwat|y

if all iMimpe and irregokritiea are fini reoiofed and if tbe pkiaam

Pto. Sia—Showing PMltioo of Saw Call.

clfa&nod with ^'luM {laper or emerir clolh. Both halves of tbe tip mar be ibaaad

on a former, but must be lltiea and sweated together when oo toe pcopeller

bludc. The complete tip inoet not be ibod on.

The sweated joint is to be made on tbe round

side of tbe blade naless inatrootioM or permis-

Hion to do tbe contrarj are given, tbe solid brasH

Kbett Ijeing drawn over the blade edges or tips

in order to obtain a satisfaotonr fit. Snipping

of tbe edL'e« at the tips is forbioden. The two

parts of t ist liave an overfau>ping surface

eleven u;........ ..\.s wide, tbe overbpping parte

to be tinned proviouM to putting on ; if pre-

ferred, tbe surface which is to be drawn need

only be cleaned and the other tinmd.

Tbe brMB sheet is to be attached to tbe bbdee

by No. 2, No. «, or Na 4 Braes Woodecrewa,

liavitii: an average leoctb of tbree-eigbUia of

an inch, but prefMdJ leal on tbe tbinner paru

of the blade. Tbe acrews on oppoeite faces of

the bUdes must be staggoned reUtiTel? to one

another, and be pitched approxinuUeij thirty

miUimctres apart in any direction.

Tlie scrcw-lioles in the brans must not be ooontersonk ea ihowii ta

Pig. 211, but are to be spun or pnncbcd eo as to fomi a irating for tbe

head as shown in Skeicb A.

» Skelobss of No. 1 and Now 6 only ace rapcpdoooa ywuc t*rt. I&IK

Pm. til.
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Dariug panchiog or sininnuj? of the screw-hok's, Inickling and buigm^' ol

tlie sarroundJDe metal luav be avoided bj use of a perforated plate litld in

position bj a clamp at each end ; sach plate bein^^ about three-eiglitlis of an
inch thick when used for spanning three snccefisive holes in two adjacent rows.

The finished holes must just be large enough to permit insertion of the

screws, the heads of which, and particularly the saw cuts, should be cleaned

before they are inserted. They arc afterwards to be soldered in position.

The metal sheet must have l)een so worked in these operations that no filing

of its surface beyond the mere trimmine of the edges is necessiiry. Tlie use of

coarse files, which have in the past reduced the sheet to a dangerous thinness

permitting of its being readily fractured, is absolutely forbidden.

Three drain holes, each having a diameter of three to four millimetres, are

to be made 3(M0 mm. apart in the sheathing at the tip of each blade in the

positions indicated in Fig. 201». Such holes must not npjK'ar on the leading

edge side of the extreme tip, and may be made with a one-eighth inch rat-tail

file. After the propeller is completed and finished all paint, varnish or enamel
is to Ijc carefully rcmoved from such holes.

All metal tips and sheathing are to be covered with two or more coats of

grey paint or enamel, after which they should be lightly "flatted." Highly
polished surfaces are not re^juired.

Iilentificalioii Marks.—Each and every propeller must bear the following

information and marks :

—

(\) The drawing number of the propeller

;

(2) The diameter and the pitch
;

(8) The full tyjK; name of engine ;

(4) The identification numbers supplied by CI.

;

(5) Five A.I.D. approved stamps ;

and any other marking required by the drawing.
The pitch of tlie propeller to bo thus indicated is defined as 2.1. 1), tan 4>^^ where

D is the diameter of the propeller and </)^ is the pitch angle at a point two-thirds

of the propeller radius from the bore axis.

The Balance of FinisJml Propellers.—h\\ finished propellers must be in static

balance in any position when placed on balance-checking apparatus of the type

already described.

StoriKjp.—Propellers must be stored by mounting on a horizontal spindle

passing through the bore, and on no account be allowed to stand against a wall

or in such a manner that the weight is taken by any of the blades.

NoTBs bv THE Author.

The official handbook on construction calls for a few comments and
additions.

146. Material—The experience of this country has singled ont Honduras
mahogany and black American walnut as being the two most suitable woods for

propeller construction. Between the two there is little to choose except for use

in tropical climates. For this purpose Honduras mahogany appears more
suitable, the glued joinU in propellers made fromHhis material appearing to

stand the climate of such countries l>etter than those in propellers made from
walnut.' The result is probably due to the greater affinity which Honduras
mahogany appears to have with gelatine glues over other woods.

The strength of West Airican mahoganies is inferior to that of Honduras

' This conclosioD is deduced from reports to the Air ^[inistry on the behaviour of

propellers in use with the British oversea squadrons, particularly in Mesopotamia and
Egypt.
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r Uwgth lMiv«M iadlTidMl iMMnb UIm ffwn tte mm
ber. It WM on •oooiuii of ibfe kUcr iwiidgtuioi iHlMr Umb t^

.^: ^O^Mt (mre «•• naoiwify dariaff Um mir ptriod fai alloviaf tte bm
oAQ mabofnuij. Bubtaqimii to ibv Imm of Um Abof« Madbooli^
- ^ro Knided into threo ehiwi, aooofdiaf to tiM tlsbv allowid fai

iciioo.

r i .--To tio made wholly of Hottdom wbojuiy, or of vilmt.
i* :i. —Ill wbicb «li«rtuite UmituD, oKOOpt tht ootar oa«, n%ki bt aado
in mahofuij, tbe remMiiiog lamiwe boiaf of llood«H

at.

Unuh a.—For which any of the tlmbert metitloiiod io tlio

bo tmed.

147. Timber StiMoinfi—Tbe timber med for propeHen in the oonatrj
sli.Mitii luivr til- following moiMoTB ooniente :»

lYondaru mahognnjr, II to 16 peroMt
\mericmn walnot, 11 to 1& per oenL

Aruiicuuij dried wood girei wMtm/Unrj remits uorided the jKoo&m of

drying' it oerried ont under the topwfWoa of n teeonionllj tmiaed aea, end

not, M eo often happens, entirely by an nnakilled attendant

The doration of the leaeontnff treatment rariea with the thickneei and rarieij

of wood : one inch walnut or manogany requires about fifteen days* trwtmsm.
The t4}ni{K>Fatnro at which the seasoning kiln is kepi should rise from fO^ F. for

tlie first one or two iUys to 1 ITi'' to Xfff F. for the bst few days. Ths hanidiftj

of tlic air in the kiln shouki correspondingly fall from HO per cesl^ to 90 per

cent, fur the first few daj-s to r»o per cent, at the completion of the treaimeoL

The tests of ptK)d seasoning arc :
—

(1) The even drying of all the boards in the load.

{:*) The even dietributioo of the residual moistore in each board.

In a well-seasoned board the moisture contents of mall iiea i%blh of aa

inch aunplei taken respectively from the outside and the insido of n oae ineli

board should not differ by more than 8 per cent.

14a Olue and Qhiiiif.—The glue used in propalkr mannlsolare is mndt

preferably from good quality hide. Ito physical pioperties are detonaiaed friNn

the following tests. . _,.
(artfully sekicted pieces of bUwjk American walnut, :f jychea wida, nnd

aUmt U incfiee tong are planed " true " to Wnch thickneat. The smfMSt to to

Kluod are toothed with a fine toothing pkne, having t^^ u» ^'i iMth per inch.

I

I I
Ho^^^ ]

j

I

T
2'

L
Flo. 812.

The glue is applied to tlie teat pieces, whkh are tlien put togother in pain in

such a way as to produce a 1-inch overlap joint as in Pig. tit. Thai» the total

glued surface will be t square inches. The joint is kept ni
'

T 2

! I

; 1

• ( ^J-^
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for tweke hours, after which the pressure is removed and the joints alloweil to

set for twenty-four hours at the temperature of the room. This Bhould be about
70® F. Nine joints are made with any one sample of glue. Three are then

tested. The glued surface is subjected to shear by applying forces in the

direction of the arrows (Fig. 212) by means of an ordinary testing machine.

The load required to break the joint is noted. This test may be called the

normal test. .\ further three joints are placed for 72 hours in a drying oven,

which is kept at a constant temperature of 45° C. The joints are then broken
in the above manner. This is the heat test. The remaining three joints are

immersed for four hours in water at 2(>° C. On removal they are broken as

above, this test constituting the ** immersion test." The glue should not be

considered snfHciently satisfactory for propeller manufacture unless the followint^

results are obtained or exceeded :

—

Normal test . . 1100 lbs. per square inch of glued surface.

Heat test . . . lloo „
Immersion test . 900 „ „

The sensitiveness of propeller glues renders regular trwitment essential to

attain consistent results. The maker's instructions should be followed, and, since

gelatine glue chills quickly, the gluing room should be kept at a teniperaturo

of not less than 70° F., and be free from draughts. Warming the surfaces to be

glued is also advisable, although considerable difference of opinion exists on this

point. The preliminary toothing of the surfaces has been found by experiment

to increase the strenjrth of the joint by about fifty per cent.

149. Fabric Covering.—The history of the introduction of fabric cover-

ings of propellers is not without interest. Fabric coverinj? was firat introduced

on j)ropellers used on non-rigid airships. The object was to prevent small

splinters of wood from flying off from the propeller, and thereby causing injury

to the envelopes containing the supporting gas. The blades were covered for a

distana' of about two-thirds of their radius from the tip ; the portion near the

centre, and the boss, was left uncovered. On several occasions it was noticed

that the joints, where they could be seen on the uncovered portions of the

propeller, were opening. The propellers were accordingly stripped of fabric

for the better examination of the joints nearer the tip. It was usually found

that, where the propeller had been covered, the joints were still holding firm.

The conclusion was thus drawn that the fabric covering constitutes a go<)d pro-

tection against the eflfects of atmospheric conditions on the glued joints. It

also follows, for the same reason, that warping is also minimised by covering the

blades with fabric. The practice was, therefore, extended to seaplane propellers.

A further incident was followed by the extension of the practice to all pro-

pellers. This incident occurred during the test of an engine, which was being

run under cover ; it was fitted with a fabric-covered propeller. During the test

the general vibration caused a small piece of timber to fall from overhead

into the propeller. The engine was immediately stopixid, and the propeller

examined. It was then seen that although one of the blades was severely

fractured, yet the pieces had all been held together, apparently by the fabric

covering. This case was exceptional, but it appeared sufficient evidence to

support the supposition that if a propeller were hit by gunfire, fabric coverin*;

would prevent general splintering and minimise the risk of accident due to

flying fragments of the proi>eller striking vital parts of the aircraft.

150. fhe Construction of the Laminse.—Previous to the war and for about

the first two yean- thereof, each individual lamina was made from a single plank

and no joint was allowed. In the later years of the war it was necessary, in order

to secure the most economical use of timljer, to revise this policy. Accordingly
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B IVpOCtM* TM
the MUhoi^ InovMflB. no cMM oTfdlm of

(isfv Imm ivpocted* TI

tiMnwUoB No. l.~
*if iK« .......i^of bmiMi. tfm

>o ham Aod «• omlfy
rvn tide to itfo is

Yiriad by

Inrornal Lamina
Burt Joint

** Olmver
boards rI

Fig. 918.

line throufi^h the centre of tbe boa, io altenato diiwtioM il •
' roet to tbe centre line of tbe faunioa.

I Urn than twehc mUlioMlvei and not more than ihiiij-

u Uuckneai.
No. 2.—This ooMtrooiion ii known aoder the aaae of Ihe

ction, after its propoier. It oooMla of joiftiag iwo aarfov
\r as in Fitr. 213, in soch a manner that Uie blade poitloa of

yr-
\

vj

I

Pio. 914.

tlie lamina is cut from each sinj^le iKmrd, wbUtt the dooble width, vbero tlie

two boards are joined, ia avaiUble for cuitiiig the bo« poriioD. Tbejoint he-

twoen the two boarda ia a pbin rubUd joint. Tbe boards are arrmogea so

the ^Trains mn parallel to the joint. Tbe lamime are anranfed in the

so that the joint in tbe trailing edge lamina eoeifes on the back or <

side of tbe bUde, and tbe joinU in each eueceaiife bmina rwi diamallj aflrasi

in oppoaite directions so as to emerge on oppoeite sides. The m^k of Ihe

joint abonld not be lem than twentj-ooe inches for a mpeOer of eighi feel

diameter, which distance may be increased three inches for each additioaal fooi

of diameter.

Oonstniction No. 3 : Side pieces.—The widest pait of a bsstaa is ai Ihe

boea, and, if the lamina is cot from a singk* pUnL there is mach waiic ef
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material. To avoid this, side pieces may be used as shown in KiJ,^ 2 IT). Such

side pieces should only Ih* placed on one side of the lamina, and the laniiniu

—. should l)e so arranged that, on any one

\ side of the boss, the side pieces conje on

^[ alternate lam ime. Somewhat narrower

side pieces may be placed on both sides
^^

^ of any one lamina as in Fig. 215, provided

fcl

the laminaj are arranged so that not more

^ than two side pieces are to be found ad-

jacent on any one side of the l)oss. In

the case of these narrow side pieces the

joint should be outside the outer edge of

a bolt by at least one diameter of a bolt-

hole.

Such side pieces are used in conjunc-

tion with the butt-joint and Cleaver

constructions referred to above.

Four-hladed Propellers.—The lamina'

of four-bladed propellers are normally

half- lapped together at the centre as

shown in Plate 3.

Construction No. 4. As an alternative

to this method, the " Oddy " lamina

is sometimes used. This consists of three

planks, one of which is a continuous

board extending through two opi>o8ite

blades—for example, through blades 1 and ?> ; the other two portions are short

boards butting against the sides of the continuous board and running through
blades 2 and \ (Figs. 210 and 217). Such a construction is only used on the

-^1-:M

Fio. 215.

Fio. 216.

internal lamina?, the outside laminjc being constructed with tht; ordinary half-

lapped joint from two boards continufjus through each pair of blades. The
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Clearer oooitnieiion mentiooed abofo nay be Med oo uk
in tbifl oonUfqoiioD. It maj abo be need ia IIm liiiiei of

\ construoUoih

iiiif.--It hat been found in aeeplaae pcBdiee Uaii ll»

ropeller blade ie impidlj worn awaj bj epnjr tbmvn
fore neeenarr to iheath tbai edge of uA propeOen
whicb the bbde ie ebeaihed baa ?ariad oovidanifalj

Kxr>cr!eDoe now eeens to ihow thai the whole of the

II Fig. 208. UntU reoentlj it bee noi ben
.... <^l<r.. of propeUeiB for aircraft opentinff

hat where the aircraft k reqairea

ini wu-ii I ain-dondi the propeller ahoohl hafe

m iu Fig. 201). Id commeretal airerdi it will be
' ropellers, the tbeaUung ihown in Fig. 206 beiaf

hown in Fig. 209 for aircraft operating from
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THE WORKS OF M. STEPHANIE DRZEWIECKI ON THE SUBJECT
OF SCREW PROPELLERS

A. Titles of Papers.
1. AprU 4, 1892.

Mcmoire sur une mrthodc pour la drtermination des elements nie-

caniques dc« propulscurs hclicoidaux.

'2. December 15, 1892.

Une mcthode pour la determination des elements mecaniques des

propalseurs li(^licoidaux.

8. July 19, 1900.

Des helices propulsives.

4. May2\\ 1901.

Du choix des (Elements determinants des helices propulsives pennettant

leur facile coniparaison entre elles.

.5. Early in 1909.

Des helices acriennes—Theorie gcnerale des propulscurs hclicoidaux, et

mcthode de calcnl de ces propulscurs pour I'air.

6. SepUmher 13, 1909.

Formules pratiques pour le calcul des helices acriennes.

7. May 11, 191(>.

FormuUs rationelles pratiques pour le calcul des helices marines et

acriennes.

B. SOCIETIKS TO WHICH THESE PaPEES WERE PRESENTED.

Pajmrs Nos. 1 and fi were presented to TAcademic des Scic'nccs on behalf

of M. Drzxiwiecki ; No. 1 by M. Lcautc, and No. (I by M. Maurice Levy.

Papers Nos, 2, 4, atul 7 were delivered jKirsonally to TAssociation Technique

Maritime, and
No, .3 was delivered ixjrsonally under the auspices of the same Association

to Le congres international d*architeoture et de construction navale, held in

Paris in 1900.

Paper No. 6 is a work published in 1 909 by La libmire des sciences acro-

nautiqae. F. I^uis Vivien, Libraire Editeur, 20, rue Saulnier, Paris.

C. Proceedings ik which the Papers are reported.

Pajters Nos. 1 afid 6 :

Les Comptes Rendus de TAcademic des Sciences.

Papers Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 7 :

Le Bulletin de rAsaociation Technifjue Maritime.
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1>. Whkek thmb PtoononnM amb to m forvD nr tteuiniL

(1) Let GomplM Reodni de I'Aondaoik dat Sdeocx^
PMeoi Offloe Uhnrj i Uhrmrj of ibe laHilo&kiii ot Cktd
Grwt Qtorge Siroei, K.W. 1.

(:;) Le Ualleiin de IWaoebtkio TMbDiqtM MariiUM

:

Librmnr of the losUioiion of Ni?al ArcbilacU, ft, AdtMI Trfner,
London, W.C. 2.





LIST OF 8YMB0I5
eotmMri^l.

A the arcA of a croHM tMH^iion.

A. the eflbcUve diac area.

e the ohoni of a bUa« Mellon.

C ft al ibe maxiniani widUi.

D the diaiMler.

I the momaDl ol inertia.

N iheniiiiib«o(bla4M.

0,, and O, . . Um niMimiim IhtobiMi belwwB Ibt dMwl MHl tfi

K the ezperimenlAl mmn pileh.

P, the geomeirieAl mean pileb.
w

r the radiofl of aoy polnl in Ibe bba« fhn the bow«
R . . . . . thetiprndina.

y^ and y, . . the disUnoe from the neolnd aida to the moel ilMMed tktm

in eompwUon and tanitoi reepeeHvely.

Z the modnliu of a MeMoo _ or .

9t 9t

a, . . the axial inflow factor.

a, the rotational inflow faotor.

6, the axial outflow faelor.

6, . . the rotatioiMil ootflow factor.

C.F. the oentrifngaJ focoe.

D the drag of an aerofoil.

D . . the torqne foroe.

/ . theilreM,

/ the maximum

/ the maximmn tamila

f^ , tbedinelleiMaeflraMaiMlo

f\. the tMuOe tlreM doe to

f\ tlie oompNMiTe ilreM dna lo combined

h . . tan^
Trandatinnal ip—d ol the airetall

^ ftpfpeedd^tUF^paE **"iD
k, the abeolate lift oodBetonl

*, dm. ..

T
*y locqnt f»

k, the empirical powar

88T
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an absolute thrust coefficient =

' he interference coefficient.

the lift of an aerofoil.

the bending moment due to air forces.

,. centrifugal force.

,, , gyroscopic force,

the rjiU' of revolution,

the engine power,

tan ^1.

the torque.

Q
an absolute torque coefficient = -^vi*

the resultant air force on an element

the shear force across a section due to centrifugal force.

the thrust.

T

the axial speed of the slipstream at the plane of rotation

(except in Chapter IX., where it is used as the resultant

velocity of the slipstream).

V the translational speed of the aircraft.

tj, the tangential velocity of an element.

V the resultant velocity of air relative to a blade element

w the density of the material.

W the work expended in rotivting a blade.

a the angle of incidence.

-1 kn

K'

• ;;

1? efficiency.

7j overall efficiency.

e the angle between the chord and the major principal axis.

p the density of the air.

p^ the standard density of the air.

^ the angle of the helix traced out by a point in the blade.

^2 the angle made by the resultant velocity of the air relative

to the plane of rotation.

^, the value of ^^ neglecting the rotational inflow.

<p^ the angle made by the chord of an element with the plane of

rotation.

n the angular velocity of the aircraft.

« the angular velocity of the propeller about its axis of

rotation.

tan
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bending momania doe to. 887. 848

ttamtawJ*^ 808

Inflow-^
azialvaloeltyoC88.108
linaa of. 178,177
rolatioaal valooilr of, 101

IntegnUoo. OMAhod of, 08

DKfOBMATtoii of bUde, 117
of a propeller, 4

formnla for. 74
ir0Bdiag,76
boiweuii aoiual and oaloulaled

r«aQlla,U7
Drag ooafBdant, 18
Drawing—

partioolari. 79
notea on, 818

Drop in roTolatlona, 184, 148, 160
DraewiaoU, 8, 384
Darand,61
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daflnition, 9, 46
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Profeixsr—
definition, 1

oottffioienta, 49
niiManiiient of, 66

nomenolAlare, 6
pitch, 7, 8
probloma in design, 1

Principal axes, 819, SM

Rkliabtutt, 881, 284

SoAUi effect, 117
Shear force, 890
Side wind, effect of, 864
Slipstream, 89

ritoursof, 180, 181
of air, 166, 178, 179

.-i,.;.lun, 90, 109

Stre8Ms,880,888
maximnm allowable, 884

THBU8T, 48
coefBoient, 48, 106
grading carves, 98

Tip^
of blade, 4
speed,

9

limiting speed, 861
Tonjuo, 41
with interforonco, 189
coefficient, 48, 106

Woods, for propellers, 217, 224, 254, 321,
328

Windmills, 300

THE END

©92
pwmo ts OKBAT BtrfAni mr william clowsb abo torn, uwtTBD, bkcclss.
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